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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

. ~ ", 

. -1:'. 

Network analysis techniques have been used for planning . . .' . 

, ,:' . 

',', ,', 

" .-," 
".(, . ,', 

' .. ' 

... purposes in the construction industry for over a decade. Theyhave 

- · been used ~Iith various degrees of success by the cl ient to control 

the progress of his job; by the architect (or consultant) to plan 

the design phase of the project, and finally, by the contractor to 

prepare his pre-tender and contract programmes. This study is 

· concerned about the factors 11hich contribute to higher success in 
, . .' -

the use of network analysis techniques in contracting org~nizations. 

The construction industry is of special· significance when· 

network analysis applications are considered because it has 

pioneered the use of network techniques in commercial (rather than· 

military) areas and still is the major user. Apart from this· 

aspect, the British construction industry occupies a large part iri 

the national economy: in 1971 it contributed 7% of the gross 

national product compared with approximately 5% for the mechanical 

engineering industry which is the largest manufacturing industry. 

The high annual increase in the construction workload - ~Ihich 

· averaged 4.5% during 1959-1969 - the chronic shortage of labour 

force and the increased technological complexity of projects bring 

about a strong need for efficient· management methods at all stages· 

of the construction process. 

Network analysis ~Ias brought into use in the early 1960's and 

was thought to provide a means of achieving a major advance in the 

efficiency of the British construction industry~ During the next 

decade it developed with an increasing speed, especially as it· 
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became linked to developments in computer technology - including 

both soft\~are and hardware'. Today, however, there are signs of 

some disillusionment and its use is thought by some people to be 

declining. 

Several surveys have been carried out in this country, in 

. N6rWay, ,and in the USA, to determine, among other things, the extent' . 

to which network analysis is being used in the cons,truction industry 

and in other industries. The results suggest that network analysis 

is not used as extensively as one would expect of a technique which 

has been praised so highly by the great majority of writers on the 

subject. Discussions with users indicate also that interest is 

falling off.: One author refers to network analysis as a "pseudo

event" and speaks of its "decline". Thus, some commentators 

characterize the history of the use of network analysis as reaching 

. an enthusiastic boom in the mid 1960's, followed by a plateau and 

possibly a decl ine., The aim of this exercise has been to find out 

the reasons for. this disappointing history by means of empirical 

methods. 

There is a remarkable consensus among writers that the basic 

principles of network analysis are quite sound. There are a number 

of papers which are critical of the PERT. algorithm, but there seems 

to be no criticism whatsoever of.the deterministic approach to 

network calculations (*). Moreover, the mechanics of constructing a 

~etwork and calculating the. CPM parameters have occupied a large 

portion of the current and past literature on network analysis. 

(*) As it will be reported in a later chapter, no organization in 
the sample used in this study employed probabilistic networks. 

,. '. ' 

i 
I 
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'; But no systematic attempt has been made at empirical level to 

search for a relationship between these various methods of applying 

network analysis on the one hand and the conventional means of 

measuring success (namely profitability and efficiency) on the other. ' 
, ' 

'A major reason for this is that itis an extremely difficult task to 

, determine the contribution made by any management technique to the 

overall profitability and/or efficiency of an organization. 
, . ' 

It is noted that a number of authors have mentioned the 

necessity to look into human relations, behavioural aspects and 

'organizational aspects in'network applications, albeit in a rather 

speculative fashion. These attempts to explain success or failure 

in network applications provide an indication as to' the direction 

, an empirical study could take. 

The idea behind the approach used in this study is that 

, "success" in network applications - which i·s difficult to estimate 

in the conventional terms of profitability - should be viewed as the 

degree to which the technique is up to the expectation of different 

peopl e occupyi ng di fferent positions' in the organization. The 

hypothesis has been put forward - and tested by means of' 

questionnaires and interviews -:- that "success" 'as defined above,' is 

closely related to a number, of factors which include not only the 

way it iS,applied, but also the way it is introduced and the 

environment in which it is used. 

Chapter.II (Development of the Hypothesis).describes the 

efforts made to diagnose the factors likely to affect success in 

network ana lysi s appl i cations. In Chapter III (Theoret ica 1 

Background) a detailed explanation is given about the theory behind 

these factors. Chapter IV (Methodology) i ndi cates hOl'1 the study was 
• 

" 

, , 
, 
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'conducted. The results of the main field survey and discussion 

. of the findings in the light of the information collected in the . ,- , 

feedback survey are gi ven in Cha pter V. The 1 as t chapter, 

.. Chapter VI, contains the conclusions. 
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CHAPTER 11 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE HYPOTHESIS 

1. 

.' : 

The construction industry: 

"I tell this tale, which is strictly tr'ue, 
just by way of convincing you • 

. How very little, since things were made, 
Things have altered in the building trade". 

A Truthful Song by Rudyard Kipl ing. 

In the same book where Sir Norman Longley quotes these lines by 

Kipling, Professor Denis Harper (1) states that: " ••••• theperfor-

manceof buildings has. not improved over the years, and all connected 

with, the design and management of construction are less reliable than 

they need to be". 

This view is also shared by a number of· authors (See e.g., 2,3). 

The construction industry, (i.e., the building and civil engineering 

". industries), is therefore rather conservative when compared'with 

manufacturing industries. It also differs from many other industries 

in 'a number of ways. Stone (4) defines construction as "an assembly 

industry, assembling on site the products of other industries". 

The construction industry has the following features: 

1. It is one of the most important activities in any economy. 

a) In 1971, it contributed 7% of the gross national product com

pared with 35% for all manufacturing industries (including 

building materials wh.ich are themselves estimated to contri

bute nearly as much again as the construction industry), 

11% for the distributive trades, and 6% for transport. The 

largest manufacturing industry, mechanical engineering, 

contributes approximately 5% (5). 

L 
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b) In i971,investment in new building and works accounted for 

. over SO% of total investment (S). 

· c) It accounted for6.S% of the total UK employees in employment 

in June 1969 (5). 

d)'The annual growth rate of new construction averaged 4.S% 

during the ten years between 19S9 and 1969 (S) •. Prospects 

for 1973-74-7Sarealso estimated to be quite high (6). 
• ,. J , 

e) Producti vity, measured as output per head, has iricreased at . 

an annual average' of 4% over the ten years between 19S6 and 

1966 (7). 

2. The net return on capital employed in construction for those 

· public companies which published their reports during 1969 was 

lS.S% compared with lS.O% for all industrial cOl11panies and 

13.0% for all companies (5). 

3. The return on turnover in construction is lower than in other 

industries (S). 

4. In 1969, it spent only O.S% of the value of.its output in 

research (5) which is much lower than for other industries. 

Because of their larger average size, civil engineering com-

· panies are able to do rather more research (e.g., into site 

organization and planning) than relatively small builders •. 

. The results of such vlOrk, h'owever, tend to stay wi th the com-
"'. 

panies.which have done it rather than being gradually' dis-. . . 
seminated so that the construction industry as a whole could 

benefit (8) •. ' 

5. The construction industry is sharply divided between design 

on the one hand (architects, consulting engineers, and quantity 

. surveyors) and producti on ori the other (bui 1 ders, civi 1 
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engin'eeri ng contracts, and sub-contractors). 

6. TheEmerson Report (9) and several others (7,8,10,11,12) state 
. " ',.,." ". ' 

that the construction industry does not create a demand for its, . 

'services and that its capacity is governed by necessity, the ,"' 

level of economicactivity and Government policy. Co~sequentlY, 

the amount of work is liable to fluctuate. The Government have 

,a crucial role in determining both demand for t~e industry's 

output and its growth prospects ,the reasons being that pub 1 ie 

authorities buy over'half its output (5) and because credit 

policies, investment incentives and general economic measures 

have a powerful influence on the demand for private housing, 

, industrial and commercial building. 

In one of a series of articles on the "Economic Aspects 

of Building" Ward (13) gives a comprehensive description of· 

possible Government policies to regulate the national economy 

by means of affecting demand in the construction industry. 

This "stop and go" policy which has been used time and time 

again by successive Governments (and which presumably will be 
. ' 

used by future Governments) has been largely criticized (8,11) 

for creating the uncertainty that exists within the industry. 

A survey by The Builder in 1962(8) has claimed that it created 

uncertainty and sapped confidence 11hich discourages building 

owners ,from starting new projects;,material producers from 

insta 11 i ng new capacity, good managers and skill ed 1 abour from 

entering the industrY; precludes ,the use of market,research 

and long~term planning; and ~iscourages,expansion and adoption' 

of new techniques. But, Lewis & Singh (11) put forward this 

defense: "However much we may cri ti ci se Government; we have to 
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:~ealise that the task of driving an 'economy along a precari-

, , ously balanced path of growth, with inflation,balance of pay

ments problems and bankrupcy on one side, and massive unemploy

ment on the, other, is far from easy". ' 

, The achievement of economy and higher efficien'cy in the cons-

, " truction industry is therefore of considerable importance to the 

, industry itself, to the national economy, to clients and to the . ' 

colnmunity. There is no single way of achieving economy however. 
. . . ~ . .' 

Rati ona 1 i sati on i,s necessary at every stage of the constructi on 

process including both design and production; and one such stage 

is production, planriing with which this study is concerned. 

, I 

" 

I 

I 

I 

, I 
, I 

I 
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2. Literature su~v~yrelated tonetwork analysis planning and control: 

Before 'deSigning the questionnaire "to be used in the survey of 
'. . ,.' . '.' . ' .. '. '" 

'a number of contracting organizations. it was found appropriate to 
. " ' 

review the past and exi~tinglit~ratureon network analysis to find 

out about.the evolution. the general characteristics, and the advan

tages and di sadvantagesof usi ng thi s technique. The] iterature . 

-survey which.was initiatedbya few bibliographies by Bigelow(l4). 
. . . 

'. Lerda-Olberg (15). Dooley .(16) and.a number of other writers, is 

reported in the following sections and in the following chapter. 

2.1. Short historical background: 

After the publication of the two famous and by now almost 

classical papers by Malcolm. Roseboom. Clark & Fazar (17). and 

Kelley & Walker (18) in 1959 the evolution of network analysis 

techniques did not follow a straight ascending line. 

In the earlydays of its inception. network-based pl anni ng 

techniques were received with great enthusiasm by potential users. 

Stories of how PERT was successfully employed by the US Navy in the 

Fleet Ballistic Missile Program (the development ,of the Polaris 

Weapon System). of how CPM was successfully used by Du Pont de 

Nemours (19). and of how much savings in time and cost were 

achieved in various projects \~ere described in a multitude of papers. 
.' . 

articles and textbooks (See e.g .• 20,21,22,23). The following years 

saw the development of a plethora of variations and extensions of 

the original PERT and CPM, and they were called by acronyms such as: 

CSPC (Cost and Schedule Planning and Control), PEP (Program Evaluation 

Procedure). PERT/COST, PERT/TIME, SCANS, PEST, CPS (Criti ca 1 Path 

Scheduling), RAMPS (Resource Al"location and Multi-Project Scheduling), 

. ' 
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GRASP (General Resource Allocati~n and Scheduling Program), PCS 

(Project Control System). PNS (Project tlanagement System). MPM 

(~letra-Potentia 1 1,1ethod. French). BKN (German), RPS (German), 

LESS (Least-Cost Estimati ng and Schedul ing). CPA (Criti ca 1 Path 

Analysis). SCOPE (Schedule. Cost. Performance). GERT (Graphical 
. . . . 

Evaluation and Review Technique) to name but a few., 

This explosive growth of the literature in the 1960's can 
, ,-

, partly be attributed to the quick development of'the computer 

technology in both the s'oftware and hardware fields. ,and partly 

to the over-enthusiastic initial selling of the technique as a 

panacea to all management problems. 

The later parts of the 1960's are marked ~/ith a certain amount, 

of discrimination (24.25). disenchantment and disillusionment 
. '" 

(24,25,26,27.28). A survey carried out in USA indicates that 

contrary to what people used to believe not all large companies use 

network analysis and .that only a small percent,age of user firms feel 

that they are very successful in achieving the numerous benefits 

attributed to the use of these procedures (29). Vazsonyi (30) indi

cates in his humerous article that this "decline". as he calls it. 
, 

is partlY due to the \~rongimage - \'thich he later calls a pseudo-

event - that was generated by the initiators about the potential 

'benefits of network analysis. 

The situation in Great Britain has developed in a very similar 

pattern to the one described above. It seems that after the 

enthusiastic approach in the early 1960's. the use of network analysis 

in construction companies has reached an optimum which is. in fact. 

far less than what the advocates of this technique would expect. 

h===== ,-'--" " ,,-- -, , .. 
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There have been two major surveys in the UK constructi on . 

industry, one by Wade (31) and one by MacDona1d (32) which indicated 

that 58% and 64% of the companies used some sort of network analysis 

respectively •. At first glance, these percentages may seem to be 

. quite large, but if one considers that the extent to which each com

pany uses these techniques is around 45% (See Chapter V, Section 4.4), 

then, it wi 11 be clear that the value of the work p,l anned wi th 

network analysis is not high •. Furthermore, the information collected 

during this research study indicated that there has not been any 

significant increase in the use of network analysis over the last 

·five years (See Chapter V, Section 4.4) • 

. One of the aims of this research project was therefore to 

develop an analytical framework which would later be used for an 

empirical study to find out the reasons for this disappointing 

history •. 

2.2. The cost of using network analysis and its effect on profitability: 

Part 1, in Appendix C is a review of the literature related to 

the cost of network analysis as reported by a number of authors • 

. The figures given are in some cases estimates and speculations 

(22,33,34,35,36); in some cases the result of organized field surveys 

(37,38,39,40,41); and in some cases the result of cost measurements 

in individual experimental projects (39,42,43,44,45). 

To measure the cost of implementing network analysis in a pro

ject )s not a very difficult task. The assessment of data processing 

and network engineering costs are quite straight forward. Appendix C, 

Part 1 indicates that, apart from a few extreme cases, such as 5% 

reported by Frambes (46) and 2% reported by Pacaud (43), the cost of 
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implementing network. analysis seems to vary between 0.10 and 1.00% 

of the total project cost.'. Miller (47) reckons that the real amount . . 

depends on the degree. of planning capabil ity available in the com

panY,on the effectiveness of the organization, and on the amount· 

and quality of network analysis indoctrination given. 

But, when a manager or a board of directors is about to decide 

whether to replace the existing conventional planning system by 
, . ~ . . .. 

network analysis, the vitai information that is necessary is not 

cost, but rather a cost/benefit analysis of the new technique . 

. What does. the technique cost to install and to operate? What does. it 

offer in'return? Do the returns justify the cost? These are the' 

questions that need ~nswering. Part 2 and Part 3 in Appendix C 

. review the time and cost savi ngs reported by vari ous authors. Apart 

from a .few individual examples reported by Pocock (21), there have 
.' , 

been no systematic attempts to determine whether the cost of network 

analysis,. is justified by the returns. The literature is full of 

speculations, hearsay, and rumors that network analysis produces 

considerable savings. The vast majority of authors accept explicitly 

that these alleged savings very much warrant 'the use of network 

analysis techniques. It is generally claimed that the size of in ten

gible benefits such as improved communications, better efficiency, 

higher confidence, and so forth are in themselves self-evident and 

large enough to validate the preceding statement. Users in Britain 

seem to feel the same way because. they generally insist that they 

would not have used network analysis if it were not profitable (48). 

But none of them is able to quantify the additional benefits obtained. 

Indeed, a' study of planning and programming carried out for the 

~linistry of Public Buildings and Works (49) state that these 
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techniques do not provide the facility to see the cost implications 

of planning decisions. In a survey of network analysis implementa

tion by large Ame~ican contractors carried out.by Davis (29) it was 

· found that only 13% of the companies. in the sample had reported 

definite cost savings. A number s.aid that they probably made some 

savings but had no supportive data.. Th~ truth of the matter-is that 

it is an extremely difficult task to determine the extent to ~Ihicha . . 
. . . 

management technique (net\~ork analysis or any other management 

technique) contri butes to the. profitabil ity of a company. Accountants 

with whom this issue was discussed stated that the results of such an 

exercise would be most unreliable because of the mUltitude of factors 

influencing overall profitability, and their complex interrelationships. 

A brief conclusion to this sUb-section is that although some, 

perhaps most writers and users believe that network analysis contri

butes positively to the profitability of a company" no-one really knows 

the extent to which (or whether or not) this is true. But, as the 

survey by Booz Allen Appl ied Research Inc. (39) has found out, the 

cost of using network analysis has not been a major deterrent in its 

use. There are also those like Ross(50) who argue that return on 

investment 'or some similar ratio is not a valid criterion for deciding 

· whether to install a management system, and that some sort of weight 
, 

should be given to the less tangible benefits in making the decision. 

So, what is it that prevents this technique from being used 

· extensively? What are the reasons for- not reported,but certainly 

a large number of - failures, if it is not cost considerations? 

The following chapter will give the theoretical background to the 

analytical framework proposed to understand better the phenomenon 

created by the use of network analysis. 
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. ,,' 2.3. Observations on the literature on network analysis 

".'-; ". 

... , " 

. It is the rule rather than the exception that most of the 

earl i er papers and textbooks on networkanalysi s contai n a secti on 

describing the advantages of network analysis and sometimes, but 

seldom, the disadvantages. There seems to be gene~al consensus on 

, the point. that netl10rk analysis is a much: better and advanced 

'. technique than conventional bar-charts and that the advantages of 

,. using it far outweigh its disadvantages. A review of the. literature 

. indicated that the items, listed in Appendix 0 are the most commonly 

mentioned advantages and disadvantages of network analysis; 

Itis interesting to note that the most frequently mentioned 

. advantage is the ability of applying "management by exception" by 
. " 

concentrating on critical activities. Moder & Phillips (51) indicate 

that critical activities account for only 15% of the total number of 

activities. That means, network analysis would not only reduce 

considerably the load of the manager, but also would provide the' 

possibility for much better and efficient control. 

An underlying feature of the. literature on network analysis \'tas 

found to be its emphasis on the application procedures of the system. 

The majority of books and articles right until the late 1960'.s dealt 

solely with procedural aspects such as; how to draw a network; whether 

to use arrow or precedence'diagrams; how to make the calculations; 

whether to update the programme or not; how, and with what frequency 

to update it; hOl1 to present the fi na 1 resul ts; whether to use 

computer programs or not; etc., etc. Two typical examples of this 

sort of approach can be seen in a textbook by Lockyer (52) and an 

article by Nuttall & Jeanes (53). 

i 

. I 

I 
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This sort of literature generally recomrneds that the user should: 

1. Update the progranme regularly .. 

2.· Avoid too much detail but use the capacity of the technique to 
'. . . ' 

have a well detailed programme with sub-networks .whereappropriate .. 

3.· Use a computer program if the .size of the network is large enough. 

4. Use network analysis for planning and for controlling the job. 

5. Use network analysis on time-limited rather tha!1 resource-limited 

projects. 

There are however different opinions on:· 

1. Whether to use arrol1 or precedence diagrams. 

2. Whether to present the results in net~lOrk, bar-chart, or some 

intermediate compromise. form for site use. 

3. Whether· to disclose float values· associated with each activity 

to all site staff members. 

These aspects will be described in detail in the follol1ing 

chapter under Section 2, Hethods of Application. The point is made in 

this sub-section that the general 1 iterature ·on neblOrk analysis 

abounds ~tith textbooks. articles and papers which mainly deal with 

these sorts of procedural characteristics. 

It must also.be noted. however. that some authors $uch as 

Miller (22). Archibald & Villoria (39),. Halton (44,54). Reynaud (55) 

and a number of other \~riters have mentioned the necessity. to look 

. into lYehavioural, organizational and human relations aspects in 

network applications. albeit in a rather speculative fashion. The 

general point of viel1 is that: 

.1.. Full support from top management and clear policy statements 

are necessary. 

2. All concerned l1ith network analysis must have a clear understanding 
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of what the technique is and of what it can achieve. 

3.' Resistance to change and inertia are always present when a new 

, technique is bei ng introduced. 

4. The organizational structure necessary for applying network 

analysis may clash with the existing structure.' 

A detailed discussion of these aspects is made in the following 

chapter. For the purpose of this sUb-section it will suffice to, 

'" note that none of the articles,' studies,or books mentioning the 

above-cited observations', has been written as a result of an 

empirical exercise carried out within an explicit framework. They' 

provide, hO~lever, an indication as to the areas an empirical' study' 

should cover. 

A review of the literature shows therefore that no writer 

doubts, that network analysis is a more useful technique than conven

tionalbar-charts and that the basic principles are sound enough not 

to require extensive investigation. It also shows that the majority 

of authors tend to concentrate on methods of applying the technique 
. 

while only some of them mention the need to take into consideration 

the behavioural and organizational aspects as well. 
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. 3. The case study and the prel iminary field survey: 

In the early stages of this research project it was decided 

.. that the first steps in tackling, the problem should' involve not only' 

a comprehensive literature survey to' determine what has been said 

about network analysis,but also al1initialpractical study covering . 

a,few companies to determine what users in the industry think of the 

technique. 

With this purpose in mind a contracting organization was' 

approached and access to' every member of staff was obtained. The 

company, had an annual turnover of ,over £10 million, was a publ ic, 

company, and had subsidiaries in three large cities. They had been 

using network analysis since 1963 with various degrees of success, 

and had a clear company policy to plan as many projects as possible 

by network analysis, but to use computer programs only when required 

contractually. The managing director, the director in charge of 

planning and construction, the'chief planning engineer, the training 

officer, a contracts manager, a planning engineer, and two agents' 

were interviewed. The interviews were conducted by means of a loosely 

designed check-list (See Appendix'E, Part 1) which permitted dis-, 

cussion on aspects which were found to be of importance by the person 

interviewed. As a matter of fact, the very purpose of this exercise 

was to determine the factors regarded as important by the staff of a 

user company •. The case study is described in detail ,il), Appendix E, 

Part 2. The most important findings of this study, worth mentioning, 

have been selected and are reported below: 

1. ' Enthusiasm in network analysis was highest in the director in 

charge of planning and construction, because he was the one who 

introduced it into the company; it was naturally supported by 
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the planning department, but this support was fairly low in the 

case of agents.' There was even resistance on the part of the 

contracts'managerwho'was interviewed. 
. ." . '. -. 

, 2. The fact thatthe branch visited had been making more profit/ 

turnover than the other branches (none of whom used network, 

analysis) was attributed by theplanning departm~nttothe 
. , , ' . 

successful use of network analysis. The rest o.fthe respondents 

'with, only one exception were more cautious, but nevertheless 

expressed their belief that network analysis increased profits 

in some ,way. The only respondent who did not see any economic 

justification was the contracts 'manager. 

3. There was, an ~pen intra-organizati ona 1 confl i ct between the 

p 1 anni ng department and the contracts managers. Wh il e contracts 

• managers saw no benefit at all in network analysis planning, 

the planning departmentwas seeking more line authority with an 

open aim of abolishing the office of contracts management and 

integrating its duties in the person of individual planning 

engineers in charge of different projects. 

4. The planning department was not a purely consultative department' 

to site managers; it was very much above the site manager, more 

in the same level as contracts managers and having a direct 

reporting link to the director in charge of construction. 

5. Although training programmes had been run for all the site 

management staff, people on site were interested only in a bar

chart. All networks were ,transformed into bar-charts for site use. 

6. There was a definite and well defined difference in the attitudes 

of site management and the planning department towards planning 

" in general and, network analysis in particular. Whereas planning 
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engilleerswere quite enthusiastic about network analysis, site 

managers were only interested in bar-chart transformations. It 

can be said that network analysis was being used only in the 

planning department. 

Following this study of network analysis usage in a single 

company, a prel iminary survey of a number of compan.ies vias undertaken 

in the light'of the information gained in the case study. The loosely 

structured check..,list was this time completed with. a number ofspeci-. 

fic questions for each item, but always in an open, loosely defined. 

form, thus again allowing persons interviewed to express themselves 

freely on related aspects as well. Appendix F contains a copy of the 

check-list and of the questions developed for each item during the 

case study. A synopsis of the replies follows each question. 

In the preliminary survey, a total of 31 contracting organizations 

were approached by a letter to which was attached a one page circular 

signed by Professor E.G. Trimble (See Appendix G). Of these, 5 did 

not reply at all, and 5 others wrote back sayi ng that they were not 

interested. The rest, 21 companies, agreed to co-operate. - Later, 

bearing in mind that this survey would only be a preliminary one and 

after taking the time factor into consideration, the size of the , 

sample was reduced to 10 companies. Sampling procedures are described 

in Chapter IV.- "Methodology". 

The sample for the preliminary survey vIas formed of 2 civil 

engineering contractors, 4 building contractors, and 4. building and 

civil engineering. contractors •. Annual turnover figures for 1969 

ranged from £4.5 million to £56.0 million with an average of 

£15.7 million. The number of people employed by each company ranged 
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from 146 to 10,711 with an average of 3479 employees •. Five of these 

'companies were situated in the Midlands, three in the ~orth and two 

in the London and Southern areas. 

A total of 29 people were interviewed in the preliminary 

survey, with ~ minimum of2 person~, one planning engineer arid one 

site manager, .in each company. The length of interviews ranged from 

30 minute talks with managing directors on aspects ?f planning policy, . 

to 3 hour interviews with planning engineers about all the details. 

The overall average was 1 hour 20 minutes .. 

Two of the 10 companies contacted, did not use network analysis 

at all. The remaining 8 companies used it in as little as 2-3% of 

their projects to as large as 99%.' The answers,to the questions are 

.' given in a brief form after each question in Appendix F. 

The major points that are worth mentioning and which had 

considerable effect on the design and compilation of the final 

questionnaire used in the main field survey, are given below in a 

brief form: 

1. Most compani es used time and resource ana lyses by networks • 

. All of them used arrow diagrams, and none of them used mu1ti

project-scheduling, cost optimization (time-cost trade-off), and 

with the exception of. one company, cost analysis • . 
. 2. Resource analysis was generally carried out manually on a bar

chart translation of the final network; and it was generally 

carried out for the entire period of the project. In most cases, 

this analysis provided the basis· for allocating float to 

activities. 

3. The majority of companies expressed the view that network analysis 

was a better techni que than bar-charts especi ally for compl ex jobs . 

. , 
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Most of them used sub-networks for complex activities and all of 

them transformed their final results into a bar-chart form mainly 

for site use. None of them. employed time-scaled networks. but 

some of them tried logic-linked bar-charts. 

4. Five of the companies believed that network analysis was economi-
. . 

cally justifiable whereas the remaining five (who include the two 

non;'user companies) believed it was not. All companies admitted 

.that when network analysis was introduced, they expected a rise 

in their profits as a direct result. Not only were they not able 

to say exactly how much network analysis contributed to their 

profitability, but they had also no idea of how much network 

analysis cost as a percentage of total project costs.· All com

panies agreed however, that network analysis formed a better 

basis for-claims. 

5. The introduction of network analysis \~as invariably forced by one 

interested man in the company. It was not generally initiated by 

contractual compulsion. The first ever network was computed 
. 

manually in the majority of companies. At the time of the survey, 

·all companies believed that there would be no increase or reduc

tion in the near future in the extent they were using network 

·analysis. 

6. It is with the introduction of network analysis that half of the 

companies acquired a central· planning department. The other half 

had a planning department already. In 'the large majority of 

companies, the planning department had a lateral or consultative 

authority, could make only minor alterations in the net\~ork, but 

reported directly to top management. Half of the companies 

believed that the introduction of network analysis had ·reduced, 
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: to some extent, the site manager's authority. 

-' 

·7.· In the large majodty of companies, there were no regular 

internal courses onnetl1ork analysis, although such courses 

.. were run in some of them, from time to time. Staff members 

ranging from directors to site· supervisory staff were also sent 

to external courses, from time to time •. Opinions about whether· 
. . 

formal training courses served their purpose were·divided • 

. Whereas half of them thought they were useful, the other half 

restricted their answer to "very moderately useful". 

8. Site managements were generally formed of ex-tradesmen as opposed 

to qualified engineers. Whereas planning engineers believed 

that with a better qualified site staff they would have got 

better results in network analysis applications, site managers 

. complained of insufficient site experience in most planning 

engineers. Although, in the large majority of companies there 

were no resident planning engineers on site, it was stated 

that there was continuous contact between the site and the 

planning department, starting after the award of the contract 

and continuing through the construction phase. But, time 

estimates were prepared only by the planning engineer in half 

of the companies. It was also stated that time estimates 

given by sub-contractors were in general less correct than 

those g!ven by planning engineers. 

9. Network analysis was used for forecasting and for control by 

all companies. in the sample. There was no problem of network 

analysis being integrated with other management techniques, 

because it was carried out quite independently of any other 

technique, 
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10 •. Updating was generally found to be very cumbersome and time

consuming but was nevertheless carried out regularly by half 

of the companies, and wllen felt necessaryby the other half. 

The initial input for a computer program was generally found 

to be very complicated and time-consuming.· But,loops and 

overlapping activities presented no problem at the planning 

phase. 

11. There was no participation whatsoever on the part of site 

managements to the decision whether to introduce network 

analysis or not. In none of the companies, was it stated 

tHat, management took proper notice of the problems and 

requirements of site staff before deciding to introduce 

. network ana 1ysi s. 

12. It will be noted that replies to the questions are reported 

in Appendix F in terms of·companies. No differentiation was 

made among different respondents in the same company. and the 

predominant view was reported to be the view of the company. 

However, while compiling this information from the transcripts 

of the intervievls it was noted that the inevitable difference 

of opinion among various respondents did exist, but that these 

differences were particularly marked between planning engineers _ 

and site managers. 
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4~ Need for the study and its objectives: 

In Section 1. in this chapter, it has been briefly shown that 

the construction industry is one of the most important industries 

in the national economy of the United Kingdom and that attempts to 

rati onal i ze any aspect of the construction proc~ss from the desi gn 
" . . , 

, . phase to the handover of the construction to its clients should be 

welcomed. - . 

Section 2 gives an idea of the evolution and characteristics 

. of network analysis as described by the majority of writers on 

network analysis. It seems that the use of network analysis has not. 

increased as expected, and indeed, fears of· decline are expressed. 

The majority of writers have tended to concentrate on the application 

. procedures of the technique while only a few made allusion to its 

behavioural and organizational aspects. There is general agreement 

that the basic concepts of. the technique -'such as critical path, 

float, etc; - are sound. Although no wri ter is able to. quant ify the 

contribution of network analysis to the profitability of a company, . 

its cost does not seem to be a deterrent. 

There have been two major surveys.of network analysis applications 

in this country by Wade (31), and by MacDonald(32) •. The Bureau of 

Building Marketing Research (56), Frambes (46), Schoderbek (57) and 

Davis (27,29) .in the United States, and the Norwegian Building 

Research Institute (58) in Norway attempted also to find out the facts 

about network analysis. It would be fair to say. however, that none 

of the studies mentioned above tried to examine the factors that make 

network analysis applications more successful in certain organizations 

than in others. Up to now, there has been no systematic attempt to 

find out why the use of network analysis has not boomed as anticipated 

\ . 
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." . and what makes certain companies stick to network analysis while 

others reject it. The only exception is Davis (29) who asked top 

management whether they found network analysis applications in 

thei r company successful or . not" and then based hi s ana 1ysi s on thi s 
.. . . 

single subjective assessment of the situation. 

One reason why any such. study has never been carried out is the 
. . 

sheer impossibility of measuring the effects of network analysis in 

the conventional terms of profitability and efficiency. It ~/as as 

late as 1965 when an author - Schoderbek (57) - finally raised the 

subject of success measurement in network analysis applications • 
. ' 

. He concluded that the evaluation of success would be extremely 

difficult to do in any other manner than on the basis of subjective 

judgement. 

The purpose of this study was therefore expressed as follo~/s in 

t,he early stages of this project. 

),1. To develop an analytical framework to measure success in network 

analysis applications which would be based on the subjective 

assessment'of the situation by individuals occupying key positions' 

in the application of network analysis. 

2. To determine .the most important factors which are 1 ike1y to 

affect success in network analysis applications, and to organize 

them' in a quantifiab1e.system. 

~. To select a sample of network analysis user companies,' to 

administer questionnaires, and to conduct interviews in order 

to get the. information mentioned in, the preceding two items. 

4. And finally, to analyse statistically the data so obtained in 
. . 

. order to find out the relationships that exist between success 

in using network analysis and the other factors, and interpret 

. . 
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the results. 

The contribution of the literature survey, of the case study, 

and of the preliminary survey towards the final investigation has 

been of importance •. It was during and immediately after,the two 

initial studies that the following were decided with the help of, 

the published literature: 

1. The only way to measure success in'network analysis applications 

is by recording subjective assessments of the situation. It is, 

" true that subjecti ve· assessment methods have obvious di sadvan-.. . . . 

tages and limitations. Faced with the impossibility of measuring 

network analysis's value in objective terms of contribution to 

profitabil ity, it was decided that subjective assessment methods 

provided the most realistic solution to the problem. 'Supportive 

'" information about this aspect is given in Chapter Ill, Section 1. 

2. There are definitely dUferences of view and opinion between, 

those preparing the network and those actually using it, because 

they occupy different positions in the management structure and 

because they have different values, and expectations. Top 

management's views also differ from those of planning and site 

staff for the same reasons. However, time considerations and 

difficulties in gaining access to top management forced the 

author to consider in the final' investigation only the two parties 

most directly involved - the, planning engineers and the site 

m(jnagers. 

3. The factors which are likely to affect success in network analysis. 

applications are not formed solely of application procedures, but 

also contain contextual factors (sucH as the size,specialisation, 

general policy, expansion trend, etc. of a company), organizational 
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factors and ,factors related to .the conditions existing when the 

. technique was introduced. The preliminary studies convinced the . 

. ' author that it would be totally wrong to look into this problem 

by considering only a few factors most commonly mentioned by ,the 

literature. A study of this kind should cover all possible 
• I . • • . 

aspects that were shown to be affecting network analysis 
. . 

applications in the preliminary stUdies. 
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1.' Success ,in network analysis applications and the analytical MODEL: 
, " 

The degree to which a business organization is successful is 

normally measured by assessing the degree to which it has achieved 
, ,. . . ' 

its bbjectives. As to what these objectives are and/or should be, . 
there are many different opinions. 

According to accountants (See e.g., 59,60,61), profit maxi-, 

, mization is and should be the main objective of business organizations. 

They usually find that "'profitability" or "return on capital employed" 

isa good, convenient yard-stick to measure success. 

The concept of profit maximization as a primary objective of 

business organizations has however, come under increasing and con-

tinuous criticism by many economists in the last'decade. According 

,to Solomon (62), the concept of,profit maximization in its original 

form was simply "the logical extension of the legal concept of a 

business entity within a system based on private property rights and 

freedom of enterpri se" • In such a system, it was expected that 

owners would manage their businesses for their own maximum profit. 

Indeed, Adam Smith (63) states: "I have never known much good done 

by those who affected to trade for the public' good. It is an, 

'affectation, indeed, not very common among merchants"; Solomon (62) 

claims however that this "affectation" is quite common nowadays and 

that it is in fact an integral part of the newer managerial ideology. 

In this ideology, the owner-manager interested solely in his own gain 

has been replaced by the professional manager who serves not only the 

owners' interests, but also those of all parties connected with the 

=== -M 
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enterprise, including employees, customers, suppliers, the management, 

. etc. ·.In this newer ideology, Anthony(64) indicates that the concept. 

of profit maximization is not a valid assumption to explain either 

how businessmen actually behave or how they should behave •. He. 

believes that, in this context, profitmaximization is unrealistic, 

difficult, inappropriate and immoral. In its place, Solomon (62) 

suggests service, survival, sales, personal'satisfaction, and 

"satisfactory" profits. 

In his discussion of the profit maximizationassumption, 
. . 

Koplin (65) proposes that the objective of a firm is,maximizing 

·profits and that the objective of managers is' utility maximization . 

. For an owner-manager, profit maximization accompanies utility maxi

mization. But, utilitymaximization by managers does not imply 

profit maximization by the firm in cases 11here ownership and manage

'ment are separated. In such organizations; there are indeed exten

sive opportunities for. managers to increase their returns at the 

expense of company profits. Moreover, cases of conflict of interest 

between managers and owners are also quite frequent. For example,· 

Blois (66) explicitly accepts that profit maximization is a firm's 

shareholders' objective. but not the objective of the firm's manage-

ment. It seems'therefore that Koplin's (65) and Blois's (66) 

. analyses of the profit maximization concept reinforce Anthony's (64) 

.. view that in modern. large and public companies this concept is 

rather unrealistic. 

The financial performance of a company is generally measured 

by a number of economic criteria derived from financial information. 
, 

Beardsall (67) gives in her "Notes on the Ratios" a good description 

. ' 
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of the mostpopular criteria. It must be noted that these criteria ',', 

are~l1 measures of "profitability" and/or "efficiency". But the 

wisdom of using this sort of performance criteria is questioned by 

Hunt (68) who in his paper submitted to the seminar organized by 

ORS & UCL, in 1970, on "Economic and Financial ,Statistics for 

Construction Industry Decision-Making", say~: 

"At the time of writing, it can be said that in the United Kingdom: 

a} there is no agreed method for measuring "productivity" in a 

firm, or group of' firms, or at national level, 
, 

b} confusion still exists in the minds of economic specialists 

'and building managements over the meaning of the terms' 

"output", "productivity", "productive,efficiency", 

"producti on", and "profitabi 1 i ty", and their si gni fi cance for 

measuring the trading performance, 

c} as yet, no uniform bases have been recommended for compiling 

,the cost and financial accounts of construction companies of 

different types and sizes, 

d} there ismuch more agreement on the technical and management 

steps to be taken to raise productivity (as yet undefined), 
, ' 

but no indication has been made on how to measure the success 

achieved in applying the recommended measures; i.e., other 

than in ~erms of "profit o~ capital invested" or "higher wages", 

e} general support is given to the view that productivity cannot 

however be raised so long as there is continued reluctance to 

introduce technical changes, and resistance to productivity 

improvements by all types 'and sizes of fi rms." 
, , 

Furthermore, it has been stated in Chapter 11, that the best 
, , 

way to decide whether to switch to a new management technique must 
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depend on a cost/benefit analysis taking into consideration all the .' 

possible costs and all the tangible and intangible benefits. It is 

this sort of calculation that ultimately leads. to an assessment of 

the extent to which the technique contributes to the overall 

profitability of a company. It has also been shown, in the same 

. chapter, that this sort of calculation' is not only impractical but 

also almost impossible. Hunt's ideas (68) seem to reinforce this' 

point of view. 

To summarize what has been said in this section: successful 

companies are assessed by the degree to which they achieve their. 

objectives; the most commonly accepted.objective is profit maxi

mization; but profit maximization does·not seem.to be the main 

objective in organizations where owners and management are sepa- . 

. rated; there is confusion about the traditional performance criteria 

"profitability" and "efficiency"; and finally there seems to be no 

way of assessing the effect of a new' management technique by 

measuring its impact on profitability. The' problem is therefore: 

how to develop an analytical framework to measure success in network 

analysis applications by avoiding using the popular criteria 

mentioned above. " 

. It was. in the 1930's that Roethlisberger and Dickson (69) 

carried out their experiments in 'the Howthorne factory of the 

Western Electric Company in the USA. 'According to Blau & Scott (70) 

no single research has exerted more influence on the direction taken 

bY,students of industrial organization than this study. Urwick & 

Brech (71) summarize the contributions of these investigations in 

nine groups, the first ot which reads: 
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"The greatest need is for a recognition of all those,concerned 

with the higher responsibilities of industry that management has 

this large human element in it, that it is primarily social skill. 

Two consequences follow- the one, the essential role in 
, , 

management of principles and techniques that provide adequately 
. . ,. 

for<the motivation and well-being of th~ working teams; the 

other, the importance of a sound human approach by every 

"individual manager and supervisor in the exercise of his 
, ' 

authority in day to dayactivities." 

A number of studies of job attitude and behaviour - mainly 

job satisfaction - followed. Brayfield & Rothe (72) developed 

an index of job satisfaction; Herzberg et al (73) formulated a 

"two factor theory" of job satisfaction; Porter (74,75,76,77) 

and Talacchi (78) studied the relationship between job satisfaction 

and a number of structural characteristics; a good bibliography 

of studies investigating relationships between job attitudes and 

behaviour, and properties of organizational structure, is given' 

by Porter & Lawler (79); Lodahl& Kejner (80) developed a method 

to measure job involvement; Weissenberg & Gruenfeld (81) and Lawler 

& Hall (82) tried to establish, among other things, whether there 

is a relationship between job satisfaction and job involvement; 

Harding & Bottenberg (83), Brayfield & Crockett (84), and Katzell 

et al (85) investigated relationships between job satisfaction 

and job performance; Walker (86) and Paul & Robertson (87) studied 

the problem of repetitive jobs on job satisfaction and the issue 

of job enl argement., 

Lode (88) defines job satisfaction or dissatisfaction as 

"the perceived relationship between what one wants from one's job 

" ": , ,." .' . 
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and what one perceives it asofferingor entailing". It is implicit 

. in this definition that job satisfaction covers all aspects of one's 

. job. Someirivestigators' like McC1elland et a1 (89) have argued that 

satisfaction is a functionofthe discrepancy between wha~ is perceived 

and what is expected; and some others 1 i ke Porter (74). Schaffer (90) •. 

and Morse (91) believe that it is a function of the discrepancy bet

ween needs and outcomes. Locke (88). on the other hand. suggests 
J • 

that neither of these two definitions are right and that the concept 

of "value" shou1 d be accepted as the factor that determi nes sati s

faction.· "A value .is that which aman actually seeks to gain and/or 

. keep or considers beneficial. A value presupposes an a\~areness. at 

some level. of the object or condition sought, A need does not". 

But Locke accepts that values and expectations often coincide 

because "most people value only that which they have s'ome reasonable 

chance of attaining", 

After having carefully exami ned th e 1 iterature menti oned above 

it was decided that the concept of job satisfactiOn would be most 

suitable to the study of success in network analysis applications. 

An extension of this concept which covers one's perceived satisfaction 

of one single aspect of his job - in this case the use of network 

analysis - has been found to be a suitable basis on which to. build the 

section of the questionnaire related to success measurement in network 

analysis applications. In the remaining parts'of this document. suc-

. cess in network analysis applications and satisfaction in netl~ork 

analysis applications have been used synonymously. and was defined 

as'the discrepancy between what one expects of the technique and . . . 

what one achieves. 
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Taking into consideration the observations already stated in the 

. preceding chapter and in thiss~ction:the following analytical 

. model has been formulated to form the theoretical framework within 

which the investigation was conducted • 

. Success in 
Network Ana lysis 

.. Methods of 
Application 

Technical 
A~pects . 

r1ethods of 
. Introduction 

Organi zati ona 1 
Aspects 

General· 
Characteristics 

Figure 1. The analytical model 

Profitability 
'Aspects' 

It has been hypothesized that success in network analysis 

applications ~ as defined above - is dependent on the ~Iay it is 

applied. on the way it is introduced. and on the environment in which 

it is' used. These have been categorized into five main.groups of 

variables: r1ethods of Application I'lhich deal with the procedural 

aspects of network ana 1ysi s such as updati ng procedures and frequency. 

determination of the degree of detail. the use of computer programs; 

Technical Aspects which deal with the shortcomings of the basic 

.•. _---_.. .._._------------'--
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mathematical assumptions such as the fl distribution for the activity 

. duration when three time-estimates are used, the normal distribution 
. . . ~ 

for the calculation of probabilities,etc.; Methods of Introduction 

which contain attitudinal and behavioural variables such as perceived 

changes in status, authority, basic securities, etc~ due to the intro

duction of network ana lysi s, extent of support for network analysi s 

. given by different echelons of management,attitude~ to training 

courses, etc.; Organizational Characteristicswhich provide informa

tion about the organizational structure; and finally General Company 

Characteristics which deal with the context in which network analysis 

is used, i.e., characteristics like size of company, typesofjobs 

undertaken, expansion policy, etc. The aim was to establish whether 

there are any statistical relationships between these aspects on the 

.one hand and success in network analysis applications on the other. 

Possible links with profitability aspects were also intended. to be 

investigated. 

Information about the five groups of variables is given in the . , 
following five sections. The individual variables.included in each. 

group can be seen in Appendix K. 
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. 2. Methods of Application: , ~. " 

The 1iter~tureabounds with textbooks. articles and papers' 

which investigate various aspects related. to the application of 

, network ana;YSis .. ' The general attitude is described in the 

following sub~section. 

a) . Programmes must be updated.' One o~ the biggest advantages of 

. using network ana1;sis-POSSib1Y. in a computerized way-is its 

f1exibil{ty towards changes that happen during the continuation of 

the project •. The majority of authors agree that updating should be 

carried outregu1ar1y for best results. (See e.g., 22,37,44,55,92,93, 
. '. 

94,95). Both major surveys of network analysis in Britain, (31,32) 

found that the 1 arge majori ty of contractors di d update thei r 

programmes regularly;' 

Only one contractor in the former survey (31) ,and a few in the 

later (32), stated that updating was only done when difficulties were 

encountered. Woodgate(96) supports this view and recommends that 

users should update their programmes either regularly or irregularly 

according to existing conditions. 

The most popular period recommended as updating frequency seems 

to be two'weeks to one month (See e.g., 45,55,93,94;95,96,97,98). 

The survey carried out by Wade (31) indicated that updating periods 
. . ,'> . 

vari ed between one week and two months, and the survey by MacDona 1 d . 

(32) sho~/edthat 25% of the firms which updated regularly, updated 

their programmes every month. Battersby (38) states that the fre

quency of updating should depend on the type, the length, and the com

plexity of the project. Armstrong-Wright (94) claims that it should 

be set with due consideration to the amount of control required and 

the. type of project. Kennedy et al (45) found .in their experiment that 
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'updating frequency should be chosen, not only to give time for 
, " 

'su~cessive reports to show that significant progress has been made, 

but also to provide a sensitive indicator when little or no progress '> 
. , .. 

, has been made~ Shaffer, etal (36) and O'Brien (33). recommend that 

projects of shorter, duration should be updated more frequently, that 

'lengthy projects should be more frequently updated towards ,the 'end, 

, and that updating at the close of fiscal periods may also help to 
. . . " . 

.show the company's exact position:' 

As it will be discussed in a later chapter, it was found out 

during this research project that there was considerable misunder

standing among site managers as to what updating really means. 

There is, however, enough consensus in the literature (See e.g., 22, 
" I 

, 38,99) that updating should reflect not only actual progress but also 

future changes. 

It has also been reported that site staff complained about, ' 

changing the programme at every update on the grounds that it was 

difficult to follow (100), and that consequently it was difficult to 

get the, right sort of feed-back information from site management (101). 

It must be sfressed that while updating is accepted to be one of the 

'major contributions of network analysis towards making better deci

sions, it is also quite a complicated and tedious process, especially . 
when there are a lot of changes such as variation orders, and when 

calculations are carried out manually.' The extent of change'that is 

necessary at each update is possibly quite considerable in a cons

truction project because the untimely receipt of information and 

'drawings, .and the considerable number of variation orders are rather 

inherent characteristics of the construction industry (See 

Appendix A). Only the three examples in paragraph 14 of the report 

, 
, . 
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in Appendi x A, are suffi ci ent to guess the tremendous effect that 
. . . . . 

untimely receipt of information can have on a production programme. 

In the discussion of Wade's paper, Jepson (102) rightly indicates 

• that: "less regard has been paid to the physical difficulties'of 

updating; perhaps simpler networks with relatively large volume 

'of work in the activities reduce the problem". 

b) Although one of the main advantages of network analysis is a 
, " 

deeper insight into the problem ~nd a more detailed analysis, 

too much detail must be ,avoided. However, everybody seems to agree 

that well detailed programmes are desirable for better decision- ' ' 

making:. For example, Wade (31 ) reports that 80% of the companies ' 

in his samp!e felt that long range and detailed planning \~as 

beneficial, while only 20% felt it was not., However, there is also 

consensus that too much detail ,is often a nuisance and causes 

complications. lichtenberg (103) sums up the disadvantages of too 

much detail in four categories: 
I I , 

(i) the cost and time demand for planning, 

(ii) the progressively growing amount of undetected errors, 

(iii) practical problems of current replanning and adjustment, 

as well as effective control, feedback and information, and 

(iv) the growing difficulties of finding time for an optimization, 

or at least to choose the best alternative schedule among 

several possible ones. 

There are many suggestions as to what the degree of detail of 

a network should be. Wiest & Levy (42) think that the network should 

not be very detailed if it is used only for planning purposes, but 

that it should be highly detailed if it is used also for controlling 

the job. Armstrong-Wright's opinion (94) is that not much detail is 
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needed for programmes used for broad policy decisions, whilehigher 

detail is necessary for programmes used in day-to-day work. 

, According to a survey carried out by the Bureau of Building Marketing 

Research '(56) most contractors reported that the network diagram 

shouldbe kept as simple as possible; that too much detail regiments . , 

the project, resulting in a state where the contractor is not allowed 

,to use his know-how and experience. Walton (104) (inds that the 

ability to monitor the activities is the prime indicator, of the depth 

of detail required; he distinguishes three levels: Geographical or 

technical breakdown. functional subdivision, and finer detail. 

Schmidt (105) claims that the degree to which a network should be 

detailed depends on 'the objective, of the network, on contractual 

conditions. on project technology and on the importance of individual 

events; he also suggets that short-term planning should be well 

detailed; while there is no necessity for long-term planning to be so 

well detailed. Finally, Moder & Phillips (51) think that the .level 

of detail depends on accuracy and economy required for the presenta

tion; who will use the network; whether it is feasible to expand an 

activity into more detail; whether there are different responsibilities 

in the activity. to warrant a spl it;, and on whether the accuracy of 

the logic or time estimates will ,be affected by more or less detail. 

There has also been an attempt to find the optimum level of 

detail for a network by considering the magnitude of the variance 

of each 'activity duration. This procedure which is called. 

"Successive PERT Planning" has been well described by Lichtenberg (103) 

and Jensen (106). but is not being used in practice in the British 

Construction Industry to the best knowledge of the author. 
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c) Calculations must be carried out by means of a computer program 
. . , 

if the network size is large enough. Batter-sby (38) lists the 

. advantages of using computers as: 

(i) the arithmetic in a large network is tediously repetitive 

and should not be inflicted'on human beings. 

(ii) a computer gives virtually. the perfect result, given the 

correct i nput ~ 

(i i i) 

(i v) 

the speed of computation is very high and its cost is low. 

man'y a lternati v'e plans can be cons i dered. 
" . " 

(v) the schedule can be revised easily at short notice. 

(vi) although c'omputers are complicated machines. one need only 

know how to use them. not how they work. 

To these. Archibald & Villoria (39) add the advantages of'economy. 

sorting facilities and legible uniform results. 

It seems. however. that there are some problems associated with 

the use of computers for network calculations. 

The most commonly stated problem is the necessity of having a 

100% - and no less - exact input. The problem is sometimes referred 

to as RIRO. for rubbish in rubbish out or GIGO for garbage in garbage 

out (See e.g •• 34.96.107). Campbell & Allwood (lOB) have found that 

5 out.of 7 computer bureaux examined made card punching errors. which 

were detected only because,this was an experiment. and which would 

not otherwise have been'detected. This result'in itself is proof 

enough of theseriousness of the situation in this area. 

Another problem is that printouts are generally too complicated 

and difficult to understand by site personnel. Tatham (109) reports 

that they needed specialists on their sites to interpret computer 

printouts. Furthermore. if one is not selective enough. there is 

.. 
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always the. danger of being lost among a large pile of printouts. 
. , . . " 

One of·the advantages of using a computer is that calculations 

are carri ed out at an extraordinary speed and that consequently 

updatings and the evaluation of alternative plans should present no 

. time problems. In practice, however, a common complaint is that 

turn-round time is very long (See e.g., 39,109,110,111). 

Campbell (112) reports that turn-round times for.t~e 9 computer 

bureaux approached differed between 1 and 25 days. 'However good is 

Barnetson's (107) argume'nt that time is necessary for punching cards, 

pre-processing and post-processing, it is generally believed that 

turn-round times nearer the 25 days limit are not acceptable by most 

users; , 

Archibald & Villoria (39) add to the above-stated problems the 

fact that the aura of mystery that surrounds computers increases 

. expectations, Barnetson (107) states that' people usually approach 

computers with many misconceptions and Battersby (38) goes further 

and believes that many people mistrust computers. McKee (113) and. 

Grant (114) find that for best results in computer applications, 

people.involvedshould be very well educated in computer procedures 

and that there should be strong management support. A case study 

reported by Hedley (115) of the impact of computers on an organizat'ion, 

and a paper by Eason et al (116) examining manager-computer inter~ 

action seem to point to the fact, that a human problem does exist 

,when computers are used. 

'Apart from these problems, it is sometimes difficult to get 

access to the right computer with the right program. It must be 

stressed' that the modification of existing programs or the 

development of new programs to suit the particular requirements of 
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. a company can be extremely costly.· 

Despite all the problems stated in the.preceding few paragraphs, 
, ',' . 

the majority of authors agre~that if. a network is large and complex 

enough, a computer can be used, indeed should be used, as it becomes 

more economical. The size of a network, in terms of the number of . . . 

the consti tuent acti vi ti es, is the mos t commonly used cri teri on to . 

decide whether or not to use a computer. While Lomax (117) believes 

that networks having over·150 activities should be computerized, 

Anti11 & Woodhead's (35)"opinion is that computerization should be 

considered for networks of 100-200 activities and over. Larkin (118) 

recommends 250·activities as the limit; and Szuprowicz (40) believes 

that for networks of 150 activities or over manual calculation will 

be too slow or inaccurate to keep up wi th 110rk progress. A research 
, 

study of network analysis carried out for the Department of the 

Environment (25) concludes that networks having over 300 activities 

should be computerized, .especially it they need updating every 

4 to 8 weeks and if resource analysis also is incorporated .intothe 

calculations. Armstrong-Wright (94) agrees that frequent updatings 

add to the necessity of 'using computers but. sets a lower limit as to 

the size at 100-150 activities. Wi11iams (119) recommends 200+ 

activities, but agrees with Stires and Murphy (120) that the complexity 

of the analysis, as well as the availability and cost of computer 

processing, should also be considered. Apart from these criteria, 

Archiba1d & Vi110ria (39) think that the importance of the timeliness 

of reports, the number of people requiring the reports,. the necessity 

for alternative report formats, and the benefits in using cost and' . , 

resource data should also be taken into consideration before deciding 

whether to use a computer or not: 
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We have seen therefore that the use of computers for network 

'calculations has advantages over inanual methods but also presents' 

,a numberof problems (*). It would be fair to say that the large 

,majority of writers state explicitly or implicitly that computers 

are useful and necessary once a number of criteria are fulfilled. ' 

A survey carried out by the Bureau of Building Marketing Research, 
, ' 

" (56) shows furthermore that there is a misconception among user and 

non-user contracti ng compani es that computers have to be' used for 

getting better, results out ,of network analysis.' But Oxley & Poskitt 

(95) emphasize that although for large projects it is customary to 

use computers, smaller networks can be calculated by hand. Antill 

and Woodhead (35) also make sure, unlike many other writers, that 

manual methods do exist and that they have a number of advantages 

over computerized methods, such as being more flexible at updates, 

i.e., the planner can adjust interdependencies if he feels it is 

necessary whilst the computer cannot. But, by far, the most ardent 

advocate of manual procedures has been Fondahl (123). He claims 

that there is a need for manual methods because: 

(i) Smaller companies have no computer, and service bureaux 

are inconvenient and impractical. 

(ii) Programs are not satisfactory (it must be remembered . 
however' that Fondahl wrote this in 1962 and that since 

then many more advanced programs 'have been developed). 

(i ii) A step by step manua 1 method all 0I1S the planner to retain 

. more judgement control in making changes in the input data. 

(*) For a good discussion of the managerial problems associated ~tith 
computer installations, see Constable (121). 

.. 
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(iv) With the manual approach the introduction of new data is 

allowed as the schedule develops. 
" 

Fondahl (123) also recognizes that manual methods have a number 

of disadvantages, but proposes possible measures to minimize them. 

d) Network analysis must be used not only to plan the job, but 

also to control it. This characteristic of networks is accepted 

, in the majority of the 1 iterature as one of the main advantages of 

the technique. 

Itis generally claimed that network analysis is a good, 

systematic and logical basis for planning and that it enforces 

discipline. Furthermore, it makes people more involved in the job. 

But the other,half of the benefit is obtained during the contract 

'period: ,network analysis enables the ma~ager to manage "by exception", 

i.e., to take a closer look at critical or nearly critical activities 

while he can use the rest of the time for other tasks. 

A survey carried out among large American contractors (29) 

, showed that organizations 11hich were successful in using network 

analysis were observed to use it not only for planning but for control 

as well. A survey carried out in USA in 1965 by the Bureau of 

Building Marketing Research (56) showed, however, that only half of 

the contractors in the sample used network analysis for control 

purposes. 

'e) Jobs planned by network analysis must be time-limited, i.e., 

the main consideration must be speed. 

Barmby (124), for example, believes that network analysis has 

its principal utility in programmes where time is of essence. 

Mahoney (125) agrees with this view, but is more specific in stating 

that network analysis has chances of being of more use in jobs where 
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'time <is more important than economy. In the discussion of Wade's 
. . . . . . 

survey· (31 ) ,Hancock (102) proposes a number of cri teri a for the 

"pertabi1 ity" of a- job •. One of these criteria is that the job must' 

, contain a high proportion of time-bound work as opposed to resource

bound work. Finally, the study of network ana1ysi s undertaken for 

,the Department of the Environment (25) fully agrees with Hancock's " 

'-, suggestions. 

'Opinionson 'what sort of diagram to use, in what form to present 

the final results for site use, and how to allocate float in the 

final schedule, are'divided. 

a) Arrow diagrams were the original form of presentation when 

CPM and PERT were first invented. But, later on, precedence 

diagrams (or activity on node, systems, or circle and link diagrams' 

'or box diagrams, etc.) became quite popular: Advantages and dis-:,' 

advantages of using precedence diagrams are given, in Appendix B 

together with the major pieces of work about them. 

It is also worth noticing that the two German network analysis 

systems BKN (126) and RPS (127) are both using precedence diagrams 

and that the French MPM system (128) which was developed by Roy in 

. 1958 concurrently vii th PERT is based on acti vity on node networks. 

b) As to the final presentation of results, opinions are deeply 

"divided into two extremes: A number of authors believe that a 

bar-chart transformation would be more familiar and easier to read 

and understand by site personnel (See e.g., 22,92,129,130,131,132,133) 

and by senior management (134). Burgess (92) quotes the results of 

-a field survey carried out by a research team in the University of 

Manchester Institute of Science and Technology, that 'only 5% of the 
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sites used networks and that the rest used bar-chart presentations. 

Some other authors, such as Hal e (l 02), Schmidt (105) and 

Battersby(38) arecategori~ally against using such transformations. 

, Battersby (38) characterizes them as confessions of failure. 

There are also those who settle fora compromise and favour the. 

· use of intermediate. means of presentation such as time:-scaled networks, 

or logic-linked bar-charts.. For example, Mulvaney (l35) advocates the 

. tise of "Analysis Bar. Charting" ,a systeniwhich not only improves pre-

· sentation but also is more suited to resource analysis than ordinary 

arrow diagrams. Lowe (136,137) claims that logic-linked bar-charts 

are the best solution for good presentation. A paper by Miller & 

Cordiner (138) describes the Cascade Activity Numbering·Method, 

which is. later reported by Rist (lOO) to have been extremely well . 

accepted by site managements over the 6 years they have used it, 

· Britten (139) advocates the use of time-scaled networks and planning 

frames •. And finally. a research study of network analysis carried 

out for the Department of the Environment (25) recommends that pre

sentation should show some sort of a·time-scale. Reynaud (14l) 

agrees with thi s as long as the network is a 1 arge one. 

c) Whether float values associated with each activity.shou1d be 

disclosed to all levels of management is also a question which 
, 

· has bothered many a writer. It is argued that float can make people 

relax, unti1,- inthe end, all activities become critical (25) and 

. that in order not to fall into this situation, float values should 

not be disclosed to certain levels of management. The. counter- . 

argument is, of course, fairly obvious: management needs all sorts 

of information, and particularly float values, in order to make 

better decisions.Coker (140) suggests that the personnel actually 

f 
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doing the task shouTdnot be told what float exists; their adminis

. trators or managers should know more and more detail regarding float 

the nearer they are to the proj ect manager. In the same book 

Trimble (142) suggests a compromise by stating that letting the float· 

be known, but withholding the latest dates, has worked under certain 

.. circumstances. The research project carried out for the Department 

of the Environment (25) concludes however that nO-One on site but 

. the site manager should be aware of what float·exists at the end of 

each activity. 

f 
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'" 3, ' Techni ca 1 Aspects: 

There have been a plethora of papers published dealing with the 
, , 

theoretical ~spects of networking algorithms. Mathematical/statistical 

algorithms have been developed for every possible situation and the 

basic assumptions made by the initiators have been questioned. The 

last issue of the International Abstracts in,Operational Research (143) 

lists 69 items under "Networks/Theoretical". 

In this section some brief information will'be given about the 

major studies which examined the original PERT assumptions and their 

possible consequences. 

There are four main assumptions in the PERT (three time estimates, 

probabilistic network} theory: 

'a) The probability distribution governing the length of time ,to 

accomplish an activity is assumed to be a S distribution defined 

over the range from the optimistiC time estimate to the pessimistic 

time estimate. 

b} The standard deviation of this S distribution is assumed to be 

equal to 1/6 of the range. 

c} When calculating the overall completion time, the model is reduced, 

to a deterministic form, i.e., only means of activity durations 

are considered and no notice is taken,of their variance. 

d} A normal distribution is assumed in the calculations of the 

probability of finishing on or before the actual completion 

time. 

MacCrimmon & Ryavec (144) have analysed all of these four 

assumptions and calculated that the first two may, yield errors of 

,up to 33% in the mean activity duration and up to 17% in the standard 

deviation. However, they have determined that these errors are 
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sometimes positive and sometimes riegative;thatthey depend on a 

number of configurational aspects of the network; and that cancel

lations are likely to happen so that they are reduced to about 

.5 to 10% in practice. The same authors found that total errors are 

likely to be minimal in cases where: 

a) There are more activities in series than in parallel. 

b) The ranges of activity· durations do not differ ~uch. 

c) The skewness of activity durations is arbitrary. 

d) There is one path through the network that is significantly longer 

than any other path: 

One immediate consequence of these findings is the effect of 

resource allocation procedures which reduce deterministic completion 

time by increasing the parallelism of the network. While increasing 

parallelism decreases completion time, it also reduces the probability 

of completing on or before the new date. This aspect of resource 

analysis is claimed to partially offset its advantages (145). 

There have also'beenattempts to get rid of the errors mentioned. 

above by using different activity du,ration distributions . While 

MacCrimmon & Ryavec (144) propose a triangular distribution, 

Murray(146) claims that a r distribution is more convenient to use. 

On th~ other hand Jensen (106)and.Lich~enberg (103) use the ERLANG 

function which they claim is a good approximation of the stochastic 

distribution of the duration of most activities in the construction 

industry. 

Healy (147) had determined that·the mechanics of subdividing 

activities into smaller sub-networks can influence the computed 

·probabilities of accomplishing events on or ahead of their scheduled 

dates. 
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Another problem that has interested a number of researchers 

has been the accuracy of subjecti ve time estimates. MacCrimmon & 

Ryavec (144) found. that these can pro~uce errors of up to 33% in 

'. the mean and errors of up to 17% in the standard deviation, assuming. 

that each estimate (pessimistic, most likely and optimistic) varies 

±10% to 20% ·from its actual value; King & Wilson (148) have tried 

to develop mathematical models to improve subjective time estimates. 
. . . " 

.. , They hypothes i zed that: 

a). Pre-activity time estimating accuracy improves as the beginning 

date of the activity approaches,and that 

b) Time estimates made during the progress of an activity improve 

in relative accuracy as the completion date of the activity 

appraoches. 

But in a.later article, King, Wittevrongel & Hezel (149) found 

however, that such mathematical models based on historical estimating 

. behaviour would be impractical in the day-to-day routine of network 

calculations .. 

These are only a few of the mUltitude of research studies made 

on this subject. ,They have been selected because they are quite 
f 

'interesting and because they are directly related to practical 

applications. 

The original intention at the start of this research project 

was to collect a typical network diagram from every organization in 

the sample· and to examine its configurational characteristics in the' 

light of the information given in this section. The idea was ,to 

find out whether typical construction programmes are suitable for 

this sort of probabilistic calculation or whether they are likely to 

produce si gni fi cant errors. But, it so happened that none of the 
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. user organi zations approached used probabil i sti c networks. \he~efore • 
.. the idea had to be dropped; but this section has been kept in its 

briefest form for the sake of completeness. 
,', ' ..... 

, -
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4. Methods of introduction: 

Network analysis, when compared with the well established 

·conventiona1 planning techniques, is a novelty, especially in the 

constructi on .i ndustry which tends to be slow to accept :innovation; 

.. According to Schumpeter (150) ,innovation is the second 

step in the process of technical ~hange, the first step being 
. \ " 

invention, and the third imitation. As to the reasons~/hy i nnova-. . 

tion occurs, Johnston (151) mentions two early theories that it 

occurs either as a reaction to the competitive pressure of numbers, 
.. 

and to falling profits, or in large firms enjoying a protected 

position. Wi11iams (152) suggests however that both pressure and 

opportunity are necessary for innovation but are not sufficient in· 

themse 1 ves •. 

After an extensive study of the literature Johnston (151) 

further states that the following factors affect the speed at which 

an innovation spreads: 

a) . Extensive research and development activity. 

b) Purchase and flow of knowledge, i.e., the import of know-how 

into the organization. 

c) Talent level and distribution, Le., good quality of scientific, 

engineering, research; management, administrative, . production 

staffs. 

d) Suitable economic and market strtlcture, i.e., good opportunity 

for profits, a stable economy, ability to predict risks and 

available capital. 

e) Investment and availability of financing; the speed at ~/hich an 

: , innovation spreads and the size of the necessary investment are 

inversely related to each other. 

I 
I 

I 

I 
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. After the study of. a large sample of companies, Mansfield 

. (lS3,lS4) agrees with the last factor and adds in his book (lSS) that 

, . there is no significant tendency for the length of time a firm waits 

" . before using a new technique to be directly related to its profit 

trend. 

It is not surprising th~refore that.the construction industry 

is particularly slow to accept innovation •. As a ma~ter of fact, 
. ,. " ." . 

. in 1969, the constructionindustryspent only O.S% of the .value of . 

its output in research (S), which is much lower than for other 

industries; output prospects have never been stable, as the industrY 

has always been used as a regulator for the national economy; and 

finally the ~jstribution of knowledge within contracting companies 

is far from being equal, as· the majority of site managements are 

ex-tradesmen with insufficient formal education. 

The level at which a social process occurs is determined by a . 

variety of social and technological pressures of forces acting in 

opposite directions so as to form a state of equilibrium. A change 

in this level can be brought about by adding certain forces in the 

direction desired or by reducing the magnitude of specific opposing 

forces. It follows therefore that the success of a change depends 

mainly on the identification of the nature and magnitude of the forces 

in question. Mann & Neff (lS6) show with the help of a diagram 

reproduced below, that a major change goes through three stages: the 

unfreezing, the moving, and the refreezing. According.to the same 

authors the relationship of the old level of equilibrium to the new 

level and the rate at which the system moves toward the new level can 

be used as a measure of the success of those introducing the change. 
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" Figure 2. The stages of change 

As to the nature of these force fields, they can"be examined 

at two different levels: at the organizational level and at the 

psychological level. 

At the organizational 1eve1,it can be said that traditional 

business organizations run on a vertical line, relying almost solely 

onsuperior~subordinate relationships whereas modern technology has 

developed in a horizontal plane (project management). Jasinski (157)" 

"claims that superimposing a strictly vertical organization structure 

on a technology which emphasizes horizontal and diagonal relationships 

can and does cause obvious difficulties. He recommends the use of 

" project co-ordinators, frequent meetings among representatives of 

different departments, and "encouragement to facilitate non-formal 

relations. 

Cartwright (158) sees the situation from a different angle. He 

postulates that the behaviour, attitudes, beliefs and values of 
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individuals are all firmly grounded in the groups to which they belong. 

Whether they accept or resistchange would be greatly influenced bY' 

the nature of these groups., 50, the Group Dynami cs Theori sts (159) , 

hold the view that to introduce and manage a change successfully, the 

, p~ople who will be affected by the change and those introducing it" 

must have a strong sense 01' belonging to the same group, and the n~ed 

for change mus t be percei ved and shared by all the members of the 
.' .'. 

group. 5picer (160) is not faraway from Group Dynamics .Theorists 

" when he states that cultl,lral differences between the two parties can 

cause resistance. An empirical study of change carried out by, 

Gruenfeld & Foltman (161) on 40 first-line manufacturing supervisors 

showed that supervisors who wererelativley more integrated with the 

management group, more satisfied with management, and relatively high 

,', in job satiSfaction, were more likely to accept a management-initiated 

technological change. 

According to Bennis (162), a change must be regarded as influencing 

the entire organization. Thurley (163) basically agrees with him when 

he proposes three ways of introducing change without trouble: 

a) Equilibrium model: the mechanism of change depends on the 

release of tension through ,anxiety reduction. 

b) Organic model: the mechanism is power, redistribution, conflict, 

resolution. 

c) Development model: the mechanism of change in this case is the 

transformation of values. 

The implications of these theories on the introduction of 
" 

network analysis into an organization would seem to be: Firstly, it ' 

is the rule rather than the exception that the introduction of 

network analysis is accompanied by the establishment of a 'central 

" " . 
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.•.... planning department. This in turn invariably produces changes in'" 

themanagementstructure and this can cause difficu1ties~Jasinski's 

recolll11endations (157) of regular meetings and lnformal relationships 

. have therefore to be investigated. Secondly, it has never been 

i nvesti ga ted whether site managements ever fe 1 t the need for a more . 

•. ' advanced planning technique and whether they regard those introducing·' 
-' 

the change, namely, in this case, top management or, planning engineers, 

as belonging to the same group as theirs. And finally,whether 

network analysis was introduced via a planning-department, an 

Operational Research unit, consultants, or top management would also 

be of considerable importance to the future success of network 

analysis; . 

At the psychological .level, Zander (164) draws a parallel 

between the process of change and the treatment of a mental case. He 

finds·that the pattern of b~haviour used by the patient (which makes 

him a "sick" person) is a means to some satisfaction for him even 

though it also may make him ineffective and unhappy. According to 

Zander, resistance occurs in the patient when the process of change 

(therapy here). comes close to being successful. . When faced with the 

unpleasant necessity of giving up the. behaviour he does not like but 

somehow needs, the patient begins to be disappointed, discouraged. 

Therefore, when the therapist is attempting to change the behaviour 

of the patient, he expects resistance from him. 

Mann & Neff (156) state that an individual's reaction to a 

change appears to be related directly to the clarity of his perception 

of the meaning of the change, and his evaluation of the effect that 

the change will have on him as an individual with certain aspirations 

. ' 

I 
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and expectations.' A questionnaire survey of 246 office employees 

'.conducted by Hardin (165) supported tile hypothesis that a. person's 

· desire for specific changes in his job is governed by the discre':' 

· pancy between the attractiveness .to him of existing and potential job 

characteri sti cs and by hi s assessment of the very process' of change •. 

Zander (164) agrees with this view and .. further adds that resistance 

· to change will be encountered incases where change>s are made on 

. persona 1 grounds rather than impersonal requirements, i gnori ngthe . 

institutionalised patterns of work, and/or abruptly attempting to 

create a new state of affairs which demands that old established 

customs. be abolished without further consideration. 

Some conditions conducive to resistance are stated by Lawrence 

· (166) to be: the change in human relationships that accompany 

technical change; the exaggerated preoccupation of those introducing 

the change with its technical aspects; the' ignoring of the criticisms 

made by those affected by the change; thefai1ing to explain the 

change to those affected by using simple understandable terms; the 

rushing of the change in a shorter period of time than anticipated 

by thos~ involved. Crozier (167) on the.other hand, believes that 

change in bureaucratic organizations can only come as a result of a 

crisis, whereas, at the other extreme, Chin & Benne (168) and some 

others (169) deal only with planned changes, i.e., ~Iith situations 

in which attempts to bring about change are "conscious, deliberate' 

and intended". 

Apart from the common theory of "inertia", there .are mainly 

two schools of thought as to why changes are not often accepted and' 

assimilated easily and how this can be prevented. 

a) Resistance to change: This school holds the view that the overt 

" . 
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or covert rejection of a change is not directed towards the change 

, itself, but towards the way, it is introduced. 'In general, theorists 

recomnend "participation" as the means to avoid thisoccurance. If 

the staff involved in the particular activity are allowed to parti

cipate in the decision to introduce the, change, or in discussions 

as to how the change should be introduced,it is claimed that 

they will gladly accept the change and they will, even suggest , 

,'additional changes. 

"Partic~pation" is defined by French et al (170) as a 

process in which two or more parties influence each other in 

making certain plans, policies, and decisions. It is, however, 

, restricted to decisions which have future effects on'those making 

the decision and on those represented by them. The same authors 

also differentiate between, what they call "psychological 

participation" which refers to a person's perception of the amount 

of influence he has on jointly made decisions and which is of 

paramount importance, and "objective participation" which refers 

to the objectively observed amount of influence, as determined by 

a social scientist. 

"Participation" was'first investigated by eo ch & French (171) 

in 1948. During an experiment carried out on female operatives 

worki~g under individual 'piece-rate system in a 'pyjama factory" 

they formed three main experimental groups: a no-participation 

group where the change was introduced without any prior discussion 

with operatives; a total participation group where the change was 

discussed at meetings attended by all operatives; and a participa

tion by representatives group where the change was discussed with 

a few representatives selected by the operatives, The results 

I 
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• . indicated that the no-participation group. improved little beyond 

their early efficiency ratings and that.resistance develped 

. almost immediately after the change occured; the representation 

·group showed a good re1earning curve; and the total participation 

group recovered faster than the others. 
, . 

These series of experiments by eoch & French (171) appear 

to demonstrate that a participative approach to the introduCtion 

of technical change results in (172): 

(i) higher levels of production output 

(ii) decreased variability in individual task performance, 

indicative of increased motivation to achieving higher 

. work norms 

(iii) decreased retraining time (and costs), in that, standard 

output is achieved over a shorter time period 

(iv) reduction of labour turnover and removal of acts of . 

aggression against management as concommitants of the 

introduction of technical change 

b) Opposition to change: The second school of thought claims that. 

overt or'covert rejection of a change is due to anxieties about 

the, perceived nature of the change expressed as technical aspects 

(such as measurable modifications in the physical routine of the 

job), and basic securities (such as amount of pay, status, 

employment, etc.). Accordi ng to Stewart (173), in such cases, the 

interests of those introducing the change and of those affected by 

it will diverge, and participation will be of no use. 

Two major criticisms of participation are also used by this 

school to reinforce their position: the first one is that in the 

long run, when workers take participation for granted, it will not 

! 
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. '. really produce 'the expected results; and the second one is that 

participation depends on respect and that cases of artificial 

participation (i.e •• to call the staff for a meeting. ask them 

carefully calculated questions. and try to, give them the impression 

.' that they are participating. while. in fact •. they are not) are all 

too frequent. 

Stewart (173) speculates also that ,it is po~sib1e that in 

'firms or industries where there has been a long history of techno-

1 ogi ca 1 change. any g1 ven change in the present or future wi 11 

meet with'less resistance than would be the. case if such change 

were a rare or unknown phenomenon. He. furthermore. observes 

that many of the cases of resistance to technological change occur 

in the declining or stationary industries. 

, One of the aims in this study has been to find out how and by 

whom the decision to introduce network ana1ysis'was taken. Did site 

management for example. participate in this decision? Does this 

participation or non-participation situation make any difference in 

the success of future applications? 

The second point directly related to the psychological aspects 

mentioned in this section is the determination of network analysis 

users' perceptions of the effect of network analysis on them: Do. 

they believe there has been any reduction in their authority. in the 

pay package they take home. in the status they enjoy .in the company. 

in the chances of promotions, or in any of their basic secur,ities; 

and what are the consequences of these on their attitude towards 

network analysis? 

The third point, which has been most thoroughly 'covered by the. 

literature, is the one of education and training. There is no doubt 

'.'. ," -; - . 
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that, as stated before, the more an individual knows about a change,· 

the less he will resist it provided it do~s not endanger his interests. 

All the writers agree that the education and training of all the 
. . 

levels of management is more important to the future success of network 

analysis than further research in .the technical aspects (See e.g., 33, 

34,37,38,101), although the short-term effects may not be very 

spectacular (20). Pinschof (174) reported after inyestigating 

several contracting companies that the site~taff members who were the 

most critical of net\:i0rk' analysis' were the ones with least basic 

. , educati on. 
. 

One theory supported by Archibald & Villoria (39). Walton (44), 

and Handy & Hussain (175) is that different 1evels.of management should 

receive 'different sorts of education and training: practitioners' 
. , 

. should be trained and educated by long courses. to be expert network 

ana1ysists; senior management must be "sold" on the technique. must 

be educated to understand what it is but has no need to be proficient; 

users, i.e., people receiving outputs must be thoroughly indoctrinated 

and educated. 

There are different views. as to the methods of 'training and their 

consequences. The Bureau of Buildi ng Harketi ng Research (56) reports 

for example that 66% of the contractors, in their sample got 

familiarized with network analysis through articles'in magazines; 

49% attended seminars or courses; and 44% learnt through the use' 

wi thi n the company. In another survey carri ed out by Sobczak (176), 

again in the USA, but a couple of years earlier than the preceding 

survey, it has been found that the large majority of PERT supervisors 

(23 out of 25) \~erese1f-taught specialists by means of articles and 

text-books; that 86% of the technicians were self-taught by means of 

. ',; 
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on-the-job training; that 50% of the technicians attented company or 

government sponsored schools and/or seminars consisting of one day 

indoctrination courses and one to four days of supervision courses •. 
, ""t, 

Baboulene (177) and Archibald & Villoria (39) believe that sending 

people to short courses has disastrous effects and that the best way 

'. of dealing with this is on-the-job training. Buesnel (178) adds that 

every company should have an expert whose job should be to train the . . 
others. A combination of seminars and TV series is reported by. 

Schmidt (105) to have yielded good results. Woodgate (96) and Coker 

(140) leave open also the possibility for any member of staff to 

examine the literature and:teach himself network analysis without 

attending a course. ThiS last alternative has the advantage of 

being the cheapest method. 

It is also important that if courses are run, they should stick 

to practical aspects as much as possible and should not consist of a 

one-shot briefing but should be continuous. 

The forth point is directly related to a warning by Lawrence 

(166) that too much preoccupation with technical aspects 'on the part 

of those introducing the change may cause resistance among those at' 

. the receiving end. How does site management view the situation? 

Is there a need for better human relations between the planning staff 

and the site staff? 

And finally, the fifth point which has been investigated is 

whether the very initial attitude to network analysis by toP. manage

ment, by planning staff and by site manageme~t had any effect at all 

on the success of future network analysis applications. The literature 

abounds with papers which explicitly state that top management support 

is absolutely essential in network analysis applications (See e.g., 25, 
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37,38,42,96,130,179) and also that to fail to orient middle imd site 

managements is conducive to failure (See e.g., 20,22,29) .. 

'.:.' 

.' 
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5. Organizational characteristics!, 

One definition of organization is "the division of work among; 

people,whose efforts must be co-ordinated to achieve special' 

objectives" (180). 

There, may be three basi c, approaches to, the study of organizati ons! 

1. The Classical Approach I'!hich is based on the "Machine Theory". 

This theory regards the organization as a close~ system whose 

internal efficiency is of primary importance. Ihis efficiency 

depends entirely on the, adequate design of the organizational 

,structure. 

2. The Human Relations Approach which tends to believe that the 

behaviour of people and groups in organizations is the main 

object of study. The objectives of the organization are more 

likely to be achieved when people co-operate'. Therefore, the,' 

division of work must be designed so as'to evoke willingness 

'to co-operate., • 
3. The Systems Approach which claims that organizations are open 

systems which have links with their environment. ,These links' 

are essential to their existence and therefore, channels of 

communication must be taken special care in the design of 

orgariizations •. , ' 

It is obvious that neither of these three approaches is 

sufficient when considered separately and in different situations. 

They must be accepted as complementary. Thus, a combination of 

these three approaches giv~s quite a complete picture ,of the main 

aspects of organizational problems. 'In one of their early articles 

about the study of 52 formal work organizations in the Midlands, 

Pugh et al (181) admit that such an approach taking all of these 

" ' 
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. three facets int() , consideration would be the ideal way of tackl ing 

the problem of the comparative study of organizations (*). 

The comparative analysis of organizations has been emphasized 

more and more by soci a 1 sci enti s ts duri ng these 1 ast few years and 

methods of measurement have been devised for this purpose (**). 

But, before devising methods of measurement, all these researchers 

had to conceptuanze their, research on a theory of ?rganizationwhich 

. would allow them to get as universal and valid results as possible. 

A survey in thi s connecti on shows that the theori es and hypotheses 

which were put down and/or empirically tested by a large number of 

social scientists have their basis in Max Weber's concepts of 

bureaucracy. : According to Blau & Scott (70), since their publication 

. in Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft about forty years ago, the principles 

of bureaucracy have had a profound i nfl uence on almost a 11 subsequent 

thinking and research in the field; 

Weber (185,186) analyses formal organizations as part of his 

theory of authority structures and defines three types of organization 

a) Traditional organizations: In this type of organization past 

. tradi ti on 1 egitimi zes present actions. The rul er is extremely 

powerful and the s~cial order is viewed as inviolable. Subjects 

are bound to their ruler by the traditional feeling of loyalty. 

An absolute monarchy is a good example of this type of 

organization. 

b) Charismatic organizations: In this type of organization the leader 

is again very powerful but this time not for traditional hereditary 

(*) For 'a comprehensive study of organizational theories see Scott 
(182) . 

(**) Perrow (183) is an example; but for a full discussion of these 
methods see Udy (184). 

. , 
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reasons, but because his· followers identify themselves with the 

cause he is advocati ng • This type of organization tends to be· 

. initiated as a reaction to a set order and has generally 

anarchistic features; 

c) Bureaucratic organizations: Th.is type is based on legal authority 

.and is legitimated by the supremacy of the law., According to 

Weber, this type of organization leads the way tp a maximization. 

of rational decision-making and administrative efficiency. He. 

enumerates the distinctive characteristics of a bureaucratic . 

.. organ1zation as follows: 
, > 

(i) There is a high degree of specialization 

(ii).There is a clear-cut hierarchical structure which usually 

has a pyramidal form 

(iii) A formally established system of rules and regulations 

governs official decisions and·actions 

(iv) Interpersonal relationships between hierarchical levels 

are. i nforma 1 

(v) Employment is based on the technical q·ualifications of 

the candidate rather than on his political, family.or 

other connections. 

Some examples of theoretical and/or empirical studies where 

Weber's dimensions of bureaucracy have been used, are reported in 

Appendix H. It must be noted that these stUdies are only a few from 

a large number of similar studies, and that the majority of social 

scientists accept "bureaucracy" as central to modern organizational· 

theory. It is for this reason that the organizational implications 

of using network analysis in contracting companies has been 

investigated in the light of this concept. 

I 
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One of the most complete studies of organizations which uses 

W~ber' s' dimensions of bureaucracy successfully is the one by the 

Administrative Research Unit, University ,of Aston in Birmingham. 

This study is of particular importance to this research project and 

has been selected to form the basis for measuring organizational 

characteristics for the following reasons: 

1. It incorporates the Classi ca 1 and Systems appro!lches to the 

study of organizations. Indeed, the published series of papers 

(181;187,188,189,190',191,192,193) deal mainly with "structural" 

and "contextual" aspects. In these studies, "contextual" is 

defined as "the setting within which structure is developed" 

rather than the environment in its broader sense. ,It is 

believed, however, that this limited definition of "context" 

is perfect,ly sati sfactory for the purposes of thi s research 

project. 

2. The variables proposed in these papers are not merely theoretical, 

but have been demonstrated to be empirically meaningful. Indeed, 

the research unit has used statistical methods to formulate into 

basic dimensions, the data collected from 52 formal work 

organizations in the Midlands. 

3. The. study was designed not to come ~p with a typology ,like the 

classical theorists' (for example Weber's classification of 

organizations into three distinct types: charismatic, traditional, 

and bureaucratic) but to give a multi-dimensional continuum (*). 

(*) A continuum may be'defined as the range given by a scale on which 
a variable may have a score, (as opposed to a "typology" 11here 
a variable will have to be included in one of the types 
representing the two extremes for example). The continuum is called 
multi-dimensional when the characteristic to be measured is formed 
of more than one independent variable. 
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It is claimed by the authors that such an approach gives the best 

basis to which the behaviour of groups.and individuals can be 

systematically related. Indeed, in his comparison of bureaucra

tic and craft administrations, Stinchcombe (194) agrees with 

. them when he states that " ••••• the components of Weber's ideal 

type (bureaucracy) do not form an inherently connected set of 
. . 

variables. Some of the components of the ideal type are' 
,-, '" 

relatively uncorrelatedwith others, while, some are highly 

correlated". Hall (195) backs up this suggestion by demonstrating 

in his study of intra-organizational structural variables of ten 

organizations that" ..... the bureaucratic dimensions existed 

independently in the form of continua". Thebureaucratic and 

democratic types of organization are criticized by Glueck & 

Dennis (l~6) Itho bel ieve that each organization 1 ies somewhere 

within these two extremes depending on environmental demands. 

4. Finally, this study had the advantage of offering an. abbreviated 

version which was proved by Inkson et al (193) to be strongly 

correlated to the original study. Apart from not jeopardising 

the technical' soundness of the original study, this version ~Ias 

also morfi! convenient to use because it required less time to 

administer and a smaller number of interviewees. 

A brief description of the Administrative Research Unit's work 

is believed to be essential for a better understanding of. the 

follol1ing sections related to organizational aspects, and is ,given 

below. Further information can be obtained from references 181,187, 

188,189,190,191,192,193. 

After a careful examination of the literature on organizational 

structure, the Administrative Research Unit decided that they" ••••. 

. :-
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. must first of all isolate the conceptually distinct elements that go. 

into Weber's.formulation of bureaucracy" (181 ) .. In this manner, 

Pugh et al (187) were able to conceptualize six elements to be 

considered as. dimensions of organizational structure. They con~ . 

structed sca lesto define these dimensions operationally; they· 

collected data from 52 industrial organizations in the Midlands; 

they carried out item analysis on each particular v,ariable to test 

whether the scales could represent a dimension;pri nci pa 1 components 

analysis was then used.in the identification of underlying factors 

which resulted in 64 scales. The si~ structural dimensions and the 

most important of the scales related to these dimensions are given 

below (181,187): 

·1. Specialization: This dimension was concerned with the "division 

of labour within the organization, the distribution of official 

duties among a number of positions". It was examined·in two 

separate parts. In the first part .16 functions were derived. 

These functions were assumed to exist in all organizations. The 

possible functional specializations were then compared among 

organizations. The second part dealt with role specialization 

in each of.the 16 functions. 

2. Standardization of procedure: This was measured by the number 

of events which. have "regularity of occurrence and are legiti

mized by the organization", and which are "covered by rules 

and definitions". This dimension was examined under three. 

main variables: overall standardization, ·procedures ·defining 

task and image, and procedures controlling selection, 

advancement, etc. 
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.. 3. Formalization: This dimension denoted the "extent to which 

rules, procedures, instructions and communications are written". 

It was ·felt by the authors that it would be desirable to spilt 

.. this dimension into three variables concerned with formal ization 

of role definition, formalization of information passing, and 

. formalizationof recording of role performance. 

4. Centralization:. This dimension was defined. as "the locus of - . . . . 

authority to make decisions affecting the organization". It 

was examined by means of two variables, namely, overall centra-

··lization (the place of authority in the hierarchy was determined 

by means of a pre-set vertical authority scheme), and autonomy 

(the number of decisions given by the organization and those. 

given by head-quarters, or parent organization determined. 

autonomy) . 

5. Configuration: This dimension represented "the shape of the role 

structure". Data about this dimension were obtained from a 

detailed organization chart. The variables used were: chief 

executive's span of control, ·subordinate ratio, vertical span, 

percentage of workflow ~uperordiriates, non-workflow personnel, 

and percentage of clerks. 

6 •. Flexibility: This dimension was later renamed as ntraditionalism"~ 

It represented "the potential population of customs;n organiza

tions". A custom was defined as "an implicitly legitimized 

verbally transmitted procedure". This dimension was measured by· 

constructing a variable composed of relevant characteristics of 

"standardization" and of nformal ization". 

About 30 studies which investigated these bureaucratic dimensions 

have been revie\~ed and the results of each study have been classified 

1 
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according to th~ dimension (or'dimensions) used in it; , This 

"classification (Appendix I) is useful to see inter-relationships 

among dimensions and their relationship to other aspects such as 

performance characteristics. 

Intercorrelations among these variables suggested a factor, 

ana lysis, whi ch in turn resulted' fn four basic independent vari abl es. 

It is claimed by the authors that such a simplification improves the 
, , 

interpretation of the results (*). The four new variables and the 

" ,sub;'vari~bles encompassed by them are given belo~:" 

- Structuring of activities: formed of standardization, formalization, 

specialization, and vertical span, 

,-, Con centra ti on of authori ty: coveri ng organi za ti ona 1 autonomy,' 

centralization, percentage of workflow superordinates, and 

standardization of procedures for selection and advancement, 

-, Line of control of workflow: including subordinate ratio, 

formalization of role performance recording; percentage of 

workfl O\~ superordi nates, and standardi zation of procedures for 

, sel ection and advancement, 

- Relative size of supportive component: containing percentage of 
, , 

clerks, vertical span, non-workflow personnel. 

'It was Pugh et al's view (181,188), that the study of the structure 

'of organizations should be conducted in relation to the'social and 

economic context in which it is found. In order to examine these 

relationships, they defined eight salient'e1ements of context; 

they developed operational variables (40 in total) for each of them; 

and then they reduced these to fourteen by means of factor analytical 

, (*) For the statistical details see Levy & Pugh (197). 
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methods •. The eight contextual elements and the salient variables 
" , , . 

related to each of them are given below: 

1. Origin and history: Three variables were selected as 

representing this dimension: impersonality of origin, age of the 

organization, and historical changes, each being measured by . 

means fo sub-variables. 

2 •. Ownership and control: This dimension contained two variables, 

namely public accountability of the organization, and the relation

ship of ownership to'management, each containing a number of sub

variables. 

3. Size: This dimension was, measured by'means of two variables: 

number of employees and net assets of the organization, and 

size of parent organization. 

4. Charter: This dimension was defined as "an organization's 

social function, goals, ideology and value systems"; The two 

variables used for measuring it were: operating variability, 

and operating diversity, each containing a number of sub-variables. 

5. Technology: This dimension was defined as "the sequence of 

physical techniques used upon the workflow of the organization". 

Two main variables, namely workflow integration, and labour costs 

were used to measure this dimension; but the former of these 

variables contained five sub-variables each formed of a.number of 

scales. 

6. location: This was defined as "the geographical, cultural, and 

community setting" which influence the organization.' It was 

determined by counting the number of operating sites. 

7. Resources: .This dimension was not pursued as it was thought by 

the authors that material and capital resources were better 
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examined under aspects of "size", andthatthe relative 

disposition of these resources was better regarded as an aspect 

of "technology". 

8. Dependence: This dimension reflects "an organization's relation

ships with other organizations in its social environment", ·such 

. as suppliers and customers. It was measured by two variables: 

dependence on parent organization, and recognition of trade ." . 

unions. The former was formed of two levels of sub-variables. 

By means of multivariate inter-correlation analyses betl~een 

the structural and the contextual dimensions, Inkson et al (1.3) 

later determined the most salient structural and contextual 

variables as the following: 

"- Structuring of activities, containing functional specialization, 

and formalization of role definition, 

-' Concentration of authority, which is determined by the extent" 

of autonomy the organization has, 

- Workflowintegration, which is a variable of "technology" and 

which is meaSured by three sub-variables called automaticity 

mode, automaticity range, and 'speci ficity of cri teri a of quality 

evaluation of outputs, 

- Dependence, cover.ing impersonality of origin, status of 

organization unit, public accountability, and size relative to 

owning group. 

These four dimensions of organizational structure. and context 

were selected - . .for reasons mentioned earlier in this section -

to quantify and measure organizational characteristics in contracting 

organizations; There were, however, doubts that these variables, 

, 

. I 
I 
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.•. originally designed to mea~ure organizational characteristics in·all 

kinds of formal work organizations would not be sUfficientlydiscri-.' . . 

minating when used to get similar information· from one particular· 

. industry - in this case the construction industry. But this 

difficulty.was later overcome by adapting certain variables to the· 

particular conditions of the construction industry •.. The major 
. . 

.. 

modification was made on two of "Workflow Integration" sub~variables 
• •• J 

"automaticity mode and range" (193) which were replaced by similar 

scales measuring "mechanization mode and range" (See Appendix K, Part 

4) • 

. . 
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6. General characteristics: 

'When a management technique is ,introduced and'used in a ,company 

its success depends not only on the way it is introduced and applied, 

but also on the environment in which itis used. Organizational 

characteristics dea 1 with one of the envi ronmental aspects, and this 

group of variables', General Characteristics; is designed to take care' 

of the reaminingaspects. "Envi ronment" is a very vague word; it can 
, -

be interpreted to mean anythi ng around the object of, study. However, 

for operational reasons," this definition had to be limited to aspects 

rel ated to the j~bs planned by network analysis, and to the company. 

A cliche that is frequently used by writers who describe the 

evolution of network analysis is: "increasing technical complexity 

in most modern projects necessitated the use of more advanced 

planning techniques such as networkanalysis". The immediate 

"environment" can therefore be identified as the job in ,which network 

, analysis is used. According to Woodgate (96) highlY complex one-off 

jobs which have a large element of uncertainty are those which are 

most suitable for network,analysis planning. Mahoney(125) believes 

that best' results can be obtained if jobs have a relatively stable 

and inflexible sequence of activities, and if speed is more important 
, . 

than economy. Again, speaking on the time-analysis aspect of neblork 

analysis, Hancock (102) suggests that, for a good "pertability 

rating", a job should have a high proportion of time-bound rather 

than resource-bound activities, that the task sequence should be as 

inflexible as' possible, and that the extent of repetition should be 

very little. 'The study carried out for the Department of the 

Environment (25) about the use of network analysis techniques in the 

Department agrees with Hancock's suggestions. Barmby (124) finds 
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. that network analysis has its principal utility in programmes where 

. time is of essence. and Wiest & Levy (42).claim that large. non

repetitive jobs are bettersuit~d to be planned by network analysis. 
" "" " . 

. A number of empirical studies have also investigated the effects 
" - ' " . 

. of project characteristics on the applicability of network analysis 

.• techniques ••. The survey carried out by the Bureau of Buiiding 

Marketing Research (56) showed that according to the views of the· 
" ~ , . . 

majority of the contractors, network analysis worked best on com

plicated and large projects; some contractors felt that the method 

was not practical on buildings that take only six or seven months 

to·complete, with perhaps one exception: additions to. existing 

buildings which can be very complicated. A study of 16 medium sized 

building contractors carried out by the Building Management Research 

Unit in· the London School of Economics and Political Science for 

the Ministry of Public Building and Works in 1964~65 (198) indicated, 

among ether things, that highly complex projects planned by informal 

methods like bar-charts, suffered the most serious delays; and that 

the simpler jobs planned by formal methods like network analysis 

had least delay. It was also found that delays, though not·as 

serious, were not absent from any of the complex projects even with 

the use of formal planning and control techniques. According to 

Wade's investigation (31) the main criterion in deciding whether to 

use network analysis or not is the complexity ot the project. Some 

contracting companies used also the size of the project, £100,000 

being the limit above which network analysis was used. MacDonald's 

study (32) strongly supports Hade's findings, since, in this case, 

.78% of the firms stated that it was the complexity of the contract 

that made them use network analysis; the remainder said it \~as both. 

I 

I 
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the complexity and the value of the job. 

Besidescomplexity, extent of repetition, flexibility, 

uncertainty and-contract value, some writers also argue that the 
, ' , 

kind of job (i.e:, building as opposed to civil engineering), and 
, , 

the kind of contract (such as comp,etitive, negotiated, etc.) are 

also, important factors (See e.g., 174). 

As to the characteristics related to the company, the most 

pop~lar factor used, is the size of the company expressed either in 

terms of its annual-turnover or in terms of the number of employees. 
'. . . '. ' ' . 

_Schoderbek (57), Davis & Hogle (27), Davis(29), and MacDonald (32) 

agree in their findings that the companies who use network analysis' 

are generally the larger ones. Furthermore, Davis & Hogle (27) 

report that experience with network analysis is also related to 

company size, larger 'firms having used the technique longer. The 

only investigation which took into considerati-on success in neblOrk 

ana lysi s appl i cati ons - as measured by the' subjective assessment of 

,the situation'by top management- (29) indicated that there, is a 

larger'number of "very successful" users among larger companies than 

among smaller companies. 

Apart from the size aspect, it' was noted in the preliminary 
, , 

survey that the expansion policy, of the company, the policy for the ' 

number, the size and the nature of jobs to compete for, and the 

geographical location of the company were also factors with, 

influence on network analysis applications (See e.g., 49). 
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L Conduct of the investigation: 

" " 

, - ,;:',,-' 
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L The research study contains seven main steps which are listed 
• . 1 ' .' . 

below in chronological order: 

) 1. The 1 i teraturesurvey. 

2. The case study • 

3. The preliminary field survey. 

4: The main field survey. 

S.The statistical analysis. 

6. The feedback survey. 

7. Final interpretation and evaluation . 

. , 
. I ... 

. 2. The. aim of the literature survey was to establish what various 

writers had said about network analysis, its advantages, its 

disadvantages, its effects on individuals, etc., etc. 

3. At about the' same time as the literature survey, the independent 

study of "Receipt of Information by Contractors" was carried. out 

(See Appendix Al. It involved visiting a number of contracting 

organizations and was to be a preparation for future contacts with 

the industry, as well as an opportu~ity to see 'how British 

contracti ng organi zati ons ~/Ork in 'practi ce. 

4. The case study was carried out in a company who had an annual turn

over of over £10 million. Eight persons were interviewe~ by 

us i ng a check-l i s~ (See Appendi x El. The persons interviewed were 

selected so. as to include at least one member of staff, from each 

hierarchical level, from managing director to site agent. The 

object was to determine the factors which are regarded by 

\ -
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respondents as important and relevant to success in network 

. analysis applications. Further information about the case study· . . . 

can be found in Chapter 1I ,Section 3. 

·5. The preliminary field survey was carried out by means of inter-' 

views conducted by the same check-list used in the case study, . 

but this time, reinforced by a number of loosely structured, 

"open" (or "unrestricted") questions (*) relate_d to each item 

in the check-list .. These questions were developed. after, and 

as a result of, the case study. The exercise involved at least 

two persons - one planning engineer and one site manager - in a 

random sample of 10 contracting companies, mostly companies 

already contacted for the study on "Receipt of Information" 

(Appendix A). The object was to test the questions prepared 

after the 'case study - i.e •• to make sure that they do not 

.. represent a special case -, and to gather enough information to 

be able to formulate "closed" (or "restricted") questions for 

the final questionnaires. Further information about the preli

minary field survey is given in Chapter lI, Section 3. 

6. Two sets of questionnaires were prepared for the main field 

survey: one set to be completed by planning engineers, and the 

other by site managers. A copy of each can. be seen in Appendix J. 

These questionnaires were developed after, and as a result of, 

the 1 iterature survey, the case study, and the prel iminary fi eld 

survey. ' They contain mostly "closed" (or "restricted") questions 

(*) Questions are called "closed" or "restricted" when a number of. 
alternative answers are specified bel0\1 the question; the respon
dent has to select one or many according to the nature of the 
question. They are called "open" or "unrestricted" when the 
respondent can anSI1er the question in his 0I1n words. 

': , , 

. . 
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to facilitate the quantification of variables explained.in 

.. Appendix K. 

7. A study of research procedures· in thi s sort of ci rcumstances . 

. indicated that there was considerable support for a thorough 

preliminary investigation before attempting to design final 
. . . 

questionnaires (See e.g., 199,200,201).· The study of research 

methodology showed alsothat interviews and mail questionnaires· 

had their respective advant~ges and disadvantages (See e.g., 200, . 

201,203,204). In order to avoid most of the pitfalls, a corn"' 

promi se sol utionwhere questi onnai res were admi nistered during , . 
interviews, was found to be convenient. Apart from administering 

.the questionnaire, interviews were also used to collect a certain 

amount of information deliberately excluded from questionnaires. 

The subjects discussed in interviews can be seen in Appendix J, 

Part 3. 

8. After the interviews were completed and the questionnaires were 

received back, tranformation of this information into quantita-· 

tive variables started (See Appendix K). As explained in 

Chapter III , these variables were categorized into four groups: 

methods of app 1 i cati on, methods of introduction, organi zati onal 

characteristics, and general characteristics. Success scores for 

each respondent were calculated on the basis of the procedure 

described in Appendix K, Part 1. 

9 •. Statistical analysis of the data involved a multiple regression 

analysis between success scores (the dependent variable) on. the 

one hand and the four groups of variables (independent variables) 

considered separately. Eight multiple regression equations were 

therefore established, four (one for each group) for planning 
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engineers, and four for site managers. Two more multiple . 
. . 

.. regression equations were calCulated, one. of th,em between the 

planning engineers' success scores on the one hand and all the . . . 
. independent variables (all four groups put together) on the 

other; the other equation consisted of the site managers' 
" . . 

success scores and all the independent vari ab 1 es. Inter

correlations among all variables were also calculated for" 

planning engineers and for site managers separately. An· 
" . 

alphabetical list cif all the variables is given at the end 

of the thesis. 

10. Statistically significant results at 10% can be seen on the 

foldout pages at the end of Sections 2,3,4 and 5 in Chapter V. 

Theindepel1dent variables in these pages are arranged in order 

of their relative importance. The figure in parantheses 

. following the variable name, is the standard deviation multiplied 

by the regression coefficient. It represents the magnitude of 

the·change that the dependent variable would undergo if there 

were a standard change in that particular independent variable. 

There seems to be no standard method to determine the relative 

importance of independent variables which have different 

measurement scales. The above mentioned method is accepted 

by statisticians to be a logical \~ay of showing the independent 

variables in a comparable uniform way. 

11. Bearing in mind the relatively small number of companies who 

took. part in the survey (15 companies) and the exploratory 

nature of the study involving a large number of complex 

subjective assessments, it was decided that a significance level· 

of 10% would be a satisfactory limit; The same reasons mentioned 
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'above accounted for the decision not to exclude one to two 

companies from the sample for future testing of the validity 

of the statistical relationships. Instead, a feedback survey' 

of a, 1 imited number of respondents was organi zed. 

12. Because of the large number of variables, a computer program 

, had to be used to carry out these ca 1 cul ati ons. In thi s 

instance, the XDS3 Statistical Analysis Package written for the 

IeL 1900 Series machines was used (205)., 

13. The feedback survey consisted of avisit to 4 of the original 

15 companies, involving a short discussion with the respondents 

who had taken part in the main survey. ,The object, this time, 

was to assess people's reactions to the findings, and further

more, to establish whether there is any causality in some 

statistical relationships. A copy of the document attached to 

letters sent to respondents, and a summary of the subjects 

discussed in the interviews can be seen in Appendix L. 

14. Finally, it is important to stress that statistical relation

ships do not show causality. It is not therefore possible to 

explain the entire phenomenon of "success" in network analysis 

by simple causal chains. However, causal explanations were 

cautiously given for a number of findings by logically inter

preting the results in the light of the first hand evidence 

collected by the author in the case study and the following 

three field surveys. 
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2. The sample: 

Four main criteria were used in selecting the companies to 

. form the sample. for the main survey. 

L Specialization: Companies were analysed by the trade they 

specialize in.· The categorization was limited to building 

contractors. building and civil engineering contractors. and civil 

engineering contractors. Appendix ~1 gives statistical information 
. , 

related to various aspects of the construciton industry. Table 1 

in this Appendix shows the number of companies. and the value of 
. . 

work done; analysed by trade of firm. It will be noted that there 

is a large proportion of general builders. but.that building and 

civil engineering contractors carry out most of the work measured in 

terms of their value. The large number of general builders as com

pared with other trades can be attributable to the fact that a large 

majority of these are small firms employing less than 15 persons 

(See Appendix M. Table 2). It was therefore agreed that the bulk 

of the sample (i.e .• 60-70% of it) should be formed of building and 

civil engineering contractors; building contractors should occupy the 

second place with about 15-20%; and civil engineering contractors 

should be represented by very few companies (i.e •• about 10-15% of 

the sample). 

2. Size measured by the number of employees: . Appendix M. Table 2 

shows the number of companies, and the value of work done . . 
analysed by size of company measured by.the number of employees; 

It can be noted that 98.2% of the compani es have 1 ess than 115 

. employees, but that more than half of the work (55.9%) is carried 

out by companies having more than 115 employees •. It was assumed 

that most of the companies below the 115 employees line were small· 

- ...... ~.-, ., ..... ., .. ~.".,-.~ .. -,-'. __ ._'. --.....,.".,-- - ,"," ----- .. ---------.-.• ---~-------'-----
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,btii 1 ders and sub~contractors 1 i ke joi ners, carpenters, roofers, etc • 
, , 

"It is possible however that there are some general ~ontractors in 

that group who sub-contract most'of their work, and who consequently 

employ a small ,number of staff. But, this was not sufficient to 

disrupt the, decision that the sample should contain only companies 

employing more than'115 persons; and that'most of them should be 

above ,the ,1200 employees limit. 

3. ' Region of registration: Appendix M, ·Table 3 shows the number of 
, 

companies and the va'lue of work done analysed by region of 

registration. It ~/ill be noted that the percentages given in the 

two columns. more or less correspond for every region~ except for 

, London where ,the value of work done is considerably higher than the 
. '. " 

number of companies. This is due to the fact that niany national and 

international companies are registered in London. It was therefore 

agreed that 60-70% of the companies in the sample should be registered 

in London, the Southern regions and in the Midlands, and the rest, 

30-40%, should be'registe~ed in the remaining parts of the country, 

i.e., in the Northern regions, Scotland and Wales. 

4. Size measured by annual turnover: This criterion had later, to 

be dropped because of lack of information. ' Indeed, national 

figures related to annlJal turnovers in the construction industry do 
, 

not seem to exist in any of the statistical sources, the author 

referred to (206,207,208). The only information related to financial 

aspects was encountered in the BRS Collection of Construction 

'Statistics (209) which gives some information about the ratio of net 

profits to turnover; but it dates' back to 1961-62. Beardsall (210) 

also gives in her paper a number, of financial figures, but all this 

information is arranged as a fucntion of size of company as measured 
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by the ,average number of employees. Even if this sort of information 

,at national level were available,it would still not bepossible to 

use it as a criterion, because financial figures for individual com-

panies are not available. Despite the 1967 Companies Act (211) 
. " 

which states that groups of companies should publish financial figures 

for the group and for their main s~bsidiaries and branches, there is 

generally no information about subsidiaries and branches in any 
. . . . . ~ 

financial report. This aspect had'therefore to be includedin'the 

study as an ordinary variable. 

Efforts were therefore made to select a number of compani es 

which would represent roughly a cross-section of the industry. The 

criteria used in this selection have been'discussed above, and it 

must be emphasized that the sample is representative of the construc

tion industry in Great Britain only to the extent that these criteria 

are valid and controllable. ,The sample of 15 companies used in the 

main survey had the following characteristics: 

1. Ten of the compani es were buil di ng and ci vi 1 engi neeri ng contrac- ' 

tors; 3 of them were building contractors and 2 of them civil 

engineering contractors. 

2. Out of the 9 companies for whom the number of employees was 

known, 6 had over 1200 employees, and the rest employed between 

115 and 1200 persons. 

3. Four of the companies were registered in London, 3 in the Southern 

region,'4 in the Midlands, and 4 in the Northern regions. The 

2 companies in Wales and Scotland were not using network analysis' 

at all and decided later to drop out. 

." i 
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4. Annual turnover figures varied between £2.5 million and 

£100 million with an average of £24.8 million. 

The following is a chronological account of how the companies 

were selected, contacted and visited: 

l. Information about individual companies were collected from a . 

number of sources. including the Exchange Telegraph Statistical. 

Services (212). Kompass - Register of ~ritish Industry and 

Commerce (213), Guide to Bri ti sh Enterpri ses (214). the Stock 

Exchange Official Yearbook 1969 (215). and an article. in the 

Contract Journal (216).· This information was used to select 
, . . 

31 companies who \~ould satisfy the criteria mentioned earlier. 

2. These 31 companies were .approached by letter to which was 

attached a one page circular signed by Professor E.G. Trimble 

(See Appendix G). These letters were addressed to the chairmen, 

vice-chairmen, or managing directors of. the companies and stated 
, 

explicitly that information received would be kept strictly 

confidential. Experience in previous studies had shown that 

agreement to co-operate by a senior executive, had resulted in 

easier access to and more genuine co-operation from members of 

. staff who were involved in the investigation. This; once again, 

proved to be true. 

3. Of these 31 companies 5 did not reply at all despite a second 

·letter sent to them. Another 5 wrote back and indicated that 

they were not interested: one of these expressed interest in 

other subjects but not in network analysis; the remaining four 

indicated that they did not have the time and/or the staff 

available for surveys of this nature. A report prepared in 1968 
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for the Ministry of Public Building and Works (217) reports 

that the direct work involved in supplying data for statistics, 

has been estimated by a large national contractor. at something 

between 500 and 600 man-days a year •.. Accordi ng to the same 

report. this represents 0.012% of the firm's employment, or 

0.045% of its monthly paid ~taff; Depending on the mood of the 

industry, this can be ·interpreted as a considerable waste of 

time. It is not therefore surprising that 10 companies refused 

to supply information for this study and that 4 of them specifi-

. cal1y !"entioned lack of available extra time. 

4. A random 10 of these 21 companies'were used in the preliminary 

survey; and once the final questionnaires were ready, these 21 

companies were contacted again. All of them confirmed that 

they wished to co-operate. 

5. Appointments were fixed with managing directors or directors who 

introduced the author to senior planning engineers or chief 

planning engineers who in turn made arrangements for a meeting 

with a site manager. In some cases, the original appointments 

were fixed directly with senior planners. 

6. Five of the 21 companies visited indicated that they had never 

used network analysis before and that the information they were 

1 i ke ly to contri bute was very 1 imi ted. In the 1 i ght of the fact 

that this research study .aimed to investigate network analysis 

usage, agreement was reached that these 5 companies would be 

omitted from the final sample, reducing it to 16 companies. 

7. After a refusal by a company.to fill in the questionnaire on the 

basis that most answers contained confidential information, the 

sample was reduced to its final size of 15 companies. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE MAIN FIELD SURVEY AND THE FEEDBACK SURVEY ~ 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

·' .. ",' 

The main survey was carried out in the early months of 1972: 

It covered 15 contracting companies whose characteristics are 

given in Chapter IV. It consisted of at least two "visits to each 

company. one to a senibrplanning engineer and one toa site manager. 

The meetings were arrang'ed in order, to explain the aim of the study. 

to discuss a number of topics ,which might not be suitable .for 

inclusion in the questionnaire (See Appendlx J. Part 3). and finally. 

in some instances. to assist the respondent to complete the 

questionnaire. Interviews lasted on average li hours with planning 

engineers. and 11 hours with site managers . 
. ' . 

The feedback survey was carried out about a year later. after 

,statistical analyses had been completed. Tile purpose was twofold. 

firstly to assess the reaction of respondents to the findings. and 

secondly, to find out whether causality existed in some relation-
, ' 

ships. It involved visiting'4 of the 15 companies who had taken 

part in the main survey. These companies were selected to form a 

reasonable cross-section of the sample. in terms of ~'success scores". 

Intervi ews lasted one hour, on average. A resume of the points 

discussed can be seen in Appendix L. 

The data collected. the results of'statistical analyses. and 

discussion and interpretation of these findings in the light of the 

information· collected in the feedback survey. are given in the 

following four sections. Statistical relationships do not show 

causality and all attempts to explain these relationships are made 
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" '. ..... .in the light of theinform~tion the author gathered during the 

. three surveys. Regression equations are all significant at 10%, 

or in some cases, less; Correlations are significant at 10% if . 

' •. their magnitude is larger than 0.44. However, smaller c~rrelation 

coefficients have also been interpreted because itis bel ievedthat .. 

they can be valuable in explaining certain phenomena in this type 

,. of research study where subjective assessments do npt ,a llow. high' 

correlation to appear (*). . 

Since they appear frequently in this chapter, "planning 

. engineer'.' is denoted by PE, and "site manager" by SM. 

(*) For supportive information about the possibilities of inter
preting relationships with larger or no significance levels, 
see papers in Henkel & Morrison (272). 
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1.1. . Updating: 
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Ina study on "Receipt of Information by Contractors" carried 

out by the. author among 7 contracting companies (See Appen~ixA), 

· it.was determined that average overall delays in project durations. 

amounted to 19% of the average programmed project durations. The 

most important factors conducive to del ay were determined as: 

· - Insufficient information for reliable estimates, 

_. Unforeseen weather conditions, 

_. _. Unpredictable delays in delivery of materials, 

- Strikes or other labour troubles, 

- Unexpected site conditions, 

- Variation orders. 

Any of the above mentioned factors or a combination, can some

times cause considerable delay and therefore can necessitate a 

thorough reviewof the rest of the programme; For example, in the 

survey on "Receipt of Information", it was determined that, on 

average, 54% of the total number of drawings (including both 

original. about 45% of the total; and revised drawings. about 55% 

of.the total) were received after activity start dates. Although. 

not necessarily representative of the contracting industry. these 

alarming figures give an idea of the impact that these factors may 

· have on a programme based on the information available at the start 

ofa project. Similarly, in one of the sites visited in the.main 

survey (Company No. 13) , strike action taken by electricians 

accompanied by go-slows by bricklayers in sympathy, had caused a one 

year delay in a project of blo years estimated duration. At the 

time of the survey, the job was. not complete, and nobody, including 
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theSM knew how long the strike would last orhow long the job 

would take. 

In another site (Company No. 10) there were delays due to'the 

late delivery of steel reinforcement bars caused by a national 

crisis in the British steel industry. ,Finally, on one site 

(Company No. ,15) it was reported that a combination"of bad weather, 

lack of information and additional works had resulted in six months 

delay. 

It is clear, therefore, that, because of the inherent 

uncertainty in,the construction industry, delays are inevitable. 

Consequently, programmes frequently become out of date and this 

necessitates updating. 

As demonstrated in Chapter Ill, Section 2, updating is accepted 

by the literature as an intrinsic part of network analysis applica

tions. Most authors insist that not updating a network may yield 

undesirable consequences in its application, by limiting the degree 

of exactness in evaluation the existing situation and by limiting 

control in the management of the activities to come. 

However, one of the findings of this study is that there is 

considerable confusion'among SMs as to what updating means and what 

it achieves. The SM's general opinion is that the less 'a programme 

is updated the more successful it: is. In the opinion of the PEs 

, interviewed, over 50% of the SMs ~/ere disillusionned when their 

programme had to be updated frequently. ,This is not due to a 

shortcoming of the technique, but to a misunderstanding on the part 

of SMs as to the purpose of updating. One SM (Company No. 14) 

'commented that "networks are more definite than bar-charts", and 

that "they fina 1 i ze everythi ng and cannot really be modifi ed according 
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to the prevailingconditions". When they aremodified,SMs' 

, reacti ons are often negati ve. Furthermore, it was determined that 

although only 19% of the, PEs and only 11% of the, SMs expected a 

network to be inflexible,: in real life situations, inflexibility 

in networks happened more frequently in the SMs' opinion, as 

shown in Figure 3 . 
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Figure 3. Frequency of cases where networks were 
too inflexible (*) 

The inflexibility of networks and its/implications are 
, 

discussed in greater detail in Section 1.1.3. in this Chapter. 

1.1.1. Frequency of updating: 

A 11 the compani es who took part in the ma i n survey updated 

their programmes for most of ,their projects planned by network 

analysis ~', The situation was the same five years ago and the 

expectation for the future is that, every programme will be 

updated. 

(*) Answer to the first item in the last part of each questionnaire 
(See Appendix J, Parts 1 and 2). 
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Figure 4 shows how frequently updating takes place. It is 

'noted that in the last five years, there has been an increase in 

,the companies who, update their projects regularly. The same 

rate of increase can be seen inthe group of companies who use a' 

,combination of regular updating and updating when necessary 

according to the particular conditions of projects. 

It is ,also noted that expectations for th~ future tend to 

support regul ar updati ng. 

The updating frequency variable (UPDATl ) does not appear in 

any of the regression equations. Despite the fact that they are 

no't high, simple correlations are however interesting. 
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Figure 4., Frequency of updating 
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UPDATl has a correlation coefficient of-O.2S with PEs' 

success scores and of -0.28 with SMs' success scores, which 

means that success is likely to be greater when updating is 

not done on'a regular basis, but whenever the necessity' arises. 

The trend observed in Figure 4 and these correlation' 

" coefficients seem at first sight to contradict' each other; in 

'. reality, they don't. The trend observed in Fig!Jre4 is the 

result 'of routinization that can be seen whenever a technique 

. has been used for a period of time. The whole organization 

becomes geared to the,routine of preparing the sequence, 

. assigning duration estimates, carrying out calculations, and 

do this every three weeks or so, whether or not. conditions 

demand it. However, the fact that PEs and SMs regard network 

analysis as being more'successful when no regular updating is 

carried out, is the result of· being more discriminating in 

different situations that arise.in different projects. Itis 

only natural that the PE would not like to revie~1 a project 

that inhis opinion does not ne'ed reviewing. Likewise, it is 

understandable that the SM would not like to receive a revised 

programme, say, every three weeks, if he thinks this is not 

justified. 

1.1.2. Frequency of regular updating: 

Figure 5 shows the frequency of updating in those companies 

where programmes are updated regularly. The first point that is 

noticable is that monthly updating is and has been, for the last 

five years the most common updating period. However, a drop can 

be observed in favour of shorter and longer frequency periods. 

The curve which shows the PE's expectation for the future is 
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. therefore flatter than the others. 

UPDAT2 (the variable which measures the frequency of " 

, regular updating) does not appear ,in any 'regression ~quation 

and the simple 'correlations with PEs' and SMs' success scores 
, . 

are not very high (-0.24 and -0.27 respectively). The signs 

however point out to the fact that success scores are likely to . 

tie higher if regular updates are carried out at, long intervals. 

The argument put forward in the last SUb-section about PEs" and" 

SMs' tendencies to move towards updating when necessary is to a 

certain extent justified by these results. 

80 

60 

40 

20 

Weekly Fortnightly Monthly Longer 

--- 1966 
--'1971 

-.-001976 

Figure 5. Frequency of regular updating 
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1.1;3; . Nature of updating: 

The nature of updating (UPDAT3) was determined by a question 

asking whether only durations were reviewed or whether both the 
I 
I 

durations and the logical sequence activities were considered at 

each update. The results for "1966 and 1972; and the expectations 

for 1976 are shown in Figure"6 •. 

. The main result is that the large majority (83%) of the 
. " 

companies review both durations and logic when updating their 

projects planned by "network analysis • 

86 . . 83 . 83 
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m 
Durations and 109. ic updated in every project 

::: Combination depending on project " 

Only" durations update in every project 

Figure 6. Nature of updating 
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The only difference in the ·last five years, has been a very 

small shift (about 3% of the companies) towards more discrimina

tion, i.e., towards a combination of upd?tingonly durationsin 
. '. 

certain projects which do not need a review of the logic,. and. 

updating both durations and logic where applicable. 

When Methods of Application variables are considered, the 

'variable used to measure the nature of updating (UPDAT3) appears 
. . " , . " . 
in the regression equations for both.PEs and SMs, at 5% 

significance level.: However, one significant aspect is that the 

signs are different. Pes' success scores are likely to be higher 

if· both durations and logic are reviewed at each update; whereas 

SMs' success scores are likely to be higher if only durations 

are updated and the logical sequence of activities is preserved. 

Updating of durationsand logic whenever necessary, is an 

essential part of network analysis applications for a better 

understanding of the situation existing at a given stage of a . 

project, and a better control of. the activities to be carried out. 

As far as the results are concerned, this is precisely how one 

can interpret PEs' attitudes to updating. In the main and the 

feedback surveys not much comment was made on this topic by any 

PE and the general atmosphere vias that updating is an accepted 

and routine task that is carried out for all projects mostly 

taking into consideration both durations and the logical sequence 

of activities. 

On the other hand, the SMs' general attitude was that a 

programme is a good programme if one can stick to it and if no 

major changes are made during the course of construction. Host 

SMs, with only very few exceptions, 11ere in favour of minor time 

I 
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. .. alterations, but none sympathized with the view that logic also 

should be reviewed at·eachupdate. Some typical comments were: 

. "SMsare suspicious of changing programmes, because, when the 

programme is updated everything is back on time. False 

illusions~" (Company No.S).· . 

. "Oncesub~contractors and material deliveries are organized, 

it is extremely difficult to change everythjng at every 

update" (Company No.9). 

It is important" to stress here that different signs for PEs 
.. . 

andSMs must not be regarded as a pure contradiction which casts 

doubt on the data and perhaps the methodology;. it is, in fact, 

. evidence that different people situated in different parts of the 

organi zati on have different reacti ons depending on vari ous factors. 

PEs have been taught at college or have read in the current 

literature that updating must involve some sort of logic review. 

On the other hand, delays are inevitable in the majority·of jobs 

. and increase the likelihood of a network becoming out of date· 

after a period ot time. The combination of the likelihood of 

delays and the conditioning of the PE, can be accepted as factors 

promoting readiness for frequent logic reviews. However, it is 

also fair to add that according to.the results of the feedback 
. . 

survey, most PEs were aware of the difficulties that frequent 

logic changes can cause on site, but could see no other way of 

planning. 
" " 

The SMs' case is however slightly different. It is true 

. that the same conditions which cause delays do exist in both cases. 

But the SM's special place in the organization and his professional 

background (the majority of SMs came from trades rather than 
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'univerSities i~ 53% of the~ompanies) tend to have a larger ' 

influence on his attitudes to updating •. '. The SM is a very busy 

, man who has to give a large number·of non-routine decisions in 

addition to the control of a considerable number of routine 

acti vi ti es.' He therefore sees a complete revi ew of the programme 

as an addition to his duties which will take a considerable amount 

of his time to study and digest. It will be shown in a later 

SUbsection that SMs become quite pessimistic about network analysis 

when their work-load, is increased as a. direct result of using 

network ana lysis. 

, Another factor which is important is that, the SM must have 

a certain amount of trust and even faith in the programme which . 
,he will try to stick to. - It is believed that major changes of 

logic during the course of construction cause' a feeling of ' 

insecurity and demands more attention-and thought than would 

otherwise be necessary. One SM(CompanyNo. 15) reported that 

"there' have been so many updatings that the programme we are 

using now looks nothing like the original programme and con

sequenlty we are not really using it". _ This was found to be a 

common view. 

1.2. The use of computers: 

lthas been determined that in 1971, about 67% of the companies 

in the sample used computers to a greater or lesser degree for network 

calculations. The last five years ha~e seen a small increase' of about 

7% in the use of computers for this purpose, and the PEs expect that 

this trend will continue in the five years to come with approximately 

the same rate of increase (Figure 7). 

~, ; ::' 
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" Fi gure 7. "Extent of computer use 

However, this trend can be observed to be missing in Figure 8, 

which shows the percentage of projects in which network analysis 

calculations are carried out by means of computer programs. In the 

last five years, there has been a drop of 4% in the number of projects 

, where computerized network analysis is used; a drop which is not, 
, 

consistent with the 7% increased use of computers as a ~lho1e. This 

is a strong indication that those who use network analysis nowadays 

are more aware of the shortcomings and limitations of computer 

programs and that they are being more selective when they decide 

whether to use a computer program or carry out the calculations 

manually. 
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An interesting result which is worth mentioning here, is that· . 

correlation coefficients for both SMs and PEs are nearly significant 

at 10% and have a negative sign (-0.43 and -0.36 respectivelY)~lhich 

means that success scores are likely to be higher when a smaller 

number of projects are planned by computerized network analysis. This 

result also reflects the doubts that exist in the minds of both PEs 

and SMs regarding·network analysis computer programs. For example, 
\ . 

44% of the PEs expected the input requirements fora computerized 

application to' be too complicated. No detailed question has been 

asked in the. questionnaire about different aspects of computerized' 

applications. Nevertheless, this subject has been discussed in 

interviews, especially with SMs, the comments of some of whom are 

". . .......... -= .... -.... ~. ~--'------------------
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.. worth quoting: 

"At every update, they send us piles of computer printouts which 

. you can see in this drawer. I use the bar-chart on the wall 

for almost all my decisions and I am lucky I have got one" . 

(Company No; 13). 

"SMs regarded network analysis with suspicion initially. However, 

. this was not because it was network analysis, byt because it was 

computers" (Company No. 2).· 

"Because .the input is: generally full of rubbish, all we get in our· 

printouts is comp1icated.rubbish" (Company No. 6). 

"I receive the printouts at every update but it is too much paper· 

and is extremely hard and time consuming to understand.· We had 

a meeting with the directors the other day and they felt exactly 

the same. way I do about these pri ntouts" (Company No •. 4). 

"I have trouble wi th computer pri ntouts. I have no time to read 

all these figures, and I don't understand most of them anyway" 

(Company No. 15).· 

There is no doubt that a human problem connected to computer 

usage does exist in many companies. There are also difficulties in 

the collection of the right information; the classification of this 

information for input purposes, the form of the output, and the 

amount of information included in it.· Various data forms are being 

used by PEs to get around the first two problems and a large number 

of companies are using bar-chart transformation of networks to make 

them more easily understood by and acceptable to SMs and the site 

staff in general. It was found that the bar-chart presentation of 

networks (no matter whether links and dependencies, float, latest, 

earliest times, etc., are shown or not) was favoured by the large 

.. 
. · .. 1 
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majority of SMs. This subjeCt will be discussed i.nfuller detail 

in a later section.·.· 

.1.2.1. Kindof computerfaci1ity: 

PEs working in those companies using computer programs for 

network analysis ca1cu1ations.were asked to specify whether they 

.. were using their OI"m computer (if any) or whether thet were 

using the services ofa computer bureau. The results (Figure 9) 
• • • • J 

show that 45% of the companiesus~ their own computer and 61% use 
. . , , 

a computer bureau (one company uses bothfacil i ti es). It is also 

Qoted that there has been a well emphasized shift from the use of 

computer bureaux in favour of acquiring a computer and using it 

.. ~ 
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Figure 9. Kind of computer facility 
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for planning purposes •. Most of the larger companies contacted, 

expected to buy their own computer in the near future and use 
. . . . . 

it for. planning purposes; although in all cases, without 

exception, the main reason for acquiring a computer was for 

accountancy purposes. Figure,9 shows that PEs expect this trend 

of acquiring computers and using them for planning purposes to 

continue in the next five years. 
. , . 

It'is interesting to note that COMPTl which indicates what 

'sort of computer faCility was used, appears in the regression 

equation carried out for PEs, using 11ethods of Application 

variables. It appears that PEs' likelihood of scoring high in 

success is dependent upon the use of company owned computers 

rather than relying on service bureaux. One of the PEs (Company 

No. 14) reported that generally, by the time. they receive the 

printout~ the results are out of date and useless, and it 

happened at least once that th'ey had to wait for six' weeks 

before they could get'the printouts. Another example of long 

waiting periods was the one reported by the SI1in Company No.ll, 

who stated that the normal turn-round time was "unfortunately" 

between two to three weeks. Campbell's findings (112), reported 

in Chapter IlI,Section 2, that turn-round times offered by .... 
. .' » 

cornputer' bureaux were generally quite lengthy, seems therefore 

. to be right and furthermore of importance in interpreting the 

results in this study. A number of PEs thought also that the 

use of computer bureaux was much more expensive than what it 

would have cost if they had their,own computer and used it for 

planning. 

Simple correlation coefficients for PEs support the trend 
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" .. in Figure 9 (-0.42 for COMP1A, the use of computer bureaux, and 

+0;48 forCOMP1C, the use of own computer; the first coefficient 

.' is nearly, and the second one fully signifi cant at 10%). 

For SMs, simple.correlations are not as high as those for 

PEs (-0.22 for bureaux, and +0.15' for own computer). but the. 

signs do support the general argument •. 

1. 2.2. Ki nd of computer program used: .. 
'In the prel iminary. study, 'it was observed that· a number of . 

companies had expert computer staff whose job was to prepare the 

" input documents, and.in addition to this routine job, to improve 

and even sometimes completely redesign the existing program which 

was used.· It was also noticed that the'programs some companies 

. were using had' been designed by 'their 'o~m staff some years ago 

and were supposed to be tailor-made for the purposes of and 

conditions in the company. 

Figure ,10 shows that 78% of the companies, who took part in 

the survey were. using a standard package (and 5 out of the 7 

companies who used standard pacKages, used ICL 1900 PERT). The 

trend however is very pronounced and can be seen to shift from 

sta'ndard packages towards company made programs: 

When. the variables included in Methods of Application were 
. . 

subjected to a regression analysis, it came out that one of the 

main factors which affected ,the equation (top of the table of 

importance) was COMPT2, the variable which indicated what sort of 

program was used. The regression coefficient has a·positive sign 

which means that PEs' success scores are likely to be higher if 

programs used are specially designed to satisfy the needs of the 

company. 'Simple correlations for PEs are not high (+0.17 for 
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K1nd of computer program 

COMP2A, programs developed within the company; and -0.14 for 

, COMP2C, standard packages) but the signs are in. accordance with 

the argument mentioned above. 

One obvious interpretation is that ~Ihen a PE uses a program 

for his network analysis calculations, he naturally wants his 

input forms not to be 'restricted by the limitations of a standard 

package, but to have a format which would integrate as completely 

as possible in the existing system of data collection and manipu~ 

lation. The same argument can be put forward for output print

out sheets in the case of SMs. It-is fair to say here that most 

good standard packages have a multitude of options for both ,fhe 

input and output formats. One snag is, however, that manuals are 
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much too often too complicated and need expert advice for better 

understanding (112). 

The.computer program used, affects SMs' success scores in 

the same way it does PEs'. Correlation coefficients are much 

"higher in.this case (+0.46 fOr COMP2A programs developed within 

..• the company, significant at 10%; and ~0.30 for COMP2C. standard 

packages) and the signs suggest that the above~mentioned argument 

.about "the. printouts being in accordance with the needs of those. 

who use iti" holds to a larger extent for the SM, ~Iho, in fact,. is 

the person who actually· has to live and"base his decisions on the 

information contained in the output sheets. 

1.2.3 .. The size of the network in manual and computerized 

appli cations: 

The number of activities in a network is a measure of size, 

and if it is taken as a ratio to the project. cost, it may be used 

as a measure of detail. However, the purpose in asking a question 

about the smallest and largest number of activities in both manual 

and computerized network applications, was to find out what sort 

of numbers PEs dealt with, .when carrying out manual calculations 

or when preparing the data for computer processing. The. same 

purpose applies for SMs, i.e., to find out what sort of numbers 
. > 

SMs received either as the result of manual ·calculations, or as 

computer printouts. Whether these numbers have any effect on 

success scores is also considered in the statistical analyses. 

Figure 11 shows the data collected. It can be seen that the 

smallest number of activities in a nianual application ranges from 

75- to 200 activities, while the range for the largest number is 

about 200 to 2000+. One underlying feature is that the majority 
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"of the companies (86% of them) have'less then 75 activities in 

their smallest networks. 

Inthe case of computerized applications, the range for the' 

smallest number of activities covers all the spectrum from 75- to 
, , , 

2000+, while the largest number of activities is between 750 and 

'2000+. It is inter,esting to note that the first two groups 

(;;e., 75- and 75-150) contain mainly companies who used computer 

programs as a matter of policy for a~l their project planning, 

whatever the size of the network. 

, The data also shows that in a number of companies, the range 

covered in manual applications overlapped with the range covered 

by computerized applications. That is, in some companies some 

projeCts ~Iere either planned by manual network analysis or by 

computerized methods, according to,prevailing conditions. What 

,these conditions were, and what they should be for higher success 

are described in the next sub-section. 
\ 

Multiple regression analysi,s between SMs' success scores and 

Methods of Application variables' shows that COMPSM, i.e., the 

smallest number of activities in computerized applications, affects 

success scores. The negative sign of the regression coefficient 

suggests that the smaller COMPSM is; the larger become the success 

scores. This is also backed up by the results of the correlation' 

analysis (correlation coefficient -0.39). COMPSM does not seem 

however to have any effect on PEs' success scores since it is not 

present in any of the PEs' regression equations and since the 

correlation coefficient is extremely small (+0.04). 

One interpretation of the result described above is that 

sr~s are eager to have some sort of standardized planning procedure. 

I 
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If computer programs are used in a number of projects, they 

prefer to receive computer printouts for as many jobs as possible 

(hence" including more and more smaller'jobs with small~r number 
. - \ 

of activities) as a routine matter. Interviews have indicated 

that there is enough evidence to support this view. 

The other variables do not appear in any regression equation. 

, ,Correlation analysis shows however-that the smaller is COMPLG 

, (i .e., the largest number of activities in computerized applica;" 

'tions),the higher~re likely to become SMs' success scores 

, (coefficient -0.50, significant at 10%). ' Correlation coefficients 

for the rest of the variables are not statistically significant 

at 10%. ' 

The findings seem to indicate therefore that the number of 

activities in a network has very little influenc'e on PEs' success 

scores. The signs of the correlation coefficients suggest that 

smaller numbers would contribute to greater success. As to SMs, 

the findings show that a smaller number of activities, especially 

in computerized applications, is likely to enhance success. 

1.2.4. Criteria for computerization: 

Every company who uses a computer program for network 

calculations has its own reasons ,for doing so. In general, it" 

has more than one reason and it was determined, in the prel iminary 

study that,the most common or' these ~Iere the ones listed in the 
, , 

questionnaire, namely; 

- A clause in a contract (SPECIF),' 

',- A large number of activities, (NOACT), ' 

,- Familiarity of site staff with computer printouts (SSFAMI), 

- Familiarity fo planning staff, with input requirements (PDFAMI), 

- Acceptability of anticipated computer costs (COMPCD). 

. ~:. '-
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The results are shown in Figure 12. The sum of the percen-

tages shown considerably exceeds lOO, because of the multitude of 

,reasons every company had. One result is that 50% of the PEs 

ticked "others" specifying reasons such as: for improved planning, 

,whenev~r resource'analysls is used,whenever the job is very com~ 

plex', when a high frequency of, updates is necessary, and whenever 

it is the pol i cy of the company. 

Figure 12 shows that the most frequent reason for using com

puter programs were 'clauses ,in contracts that specifically asked 

for computerized ~etwork analysis. Two companies (No. 5 and No. 6) 

used coinputer programs only when it was contractually required • 

• ' ...... < 

68 
64 

45 

35 

A B 

,A: Contract clauses 
B: Number of activities 
C: Familiarity of PE 

C 

0: Acceptability of computer costs 
E: Familiarity of site staff 
F: Others ' 

o 

50 

20 

, 

E F 

Figure 12. Criteria for using computer programs' 
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The second mostly used 'criterion was the number of activities 

in the network. , This is the variable which, is most favoured by 

the literature. It is generally claimed that the larger the 

'network, the more difficult, costly, and,time consuming it becomes 

to handle it by manual methods. The average limit set by the, 

seven PEs who specified it, was, 262 activities, implying that 

1 arger networks were genera lly ana lysed by comeuter programs. ' 

, This limit more or lesscor~esponds to limits set by most authors 

(See Chapter Ill, Secti on 2). 

The familiarity of planning staff with computer procedures 

was the third most used criterion with 45% of the companies 

considering it. It is surprising to see however that the, 

acceptabil ity of anti cipated computer costs and the famil i ari ty 

'of site staff with computer printouts were the last two criteria, 

being least used by the companies in the sample. It is surprising 

, because one would expect themanagement to evaluate the economic 

implications of using computers and at the same time to determine 

whether those who use the printouts, (i.e., the 'site staff) 

would be able tO,understand and exploit the new presentations and 

get sufficient benefit to justify the extra expense incurred. 

Statistical analysis indicated that the present state of 
, I 

affairs concerning the use of computer programs is not satis-

factory:' Firstly, PEs' success scores are likely to be higher if 

the number of activities is not accepted as a criterion. This 

is the result of both regression analyses between PEs' success 

scores and Methods of Application variables, and between PEs' 

success scores and all variables. The SMs'correlation 

coefficient (-0.41) supports this finding. 

, 
" 
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• 
· Secondly, regression analysis of SMs' success scores and 

Methods.of Application variables indicated that success is 

enhanced in cases where.there is no contractual obligation to 

use computers. The PEs' correlation coefficient (-0.28) supports 

this finding. 

· Thirdly, the regression equation between PEs' ,success 
, . 

scores and all variables indicates that succes~ is enhanced. if 

site staff's familiarity with computer printouts is taken into 

" consideration before using computer programs. 

Fourthly, a positive correlation coefficient (+0.25) 

between PEs' success scores and anticipated computer costs 

(COMPCO) indicated that this variable also should be taken 

. into consideration for higher success. 

It can therefore be stated that the companies in the 

sample used computer programs mostly ~Ihen it was required in a 

contract and when the size of the network was large enough . 

(larger than 263 activities on average) •. Statistical analyses, 

however, show that this way of handling this decision is not 

contributing favourably to both' the PEs' and the SMs' success 

. scores. More practical and down to earth criteria, namely the' 

familiarity of site staff with computer printouts and low 

.. computer costs are indicated to contribute more favourably to 

success. 

· The correlation coefficient for planning staff familiarity 

with computer procedures (PDFAMI) carries a negative sign for. 

S~ls (-0.18) and suggests that this should not be a primary 

consideration, the idea behind it being perhaps that most PEs 

are expected to know something about computers and programs anyway. 

'., .. ' 
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1.3. Preparation of the network: 

This sub-section consists of variables which deal with various,' 
. '. . :..' .... 

aspects of the procedures undertaken when a network is being pre-

pared at the start of a project. 

',One, subject that was brough~,upin almost all' interviews with' 

PEs, and which is worth mentioning for thisreason, is the p~ocedure ' 

used v.hen,the logical sequence of activities is se't up.' It is '. 

common knowl edge that the 1 iterature advi ses the PE to drav/ the 

sequence of activities ina purely logical manner, without taking 

any notice of resource and time limitations.,' It was found that the 

majority ot the PEs found this way of constructing a network 

impossible in practice; "When I draw my network, I db my resource 

analysis at the same time", was one of the stronger comments; but it 

is clear that some sort of resource arrangement is carried out 

sometimes consciously and sometimes unconsciously by the large 

majority of PEs when the sequence of activities. and the complicated 

interrelationships are decided. 

A number of characteristics such as the procedure for 

allocating float time. for presenting the results on site. for deter

mining the degree of detail and so forth were investigated. and the 

results are reported in the following s,ub-sections. 

1.3.1. Allocation of float: 

The question asked. aimed at determining which of ,the 

following six methods \~ere used when float \~as allocated at the 

end of a time analysis to determine the final \~ork schedule: 

,-' Earliest starts are used (EARLYS). 

- Latest starts are used (LATEST), 

-, Float is evenly distributed among activities (EVENDI)., 

. ,.:., 
') "". 

, , 

, j 

I 

I 
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'. ::""'Certain activities which seeme~ to need some more time are 

allocated floats (CHOICE). 
. . . 

. '-Float is . dis tributed arbi trari ly among. activities (ARBITR). 

-. This is dictated by the results of a resource analysis (DICTAT). 

A look at.trendsin Figure 13 shows th~tin the last five' 

years the' use of.earlieststart dates· for working schedules has 

remained quite static with 57% of the companies, employing this. 

method. There are however increases in the nllmber of companies 

who use resource amilysis. results. It seems therefore that this 

latter method of allocatiog float is being accepted by PEs and SMs I 

although the fact remains that in 57% of the companies the 

earliest start dates are used as scheduled dates. 

57 
50 ::: 

o 0 

87 

57 

. .. ' . 

27 i 3 

1966 1 9 7 1 

Dictated by resource analysis 
Earliest starts 
Even distribution 
Certain activities 
Latest starts 
Arbitrary choice· 

o 

Figure 13. Allocation of float 
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Bearing in mind that some companies use a combination of 

thes~ procedures (i .e., they usedifferent proceduresin different 

. projects according to prevailing conditions), the re~ression 

equations gave the following resUlts. for Methods of Application 

, vari ab 1 es, at 5% si gnifi cance 1 eve 1: . PEs' success scores are 

likely to be higher if float is evenly distributed rather than 
. " r " 

allocated. to those activities thought likely to become critical. ,/ 
" . ~. 

SMs' success scores are however likely to be higher if a 'resource 

analysis determines 'the allocation of flo~ts. Correlation analysis 
'. . 

for SMs (coefficient for EVENDI: +0.48, significant at 10%) . 

su'pports the evidence found for PEs that even distribution of 

float among activities is one of the ways which lead to increases 

in success scores, although its use has been on the decline . 

. The finding that even distribution of float enhances success 

was difficult to interpret. Apart from the obvious explanation 

that it is much easier to allocate float values evenly, there 

seems to be no possible way of interpreting it. This issue was 

discussed in the feedback survey with both PEs and SMs.· All 

respondents agreed that float could be allocated in an efficient 

. way only after a close examination of resources. Nob'ody seemed 

'able to give an interpretation for the finding that even distri

bution is likely to enhance success. Eventually,it has been 

accepted that this particular question was misunderstood by most 

respondents, becauseit'is possible that "even distribution" 

, was interpreted as ~'proportional distribution". 

1.3.2. Presentation of results: 

One of the outcomes of the preliminary study was the 

realization that the companies contacted, used a large ,variety 

,...... ... ...... .~~---------'-----'-
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of methods for presenting the results of network analysisfor 

site use. ' It mustbe emphasized tliat every single presentation 

, seen on site, differed from each other ,in at least one respect. ' 

It was however possible to form five main groups, each contain- ' 
" ' 

ing similar characteristics: ,These were: 

~ Only networks (precedence or arrow diagrams), ' 

-'" Time-scal~d networks, 

, ~ Networks and bar-chart translations used together" 

'-, logk linked bar-'charts, 

'-, Only ba'r-chart transformations. . ,',., 

,The general trend in presenting results, as seen in Figure 

14, is away from network based methods towards bar-chart based 

presentation. In the last five years, the use of "bar-chart 

together with networ:k" combination, as well as the use of logic

linked bar-charts and pure bar-charts have increased, wherea~ 

pure networks and time-scaled networks have been used 1 ess. It I 

seems that the "network and bar-chart" combination is the main 

'way of presentation with 67% of the companies using this method. 

Furthermore'PEs in 77% of the companies expected that they would 

be using this method more frequently in the near future. 

This trend is also apparent when the correlation. coefficient 

between PEs' and SMs' success scores and PRERES (the variable 

which determines what sort of presentation is used) are considered. 

Although these coefficients are not very high (-0.29 and -0.27 

respectively) their sign indicates that the more bar-chart based 

presentations are used, the higher the success scores are likely, 

to be. 

The results obtained for PRERES do not need a great deal of 
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Only networks· 

Networks and bar-charts 
Only bar-cha rttransformati on 
Logic-linked bar-charts. 
Time-scaled networks 

.. ·77 

',.',' . 

15 

'1 9 7 6 

Figure 14. Presentation of results 
, 

31 

explanation. Network analysis users realize that people on 

site are used to work with bar-charts and that no matter what 

planning method is used the results must be presented in bar

chart form if the people using them on site are to ~nderstand·· 

. and efficiently apply them. It seems therefore that as long as 

the results are presented in some sort ofa bar-chart, PEs are 

satisfied because they can communicate more easily with SMs; 

and SMs are satisfied·, because, besides improved communication 

with PEs, they can see more clearly what is said on the 

programme. It was reported in one company (No. 11) that when

ever a SM saw a PE preparing a network for his job, he would 

. immediately ask when he could get a bar-chart transformation of 

I 
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it •... Furthermore, SMs thought that, most of the time, high 

effort was spent by the staff involved, to understand fully the 

results of a network analysis. Figure 15 illustrates this finding. 

Figure 15. Frequency of cases where it requires 
high effort and cost for the presentation . 
to be understood by staff involved.. . 

Interviews with·PEs however, led the way to a relatively 

unimportant but rather i nteresti ng di scovery. It was found that' 

although PEs were satisfied with the above mentioned explanation, 

the majority of them longed for the time when they would not have 

to use bar-chart presentations; It was understood that this desire· 

• was brought about by two reasons, one economical and one emotional. 

Those who used computer programs thought that it was extremely 

expensive to use the bar-chart. printing option of any standard . . 

package; and those who used manual methods claimed that the time, 

effort and money spent for the transformation (into a bar-chart) 

was extremely high and sometimes not justified. For example, half. 

of the PEs interviewed, indicated that it would require high·effort 

and· cost 10 present the results of an analysis in a suitable way 

so that it is fully understood by the staff involved. In addition· 
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to this, most PEs thought that network analysis was not fully' 

exploited when the resul ts were presented in terms of the limi

tati ons of a bar-chart." 

It is only fair, to join the PEs in their worry when this 

subject is discussed, with the reservation that the existing 

situation could be accepted as a transition period which is 

necessary for the assimilation of certain new aspects by site 

staff. Figure]4 shows that a ,larger number of PEs expected' 

using time-scaled networks in the future and it is believed, 

that this sort of transition, with network analysis' characteris

tics more and more incorporated in the bar-chart presentation, is 

certainly a much better way of introducing network analysis. The 

results of the correlation analysis support this point of view. 

There is however one more point that only a few PEs and many' 

SMs mentioned during discussions; a pure network with no time-

'scale has practical in-built limitations (such as inconvenience 

to mark and show progress) that ,makes it unacceptable to most 

SMs. It was generally believed that a network with a time-scale 

would be the most likely final stage to be 'reached. 

1.3.3. Breakdown of projects into'activities: 

The breakdown of a project in~o a number of activities that 

will form the network is the fi rst step in the construction of a 

network. A question that asked what the average cost of each 

activity was in an average project has not been answered by nearly 
, . 

half of the PEs interviewed, and although the rest gave an average' 

figure, they made it clear that it varied considerably depending 

on the project and on the activity. Therefore when a project is 

broken down into activities, the cost associated with each 

. -.,.";.' 
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activity is not generally arranged to be the same. There were 

three mainways of defining activities:· 

--. ·By trade: This facilitates resource allocation if carried out. 

If resouce analysis is not carried out, it gives an approxi-

mate idea of labour conditions (sub-contracted labour or not). 

-- By resource (other than labour): This method also facilitates 

resource allocation especially when the project needs the use of· 
.. .... , ' 

a lot of equipment and machinery which have to be co~ordinated. 

--. By locati on: Thi 5 method has the advantage of recordi ng and 

. asseSSing· progress more easily than in the other methods. 

Figure 16 shows how network analysis users have defined their 

activities in the last five years and what they expected in the· 

57 

29 

::: 14 

o 
1 966 

Combination 

Only location 

Only trades 

On ly resources 

80 79 

13 14 

o 
1 ~ 7 1 1 9 7 6 

Figure 16. Breakdo~m of project into activities 
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. near future. ' The figures point out that the majority of PEs 

used either one of the three methods depending on the situation 

and on the particular limitations of the project." It is worth 

noting that the proportion of companies who .. adopt this procedure 

has increased considerably in the last five years,whereas the 

use of location and trades as standard procedures has declined, . 

while resources other.thanlabour have never been used as a 
. , 

sta.ndard procedure in breaking down a project into activities. 

This shows that when PEs have to decide ori a method of preparing 

. a network, they are more discriminating and selective than .they 

were a few years ago. They. not only. are not satisfied with 

rigid updating procedures, but they also differentiate among 
" 

projects so as to use the most appropriate way of breaking them 

down into activities. 

The regression analysis carried out between SMs' success 

scores and all the variables grouped together. shows at 2% sig

nificance level that SMs' success scores are likely to be 

enhanced if activities are not classified according. to their 

location. Since SMs mostly receive the results of network ana-

lysis in some sort of .a bar-chart (See Chapter V. Section 1-2.3) 

it is believed that the advantage of using location (i.e., 

recording progress more easily on a network) does not apply. 

hence resulting in such a finding. The highest correlation 

coefficient for SMs is the one for trades (+0.18) indicating 

that a breakdown by trades is the most favoured process •. It is 

believed that a breakdown by trades gives SMs a better chance to 

control labour resources especially if a resource analysis is not 

carried out. 

. ·I~,),. 
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Correlation coefficients for PEs are rather small except' 

for LOCATN which, contrary to what has been found for SMs, is 

positively correlated to Pt:s' ,success scores (+0.38). PEs 

commented on this resu1tby saying that the logical sequence 

of activities could be more easily obtained when one was able to 

.-, visualize the steps necessary forthe actual construction in 

'terms of their physical start and end, rather than in terms of 

vari ous resources used for each acti vi ty. 

1.3.4. Staff involved in the estimation ofdurations: 

According to Pinschcif (174) who investigated, among other 

things, the use of network analysis in several contractlng 

companies, the site staff members who were most critical of,the 

technique, were those who were not contacted at the planning 

stage. Most writers believe that constant contact at planning 

stage between the PE on the one hand, and the SM, the contracts 

• manager, the sub-contractors, the material firms, and other, 

related departments (such as the work study department. the 

operational research department ~if any-, or the estimating 

department), is essential for successful network analysis app1i.; 

cations. Good communication and co-ordination in the preparation 

stage have always been accepted as crucial when the reliability 

of the network is considered. 

The data collected and shown in Figure 17, suggest that 

most PEs are in constant touch with the SM, the contracts manager, 

and the sub-contractors, as recommended by the 1 i terature. In' 

cases where PEs had not contacted some sub-contractors. it was 

discovered that these were nominated sub-contractors who were 

not yet nominated by the clients. This happens quite often, 
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Figure·17. Staff involved in the estimation of durations 

and one extreme case was observed in one of the sites visited 
, . 

(Company No. 15) where half of the job (£4.5 million out of 

£9 million) ~Ias carried out by nominated sub-contractors; at the' 

time the author visited the site (over half-way the project 

period) there were a number of sub-contractors ~Iho were sti 11 not 

nominated. In the case of SMs, it was determined that the 

no-consultation situation arose generally when sr~s were scarce 

either due to a shortage of staff, or due to a 1 arge number of 

projects going on. In such cases, the SMs would be completing' 

contracts some distance a~lay from the offi ce contai ni ng the 

planning department. The PE would thus plan the job in the SWs' 

absence, without the Sf1's involvement. 

. 
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, , Statistical' analyses. on the other hand. give no evidence 
, ' ' 

that this variable is' in any way related to succes~ in network 

analys)s applications. INVPREwhich is an indicator of the 

number of persons, involved in the preparation of,the network. 

does not appear in any regres~ion equationand the c~rrelation ' 
, . : ' . 

coefficients are small. It seems therefore that a continuation 

of the present slate o'faffairs in relation to the people' 
, , . 

, . ." . 

, involved in the estimation ofdurations. is likelynot to have 

'any negative '(or. positive) effects on success scores. 

1.3. 5~ Degree of detail:, 

Discussions tlith PEs and SMs in the preliminary survey; 

highlighted a point about which there ~Ias a lot of confusion: the 

, , problem of how to determi ne what sort of deta il a network needs. 

Five main criteria have been determined' at the end of the pre~ 

liminary survey: 

-- Cl~ents requirements (CLIENT). 

-- Time,limit for planning (TIMELI) • 
. 

--, Complexity of the project (COMPlE). 

--,Ability of the SM to cope with complicated networks (SMABIL). 

-- Ability of the PE to construct complicated networks (PEABIL). 

In addition to the results in Figure 19. it was determined 

by a question in the last part of both questionnaires (See 

Appendix J. Part 1 and 2). that 31% of the PEs and 33% of the 

Sl1s expected a net\~ork to be too deta il ed or not detailed enough. 

In real life situation SMs were more concerned about this aspect 

because in their opinion. an inconvenient degree of detail tlas 

used more frequently than what PEs claimed. This is shown in 

Figure 18. 
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Figure 18. 'Frequency of cases where the degree of 
,detail is not convenient 

• 

, In later paragraphs, when the results of regression 

analyses are discussed, it 'will be seen that the regression 

equation for SMs contains four "degree of detail" variables 

while the PEs'has got only one. The data given in Figure'19 

may be accepted to be one of the reasons why SMs are so pre

occupied by the detail of the net~lork., 

Figure 19 shows that the large majority of PEs (80%) 

considered the complexity of the project when they were deciding 

how' detai 1 ed their network was goi ng to be. Cl ients' requi re;" 

, ments, and planning time limitations were also considered by 

about 45% of the PEs'. An example of very tight limitations was 

given by the PE interviewed in Company No. 2; he stated that he 

had been allowed only six, weeks by the client, to plan a £13 

'million hospital job of three and a half years contract duration. 

Considerations about the ability of PEs and St1s to cope with 

comp1 i cated and detai 1 ed networks ~Iere not frequent. 

When Methods of Application are considered, the SMs' , 

regression equation can be observed to contain four of the'five 
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A:- Complexity of project 
B: . Cl ient requirements 
C: . Time limit 
D: Ability of PE 
E: Ability of SM 
F: Others 
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Figure 19. Criteria.to determine the degree of detail 

variables mentioned at the beginning of this sub-section. 

'. Consequently, a change of policy on ho\~ to determine the detail 

of a programme is likely to affect considerably SMs' success 

scores. According to these results, SMs' success scores are 

likely to be higher if the complexity of the project, the 

. requirements of the cl i ents, and SMs' abil ity and knowl edge to 

cope with complicated networks, are considered, rather than 

relying solely on PEs'ability to produce a highly detailed net-

~Iork. Discussions with SMs rendered easier the. explanation of 

the last phrase in the last sentence, because the point was' 

madethat'PEs must be competent enough to produce a simple or 

a highly detailed network, and that this should not be a 

i 

I 

·1 

i 

;1 

I 
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cri teri on for determi ni ng the degree of detail. The effect of , 

project complexity is understandable since the more complex 

the project, the more the SM will want to know about sequences 

and interrelationships of much smaller a~tivities', than usual. 

The finding that SMs success scores are likely to be 

higher if client requirements are also used as a criterion, is 

interesting because an entirely oppostieresul~ is produced by 

the PEs'regression equation (i.e., PEs' success scores are 

likely to be higher'if client requirements are not considered 

as a criterion for determining the degree of detail). The 

SM who is in costant touch with the client either directly or 

through the contracts manager has to satisfy him as to the way 

everything, including the planning, is carried out. In some 

proj ects, it was observed that the programme was checked by the 

client's office for approval before final use on site. The PE, 

however, is not in direct touch with the client and it is only 

natural that he would not like it if an outsider sets up the 

rules for ,him when he determines the degree of detail of his 

own network. A trace of professional pride can be detected in 

this argument. 

1.3.6. The cost associated with each activity: 

This is a variable aimed at gathering complementary 

, information to the previous sUb-section about the determination 

of the degree of detail ofa network. Interviews with PEs 

indicated that most PEs never took the size of an.activity 

(in monetary terms) into consideration when they were drawing 

a network. Therefore, the value associated with each activity 

is not a criterion by which the degree of detail is decided upon. 
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The data collected (Figure 20) confirm this finding by the high 

percentage (47%) of PEs who could not tell the. value associated 

• with an average activity. It was made clear by the rest that 
. . , , . 

the group they were indicating had nothing to do ~/ith the deter-, 
• mination of detail ,. but was an average figure which had a very. 

high standard deviation. As a matter of .. fact there were respon

dents who ticked.severa1 groups. Indeed, the ?umofthe percen

tages exceeds 100.in Figure 20. 

:,' ,'" 

In addition to·this, mUltiple regression equations do not 

contain COSTA2 (the cost associated with an average activity), and 

correlation coefficients are low (+0.14 for PEs, and -0.04 for· 

SMs); It seems therefore that this variable has little effect 

A: <£1000 . 
B: 1000-5000 
C: >£5000 
0: No reply 

1 

20 

A 

40 

. 

I 
I· 

B 

47 
• 

.. 

3 
I. 

C o 

, 
.' . 

Figure 20. Cost associated with each.activity 

, . 
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on success in network analysis appl ications •.. 
. . . . 

.. ·1.3.7. The use of sub-networks: 

.. The majority of PEs (50%) used sub-networks in all the pro

jects they planned· by network analysis. As seen in Figure 21 

there were another. 13% who used sub-networks in some projects but 
. ~-' . 

. not in others. 

The use of sub-networks has not been thoroughly discussed 

. with either the PEs or the SMs. The idea cif taking a critical 

part of a programme· (no matter whether it is a network ora bar

chart) and blow it up into a larger and more detailed programme 

is not a novelty. and to the best knowledge of the author. has 

A: Yes 
B: No 

, 

C: Somet i mes 

50 

27 

13 
. 

A B c 

Figure 21. Use of sub-networks 
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been practised by almost every PE or SM. Therefore, there is a 

consensus of opinion that sub-networks are useful tools whenever 

a particularly critical and complex part of a project is to be. 

built. This fact is reflected in the regression equation for 

Methods of Application variables for PEs.· SUBNWKwhich indicates' 

whether sUb-networks are used or not, is an important variable 

in this equation and supports the fact that PEs are. generally in' 

favour of sub-networks. Correlation' analysis .for SMs does not 

show any correlation at.all, implying that SMs are not interested 

in sub-networks as long as they get a workable programme. 

1.3.S. Resource analysis: 

As shown in Figure 22, resource analysis has'been carried 

out in conjunction with time analysis by the majority of the com

panies (80% in 1966, and 93% in 1971) during the last five years . 

. Most PEs with. whom the subject was discussed made the point that 

time analysis is of much more use if !t is accompanied by a . 

resource analysis. As mentione~ in an earlier section (Chapter 

V, Section 1.3) the usual practice when drawing.a network, is to . 

take resource limitations into consideration, no matter whether 

. resource analysis will be carried out later on, or not •.. However, 

most PEs thought that network analysis is not complete without a 

resource analysis. 

This way of thinking sharply contradicts SMs' attitude to 

resource analysis, as reflected in regression equations for both 

General Characteristicsi and all ~ariables.These·equations 

show that the less resource analysis is used, the higher SMs' 

success scores are likely to be. Therefore, TIMRES which 

indicates whether resource analysis· is used or not, is'a governing 
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'7 

93 

1971 '. 

7.' •••••• 

93 

., 

.19]6 .. 

, .. ~.I .. II .. IIN Resource analysis used in all or some projects 
o resource analysis 

". Figure 22. Extent'of resource analysis use 

factor in the SM's case and.its impact must be given some more 

thought .. ' 

AlthOugh Figure 22 shows that 93% of the companies in the 

sample resource analysed their projects in 1971 ,.this high 

figure is slightly misleading, in that is does not shOl'/ the 

extent to which each company used this facility. )t. was 

possible to collect information to elucidate this point and the 

data is given in Figure 23. This diagram shows that in 1971, 

only 36% of the projects (in monetary terms) were pl anned by 

time and resource analysis applied together. This is quite a 

low percentage when compared with the 93% cited earlier and it. 

demostrates that resource analysis is not a very popular method, 
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45 

36 

24 

1966 1971 1976 

. Figure 23 •. Extent of resource analysis use, 
. expressed as percentage of turnover 

and that it is not used as a standard practice whenever time 

analysis is carried out. As a matter of fact, only slightly 

more than half of the projects which were time analysed were 

also resource analysed • 

. The SMs' attitude to resource analysis was rather curious. 

One would tend to. think that, because resource analysis gives a 

lot of important .informationabout labour and machinery limita

tions, this sort of approach should be invaluable to SMs. But, 

in practice SMs are extremely dissappointed with resource ana-

lysis. One comment l1as "Up to now, I have never seen a resource 

analysis which contained correct information to assist me in my 

decisions". This lack of trust coupled with the on and off use 
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of r~sourceanalysis~re believed to be the main reasons for 

SMs'reactions and for the results obtained in this study. It· 

was also thought that this reaction could have been caused by·· 

the way resource analysis is applied. In. order to investigate 

. this possibility, aquestionwasasked,· to find out. whether 
. '. ~.' ,': ' 

resource analysis was.carried out for only parts of the project 

at a· time, or whether the entire project was resource analysed 

"at the very start. 

RESANA, the variable which indicates the way in which 

resource ana lysi s is carri ed out, is an important governing 

factor in the case of SMs. Regression analysis between SMs' 

success scores and Methods of Application variables.indicates 

that RESANA is the third important variable in the equation. 

The negative sign in front of the regression coefficient 

suggests that SMs' success scores are likely to be higher if 

parts of projects are resource analysed whenever it becomes 

necessary, rather. than analysin~ the entire job at the start. 

One interpretation of this finding, as expressed by most 

SMs in the feedback survey is that the resource analysis 

carried out at the pre-contract stage is too often found to be 

inaccurate. As a matter of fact, as mentioned in the CIRIA 

report, (AppendixA) the amount of information available at the 

start of a project is generally so limited that in most SMs' 

opinion,resource analysis of the entire job results in nothing 

more than an educated guess. And since frequentupdatings are 

disliked by the majority of SMs, the idea of having a loose. 

resource programme at the start of a project and of modifying 

it according ot the situations that arise as the job progresses, 
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is apparently not acceptabl e to them. 

RESANA is not a governing factor in the case of PEs, and 

the correlation ,coefficient is +0.23. ,Although this is not a, 

high correlation coefficient the positive sign suggests that 

PEs are in favour of resource analysing the entire project at 

the start of the job, contrary, to whatSMs would prefer. 

Figure 24 shows, that there has been a ste~dy increase in 

, , the nu~ber of compani es who resource ana lyse the enti re proj ect " 
, . ' 

at the start, and a "consequent drop in companies who analyse 

parts of projects at a time. It is significant to observe that' 

ab"out 25% of the" companies have used either method according 

, 

39 

19 6 6 1 9 71 

.~.. Whole project at the start 
"'Combination 

Parts of project at a time 

38 

Figure 24. Kind of resource analysis, 

46 
39 

15 

197 6 
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,'. 'to the p~rticular conditions of the projects. Having stated ' 

, this faot, it is also worth noticing that, PEs' expectations 

for the future lie in analysing parts of projects asa routine, 

whi ch is more in 1 i ne wi th SMs' requi rements., . . . ' 
There are three main poi l)ts that emerge from the above-

stated findings. Firstly, it seems that PEs have resource 

"" analysed a larger,proportion of entire project~ in 1971 than 

they didin 1966: despite the fact thatSMs openly show pre-
, , 

ference (and this is reflected in the findings of statistical 

analyses) for resource analysis carried out for parts of projects. 

This fact implies that PEs generally ignored SMs' requirements 

in the past five years. Secondly, there is a good 25% of PEs 

who use either of the two systems according to prevailing 

conditions. This is an indication that PEs are discriminating, 

among systems and is encouraging as far as ,the future Of network 

analysis is concerned. Thirdly, PEs' expectations for the future 

,show that they think there will be a small increase in the pro-. . ' 

portion of projects ~Ihich are resource analysed part by part. 

This indicates that PEs are nowadays more concerned with SMs' 
, . 

attitudes and reactions, and that they are beginning to try to 

synchronize what they are doing and what SMs expect them to do. 

1.4. Application of the technique:' 

This sUb-section consists of variables which give information' 

about various procedural aspects both on site and at the planning 

department. 

1.4.1. Logical plannins and control: 

In the prel iininary survey it was observed that a number of 

'. ' ~. 

",. ~ 
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companies used network analysis to assist themin the logical 

planning of the job and ttiat they did not exploit at all the' 

· control capacity during the course of constructi on. These. 

companies regarded network analysis as a tool to help them 

'. understand and more easily. visualize the' intricate relationships 

among activities, but not as a control technique to be used 
". " . . 

during construction. Although, theoretically speaking, one of' 
• • J 

the biggest advantages of network analysis is accepted to be 
. . . , 

its potential capacity for control, it was thought that the 
. "'. ". . 

view expressed by the companies mentioned above could be'va1id 

in certain situations and that it should be taken into 

· cons i derati on. 

The results are given in Figure 25. It is noted that in 

1966, 14% of the companies applied the view expressed above. 

In 1971, however, the majority of companies' (73% of them) used 

network analysis for planning and control purposes; 27% of them 

used either one of the two systems, depending on prevailing 

· conditions; and finally, there were no companies who used net

work analysis for planning purposes only. The general trend~' 

considering the expectations for 1976 as well . .,.;. is towards a 

more indiscriminate use of network ,analysis for planning and. 

control purposes. 

LOGPLA, the variable which determines ~/hether jobs are 

controlled as v/ell as planned by network analysis, has a very 

low correlation coefficient with PEs' success scores (+0.05). 

However, it has a coefficient of +0.30 for-. SMs, which increases. 

the likelihood of St1s' success scores to be higher in cases 

where network analysis is used for planning and control purposes. 
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Only logical planning in all projects 

Logical planning + control in some projects, 
and only logical planning in others . . 

Only logical planning + control in all projects 

Figure 25. Logical planning and.control 

This result is in line with ,the trend observed in Figure 25 and 

, there is consensus among respondents that; in the future, the 

large majority of jobs planned by network analysis will also be 

. controlled by the same technique. Oavis's findings (29) that 

the majority of "very successful" firms in hissample had used 

neblOrk analysis' to plan and control their jobs, is supported 
- ., c • 

by these. res'ul ts. ' 

1.4.2. The status of the planning department: 

One of the results that,emerged from the case study 

(Chapter rI, Section 3) was that the introduction of network 

analysis had increased the 

and that consequently SMs' 

authority of the planning department· 
. ,. 

. . \ 

authority was reduced. PEs had 

, ,', 
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. monitoring progress on site and reporting it to the director 

in charge of contracts. It was observed that thi s change of 

emphasis in authority which.was attributed to the increased use 

. of network analysis by both site staff and planning staff, had 

caused considerable uneasiness in both sides: SMs complained 
.. . 

because they were not the boss on site any mor~, and because 

there was a PE who visited the site from time to time and put 

pressure on them to·stick to the programme; PEs complained. 

because contracts managers were interfering with their job. 

The situation had reached a crisis stage and although there 

was no open discontent on the part of the site staff (because, 

after all, the contracts manager's role was being integrated 

into the PE's). there was a continuous discussion among PEs who - .. 

usually disapproved of the contracts manager's existence. 

There was an open campaign to get.rid of contracts managers for 

good, and ·instead, to let PEs absorb the contracts managers' . 

functions. 

This situation which eventually turned out to be a special 

case, originated a question to find out what sort of authority 

the planning department had on the ~ite staff. Lateral authority 

means that the planning-department is used asa staff department 

which offers its services to different project managers if and/or 

when they want it. It plays a consultative role and has no 

direct power to influence decisions. Its responsibility is 

restricted to the correctness of the network and the calculations, 

and does not cover delays and overruns·on site. In this case the 

real direct authority lies with the SM. 
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'. The results did not confirm what the case study had 

implied; It was found that all the planning departments in all 

.' .'. th"e companies (100%) had l.,teral authority and merely provided 

services to project managers. Itis obvious that no regression 

equation includes this variable and the correlation coefficients 

with success scores are nil. This variable, therefore, turned 

out to be a special' case. for the case study considered, and it 

. can be said that it has no effect at all on success scores. 

1.4.3. Correctness of'time estimates: 
, 

The estimation of activity durations isa critical operation. 

inthe preparation ofa network. As mentioned earlier (Chapter 

V, Section 1.3.4) the number of people (SHs, sub-contractors, etc)' 

consultedby the PE during this process does notseem to be 

important. but it is believed that the usual correctness of 

these estimates influences the users' trust in network analysis 

to a large extent. 

The data collected (Figure 26) shOl~ that there were a large 

percentage of companies (36%) where time estimates ~Iere always 

incorrect. The proportion of companies where time estimates were 

always correct was only 28%. It seems therefore that the process 

of determining hO~1 long an activity is going to take under given 

conditions. is a difficult job, and that in many cases it 

produces unreliable activity durations. 

The data given in Figure 27 shOl~ whether incorrect time 

estimates were optimistic or pessimistic. It is not surprising 

to see that the majority (70%) of the companies where durations 

were not esimated correctly were on the optimistic side. The 

estimates of the rest (30%) of the companies were sometimes 

" ',' 
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36 36 
.' 

-28 

, 

, . 

. , 

, ' 

'" , 

1 2 , .3 

1. Always correct 
2. Sometimes correct, sometimes iricorrect 
3.' Always incorrect 

Figure 26. Correctness of time estimates 

70 

30 

o 

B C 

A: Pe~simistic' 

B: Sometimes pessimistic, sometimes optimistic 
C: Optimistic 

Figure 27-. ' Nature of incorrect time estimates 
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•... pes~imistiC' and sometimes optimistic •. This can mean that the 

impressive delays reported in the studyO~ "Receipt of Information , 
by Contracto~s" (See Appendix A) are caused by these optimistic' 

estimates. It can also mean that these estimates are generally 

optimistic because most activities are delayed due to uncontrol

lablereasons. such as unforeseen weather conditions. unpredict

able delays in thed~livery of materials. stri~es or other 

labour troubles. unexpected site conditions. and a large number 

of variation orders: It seems therefore that it would be quite 

difficult to seek a causal relationship between the correctness' 

of time estimates and the delays incurred during construction. 

The relationship seems to work both ways. ESTIMA which measures· 

the correctness of time estimates, is not included in any reg

ression equation. but it is negatively correlated to both PEs" 

and SMs' success scores (-0.24 and -O.~3 respectively). which 

means that success scores are likely'to be higher if time 

estimates are incorrect. Although not very large. these 

coefficients shatter all of what has been said in the first 

paragraph of this sub-section and deserve some more exploration. 

A possible way of explaining this finding is given in the 

following three' paragraphs: 

1. The fact that .the large majority of incorrect estimates are 

optimistic suggests that incorrectness is possibly related 

to the frequent occurance of delays due to uncontrollable 

events. or to the PEs' natural tendency to optimiie in the 

absence of contrary evidence. 

2. It was observed in the study on "Receipt of Information by 

Contractors" (Appendix A) that to open a claim file at the 
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, start of a project had become a routine'job in most companies. 

The main survey showed thatvirtually all PEs and SMs (100% 

and 94.4% respectively) regarded network analysis as a better 

tool than conventional planning techniques when claims ~Iere 

negotiated. Furthermore, it has been determined that this ", 

qua 1 i ty was used qui te frequently in real 1 i fe si tuati o'ns, as 

shown in Figure 28 and in the following examples. Two of the 
, " 

sites visited were awarded a longer project duration, in the 

first case, because they were able to show better on a net

work the implications of a late delivery of reinforcing bars 

due to a national shortage (Company No. 10), and in the 

second case, because they were able to show by using network' 

analysis, the effect that a combination of bad weather, lack 
, . 

of information, and additional 'work had had on the overall 

duration (Company'No. 15).' 

<Il 

'" E 
E .~ <Il s- o .... c ~ '" "0 '" '" > ~ E .... 3: 

'" '" 0 .... ~ z Vl Vl 0 ex: I I I I I 

PE li SM 

. ' Figure 28. Frequency of cases where cl aims for delays are 
determi ned and verifi ed more eas ily by network 
analysis . 
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3; It follows that the result of the correlation analysis can 

,be explained by speculating that delays due to uncontrollable 

events and/or due to PEs,' tendency tooptimizein the absence 
. . ' . . 

, of sufficient information, are unavoidable; that these cause 

time estimates to be optimistic;, and that thisin,turn, 

• causes contracting companies to negotiate claims from an 

advantageous position. 

',1.4.4. Site knowledge of float values associated with each 

activity: 

Float is accepted to be one of the big advantages of network 

ana lysis over conventional techniques'. It gives an impl ementati on 

flexibility that so often lacks in bar-charts. However. it is an 

extremely delicate task to assign activity start dates by taking 

float 'values into consideration. There are a number of methods 

which assist the PE in determining how to use float and these are 

dealt with in an earlier sUb-section (Chapter V. Section 1.3.1). 

All of these methods' show as a final result how much float there 

is at the start or at the end of each activity. In cases where 

the entire set of results are sent to site, a number, of people 

'such as the SH, foremen, and gang 1 eaders, become aware of the 

existence of these slack times •. As stated earlier in this 

paragraph, the allocation of float ,is a delicate matter; but its 

interpretation is also as delicate, because it needs good know

ledge of the principles and is likely to cause enormous harm in 

case it is wrongly interpreted. 

The case study, the preliminary survey and the main survey 

showed that PEs' chronic fear was that float would be misunderstood 

on site. This is a well founded fear, because, especially in 
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networks having a large number of activities in series rather 

than in parallel,.the.consumption of float in the first few 

activities cancause all the remaining activities to become. 

critical, and the probability of'completing the job on time can 

be reduced considerably. This observation brought up the issue 

whether site staff should be allowed to see float values' 

associated with each activity, or whether only the final schedule - . 

should be issued for site use .. 

. The data collected show that (Figure 29) everySM in almost 

all the companies (93%) was aware of float values. Considering 

that SMsin 87% of the companies were involved in the preparation 

A: SM 

B: Foreman 

C: Ganger 

. 93 

. 

A 

57 

7 
I 

B C 

Figure 29. Site knowledge of float associated with each activity 
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of the network (See Chapter V, Section 1.3.4), this result can 

be accepted to be normal since most of them are expected to 

follow up the results of' the network calculations. The number 

. of companies who disclosed this information to foremen was. much 

lower (57%), and those who let the gang leaders know as well 

were practi cally nil (7%). . . 

. SITEFLwhich inclicatesthenumberof persons aware of float 

values, does not appear in any regression-equation. Correlation 

coefficients, however; indicate that success scores for PEs and 

SMsare 1 ikely to be higher when less people on site are aware 

of float values (-0.31 arid -0.41 respectively). It is 

interesting to note that the SMs' coefficient ,is also negative 

implying that they are aS,worried as PEs that misguided inter

pretation would result in relaxation and would consequently cause 

delays in activities to come. 

Interviews with SMs in both the prel iminary and the main 

surveys indicated that most (not. all however) SMs had a clear 

idea of the implications of using float arbitrarily. Their .. 

worry that float would be misunderstood; extended not onlY,to 

foremen and gang leaders, but especially to sub-contractors. 

In a fe\1 cases the author was told ~y the $Ms that they had been 

accused of bad intentions because they had forced a sub-contractor 

to start an activity on one date while they could have let him 

start at a later date. One SM (Company No .. 14) made it clear. 

that, in the light of his past experience, he never shows float 

. values to sub-contractors. 

It seems therefore that there is more good than harm in 

letting the SM know how much float·is associated with each· 
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activity, because, after all, he is the onewhomanages the site 

and makes the decisions which, more frequently than not, rely 
" ',' .' " ". " 

quite heavily on his knowledge of float. There is however 

evidence (both statistical evidence -negative correlation 

coeffici ents- and evidence gathered duri ngi ntervi ews) to support 
. " " ,:' , , . . . 

the view that site staff members ~ther than the SM, and sub~ 
, .' ... " . 

· contractors representatives should notbe info~med about float. 

values, especially about .those associated with their own 

· activities .. The likelihood of their misinterpreting it and 

· relaxing was thought by respondents to be extremely high. This 

· view' is reinforced by the answers to one of the questions in the 

last part of both questionnaires asking whether float made people 

relax, till ,in the end, every activity became critical. The' 

average answers shown in Figure 30 indicate. that SMs were more 

worried about their ,foremen, trades foremen, gang leaders,sub-, 

contractors, material firms, etc'., than PEs were about the site 

in general. 

III 
Q) 

E 
E 
.~ III 

~ 0 .... c: ~ Q) -0 Q) Q) 

> ~ E .... 3: 
Q) Q) 0 ..... .~ 

z Vl Vl 0 ex: . , . . , 

PE. t i SM 

~igure 3D, Frequency of cases ~/here float makes people relax, 
till, in the end, every activity becomes critical 
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'1.4.5. Reliability of the first network: 

This question was included in the questionnaire in order 
'. " . . 

to investigate allegations that the late receipt of information 

'by thecontractor'renders the job of preparing a network very 

difficult and sometimes ,impossible. Indeed, many respondents 

indicated in the preliminary survey that the first network drawn 

at the start of a project was generally incomplete, full of 
~ ", . 

wildly estimated information, and that it would not be a 

reliable network to'work with. 

It is true that the construction industry suffers of what' 

has been 1 ab ell ed as ubad communi cati ons 11 between profess ions. 

The untimely issue of information by architects and/or consulting 

, engineers is only partof this problem, but it is an important 

part which has serious repercussions on aspects like planning 

and estimating. 

In the small sample of contracting companies investigated 

in the CIRIA study (See Appendix A), it was found that 30% of, 

the original drawings on average, were received a~teractivity 

start dates. Starting from the point that an activity cannot 

start without the receipt and examination of its original 

drawings by the site staff, it may be suggested, as it is in 

the CIRIA report, that dra~lings are received on time, but that 

activi"ty start dates have not been ·updated. ' There is undoubted-" 

ly some truth in this hypothesis, but this does not rule out the 

fact"that, in general, a large number of drawings.are issued 

fairly close to the activity start dates: 

, The following three examples (Companies No. 5,6 and 9) 

illustrate hO~1 much design information can change during the 

" . 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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course of construction. In the first example, there were a 

.. total of 700 variation orders issued during the construction of. 

a £7. i mi 11 i on offi ce block with a contract peri od of two years. 

The sec~nd example was an. undergound construction,and the total 
. " ' . 

project duration was extended from 190 weeks to 250 weeks by the 
. . ~ 

clients because of additions and alterations decided during the 

course of construction. Finally, the third ex~mp1e waS' a residence 

block and the contract value of over £1 million was cut down to 

less than its original value due to alterations. These examples 

together with the additional three given in the CIRIA report, 

re'inforce the argument that the problem" of receiving the right 

kind of design information, with the right kind of detail, at 

the right time is quite a common and serious problem. The data 

collected during~ the main survey indicates further that this 

problem affects the reliability of the first network. Figure 31 

shows that the large majority of the companies (97%) did have 

this problem in certain projects, depending on circumstances; 

~ 27% answered that their first network was never reliable in any 

project. 

The seriousness of the situation can also be seen in the 

results of the multiple regression analysis carried out between 

PEs' success scores and Methods of Application variables. 

lSTNWK which indicates whether~the first network is ~regarded as 

reliable or not, occupies the third important place in this ~~ 

regression equation. The regression coefficient is positive and 

therefore suggests that the PEs' success scores~ are likely to be 

higher if there is enough design information to construct a 

reliable network~at the start of a project; 

i :_ -, ' .. ' .• 
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" A B C 

A: Yes 
B: Sometimes . c: No 

Figure 31. Unreliable first network 
- due to insufficient information 

This, in its own is not a variable that is directly related 

_ to network analysis, because the late receipt of information 

exists no matter what planning technique is used.' However, 

network analysis being by its very nature, a more precise and -

-usually more detailed technique than conventional ones, it is 

most affected by this shortcoming of the construction industry. 

- This finding has little to suggest forthe improvement 

of network applications apart from the obvious recommendation 

that most drawing information must be received at-the time of 

planning. This, in turn, points out that-research into the 

causes of late issues of dra\1ings~/ould be very valuable and 

would have quite -a bearing on network analysis applications as 
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, " 

well. '" It must, however be mentioned that duringtheCIRIA 

investigations, the author tried to find out the causes for 
.' .,' 

delayed drawings but found'theexercise extremely, difficult, if 

.... ,not impossible to carry out. As a matter of fact" as 'stated in 
, "." . .. 

the report, the whole idea was dropped because of time 
, , ' 

,', limitations. 

'. 
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, 
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57' 

43 

No Yes' .... 

, 
. Figure 32 .. Hierarchical reporting 

the bottom of the table of importance and has a positive 

regression coefficient, meaning that SMs' success scores are 

likely to be higher if hierarchical reporting is carried out . 

. The second multiple regression equation that contains HIERAR, 

is the result of the analysis carried out between SMs' success 

scores and all the variables taken together. Again,it is 

situated in the bottom half of the table of. importance, but this 

time,the sign of the regression coefficient is, negative, imp1y-

. ing the opposite reasoning made for the first result. 

According to statisticians, the reason for'these conflict

ing .results1ie in the second analysis: it is likely that one 

of the variables added in the second analysis is highly 
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correlated to HIERAR, causing a high level. dependency, which in 

turn forces HIERAR to change its sign. ' That is ~Ihy, on the 

reconunendation of statisticians, the result obtainedinthe 

second analysis has been ignored. It seems therefore, that . ',' . . 

hierarchical reporting is likely to enhance success. 

1.5. Economic factors: 

. This section contains two variables and is only a crude attempt 

to determine to what extent network analysis is economically viable, 

and to what extent this affects success in network applications. It 

is a crude attempt, because the two questions used for this purpose 

do not form a strict measure of economic viability as such •. The 

first question was designed to find out how much nehlOrk analysis 

costs in terms of percentage of the total project cost. And the· 

second question aimed at some sort of subjective assessment of 

network analysis's effect on the overall company profitability. 

1.5.1. The cost of using network analysis: 

Analysis of the literature. (See Appendix C, Part 1) indicates 

that the cost of planning by network analysis varies between 0.1 

and 5% of the total project cost. This range was divided into 

four groups and respondents ~Iere asked to tick the group in which 

they thought the average cost of their network analysis 

apPlications',j'i;d':.: . --. 
According to the results shown in Figure 33, 83% of the 

PEs indicated that network analysis cost less than 0.,5% of the 

total' project cost, whereas the rest (17%) indicated that it 

cost slightly more, between 0.5 and 2%. There was no company 

where the cost of network analysis exceeded.2%. of the total. 
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. Figure 33. 

project cost. 
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B C D 

Cost of using network analysis as 
percentage· of total project cost 

Examination of the regression equation between PEs' success 

scores and Methods of Application variables, shows that COSTNA' 

which gives an idea of the average cost of using network analysis, 

has. a negative regression coefficient, indicating that PEs'.· 

success scores are likely to be higher if the cost of using net

work analysis is as low as possible. A cautious interpretation 

of this result is that. PEs are very much aware of the cost impli

cations of the technique they are using. The lower but again 

positive correlation coefficient for SMs' success' scores (+0.13) 

indicates that this awareness had not developed to the same 

extent in SMs. 

I 
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1.5.2 •. Economic justification for using network analysis: 

This question was aimed at finding out what PEs thought 

of network analysis in terms of its contribution to the overall 

profitability of their company. Is network analysis worth it? 

. Does it really increase profits? Or is it just another technique. 

which has no more effect on profits than any other planning 

technique? In brief, is the use of networkan~lysis economically 

. justifiable? 

Figure 34 shows· that 57% of the planning engineers found the 

use ·of network analysis "often" and "always" economicallyjustifi-
, 

able. 21% found it "seldom" justified the cost incurred,and 

39 

, 

I .. ·· 
21 22 

. 18 
I 

. 

0 

A B C D E 

A: Always 
B: Often. 
c: Seldom 
D: Never 
E: Don't know 

Figure 34. Economic justification of the use of network analysis 
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22%'ar\s~ered "Don't know". Furthermore, it has been determi ned 

that whil e 75% of the PEs and 89% of the SMsexpected to reduce 

"their project costs by using network analysis, the average of 

achievement in,real life situations was less than Usometimes" 

, , for both respondents (Fi gure '35). ' 

- , ..... . 

III 
QJ 

E 
E, 
.~ If) s- o ~ c ~ QJ ""Cl QJ :~'.'.~ > .... E ~ QJ QJ ~. <I- .... 

Z .Vl 0 <C , , , , , 
, It PE SM 

'" Figure 35. Frequency of cases where project costs are reduced 

Despite the fact that'there is such a wide negative 

difference between 'expectations and ahievementon that matter, 

and although 22% of the PEs do not even know whether network 

analysis is economically justifiable or not, it is interesting 

to note that the use of network analysis has not been disconti

nued in any of the companies. In a survey carried out in USA, 

the Bureau of Bulding Marketing Research (56) asked respondents 

to specify how much saving they would expect from using network 

analysis. The average expected saving forCPM was 4.8% of the 

total project costs. ,Yet, only very few companies in Davis's 

,I 
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~urvei (29) reported definite cost savings. Furthermore, a 

survey by Booz. All en Applied Research Inc. (39) indicates that 

. economic considerations are nota major· deterrent to network 
. "" ' . 

analysis use.. It seems therefore that the findings reported' 

in.this sub-section are consiStent ~/ith the findings in various .. . 

. surveys that economic justification is difficult to prove in 

.. terms of short-term immediate cost savings. 

ECOJUS which measures economic justification does not 

. appear in any regression equation and correlation coefficients 

are extremely small,implYing that this variable does not affect . . . 

success as measured by the questionnaire. It must be emphasized 

that success was measured by means of a list of 20 advantages 

and 14 disadvantages which were all weighted according to their· 

importance as perceived by respondents. The system used there

fore a large variety of tangible and intangible aspects which 

contribute to a greater or lesser degree towards overall efficiency 

and profitability; it was delibt!rately not based solely on econo':' 

mic data, since this would be impractical and perhaps impossible 

(See Chapter II, Section 2.2). The fact that there is no 

correlation between success scores and ECOJUS, does not hinder 

the use of the system developed in this study for two reasons: 

. a) Economic justification is extremely difficult to prove. 

Furthermore, respondents who answered this question, made it 

absolutely clear (as was the case with respondents in other 

surveys mentioned in this sub-section) that their answer vias. 

entirely intuitive and not based .on any concrete evidence. 

b) The measurement system used in this study considers a large 
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number of criteria which. are all conducive to higher efficiency 

and. profi tabi 1 i ty, .. 

", ,',-
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, The following multiple regression equations show the relationship between " 
", ,success scores and Methods of Application variablesat 5% significance level. 

, ','The fi gure on, the ,1 eft is the regress 1 on" coeffi ci ent; the fi gure '. i n parantheses, ' , 
following the variable name, is a measure of importance. '(Regression coefficient, 

',' multiplied by the standard deviation).' It denotes the change undergone by the 
dependent variable, for a standard change in that particular independent 

'variable. The variables are given below.in order of importance:' .' . . , '. ',' .' . , . 

. Plannin engineers' success scores are likely to be hi her when: 
- 9. COM 5. 9 : computer programs are specla y eve oped to suitthe' ' 

particular requirements of the company; 
-41.73,CHOICE (19.10): float is not allocated to activities thought to be likely 

to be late, without formal analysis; ., , 
+32.801STNWK(16.24): there is. sufficient information at the start ofaproject, 

in order to construct a reliable network; 
+17.69 SUBNWK (15.92): sub-:networks are used whenever necessary; 
-23,62 NOACT (12.20): the number of activities is not the criterion used in 

decidi ng whether or not to use computers; 
-30.56 COSTNA (10.54): the cost of using network analysis is small; 
+ 7.15 COMPTl (8.29): the company's owncomputer, rather than a service bureau, 

is used; , .:. ' . .,' , 
+22.11 EVENDI ( 6.20): float is distributed evenly among activ,ities; 
+ 6.02 UPDAT3 ('3.39): both durations and logic are reviewed at each update; 
- 4.78 CLIENT ( 2.37): clients' requirements do not influence decision on the, 

... detail of networks. 

Site managers' success 
-78.21 SPECIF(39.00): 

+72.38 SMABIL (26.28): 

-22.22 RESANA (18.40): 
. ~" 

scores are likely to be higher when: 
contractual obligatlon is not the only criterion in 
deciding whether or not to use computers; 
SMs' abil ity to cope with compl i cated networks is 
considered in deciding the detail of networks; 
resource,analysis is carried out on parts of projects at 
a time, rather. than on the entire job at the start; 

-29.57 PEABIL (10.74): PEs' abi,lity to construct complicated networks is. not 
considered when deciding the detail of networks;' 

-18.08 UPDAT3 (10.49): only durations are reviewed at each update and the logic' 
is preserved; 

+14.57 DICTAT ( 5.29): float is allocated according to the results of resource 
analysis; , 

',' + 7.00·COMPLE ( 2.98): complexity of job is considered when deciding the detail 
, '-: , of networks; . 

-O.Ol"COMPSM ( 1.83): 

+ 2.28 CLIENT ( 1.14): 

+ 0.39 HIERAR ( 0.19): 

the number of activities in computerized applications, 
is small; 
clients' requirements are considered when deciding the 
detail of networks; 
reports with different degrees of detail are sent to 
different levels in the hierarchy. 

Planning enfineers 'correlation coefficients at. 10% significance level;, 
success is ikely to be reater v/hen: ,. , 

: contractua 0 19atlon is riot the only criterion in deciding 
whether or not to use computers (*). " 

Site managers' correlation coefficients at 10% significance level; 
success is likel to be reater when: 

M L : t e num er 0 actl Vl ti es in computeri zed app 1 i cati ons is sma 11 ; 
EVENDI (+0.48): float is evenly distributed among activities. 

(*) Significant at 5%. 

";.-. 
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2 •. Methods of Introduction: 

2.1. Reasons for introducing network analysis:· 

Network analysis. was developed in ·the first place, to plan and 

control extremely complex military projects; then. it was found that 

. it had potential capacity for planning construction work; . Nowadays, 

the construction industries of the United States and of· Great Britain 

are the major users of network. analysis.' However,~after the case. 

study, and thepre11minary survey', the author's impression was that 

. some companies started using·network analysis not because they des

perate1y felt the urge .for a new, more,advanced, more adequate tech

nique, but because of a combination of reasons that were later 

formulated into a question in the final questionnaire. These 

reasons were: 

.- Traditional planning techniques were inadequate· (INADEQ); 

-,Someone in senior management pushed it through· (SENMGT); 

- There were compulsion clauses in contracts (CLAUSE), 

_ .. It was fashionable (FASHIO); . 

. - The. computer of the company had some idle time' (IDLETI). 

Thedata'sunim~rized'l in Figure 36 show that the majority of the .. ... -......, '" 

companies (70%) started using network analysis because they thought 

the existing conventional planning techniques were not adequate for 

increasingly complex jobs 11ith stricter time limitations. Positive 

corre1 ati on coeffici ents for.INADEQ whi ch i ndi cates whether or not 

network analysis was introduced as a response to inadequate conven

tional methods ., (+0.22 for PEs; and +0.48 for SMs); show. that a 

need should exist -especially on the part of SMswhere the corre1a:' 

tion coefficient is significant at 10%- before attempts are made to 

introduce network analysis. It is also noted that the inadequacy of 

, 
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70 
63 

. A: Inadequate conventi ona 1 techni ques 
B: Push by senior management 
C: Clauses in contracts 
D:. Fashion 
E: Use of computer idle time 
F: Others 

Figure 36. Reasons for introducing network analysis. 

conventional techniques ~Ias never the only reason for introducing 

network analysis. A combination of reasons were used in every case, 

as indicated by the sum of percentages which exceeds 100. 

The second most popular reason (63% of the companies) for 

introduci ng network ana lys i s was the i nfl uence of one persona 1 ity 

in senior management. It is quite common for a director or a 

managing director to read about network analysis, or to hear about 

network analysis from his colleages in other companies, or to come 

across network analysis in a professional meeting, and then try to 

introduce it to his company. SENMGT indicates whether netl~ork ana

lysiS was introduced by a senior executive. Correlation coefficients· 

for thi s vari ab 1 e are negati ve (-0.24 for PEs, and -0.37 for SMs), 

implying that success scores are likely to be higher if network -
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aitalysisis not pushed through by a senior executive., There are 
" 

two different ways of interpreting this finding: 

, . 1., The timing of the action taken by the senior executive does not 
.' , 

correspond to Cl. felt need' for a better technique throughout the 

organization. This was the case in about 1/3 of the companies 

in the sample. ' 

2. The person in higher management \~ho advocates' the use of network 

, analysis and takes action for its introduction, is not fully 

aware of the implications of· introducing anew. technique .. Neither 

is he well informed about the capabilities of network analysis, 

and of its implications on the planning staff, the site staff, 

the internal procedures of the company,in brief on all the 

organization. Company No. 16 who later decided to drop out of 

the sample was a good example for this case. 

The third most popular reason for introducing network analysis 

is seen in Figure 36 to be clauses in contracts that specifically 

ask for the use of network analysis. The first experience of. 40% 

of the companies ,with network analys'is was partially caused by a 

clause in a contract. CLAUSE which indicates whether network analysis 

was introduced as a response to contractual obligations, appears in 

the regression equation between PEs' success scores and Methods of 

',Introduction variables, at 10% significance level. Thenegative 

sign of the regression coefficient indicates that PEs.' succes scores 

are,like1y to be higher if the introduction of network. analysis is 

not related ,to contractual obligations. Although quite low, the, 

corrf!l ati on coeffi ci ent for SMs (-0.21) supports the above,'. -:', 

statement. It.is thought that whenever the contract speci fi es ' 

the use of network analysis, there is general resentment against the' 

.1 
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techriiqueif the organization is not ready to adopt it. It was· 

observed that in such cases, network analysis was used only in 

appearance, for the only reason of sati sfyi ng the cl i ent. . . 

The fourth popular reason for introducing network analysis was 

"fashion". 20% of the. companies thought that network analysis, had 

become fahionab1e,that their. competitors were using network ana

lysis more and more, and that it would bea good advertisement 

· gimmick~ It is significant to note·that.this point of view was 

"always present when there was senio,r management involvement in the 

· introduction •. It is not surprising to.see that correlation 

coefficients for FASHIO have negative signs (-0.32 for PEs, and 

-0.33 for SMs). 

The last option, idle. time of computers (IDLETI) was not 

· ticked by any. PE. This variable seems therefore not to be related 

to success. 

It can therefore be concluded that high success is likely to 

be achieved if network analysis is introduced not because one member 

of senior management wants it, or because the clients specifically 

ask for it in their contract, or because it is fashionable, but if 

there is a well defined need for better techniques than the 

existing ones. 

2.2. Calculation of the first network. used in the company: 

It was agreed in an earlier section (Chapter V, Section 1.2) 

that there is definitely a human problem in the use and especially 

in the introduction of computers. Most writers who advocate the use 

of network analysis, take special care to recommend that computer 

programs should not be used in the first few applications. It is 

generally believed that the introduction of a new technique 
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(network analysis) causes enough problems on its own, and that it 

would be wise to.startusing computer programs later, when network' 

analysis has once settled. 

'. Figure 37 shows that 83% of the companies in the sample had 

.. used manual methods to analyse the first network .ever constructed in 

their company •. Only a minority of 17% had used computer programs ... 

MANUCO which indicates how the first netl10rk is calculated, is not 

.. a governing factor, but is strongly correlated to success scores 
. . 

(-0.54 for PEs, and -0.51 for SMs, both significant at 10%). The 

negative signs indicate that success scores are likely to be higher 

if the'first ever network is calculated by manual methods. It seems· 

83 . 
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t1anua1 Computer 

Fi gure 37. Ca 1 cul ati on of the fi rst neblOrk 
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.. therefore that the use of computers in the very first application 

is likely to cause undesired additionalproblems to those already 

caused by thei ntroducti on of netl10rk ana lysi s.. In thi s context, 

itis worth re-quoting the Comment made by the SM in Company No; 2:' 

"SMsregarded network analysis ~lith suspicion initially. However, 

this was not because it was network analysis, but because·it was 

. computers ,;. 

2.3. Staff situation when network analysis was introduced: 

When the decision to use network analysis is .taken, there are-
. . . 

three possibilities concerning the staff situation in a company . 

. Either' the planning staff and the site staff are already aware of 

'. the basicprinciples of network analysis; or they are trained by 

~ome means to master the new technique; or a number of new staff 

are recruited. 

The data collected (Figure 38) show that in the majority of 

companies (87%) the staff was trained to cope with network applica

ti ons; in 13% of the compani es they had enough knowledge to impl e

'ment it; and in 13% of the cases new staff was recruited.· Analysis 

of the data indicates that therecruitment of staff. was always' 

accompanied by training schemes. This suggests that one of the new 

recruits' jobs was possibly to train the existing staff., 

STAFF which gives an idea of the staff situation, is not a 

governi ng factor because it .. does not appear in any regressi on 

equation. However, .correlation coefficients (+0.33 for PEs and 

+0.30 for SMs) indicate that success scores are likelY,to be higher 

if people with previous. network experience-are engaged. Considering 

the observation made in the preceding paragraph, it is fair to 

deduce that the recruit of experienced personnel (especially of 
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A B C 

A: Staff trained, 
B: Staff knew already· 
C: New staff recruited 

.. "<' 

Figure 38. Staff situation when network analysis is introduced 

network analysts) would serve a double purpose, one of planning, 

and one of training the existing staff. The, second purpose is 
~. . 

indeed important because "on-the-job" training is particularly' 

"favoured by SMs (See Chapter V, Section 2.1.2). 

2.4 •. Training courses:, 

It was ,determined in the case study (See Appendix E) that an 

',intensive course ~Ias organized with the help of the university and 

the CITB on "Planning and Production Control" for planning staff 

and senior site staff including contracts managers, SMs, and some ' ' , 

senior foremen. In addition to this, it was observed in the pre

liminary study that most companies sent theirpersonnel'involved in 

planning, to courses run by external organizations such as the CITB, 

", "-~ '.> 
. ,., 
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the NFBTE, the BAS, the'BRS, etc. The basic purpose was to teach 

the staff the elementary principles of network analysis, or some

times. to broaden their horizon by letting them attend more -advanced 

courses • 

. As mentioned in Chapter III,the literature gives very strong 

support to training schemes and it is generally believed that the 
. .' '" 

root of. the problem lies in.the ignorance of. prospective usersof 

network analysis. It is argued that'success in network applications 

relies heavily on some sort of training and. that only training could 

ensure better understanding of the implications of the technique. 

The data collected show (Figure 39) that not many companies 
. . " . 

(only 20% of them) ran regular cour.ses related to planning. 

73 

27 
. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
~ ••• ! • .. . .. .. . . 

External 
Courses 

20 

30 

50 

I No """" Some courses 
Regular courses 

· ..... . · .... . · ..... · ...... . · ....... .. 

Internal 
Courses 

Figure 39. Training courses 
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In addition to this. 50% of the companies org~nizedno planning 

courses at all. It must be admitted however that to organize a 

. management course ,within an organization (possibly with the help of 

'. outside expert organizations) can be very costly. That is probably 

why 30% of the companies ran only occasional .courses whenever they 

considered them to be necessary. 

INTCOR (for internal, courses) and EXTCOR (for,external courses) 

do not appear in any regression equation. Correlation coefficients, 

. for INTCOR (-0.08 for PEs. and -0.47 forSMs) show that while there 

is practically no correlation for PEs. there is a relatively high 

negative correlation (significant at 10%) for SMs •. According to 

the information collected in the feedback survey. SMs generally 

dislike and sometimes resent internal courses. If the right kind 

of atmosphere is not generated by the course organizers (and these 

are generally the PEs) it is understandable why SMs with many years 

of practical site experience dislike the idea of being taught how to 

manage their job. The same argument can be put forward for the 

correlation coefficient between' EXTCOR and SMs' success scores (-0.20). 

although the coefficient in this case is smaller. 

The correlation coefficient between EXTCOR and PEs' success 

scores 'is also negative (-0.33) and relatively high to deserve some 

explanation. According to the feedback survey. a common opinion 

shared by most PEs who attended external courses (and by most SMs 

as well) was that courses are generally very theoretical and tend 

to concentrate on rnathematica 1 i ntricaci es whi 1 e 1 ittle attenti on 

is given.to practical aspects. The time table and the brief 

summaries of the lectures delivered at one such course have been' 

examined. It seems that there is sufficient evidence to support 

",;;'-: .. 
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this argument • 

. Another way of interpreting these consistently negative 

, " 

,-,." .. 
, . (', 

' .. "'correlation coefficients is by assuming that an introductory course 

inevitably increases the expectations of,the participants. Indeed,.' 

it was reported'in the feedback survey that some PEs and some SMs 

had beco~eover:-enthusi asti c after attendi ngcourses. Hi gher 

unrealistic expectations are however likely to cause dissatisfaction 

with the techni que. 

2.5.', Regular meetings between PEs and SMs at different stages of 

the project: 

Most textbooks and papers advocate an,atmosphere of full co

operati on as a prerequi si te for success in network appl ications •. , 
This atmosphere of full co-operation is generally accepted. to 

. exist whenever there is enough contact between the man who prepares 

the network and carries out the calculations, and the man who 

actually uses it on site, provided that there are no difficulties 

of communication such as the SM working on a contract some distance 

away from the office where the PE is preparing ,the programme; 

The results shown in Figure 40 indicate'that the majority of 

companies have followed the recommendation. Indeed, there were 

regular meetings between PEs andSMs, at the planning stage, in all 

the companies; and there were regular meetings at pre-contract stage 

and during construction in 87% of the companies. 

No regression equation contains REGMET which is an indicator of 

meetings organized at different stages. Correlation coefficients' 

for REGMEl (meetings at pre-contract. stage) and REGME2 (meetings at 

planning stage) are negligibly small. REGME3 (meetings during cons-
" ' . 

tructiont however shows a weak but interesting relationship with 
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A: Pre-contract stage· 
B: Planning stage 
c: During construction 
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.Figure 40 •. Regular meetings between the PE and the SM 

PEs' success scores (correlation coefficient -0.28). This indicates 

that PEs' success scores are likely to be higher if meetings between 

PEs and SMs to discuss programme, progress and control are not 

organized on a regular basis. It was reported in Section 1.1 that 

PEs favoured updating the programme whenever they thought it was neces-
. . 
sary. Since most meetings between PEs and SMs during the course of 

construction are to discuss updating, the finding reported above is 

consistent with the one reported in Section 1.1. 

2.6. Kind of interpersonal relationship betl~een PEs and SMs: 

It is believed that the atmosphere of co-operation mentioned in 

the preceding section (2.5) can be achieved not only by means of 

frequent meetings, but also by a convenient interpersonal relationship 
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. between PEs and SMs. That is why a question inquiring aboutthe 

formality of. this relationship was included in both PEs' and SMs' 

questionnaires. None of the respondents reported that PEs had a. 

superior role. In Section 1.4.2 of this Chapter,it was shown that 
. ".' 

planning d.epartments in all the companies contacted, had. the status,· 

of a staff department which offered its services to SMs.· It was 

therefore natural that SMs were regarded as the superior by PEs 

andSMs alike. 

,.According to the 'rest of the information collected (Figures 

41 and 42), most PEs (71% of them) regarded themselves as having 

a non-formal relationship with SMs, whereas most SMs (64% of them) 

A: PE superior formal 

. B: SM superior formal 

C: Non-formal 

o 
A 

71 

29 

B C 

Figure 41. Relationship, between PEs and SMs, as reported by PEs 
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A: . PE superior formal 
B: SM superior formal 
C: Non-formal 
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Figure 42. Relationshi p between PEs and SMs', as reported by SMs 

thought it was a straight forward, formal superi or~subordi nate 

relationship. A difference of opinion therefore existed between PEs 

and SMs. 

Respondents in the. feedback survey provided three categories of 

possible reasons for this result: 

a) The SM is normally'theformal superior, but he lets the PE 

believe that the relationship is informal, in order ,to secure his 

support. 

b) The PE is regarded as a spy by some SMs, and 

c), SomeSMs are worried that PEs have too much say in decisions. 

The correlation coefficient for PEs (-0.22) indicates 'that PEs' 

, success scores are likely to be higher if their relationship with 
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· SMs is as· i nforma 1 as poss i b 1 e.' . PEs are members of a staff department 

and they are supposed to be experts on planning. Specialists who 

.. work in staff departments do not generally regar? themselv~s to be 

· simple subordinates; they rather accept their status as ad~isory~· 
It was apparent in most cases that PEs' self-image was somewhat 

· ,. . ',-

. above the simple subordinate concept. In addition to this, interviews 
. . . 

· i ndi cated that PEs generally preferred to· have a f~iendly. atmosphere 

between them and SMs, because in this way, they believed they were 

able to understand much 'better what SMs' problems were. One other· 

reason was that such a relationship made the "selling" (as some PEs 

called' it) of the technique much easier. 

On the other hand, the correlation coefficient for SMs (+0.32) 

· suggests that SMs' success scores are likely to be higher if their 

relationship with PEs is a clear-cut superior-subordinate relation

ship. SMs are generally well aware that PEs are trying to "sell" 

'them this new technique (in cases where they are not already "sold" 

for it). The result of the correlation analysis is possibly 

caused by a reaction to this, and possibly because SMs generally 

regard themselves as the boss of every single member of staff 

contributing to the project. In the preliminary survey, the author 

had the impressio~ that SMs were eager to demonstrate their 

.superiority because they feared that PEs would impinge on their 

authority. Although all SMs in the sample indicated that PEs did 

not interfere with their authority (See Chapter V, Section 1.1 .4b) > 

the .impression the, author had in the preliminary survey, remained 

unchanged. 

2.7. Preoccupations of PEs: 

. This section is closely related to the atmosphere of co-operation 
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between PEs and SMs, mentioned in the 'preceding two sections. A' 

question which was, included,in both questionnaires, inquired 'ab6ut' 

PEs'predomina~t preoccupations in their relationship with SMs. It 

~as believed at the time the questionnnaires were being prepared, 
.', . 

that PEs were very much preoccupied with technical details and admins-

trative procedural aspects rather than trying to create a convenient 

ambiance for a health,}' relationship ~lith S~ls. ...... ': ", 

Figures 43 and 44 show the average answers given by PEs and SMs, 

arranged ona continuum'of "priority"~ 'Both PEs and SMsbelieved 
" 

that the primary preoccupation of PEs was the,technical aspects' 

-such as the logical sequence, the time estimates, the calculation of 

the criti ca 1. path parameters, etc. The only difference between the 

,two groups of respondents, is that SMs placed this aspect much nearer 

the "high priority" end than PEs did,implying that' PEs paid more 

attention to these aspects than they cared to admit. _-

According to PEs, their second most important preoccupation 

was human relations, and the third, administrative aspects. In the 

SMs',opinion however, human relations aspects occupied the third 

place-with lowest priority;-they believed that PEs neglected the 

human aspects of the relationship between them and that instead, they 

concentrated on 'administrative aspects such as filling in forms, 

taking care that the right information is sent to the right person 

through the proper channel., 

The hypothesis set up in earlier chapters that certain aspects 

can be perceived in different \~ays by PEs and St1s, proves therefore 

to be right in this instance. Furthermore, the effects of this sort 

of difference of perception can be observed in the results of the 

statistical analysis. Multiple regression equations for PEs do not 
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Figure 43. Preoccupations of PEs, 
as reported by PEs 
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Figure 44. Preoccupations of PEs, 
as reported by SMs 
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contain any of these, three variables and furthermore correlation . ' . ,. " . .,' '.', -, 

coefficients are relatively low (+0.21f~r technical aspects," 

-0.09 for administrative aspects, and -0.15, for human relations). , 

'These findings weakly suggest that less technical emphasis and more 

concentration on interpersonal relationships are desirable. 

The results for SMs' statistical analyses are however very 
, , " , 

different. Multiple regression analysis for Methods of Introduction 

variables indicates at 10% significance level that technical aspects 

and human relations are.the first,two most important factors in the 

. equation. The ,signs indicate that SMs'success scores are likely to 

be higher if PEs stop emphasizing the technical aspects of network 

, ana 1ysi s and instead , if they concentrate on creating a conveni ent 

, atmosphere for a better relationship. Very high correlation 

coefficients for SMs (+0.51 for technical aspects, and -0.59 for 

human relations) both significant at 5%, support the findings of the 

multiple regression analysis. 

Therefore, the answer to this question does not rest with any 

particular class of executive in the organizational hierarchy. 

, Every individual occupying a different post visual izes the situation 

. in the light of his position, his. interests, and his relationships 

with other individuals; and this sort of differenl!e in perception 

may lead to serious repercussions such as, in this case, the coming 

, to light of a very important factor that PEs were not practically 

aware, of.' 

Respondents indicated in the 'feedback survey that'they fully 

agreed with the results of the statistical analysis. Two of the 
" 

SMs went even further and stated that thi s vias the most important 

finding of the study. 

..~: : 

"", 
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2.8. Frequency of constructive consultation between PEs. and SMs:· 

This question aimed at determining how frequently PEs consulted 
, 

SMs, while preparing the contract programme. It was included in 

both questionnaires, mainly as a double-check. 

According to Figures 45 and 46, the majority of PEs (83% of them) . 

and the majority ofSMs (79% ff them) indicated that con'structive 

consultation took place "often". The author 's suspi cion that there 
. . 

could be a difference of opinion over this matter has. therefore been 

. prov~d to be ill-founded •. 

SMIDEA indicates the· frequency of consultation between PEs and 

. SMs. Correlation coefficients for SMIDEA are quite low (-0.15 for PEs" 

and +0.17 for SMs); but their signs suggest that PEs' success scores 

are likely to be higher if they prepare the programme without any 

interferencefromSMs, whereas SMs' success scores are likely to be 

higher if they have a say in the preparation of the network. Both 

.results seem to be understandable because: 

a) PEs generally work alone at the pre-tender stage, because it is 

not possible to appoint a SM to every job the company tenders for. 

Since the contract programme is later prepared on the basis of the 

pre-tender programme, PEs prefer to get on with it rather than 

making modifications suggested by SMs. 

b) SMs want a programme which is in complete accordance with what 

they think of the job. In order to have such a prograinme their 

views must be incorporated in ,it; and this can be done if PEs 

modify the programme according to the suggestions made by SMs. 

Although this variable has been examined in a long paragraph, 

it must be emphasized that the coefficients are quite low to suggest 

a strong relationship. However, contradictory signs indicate that 
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Figure 45. Frequency of constructive consultation 
between PEs and SMs ,as reported by PEs 
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Figure 46. Frequency of constructive consultation 
between PEs and sr"s, as reported by SMs 
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a difference of opinion' does exist between PEs and SMs. 

'c' 2.9a. PEs' opinion of SMs' knowledge of network analysis: 

" 'This question was asked to PEs only and its main purpose was . . 

to determine the situation that existed at the time of the survey, 

rather than to find outits effect on success scores. It is obvious 

that the more a PE thinks the SMs he is working ~/ith, are competent 

in network analysis, the more his' success score'is)ikelY to be 

,higher.· As a matter of fact, this is shown to be.sowhen the results 

. of the correlation analysis are examined ..... The correlation coefficient '. 

for ATTIPE which gives an idea of PEs' opinions on SMs' knowledge of 

network analysis (+0.28), indicates that PEs' success scores are 

likely to be ,higher if the SMs they are working with are quick to 

learn all the intricacies of network analysis. 

The important part. about this facet is. however shown in 

Figure 47, 'which indicates that in 41% of the PEs' opinion,most SMs 

have' an adequate knowledge of network analysis·.that is sufficient 

for implementation. This is not a very high figure; indeed, when . . 

the rest of the list is considered it'may even sound alarming, 

because nearly half of the PEs indicated. that SMs were slow to learn 

the capabilities, limitations, and various interpretations of network 

analysis; and that they never had a complete knowledge of it. 

However, 15% of the PEs believed that SMs learned quickly and made 

rapid progress. ' 

The situation is not, in fact, as bad as it sounds, because. 

discussions with SMs and PEs indicated that the SMs who were very 

slovl to learn and who had trouble in catching up with new techniques, 

, were the older members of site management. The general bel i ef was' 

that all SMs would have an adequate knowledge of network analysis 
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'Figure 47. PE's opinion of the SM's knowledge of network analysis 

once the older members were gradually replaced by the younger 

generation. Furthermore, in some interviews it was mentioned that 

SMs' professional backgrounds were als9 related to the amount of 

knowl edge they had about modern techni ques." It was determi ned that 

in over half of the companies most SMs were ex-tradesmen. It was 

claimed that these SMs were slower and m'ore reluctant to learn the 

details of network analysis ,when compared with SMs with university 

education. There is'however no statistical evidence to accept or 

refute'this view. 

2. 9b. S11s' opi ni on of PEs' site expe'ri ence: 

After the preliminary field survey, it was believed that SMs' 

opinions of PEs' site experience were of great importance for two 

,reasons: 

. ' 
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a) If the PE is not familiar with site conditions,activities, and, 

,sequences, the network he will prepare will be far from being a , 

realistic ,representation. Furthermore, time estimates are likely 

to be wrong. 

b) If the PE has not much site experience, he will fail to see the 

SM's difficulties; and consequently a barrier of communication 

'will be formed bebleen 'them.- , 

According to the data shown in Figure 48, the majority of 

SMs (63% of them) bel ieved that most PEs had adequate knowledge of 
r' , , , 

, what was going on on site. 23%thought that they had just sufficient, 

knowledge, while only 14% believed this knowledge \~as advanced. No 

SM,ticked "poor knowledge". Although this point was specifically 

,,' 63 

23 

14 

o 

Poor, Just Adequate 
sufficient 

Advanced 

Figure 48. SMs' opinion of PEs' site experience 
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>'in~l uded among the questi ons asked in theprel iminar; survey, an 

issue was made of it bY almost all SMs interviewed. The finding 

cited above are therefore in sharp contrast with what had been 

observed earlier. 

PESITE measures SMs' opinion.of PEs' site experience. The' 

correlation coefficient ·for PESIlE is low (+0.12) but indicates .... 

that success is enhanced if PEs' site experience i~ as good as 

possible. 

2.10. Attitudes to change in general: '. 

Network analysis is an innovation, and every year in every 

company there are a number of things that are replaced by new 

. things. These "things" may be the furniture in the building, or 

the installation of a computer to replace clerks in the .accounting 

department. As mentioned in Chapter lI, Section 1, it is generally 

believed that the construction·industry is more conservative than 

most other industries and is slow to accept and absorb innovations. 

This question was asked to both PEs andSMs. The aim was to 

determine to what extent changes in general received support from 

people occupying different positions in the organization. The 

. results shown in Figures 49 and 50 indicate that there is reasonable 

consensus bet~/een PEs and SMs. For eXil;mple PEs are reported to be 

"accepting" "supporting" and "enthusiastic" by both sets of respon-
. . 

dents. Similarly, the reaction of senior management is reported by 

both groups never to be "resisting" or "opposing" changes. The 

only difference between responses is that PEs regarded SMs as rather 

more conservative than what SMs thought of themselves., 

The data collected indicate furthermore, that PEs were the most 

supportive element in cases where a change occurs. Senior management 
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Figure 49. Attitudes to change in general as reported by PEs 
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Figure 50 .. Attitudes to change in general as reported by SMs 
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seemed t~ be more cautious about changes, but never "opposing" or 

.' even "resisting" them. This fact seems to be slighltytautological . 

. because, after all, the introduction of an innovation has to have 

the approval of senior management •. SMs however belong to a group. 

which has a minority (about 7 to 8%) of .~'resistants". Although 
.' .... .\ 

SMs regarded themselves as generally ','supporting" changes, PEs,: 

bel i'eved that they rather "accepted" them and freq~ently "tolerated" 

them •. This finding makes of SMs the less progressive and the most 

resisting group among the three considered in this section • 

. Correlation coefficients for SMs are very low (-0.07 for PEREAC, 

PEs' reaction to changes; -0.12 for SMREAC, SMs' reaction; and -0.06 

for SRMTRE, senior management's reactions). PEs' correlation 

coefficients however, are high enough to require elaboration. They. 

show that.PEs' success scores are likely to be higher if PEs'them

selves and the senior management are progressive enough and suppor-

tive of changes in general (+0.38 for PEREAC, and +0.55 for SRMTRE 

si gnifi cant at 5%). The coeffi ci ent for SMREAC is small (+0.06). 

2.11a.' PEs' reaction to network analysis when it was first 

introduced and at the time of the main survey: 

This question was included in both questionnaires. Respondents 

were asked to indicate on a six point attitude scale (enthusiastic; 

supporting, accepting, tolerating, resisting,oPPosing) what they 

thought PEs' reactions were when network analysis was introduced' and 

at the time of .the survey. Figures 51 and 52 show the results. PEs' 

,answers point to the fact that PEs were very enthusiastic about 

network analysis when it was first iritroduced, and that the 

enthusiasm has worn off as time went by. However, apart from a 

minority of 20% who "accept" network analysis passively, the majority 

.' 
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Figure 51. PE's reaction tb network analysis. as reported by PEs 
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Figure 52. PE's reaction to network analysis, as reported by SMs 
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. still support it. although not as enthusiastically as they used to. 

SMs' answers (Figure S2)showthesame trend but this time the' 

wearing off of PEs' enthusiasm is more accentuated. According to 

SMs, there are PEs.whoeven "tolerate" network analysis, let alone 

"accept" it •. 
.: . 

Correl ati on' coeffi ci ents for PEs (+0.27. for PETHEN, PEs' 

. reaction to netw'orkanalysis when it was introduce~; and +0.62 for 

PENOW, PEs'reaction to neb/ork analysis at the time of the survey) . 

indicate that success scores are likely to be h'igher as long as the 

majority of the PEs support network analysis. The particularly 

·high correlation coefficient for PENOW i~ significant at 2% and 

suggests that the method developed for· success measurement in network 

analysis (See Appendix K, Part 1) is sound. Indeed, the philosophy 

behind this method (See Chapter III, Section 1) pre-supposes that 

such a relationship exists. The fact that it was possible to 

establish it in statistically significant terms, is of considerable 

bearing to the validity of the method. 

The correlation coefficient between the third variable in this 

set (PEDIFF which is an indicator of PEs' changing reactions to 

network analysis· over time) and PEs success scores is also high (-0.51) 

and significant at 5%. This indicates that PEs' success scores are 

likely to be enhanced when their support increases with time. It .is 

very difficult t~ try to find some sort of causal relationship between 

these two factors. Even PEs themselves indicated in the feedback 

survey that there was no means to find out whether it'was successful 

applications that caused increased support on the part of PEs, or 

whether it was increasing support that caused successful applications. 
, 

, The relatively high correlation coefficient shows nevertheless that 

< , 
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they are closely related to each other •. '""-

. Correlation coefficients for SMs are not high (+0.04 for PETHEN, 

+0.26 for PENOW,and -0.23 for PEDIFF), but exceptfor the ~irst one 

which is. practically nil, .they support. the findings for PEs; 

2.11 b. SMs' reaction to network analysis when it was first 

introduced and. at. the time of the main survey: 

Both sets of respondents were asked to indicate on a six. p~int . 
attitude scale what they thought SMs I. reactions were when network 

analysis was introduced and at the time of the survey. Figure53 

shows that ac~ording to PEs, the majority of SMs were "accepting" 

network analysis when it was introduced, whereas at the time of the 

survey, a larger majority were "supporting" it. The change of SMs' 

attitude over the years towards a'more supportive stand, can 

clearly be seen in Figure 53. 

Figure 54 shows SHs' opinion of their own attitude to network 

analysis. It isnotec\ that, the majority of SMs "tolerated" network 

. analysis when it was introduced, but nowadays it seems that most SMs 

'''support'' it. The trend in Figure 54 suggests that the divided 

opinion which ranged from "opposing" to "enthusiastic" at the time 

of introduction seems to have come,c1oser to a consensus. Although 

percentages differ.' in Figures 53 and 54, a similar trend towards 

higher support can be observed in both cases. 

SMTHEN, SMs' reaction to network analysis when it was introduced,. 
, . 

appears in the regression equation bebleen SMs 1 success scores and 

~'ethods of Introduction variables •. The sign of the regression 

coefficient indicates that the more enthusiastic SMs are when network 

analysis is introduced, the higher their success scores are likely to 
;, . 

. be. This is animportanCfinding, because it brings about the problem 

I 
! 

. ! 
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. of how to win SMs' support before network analysis is even introduced. 

In order to have highScoring SMs, it is necessary to .have their 

.. full support (and even enthusiasm) when network analysis is 

introduced. . The management has to thi nk about thi s befo~e deci di ng .. 

to replace existing planning techniques. Indoctririation and training 
, . 

courses, positive propaganda and support by higher management, incen-

tives and similar motivating means have been sugge~ted as possible 

solutions by the current Hterature .. 

Correlation coefficients for SMTHEN (+0.18 for PEs, and +0.09 

for SMs) are .low but their signs do support the above argument.· 

SMNOW, which indicated SMs' reaction to network analysis at the 

time of the survey, does not appear in any regression equation but 

has high correlation coefficients (+0.61 for PEs,significant at 2%; 

and +0.47 for SMs, significant at 10%), indicating that support from 

SMs. is .essential for higher success scores •... This is a slightly 

tautological result, but nevertheless, is evidence for the validity 

of the success measurement used in this study. 

SMDIFF is a measure of SMs' changing reactions to network 

analysis, over time. Correlation coefficients for SMDIFF (-0.30 

for PEs,and -0.13 for SMs) are quite low, but their signs indicate . 

. that increasing SM support is· likely to enhance success. This 

finding is in line with Davis's finding (29) that the reason why 

"unsuccessful" network analysis users failed, was reported by senior 

management to be lack ,of support from people "down below" .. 

2.11c. Senior management's reaction to net~lork analysis when it was 

first introduced and at the time of the main survey: 

Both groups of respondents were asked to asse~s on a six point 

attitude scale, senior management's reactions to network analysis 

, ...... 
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. ;:whenitwas introduced and at the time of the .survey •. PEs' views 
. . 

. of' ~eniormanagement's reactions are showniri Figure 55.· It can 

be seen that extreme behavioural characteristics have decreased in 

favour of a more "middle of the road" attitude. Therefore, according 
.. . 

to PEs, the change in senior management's attitude had been towards 

. more"support" and passive "acceptance", rather than "enthusiasm" 

or "opposition". 

Figure 56 shows SMs' opinions of the situation.· Although the 
. '. . -' . : 

actual percentages are different, the same trend seen in Figure 55 

can again be observed in this figure. But in this case, "enthusiasm" 

. has fallen off quite considerably, while "acceptance" has increased 

equa lly cons i derab ly • 

. Multiple regression analysis between SMs' success scores and 

Methods of Introduction variables indicates at 10% significance level 

that senior management support at the time" when network analysis 

is being introduced (SRMTTH) is essential for greater success. 

The second variable in this set SRMTNO, which determines senior 

management's attitude at the present t"ime, does not appear in any 

regression equation but it has quite high correlation coefficients 

(+0.61 for PEs, significant at 2%; and +0.37 for SMs). The positive 

signs indicate that higher success scores are dependent on high 

senior management support. These two findings coincide with the 

view put forward by a multitude of writers that senior management. 

support at all stages .is.essential for greater success. The only 

" difference however, is that" these writers depended heavily on 1 imited 

·experience and common sense, whereas this study produces concrete 

evidence that senior management involvement, support and even 

enthusiasm are necessary at all stages for a more successful network 
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The third variable, SRMTDI measures the~iffe~ence betwe~n 
senior management's attitude to network analysis when it was first 

introduced and at the present time. This variable appears in two 

different regression equations. The first equation is for PEs and 

, , , is the result of the analysis incorp()rating all possible variables. -. '. '- .. 

The second equation is again forPEs, but this tim~the an~lysis' 

,,',' considers only Methods of Introductio~ variables. SRMTDI is the most 

important variable in both equations,and has a negative regression 

coefficient in both cases. These findings, backed up by the results, 

of the' correlation analysis (coefficient -0.69 for PEs) indicate 
. " . " 

that the chances of higher success scores for PEs depend heavily on 

whether senior management gives enough support to network analysis 

all ", through the time since its introduction. As was the case for 

PEDIFF and SMDIFF, it is very difficult to prove any causality in ' 

this relationship. Whether it was increasing top management support 

,which increased success in network analysis, or vice versa, was not 

possible to be determined from the information collected in the 

main survey. However, according to the findings mentioned above, 

the minimum condition necessary for greater success seems to be an 

awareness by seni or management that a technique ca 11 ed network 

analysis has been, introduced, is being used, and needs top management 

support for better application. It is this a~/areness that can be 

observed to lack in most less successful companies. 

PEs and SMs agreed in,the feedback survey that senior management 

support at the introduction stage and in later applications were 

fundamental for higher success. But, none of them was able to explain 

the relationship in causal terms. ' The general feeling was that it 
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· worked both ways •.. ' 

As a conclusionto this section, it can be said that, the' 

" . attitude of top management to network" analysis was found to be 

-

extremely important in both PEs' and SMs'. views. The role of senior 

· management musttherefore be a conscious attempt to motivate and 

encourage PEs and SMs. The importance of top management support has. 
. . . . , 

also been determined by Davis (29) "in. a survey of ryetwork analysis 

use, carried out among top management members and lower ranking' 

executives. '''Good top management support" was the most frequently 

cited reason by both groups in ':very successful" companies in 

networOk analysis, when they were asked. to indicate why they were 

successful. 

2.12. SMs' first job planned by network analysis: 

When a SM is appointed to a job, where for the first time in 

his life he has to use network analysis as the standard planning 

method, there are five possibilities as to how management can initiate 

him into the technique: 

a) He may already be familiar with the technique, 

b) He can be sent to a course (internal or external), 

c) The technique can be explained to him briefly before he starts. 

· d) He can be sent· for a while to a site where network analysis is 

being used, . 

e) He can participate in the decision' to use (or not to use) network 

analysis in that particular project. 

The data shown in. Figure 57 indicate that most companies used 

a combination of these items. They. also show that the most popular 

way of initiating a SM in network analysis was by a brief explanation 

about the main·features of network analysis, possibly given by a PE. 

.. 
.. -, 
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Figure 57. The.SM's first job planned by network analysis 

The" next most popular 'action ~Ias to send the SI1 to a course where 

he could get sufficient training for adequate implementation. A less 

popular way was to consult.the SM before the final decision to use 

network analysis was given; in these cases, the SM was left free to 

accept or reject the use of the technique, Itis only in the minori

ty of the cases that the SM had enough knowledge of network analysis 

at the time he was appointed to his first job planned by network 

analysis. It is also interesting to note that no SI1 was sent to 

another site us i ng network ana lys i s. 

Correlation coefficients for most of these variables are 

negl i gi b ly small except for two of them SENTCO (sent to a course) 

and PARTIC (participation in the final.decision). Correlation 
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,coefficients forSENTCO are quitehigh and significant at 2% (-0.63 

f~r PEs, and -0.66 for SMs). Thisindic~testhatsuccessscoresare 
likely to be higher if SMsarenot sent to courses as an initiation 

exercise. This finding is consistentwith ~he results reported in 

Section 2.4,that SMs dislike and sometimes resent both internal 
, .' ". ' 

and external' courses, either because the contents are generally too 
.' . ~ 

theoretical and beyond the reach of most SMs' practical minds, 'or 
. • c . 

,because the right ki nd of atmosphere is not generated. ,. 
. • . • I ' . .' 

Correlation coefficients for PARTIC (-0.33 for SMs, and -0.16, 

for PEs) suggest that SM participation in the decision to use network 

analysis for the first time,does not enchance success. The theory 

that participation in decisions reduces the chances of high resis

tance, is therefore defeated in this case. It is believed that 

major decisions of .this sort are expected to come from the top in 

most contracting' organizations. 

2.13. Effects of network analysis on site staff's basic securities: 

This question was asked to both PEs and SMs. It contained four 

parts: Amount of pay (PAY), intensity of work (INTWRK), promotional 

advantage (PROMOT), and status of prestige (STATUS). Each of them 

,were rated by respondents on a three point scale: enhanced, not 

changed, threatened . 

. Figures 58 and 59 point out that exceptfor'intensity of work 

(INTWRK), network analysis 'has no major effect on' any of the remaining 

three aspects. Network analysis had therefore no adverse effect ,on 

the pay package the SM or the foreman takes home, or on their chances 

of getting promoted, or on their prestige among the other members of 

staff. In some few cases, both SMs and PEs thought that these were 

even enhanced. The explanation given for these few cases was that 

, ) . 

. , 
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Figure 58. Effects, of network analysis on site staff,'s 
basic securities, as reported by PEs 
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Fi gure 59. Effects of network ana lys i s on site staff's 
basic securities,aas reported by SHs 
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jobs completed on time, were better seen and better appreciated~n 
. . . 

.. a network; this led to higher prestige, to a better chance of getting 

.. more important. jobs, and . eventually to better money • Iti s, of 
. '- , 

.. course, possible for this argument to work the other way. around; i.e., 

jobs not completed on time can be better assessed by a network and 

consequently prestige may falL This has been reported to be 

happening by only onePE and the results indicate that it has no 
_ .,,' J. 

adverse· effect on promotional advantage and the pay package • 

. Intensity of work is however seen to be affected more than the 

other aspects. 40% of the PEs thought that the site staff's inten-· 

sity of work was enhanced because most of the planning was carried 
, '. '. 

out by PEs, leaving additional time for SMs to spend on other 

. activities. About the same percentage of St1s thought also in the 

same way; but about 14% of SMs believed that network analysis meant 

more work for them. They claimed 'that the time necessary to study 

the printouts and the network took much longer than studying a simple 

bar-chart •. Regression· analysis for SMs indicated that this worry is 

well founded. The equati on for Methods of Introducti on vari ab les 

shows that INTWRK has a positive regression coefficient. Although 

it appears near the bottom of the table of importance, the positive 

sign suggests that SMs'success scores are likely to be higher if 

using network analysis does not mean spending a lot of time trying 

to decipher printouts. 

Correlation coefficients for all but one of these variables 

are practically nil: Only STATUS is relatively strongly correlated 

to PEs' success scores (coefficient +0.54, significant at 5%) 

indicating that PEs' success scores are likely to be higher if SMs 

acquire more prestige as a result of using network analysis •. This 

",' . 
-"-"-;.:, 

, .," 

, 
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" is, ina way, self-explanatory, because according to PEs, higher, 

prestige'is exactly the right kind of motivation for SMs. , 
, , 

, 2.l4a.PEs' opinion of SMs: 

This question was, directed only to PEs. Its main purpose was 
. " .' . 

to determine the existing situation by inquiring about PEs' opinions . '.' . 

on different aspects rel ated to SMs. '.It was bel i eved that information 

of this kind would facilitate the interpretation of some of the 
- .. ., ~ '. 

findings. The aspects investigated are listed below: 

, -'They have adequate knowledge of network analysis (ADEQUA), . . . . 

- They come from trades rather than university (COMTRA) 

-' They exploit every aspect of network analysis (EXPLOI) 

- They have,. great practical site experience (SITEXP) 

-, They feel a need for network analysis (NEEDNA) 

, - They cannot do without the help of a PE (NEEDPE) 
, , ' 

, -'They are inclined not provide information for updating (NOUPDA) 

- They tend to use their intuition rather than what the network 

shows (INTUIT) 

- They become quickly disillusioned when the network has to be 

updated frequently (FREUPD) 

Figure 60 shows that in the majority of the PEs' opinion' 

(93% of them), SMs had rather advanced site experience. Not surprising

ly, SITEXP appears in the multiple regression equation for PEs when 

Methods of Introduction variables are considered. The positive sign 

'of the. regression coefficient indicates that PEs' success scores are 

likely to be higher if SMs have adequate site experience. This 

variable is the second important variable in the regression equation, 

and is a, rather obvious result, because the more SMs are competent 

. ~' .. 

I , 

, 
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1. SMs have great practi ca 1 site experi ence 
,2. SMs have adequate knowledge of net\~ork analysis 
3. SMs come from trade not from industry 
4. SMs use intuition rather than network 
5. SMs are disillusioned when the network is updated frequently 
6. SMs are inclined not to provide update information 
7. SMs cannot do withour PE 
8. SMs feel a need for network analysis 
9. SMs exploit every aspect of network analysis 

Figure 60. PE's opinions on SMs 

in their job, the more easily they will understand what network 

analysis is likely to achieve .. Furthermore, communication with PEs 

will be more effective, and discussions vii 11 lead to more construc

tive ideas ~Ihich in turn will produce a more reliable network. 

This result seems also to effect SMs' attitude towards planning 

. in general. Indeed, it. was determined that over half of the SMs were 

inclined to use their intuition (INTUIT), whichis,no doubt, based 

on their previous site experience, rather than making full use of " 

network ana lysi s. 

In about 60% of the PEs' opinion, SMs had an adequate knowledge 

of network analysis .. This finding constitutes a check on the answers 

reported in Section 2.9 in this Chapter, that about 56% of the SMs 

I 
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.. knew enough about network analysis to implement it adequately.; The 

correlation coefficient (+0.30) indicates that. PEs' success SCOres 
. . 

are likely to be higher if $Ms' knowledge of net~ork analysis is as 

. comprehensive as possible .. A similar result was also obtained in 

Section 2.9. 

According to ·Figure 60, over half of tlie SMs were ex~tradesmen 

(generally. ex-carpenters); . rather ···than . university ~raduates. . Thi s· 

fact has been used by PEs, in manyoccasi(lns,toexplain the reason 
,.;' ,., '.,. '. '. ',,: 

why network analysis was not welcomed with open arms by most SMs. 

Another interesting result, which has already been mentioned 

in an earlier section·related to updating (Chapter V, Section 1.1), 

is that over: half. of the SMs were disillusioned when a network had 

to be updated frequently. Nearly half of them were inclined not to 

provide information for such reviews .. · As discussed in Section 1.1, 

the reason for this, is believed to be the confusion that exists in 

SMs' minds as to what updating a network means. and what it achieves. 

Finally, only 27% of the PEs thought that SMs needed either a 

PE or network an~lysis. This isa rather curious finding which is 

worth elaborating on. It means that PEs are offering their services· 

to SMs, and they are offering them an advanced technique which they 

believe· has many advantages over conventional techniques; but they 
, ' . . 

also think that SMs (in the majority of cases) need neither their 

services, nor network analysis. The first part about the need of a 

PE maybe an understatement on the part of the PE trying not to be 

pretentious; or it may be an acceptance of SMs'. plannJng abilities, . 

which, in the author's opinion is rather unlikely. PEs interviewed 

in the feedback survey suggested that SMs did not often take PEs' 

opinion into consideration, and that this may well be a reason for· 

. ',- ,.' ~ . 
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, this finding. ,Another possibility was mentioned to be the belief" 

,that,ifit is not the PE who does the plan~ing,someone else. in the 

site staff will do it., In any case, all the respondents in the 

, ", feedback survey agreed that SMsdefinitely needed the assistance of 

" a planner. 

'The second part about the need for network analysis is more 

, ' understandable. A number'of ,SMs interviewed insisted that their jobs 
• • J ' • 

• had been planned by ordinary bar-charts for a long time, and that 

everything had gone sm~6thlY. They did not feel any need for amore ' 

~dvanced technique and moreover, they ~/ere convinced that network 

analysis did more harm than good. It is not therefore surprising, 

that PEs sense thi s way of thought and express it in a way whi ch" 

gives the results in this section~ , 

,2.14b. SMs' attitudes to\1ards PEs: 

This question appaered in SMs' questionnaires only. The motive 

behind it was fo find out what PEs'represent in the SMs' opinion. 

, The aspects investigated are given below: 

--- He regards the PE as someone belonging to the same group as his 

(SAMEGR) 

--- He trusts the PE (TRUST) 

---,The PE has high prestige in the eye~of the, SM (PEPRES) 

--- He feels that he needs the PE (NEEDPE) 

--- He tolerates the PE (TOLER) 

--- He sees the PE as an impingment on his authority (IMPAUT) 

The results are shown in FigureSl. The majority of the SMs 

(84% of them) reported that they needed a PE to assist them in' 

planning and perhaps even controlling the job. This is in direct 

contrast with PEs' opinion that was reported in the preceding, 

section (2.14a). 
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6. SM views PE as ab impingment on his authority 

, 

Figure 61. SMs' attitude towards PEs 

It is interesting to note that SMs' attitudes to PEs were on the 

whole quite favourable. The average SM needed a PE, used his ser

vices, trusted him and his programme, and did not regard his 

activities as an impingment on his authority. Furthermore, he 

regarded the PE as someone belonging to the same group as his and not 

to a special breed of specialists;. consequently, the PE's' prestige 

in the eyes of the SM was not higher than any other member of the 

construction staff. 

There seems to be three important points that em~rge from these 

results. The first one is the contradiction that exists between PEs' 

and S~'s' opinions of whether PEs are needed or not. This may be, due. 

to an understatement by PEs (trying to avoid to be pretentious), or 

! 
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it may be due to the fact that there is a genuine misunderstanding 
. . . .' . . 

of the. situation., PEs and SMs with whom this was discussed in the 

,feedback survey made clear that they would not deny the importance 

of the PE in the construction team. But, they were able to explain 

why such a result was obtained. According to PEs, SMs do not take 

too much notice of PEs' suggestions thus making them feel not needed. 

Accordi ng to SMs, PEs do not rea 1 i ze that they hav~not got enough 

'.' .time to plan their own job, and that therefore they need the ass.is-

. tance of a PE. 
. , . ' 

The second point is the fact that SMs regarded PEs as any other 

member of staff and not as an expert with high prestige a,nd power. 

occupying a privileged position. In the preliminary survey, the 

. argument was put forward by some SMs that the PE was a '''young man, 

with a newly obtained university degree, and a lot of knowledge on 

mathematics and operational research, assigned to put right 

inefficiencies on sites". This particular result indicates that 

the majority (64%) of the SMs did not support this way of thinking. 

Finally, it is also significant that all SMs did not regard 

the activities of PEs as an impingment on. their authority. The 

• case study (See Chapter 11, Section 3, and Appendix E) had indicated 

that there was considerable uneasiness on the part of the SI1s because 

the PEs were reporting directly to directors rather than to the SMs 

themselves. The, data collected in the main survey show hO~lever that 

this was an exceptional case which did not apply in any'of·the· 

companies in the sample. 

2.15. Changes in the planning department due to the introduction 

of network ana lysis: 

It was observed in the case study, and the preliminary survey' 
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. that a number of changes had happened in organizations who had· 
. '. ' 

introduced network analysis. Some of them hadestablished a plarining· 

.. department and· staffed it wi th· newly recruited or newly tra~ned •. 

. .. network· ana lys ts, whereas before theintroducti on . of network ana l,Ys is· 

every SMusedto do his own planning; some of them had e,nlarged the 

planning department to cope with theiricreased demand of assistance 

by SMs; some of them had compl etely central i zed the entire pl anni ng 

operation, while some, of them had decentralized it by assigning a PE 
. . . . 

or even a small planning department to each site; in some companies 

the planning department had acquired a lot of prestige because of 

the success obtained with network analysis, while on others the . . . 

·pl anning department had 1 ostpresti ge because of failures and friction 

with SMs; some planning departments had acquired ·more authority than 
, . , 

just consultative powers while some others had .lost authority 

. completely and become a pure service department with little say in 

decisions. 

All these aspects were investigated by including exactly 

similar questions to both questionnaires. The reason why the questions 

about the formation/enlargement (PDFOR1), and centralization/ 

decentralization of the planning department (PDCENT) were asked· to 

both sets of respondents, was double-checking the answers. In the 

case of the remaining questions, prestige (PDPRES) and authority 

(PDAUTH),differences of opinion were the main point of interest. 

It is apparent from earlier research on innovation that when 

a novelty (a new. procedure, a new technique, new machinery, new 

technology, etc.) is introduced into an organization, its effect is 

most apparent in the department most concerned. But, effects do not 

confine. themselves to the boundaries of the department concerned, _ 
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.. and rep;ercussionS~f these can be observed primarily in the depart-

ments closely r~lated to (sometime·s dependent on) the department 

. where the change takes place. The effects of. change can be described . 

.. like awalie caused by the dropping of a stone (the change) into calm 

.• water, that is strongest in the center(the department concerned) 

and becomes weaker as the radius increases (other departments in 

decreasing order of connection with the department where the change 
.., . , J • 

··takes place): The aim of this study is, among others,·to determine 

the effects of the introduction of network analysis. Its effect on 

the planning department, on site management,on contracts managers, 
. . 

on SMs, on senior management, arid on the entire organization is 

assessed by different questions. This particular section deals with 

the changes in the planning department. 

Figures 62 and 63 show the data collected for this question. 

There seems to be consensus between 21 % of PEs and SMs .that a 

planning department was established as a direct result of introducing 

network. ana1ysis.(PDFOR1). However, .it was believed by a larger 

number of SMs (38% against 18% of the PEs) that the p1 anning depart

ment which already existed had been enlarged. It is true that in 

the majority of the companies contacted, the planning staff had 

inc·reased in number in the last few years; but whether this increase 

was due to network analysis is entirely a question of opinion. In 

this case, however, the author thinks that the PE's assessment of 

the situation is much nearer to the reality. Multiple regression 

analysis between PEs' success scores and all possible variables 

shows that PDFOR1 is present in the equation at 2% significance level. 

This indicates that PEs' success scores are likely to be lower if a 
planning department is established as a direct result of introducing· 
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Changes in the planning department due to the introduction 
·of network analysis, as reported by PEs. 
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.. Figure 63. Changes in the planning department due to the introduction 
of network ana lys is, as reported by St1s 
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... network analysis •.. There is no~orrelation beb/een this variable an"d .. 

. SMs I success scores. 

·The question about theceritralization/decentralization of the . .. 

planning department (PDCENT) received also differing answers form 

PEs and SMs.· Although the large majority in both cases believed 

there had been no change, 18% of the PEs claimed that network 
. ' ,. 

analysis had led to deceritralizingplanning operat~ons ~/hereas no 

SM agreed with it. The· correlation coefficient between this· 

variable (PDCENT) and SMs' success scores is negligible (-0.05); . 

but it is higher for PEs (-0.24). This indicates that the more 
. . . . '. . 

decentralized a planning department becomes asa result of network 

analysis, the higher will be PEs' success scores • 

. These two results for PDFORl and PDCENT are rather important 

because they do not comply with what the .literature advocates. 

Indeed, the large majority of writers foretell in their writings 

that network ana lysi s would necessari ly lead to the formation of a 

centralized planning department which would be similar in structure 

to an estimating department. This, it is alleged, will increase· 

efficiency in planning, by concentrating the planning effort into. 

one office (especially in cases Where computer applications are 

common) and.bY pushing specialization in network analysis as far as 

possible. Statistical analyses however, sho~/that the formation of 

a centralized planning department·does not enhance PEs' success. 

The main reasons for this are believed to be twofold: 

a) A centralized planning department means a department staffed with 

specialists and experts, who, as time goes by, become mo.re and 

more disinterested in site activities. They start concentrating.on 

the technical aspects of network analysis and become less aware of 

' ..... , 

", , 

" 
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the reality going on on site~ Theybecomea 1 i enated . of sites .. 

b ) With larger and more complicated jobs using more complicated 

technology,. SMs are bound .to ask for full-time resident PEs. 
,- . . . 

Some of the sites visited had either a fu11~time resident PE 

(Company No. 16) or a small planning department composed of two or 

... more PEs (Company No. 2) .In one of the sites, the PE was appointed 

as a deputySM and he had responsibility for preparing and reviewing 

the network, and enough power and authority to implement it· 

(Company No. 11). 
, .. ' . . 

PEs with whom the subject was discussed in the feedback survey 

indicated that the formation of a planning department to carry out 

one single planning technique -network ana1ysis- was· bound to cause 

failures .... In their opinion, success could be obtained only with a· 

. planning department who applies the r.ight. planning technique. in the 

ri ght proj ect . 

. PDPRES determines whether the planning department acquired 

... more prestige as a result of the introduction of network analysis. 

About half of the PEs (42%) indicated that there had been no change 

while 58% claimed that they had acquired more prestige •. The majority 

of the S~ls (77% of them) thought however .that PEs had gained prestige. 

The correlation coefficient between PDPRES and PEs' success scores is 

low but positive (+0.13). On the other hand,.the correlation 

coefficient for ~ls is negative (-0.28) and indicates that acquisi

tion of larger prestige by PEs is not welcomed, possibly because 

they feel that it is acquired at their own expense. 

PDAUTH determi nes whether the p1anni ngdepartment' s author; ty 

has changed in any way due to the introduction of network analysis.· 

The majority of the PEs (81%) believed that it had not, but the 
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·····.rest(19%) thought that i t had increased •. In the case of the SMs. 

'.' I .•.. the· percentage of those who thought .' the' p 1 anrii ng .' department had 

···aCqUir~dmoreauthority 'isnearly double ·.of the PEs" percentage' 

. ' 

. ,,' ."..:., " 

(37%), but the ~ajority (54%)thoughtthat it had not changed. Two 

examples of increased authority have been observed by the ~uthor: ... 

In the case study, PEs hadassumed the role of contracts managers • 

and had become. in a way,SMs'sllperiors •. Ina si!e (Company N~. 11) . 

in the main survey, a PE had been appointed as the deputy.SM hence' 

.. incorporating a fair amount of authority with his responsibilities as . . . 

a p1cinner. When Methods of Introduction variables are considered, 

multiple regression analysis for .SMs sho~ls that PDAUTH is present in 

.•.. the equation, at 10% significance level. The positive sign of the 

" regression coefficient indicates that SMs' success scores are likely 

to be higher if PEs acquire more authority as a direct result of 

introducing network analysis. This is a controversial result which 

has to be examined in the light of earlier findings. Apart form the, 

site in company No. 11 mentioned earlier, the author did not come 

across any oth~r site in the main survey where the PE had any 

authority whatsoever. Furthermore, no SM was reported to indicate 

that PEs' activities were impinging on his authority (See Chapter V, . 
Section 2.14b). After having discussed.the matter with SMs in the 

.;, . . . 

feedback survey, it is believed that SMs interpreted "more authority" 

rather as "more involvement". In Section 1.4.2 of this Chapter, it . 

is clearly' stated that the planning departments in every 'single 

.company in the sample had no direct authority- vlhatsoever. and that 

they all acted in a consultative capacity. It is therefore not 

possible for a PE to acquire "more authority" as such, as.a result 

of using network analysis; but it is possible for him to be involved 

much more than before in the day to day running of the site. 
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· 2.16 •. Changes in the status of contracts managers and in the site's 

autonomy, due to the introduction of network analysis: 

The preceding section (2.15) dealt with the consequences of 

introducing network analysis only in the planning department, the 

department most concerned. Thi s section covers the effect it had on 

the site (SIAUT). and. on tile contracts manag~r(CMFORM), these two ' .' 

being sections closely related to the planning dep~rtmentin any 

'. contracting organization. Itis fair to add als~ that this question' 

was originated' after the case study where PEs tried openly' to get 

rid of contracts managers in order to fulfi 11 thi s functionthemsel ves; 

· and where SMs were complainingofloClsing theirautonorT1Y because of 

PEs' increasing pressure and control over the site. 

As mentioned in a number of occasions in earlier sections, the 

· situation which was observed in the case study was not seen to happen' 

" in any of the organizations which took part in the main survey. 

· Indeed, Figures 64 and 65 show that according to every single PE and 

SM the post of contracts manager had not changed at all as a direct 
" . 

result of introducing network analysis. Consequently, correl ation . 

coefficients are nil. 

In the case. of the site's autonorT1Y (SITAUT), there seems to be 

reasonable agreement among· the majority of PEs and SMs that the 

change from conventional planning techniques to network analysis had 

mostly no effect at all. There were a few S~s and PEs who thought 

that the use of network.ana1ysis had' paved the way for increased 

site autonorT1Y;but there were also a few PEs who believed. that 

network analysis caused a reduction, in sites' autonorT1Y. 

The PEs' correlation coefficient for SITAUT (+0.32) sho~ls that 

high site autonomy. enhances success. This is in line with what has 

. " 
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1·2 3 

Contracts manager, 
1. Estab 1 i shed 
2: Not changed, 
3. Abolished 

75 

1 2 3 

The Site' 
1. More autonomy 
2.'Not changes 
3. Less autonomy 

Figure 64. Changes in the office of contracts manager and on the 
site's autonomy due to the introduction of network 
analysis, as reported by PEs, 

100 

I 

o o 
1 2 3 

Contracts manager 

1. Estab 1 i shed 
2. Not changed 
3. Abolished 

84 

, 

16 

o 
1 2 3 

The'Site 

,1. More autonomy 
2. Not cha nged 
3. Less autonomy 

Figure 65., Changes in the offi ce of contracts manager and on the 
'site's autonomy due to the introduction of network 
analysis, as reported by SMs 
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.been said in the preceding section (2.15) ~boutdecentralized 

'.pl anni ng departments •.. Indeed, a decentralized pl anningdepartnent 

means that. PEs work as members of·a ~ite team, and report only to 

$Ms and nobody esle. It is clear that this sort of setting increases 

the site's autonomy to a large extent. The'SMs' correlation 

coefficient for SITAUT is comparatively low (+0.12); 

2.17. The SM's involvement in his job: 

This question was asked to SMs only. ' It was situated at the end 

.. of the first part of their questionnaire (See Appendix J). The idea 

·was to determine whether the extent to whichSMs are .involvedin 

their job has any direct bearing on their success scores. 

The job, involvement scale which was used, was originally 

. developed by Lodahl & Kejner (80) as an exercise in psychology •. Most 

SMs showed surprise when they first read the question,but the large 

majority (except two of them who misunderstood the question) did 

answer it. 

Correlation analysis shows that job involvement (JOBINV) is 

negatively correlated with SMs' success scores (-0.25): It means 

that high job involvement is likely to enhance SMs' success scores. 

The main reason for this finding was thought to be related to the 

fact that networks are generally found by SMs to be much more . . 

detailed than bar-charts (Figure 66). As a matter of fact, networks 

generally contain a larger number of activities, they show inter

relationships among activities, they indicate critical activities 

and float values, and they show the possible consequences when delays 

occur. Network analysis ·produces a larger bunch of information for 

a larger number of activities, and it can therefore be said that it 

requires higher involvement from SMs. Indeed, .SMs must constantly 
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SM 

Frequency of cases when 
networks gi ve a very . 

.. deta i 1 ed programme 

. check progress on the network and try to assess the implications of 

delays by simulating them before they happen. SMs with low job 

'involvement characteristics hO\~ever, are quite satisfied by following. 

a bar-chart and not being bothered about the 'rest. 

It is fair to add here that the argument put forward in the 

preceding paragraph was not strictly t~ue in a number of cases. 

Indeed, older SMs who had worked with bar-charts all their lives 

tended to be much more involved in their job than the younger 

generation of SMs. 

.. 
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.' The following multiple regression equationssho~ the rel~tionship between. 
success scores and Hethods of Introduction variables at 10% significance level • 

.... The figureon the left is the regression coefficient;. the figure in parantheses; 
following the variable name, is a measure of importance. (Regression coefficient 

., multipliedby the standard deviation). Itdenotes the change undergone by the 
dependent variable, for a standard change in that particular independent 
variable.·' The variables are given below in order of importance: .. 

• < .' 

: ;.,' 

, , " '. '..,~. 

+ 56.63 SITEXp· (14.62): 
- 21.94: CLAUSE (11.13): direct response. 

Site mana ers.' success scores are likel to be hi her when:' 
s concentrate more on uman aspects (*); 

PEs concentrate lesson technical aspects; .. 
the planning department becomes more involved in the 
day to day running of jobs; . 
SMs support the use of network analysis when it is 
introduced; . . 

+ 15.60 INTWRK ,(11.26): SMs' workload does not increase as a direct result of 
introducing network. analysis; .'. ..... . . 

+7.03 SRMTTH ( 9.69): senior management supports the use of network analysis 
'when it is introduced; . 

Planning engineers' correlation coefficients at 10% significance level; 
success is likely to be greater when: .... .. ... ..' 

.. SENTCO (-0.63): SMs are not sent tocourses as an initiation exercise (*); 
PENOW (+0.62): PEs support the use of network analysis (*); 
SMNOW (+0.61):SMs support the use of network analysis (*); 
SRMTNO (+0.61): senior management supports the use of network analysis (*); 

, SRMTRE. (+0.55): senior management is progressive enough to support changes 
" . in general (*); 

MANUCO (-0.54): the first application of network analysis in the company is 
calculated manually and not bya computer program (*); 

, STATUS (+0.54): SMs' status is enhanced as a direct result of introducing' 
.' , network ana 1ys is' (*); 

PEDIFP:(-0.51): there is continuous and increasing support for network 
. ,,".' 'analysis by PEs (*); 

PDFOR1';(+0.48): the planning department is not established as a direct 
result of introducing network analysis; 

FREUPD (-0.44): SMs are not disillusioned by frequent updatings • 

. Site managers' correlation coefficients'at 10%. significance level; 
success is likely to be greater when: 
SENTCO (-0.66).: SMs are not sent to courses as an initiation exercise (*); 
MANUCO (-0.51): the first application of network analysis in the company is 

calculated manually and not by a computer program; 
lNADEQ (+0.48): network analysis is introduced as a direct response to a 

need felt for more advanced techniques; 
INTCOR (-0.47): there are no internal courses on network analysis; 
SMNOI~ (+0.47): SMs support the use of network analysis •. 

(*) Significant at 5%. 
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.. 3. Organizational Characteristics:. 

3.1. . Workflow integration: . 

.. This variable is formed by the addition of three sub-variables 

whi ch. were defi ned in Chapter Ill, Secti on 5: 

-- Mechanization mode (AUTMOD) • 

. ··~Mechanization rate (AUTRAN), and ',- ,',-. , :':..: 

.--.Specificityof quality evaluation (QUAEVA) . 

. High scores indicate a high degree of mechanization coupled 

with a strict routine qLiality·contro1 of the construction at regular . 

· intervals. '. ," 

When Organizational Characteristics are considered,mu1tip1e 

regression analyses for both PEs and SMs indicate at 5% significance· 

. level that WRKINT (Horkflow integration) is the only variable that . 

. is included in the equations. The sign of the regression c()efficient 

in both equations is negative and therefore indicates that success is 

· likely. to be enhanced in organizations who score low in workf10w 

integration. This result is supported by high correlation 

coefficients (-0.56 for PEs, and -0.30forSMs) .. 

·Examination of the individual sub'-variab1es indicate however, 

that the first two· sub-variables dealing with the degree ofmechaniza

tion are the most important ones in thi,s relationship; . As a matter 

of· fact, AUTMOD and AUTRAN have correlation coefficients of -0.29 

and -0.59 respectively for PEs, and -0.55 and -0.31 respectively 

for St1s, whereas the. smallest coefficients are those for QUAEVA 

(-0.23 for PEs, and -0.17 for SMs).This consideration leads to 

the cone1 usion that lower degrees of mechnization, (i.e., avoiding 

· the 'use of non-standard, made to order equipment and using mostly 

light equipment) are likely to yield. higher success scores in. general. 
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., This result is very much supported by MECHAN (degree of mechanization) , 

which is a simple addition of AUTMOD~nd AUTRAN. Correlation 

,coefficients for, MECHAN are -0".61 for PEs and -0.64 for SMs, both 

significant at 2%. ' 

" 
3.2. Dependence: 

, :-. 

Th'isvariable (DEPEND) reflects the,relationship between an 

'organization and other organizations in its social.environment, such," 

as suppl i ers, cl i ents, competitors, sub-contractors, etc. The, 

abbreviated form of"this variable covers all these relationships and 

is formed 9f four ma i n components: 

'-' ,Impersonality of origin, (IMPORI), 

- Status of ,organization unit (STATUN), 

- Public accountability (PUBACC), and 

- Size relative to owning group (SIZERE). 

A high score in DEPEND characterizes organizations with a high 

degree of dependence whi ch tend to be impersonally ,founded, pub 1 i cly 

accountable, small in size relative to their parent organization and 

low in status. ' 

DEPEND does not appear in any regression equation, but is 

'strongly positively related to PEs' success scores' (correlation 

coefficient +0.47, significant at 10%) implying that success is likely 

to be higher in companies who have the ch~racteristics mentioned in 

the preceding paragraph. The particularly large correlation coeffi

'cient for SIZERE (+0.45, also significant at 10%) makes the finding 

consistent with a result reported in a later section (4.9) that 

network analysis is likely to be more successful in smaller 

organizations. The SMs' correlation coefficient for DEPEND is not 

as large (+0.13) but supports the above finding for PEs. It is not 

I 

'i 
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possible to interpret this finding to a greater depth, because the 

'limited information about organizational features does not allow 

such an explanation. 

'3.3., Structuring of activities: 

'This variable (STRACT) involves functional specialization, 

(FUNSPE) and formal ization of role definition (FORMAL). Itindicates 

the extent to which the intended behaviour of emp1~yees is overtly 

defined; An organization scoring high in STRACT would, have gone a 

long way in the regu1ationofthe work of its employees. 

None of these variables appear in regression equations and 
. '. ,. 

. . . . 

correlation coefficients for SMs are particularly low (-0.16 for' 

, FUNSPE, +0,08 for FORMAL,and -0.02 for, STRACT). ' Correlation' 

coefficients for PEs (-0.23 for FUNSPE, -0.09 for, FORMAL, -0.03 for 

STRACT) indicate that the main variable STRACT is negatively correlated 

to success scores (~0.30) and that the large portion of the cause lies 

" in functional specialization (FUNSPE: -0.23). These results suggest 

that PEs I success scores are 1 i ke1y to be higher if there is nota 

high degree of specialization in the organization. This finding is 

in line with the result reported in an earlier section ,(Chapter V, 

Section 2.15) that the formation of a ~pecia1ist planning department 

does not seem to enhance success in network analysis applications. 

It is difficult to interpret this finding in more detail, ,in the 
. , . ',' 

context of the entire organization, because of the lack of necessary 

, information about specialized departments in each of the companies 

in the sample. However, the findings point out that future research 

should investigate this area thoroughly. 

3.4. Concentration of authority: 

This variable (CONAUT) describes the levels at ~!hich formal 

", :" 
, '- . 

'.- v , 
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authority, rests; In other words, it ' reflects the locus of decision

I' ,., making across levels in the organization. Typically; an organization 

~ ". 

. .' . 

"scoring high- in CONAUT would have most decisions taken at a level 

of authority within the, organi zadon' sownstructure and not a,ta 

higher level of authority such as a parent organization. 

CONAUT appears in the PE's' regression equationwhenall, tlie 

variables are considered. The equation shows at 2%. significance, 

level that the more autonomous in decision-making the organization is, 

the higher success scores are likely to occur for PEs •. It.is ,believed 

that highly autonomous companies have better chances of determining 

. their own needs and· of giving the ,appropriate decisions. It has been 

shown in an earlier section (Chapter V, Section 2.11). that for 

successful networkanalYSiSapPli~ations, support from'all levels of 

. management is essential. Furthermore, it has also been determined " 

that successful network 'analysis applications follow, an introduction 

as a result of a felt need throughout all levels involved, and not as 

a result of imposition from higher levels of authority (Chapter V , ' 

. Section 2.1). The finding reported in this section seems to be 

consistent with the two results mentioned above, A high concentration 

of authority within an organization seems to be therefore, animpor-

: tant factor whi ch promotes success. The SMs correl ation coeffici ent . 

(+0.23), although not very high, seems to support the above finding . 

. ;.i" 

, ~ .. , 
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The following multiple regression equations show the relationship between 
success scores and Organizational Characteristics at 5% significance level., 
The figures on the left are the regression coefficients. " 

Planning engineers' success scores are likely to be higher when: 
-19.61 WRKINT: the company scores low in "workflow integration", implying 

a technology using a low degree of mechanization. 

Site managers' success scores are likely to be higher when: 
-24.78 WRKINT: the company scores low in, "workflDl1 integration", implying 

a technology using a low degree of mechanization. 

Planning eri¥ineers' correlation coefficients at 10% significance level; 
success 1S ikel to be reater when: 

, EPEND +.4 t e organization scores high in "dependence", which implies 

, . 
a company which is impersonaTly founded, publicly accountable, 
small in size relative to its owning group, and low'in status. 

Site managers' correlation coefficients, at 10% significance level; 
'success is likely to be 'greater when: , 
None. -: 

. 
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4. General Characteristics: 

4.1. Length of time for which'netwo~k analysis has been used: 

.. The data collected indicate that the companies who took part 

'. ·in the final survey, used network analysis for an average of· 
, . . .' . 

' .. 8.6 years. The earliest user. (Company 1'/0.4) had started in 1960, .' ," , ' . 

while the latest user (Company No. 3) hadintroduced network analysis 

in 1969. The fact that .all companies in thesamp1:. used network . 

. '. analysis, is not significant on its own, because, as explained in 

Chapter IV; the sample was deliberately formed of network analysis 

users •. ' 

, SINCEW which indicates the length of time for which network 

analysis has.been used, appears in the regression equation for PEs 
. . 

. '. 
when. all' the' variables" are cons idered. The posi tive .. sign of the 

regression coefficient indicates that PEs' success.scores are likely 

· to be higher in companies who have been using network analysis for 

· a longer time. This is a rather obvious finding which has an obvious 

interpretation. Indeed, those who have used network analysis for a .. 

long time have normally accumulated enough experience to be able to 

understand and appreciate its advantages over conventional techniques, 

and at the same time, to be more. aware of it~ shortcomings and 

· .1imitations. Th'ey become therefore more selective in their choice 

of projects to be planned by network analysis, they become more' 

discriminating as to what sort of procedure to use, and they become 
. . . 

more aware of'the human problems involved. The. result is a combina-

tionof habit and self-confidence which can only be acquired by 

means of experience all through the years they have been using it. 

·This variable (SINCEW) has a.neg1igib1y small correlation coefficient. 

(-0,05) for SMs • 
• 

. " 
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4.2. Multi-project scheduling and various computer facilities: 

Figure 67 indicates that only very few companies carried out· 

multi-project schedul i ng ; that only very few of them had vi sual 

display units su~h as· a cathode ray tubes; and that a comParatively·· 

larger number of companies (about.40%) used the special facility 

offered by most computer programsto print: out a graphi ca 1 output. 
~"", .,' 

The first variable MULPRO (multi-project sche~uling) appears in 
, - '.' . 

the. PEs' regression equation at 10% significance level when General 

Characteristics are considered. It is situated at the bottom of the 

list of importance and indicates that PEs' success scores are likely 

to be higher if multi-project scheduling is not used. 

. , 

14 

1 

1. Multi-project scheduling 
2 •. Visual display units 
3. Graphical outputs 

40 

11 

2 3 

Figure. 67. Multi-project scheduling and various computer facilities 

, 
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Multi-project schedu1ingisa complicated processof combini~g " 

the exi sting prograrrmes for i nd i vi dua 1 projects. The purpose is to 

have a single programme for all or the most important few projects 
" - ,.' ," " . . 

so as to be able tosee more clearly resource and cost imp1 ications. 

Furthermore. multi-project scheduling is basica1iy a tool to help. 
" .' - '. 

,decision-making at senior management level. The reason why mu1ti-

.... projectschedu1 ing was not used extensively has been explained by 
. . . 

a number of PEs. Some indicate<!. that they had enQugh. problems in 

planning single projects; so~e claimed that because of the variety 

. of jobs a multi-project schedule co~ers. the degree of accuracy 
, , '. 

becomes so low at the end.that is. is not worth it; and finally. 

according to ,some PEs, it was not ~Iorth. preparing such a schedule 
. . . 

because senior management did not generally appreciate it. SMs' 

regression equations do not contain MULPRO but the correlation 

coefficient (-0.28) does support the above finding •. 

Visual display units (VISOIS). also called CRT terminalS. 

linked directly to a computer. have been in the process of develop

ment for quite a long time. Some writers such as Barnetson(273) and 

McMu11an (110) have described the advantages of using such devices. 

but their use is generally accepted not, to be beneficial in the cons-
. " -

truction industry. Only a couple of companies in the sample used 

this sort of facility. mainly in a move to explore the possibilities 

'of h~ving a permanent unit. It was made clear in all cases. that 

these units were experimental. However. the PEs' regression equation 

for General Characteristics contains VISOIS at 10% significance' 

level. The negative regression coefficient means that PEs do not 

appreciate CRT displays and that their success scores'are likely to 

be higher if they are not used at all. the main argument behind it . 
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'being possibly that they are not suited to construction jobs. The' 
, ' , 

SMs' correlation coefficient (+0;07) i~ small to deserve interpretation. 

Graphical outputs (GRAPH)were used by less than ha1fofthe 

companies in the sample. Although basically similar, graphical rep-' 

"resentations produced in each, company; differed ,in detail. In'one of 

the companies it was called, "Cascade Charts", because it was a sort of 

logic-linked bar-chart which showed,theear1ier, ac~i~ities on the top 
, " 

left hand side of the diagram, and the later activities on the bottom 

right hand side, so as to give a "cascade" impression (*)., In some 

companies, the graphical output was a simple bar-chart; in some, it 

was a logic-linked bar-chart; and in some, a time-scaled network 

rather similar, to the one described by Feneck & Croi5sant (272). 

GRAPH does not appear in any regression equation, and correlation 

coefficients (-0.06 for PEs, and -0.09 for SMs) are not high enough 
, 

for interpretation. 
, , 

4.3. Characteristics of projects planned by network analysis: 

Respondents were asked to rate thei r pr:'ojects p1 anned by net~lork 

analysis in regards to seven characteristics, by comparing them with 

their projects planned by conventional techniques. These characteris

tics were complexity (COMPLX), extent of repetition (REPEl), 

,flexibility (FLEXI), uncertainty (UNCERT), time limitations (TIMLIM), 

resource 1 imi tations (RESLIM), and cost 1 imitati ons (FINLIM).' The 

results are seen in Figure 68. Each variable will be examined 

separately inthe following paragraphs.' 

(*) 

One of the main advantages of network analysis over conventional 

,The pri nci p1 es of "Cascade,' Charts" are gi ven in a paper by Mi 11 er 
& Cordiner (138), and the experience'of a company is described 
in a paper by Rist (100). 
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54:::::: 
· .... . 

39 · ..... . · .... . · .... . · .... . ::::::31 ....... · .... . · .... . :::::: 15 :::::: . .... ". · ... .... . ... .. " ..... . 
Complexity . Flexibility Time limit Cost limit 

Repetitivity Uncertainty Resource limit 

.~ . Low· 

,. . Average.: 
. .. Hi gh . 

Figure 68. Characteristics of projects planned by network analysis 

planning techniques is claimed by experts to be its ability to cope' 

with extremely complex situations. 'The historical development of . 

network analysis points out (Polaris, Apollo, etc.) that there is an 

element of truth in this claim •. That is probably why no PE in this 

sample of companies attempted to plan a simple project by network 

analysis. 

A complex project implies a large number of activities inter-

. related to each other in a complex way. The advantage of using a 

network in such. a case is fairly obvious since no bar-chart can show 

so many inter-relationships which sometimes can be crucial in decision

making. PEs' and SHs' correlation coefficients for COMPLX (-0.22 for 

PEs, and-0.41 for SMs) indicate that network analysis: is thought to 

I 

I 
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. . " . 

be more successful wheneve~ the job is not highly complex. " Respon-

,.dents in the feedback survey explained the reasons for this finding 

1na number of ways: Firstly, it was reported that it was extremely 

difficult for a PE to construct a highly complex network. Indeed, 
" .... " ,'" .. '. ,,:.... ,.', '., 

, the chances of ~aking logical mistakes, in th'is' sort of situation are 

extremely high, arid furthermore, the chances of identifying this sort 

of mistakeatpianning stage are extremely low. S~condly, a number 

of SMs reported that it was extremelydiffcult for them to understand 

what a highly complex neblOrk is trying to show. Finally, as 

mentioned inan earliersection (Chapter V, Section 2.l4)SMsbecame' 

disillusioned as this sort of complexneblOrk tended to ,be updated 

fairly frequently. 
" .. 

The extent of repetition in a job (REPEl) is a subject that has 

not been thoroughly investigated by writings on network analysis • 

. However, the general belief is that highly repetitive jobs are not 

very well suited to be planned by network analysis (See Chapter Ill, 

Section 6). Line of balance seems to be preferred by many authors 

in this sort of situation.' The results in Figure 68 indicate that 

the large majority of projects planned by,network analysis (77% of 

them), were rated as non-repetitive' jobs while the rest were 

labelled "average". No PE in this sample had ever tried using, 

network analysis in a highly repetitive, say social housing project. 

Correlation coefficients (-0.26 for PEs,and-0.18 for SMs) indicate 

that success is likely to be greater in low repetitive situations. 

FLEX I (for flexibility) and UNCERT (for uncertainty) show up 

in a number of regression equations. FLEXI is present in the PEs' 

regression equation containing only General Characteristics, 

variables. It also appears in the Sf1s' regression equation when 
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all .variablesare considered •. Regression coefficients in .. both cases 

" are positive and indic:ate thatsuccess scor~sare likely to be 

higher when network analysis is applied to highly flexible projects. 

·UNCERT appears .in both the PEs' and the SMs' regression equations 

when General Characteristics are considered •. Positive signs in both 
. . . I. 

cases indicate that higher success with network analysis is obtained. 

in. jobs which are charaterizedby high uncertainty, . ~ ." ", ' , ....... . . "' . 
. According to. the large majority of PEs and SMs, the construction 

. process is 'very indeterminate, i.e.,' relationships among activities . 

are variable, sequences in w~ich the activities are carried out are 

often a matter of choice, and. there are a number of uncontrollable 

factors which~ add a great deal of uncertainty to the durations. PEs 

believed that network analysis was of much more assistance when 

drawing the logical sequence of activities of highly flexible projects. 

Being an analytical technique, network analysis was helpful in. 

determining various alternative'ways of carrying out thejob"and in. 

selecting. the best solution among ,them •. The same.argument was put 

forward by a number of PEs, when uncertainty was discussed .. It was 

possible to. make allowances on certain activities which presented 

special problems of uncertainty, and moreover, it was always possible 

to see their consequences on the rest of the activities .. This ease 

for better prediction was also the reasoning put forward by some SMs. 

Finally, quick and precise updating possibilities (especially in 

computerized .applications) was accepted to be a useful advantage when 

dea 1 i ng with unforeseen events •. 

The remaining three variables deal with the limitations of· 

projects. 'Data shown in Figure 68 indicate that over half of the 

11\- . 
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projects planned by network analysis were tightly time limited and 

hat the remaining were categorized as ';average"; . The percentage of 

projects that were highly resource limited was lower (31%), but 

again all projects planned by network analysis had either "tightN 

'. , ' .- " ' ",' -- . 

-' 

or ;;average"resource < 1 imitations. The samedatafor cost 1 imitations 

indicate thatmost p~ojects planned by network analysis were in the 

"average" category •. " ,':',,' 

. TIMLIM (for time 1 imitations) appears in the PEs' regress ion· . 

equation when all the variables are considered. It is the third· 

. most important variable in the equation •. This is an expected result, 

. consistent with the views expressed by most authors (See Chapter Ill, 

Section 6) thaOt network analysis is. most useful when there are tight 

·time limitations, because it pinpoints the critical activities which 

are most likely to cause delays.· 

RESLIM (for resource limitations) appears in the PEs' regression 

equation when General Characteristics are considered •. The positive 

regression coefficioent indicates that'PEs' success score are likely 

to be higher .if network analysis·is used in tightly resource limited 

projects. As mentioned in an earlier section (Chapter V, Section 

·1.3.8), .time analysis without a resource analysis was accepted by 

most PEs to be incomplete. Indeed, all PEs interviewed in the main 

survey indicated that they expected network analysiS to give them 

a better chance of us i ng resources effi ci ently. The .fi ndi ng that 

greater success can be achieved in tightly resource limited projects, 

is believed to be the expression of PEs' hopes for a fuller 

exploitment of the entire technique. 

FINLIM (for cost limitations) does not appear in any regression 

.. equation but correlation coefficients (-0.16 for PEs, and -:0.34 for 
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SMs) tend ·to indicate that success in network ana1ysi s is more' li ke1y 

'. to be achieved when cost limitations are not tight. This is not a 

surprising result because cost analysis is very seldom carried out' 

in conjunction with netw~rks, and itis g~n~rallY believed that· 

tight cost limitations cannot be controll~d by ~etwork analysis in 

'the formit is pr~sent1ypractised ... ' ...... . 

4.4. Extent of network analysis use: 

. Of the. 21 ~ompanies who, w~re contacted for the. inain su~vey, only 
: . . 

'. five had. never used network analysis. Later on, it was agreed with . . . 

these.fi ve compani es that th~y should be exc1 uded from .the samp1 e, as 

the information they were going to provide, would have been of1 itt1e 

use to this study. After a sixth company's decision to drop out, the 

sal1lP1e was reduced to 15. The data therefore show that all the 15 

. companies who took part in the main survey used network analysis to. 

a greater or'l esser degree. Fi gure 59 shows to what extent these.·. 

companies used network ana 1ysi s, expressed as a percentage of the 

total cost of the projects they were undertaking .. To form a better 
. . 

picture of the situation network analysis has been divided into three 

main groupings; namely time analysis' (TIMANA), time and resource. 

analyses (TIMRES), and finally. time, resource and cost analyses by 

networks (TIRECO). 
. . 

Figure'59 indicates that there has been an increase in all three 

of the groups in the last five years. Furthermore, PEs indicated 

that they expected this increasing trend to continue. 

Asecond point which is worth mentioning is thaton1y an 

average of 50% of all .the projects (money \~i se) undertaken by these 

compani es ~Iere, in fact, bei ng planned by network ana 1ys is. The 

. initial impression that one gets (all 15 companies use network 

.'.' 
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Figure 69. Extent to which network analysis is used, 
expressed asa percentage of project cost 

analysis)' that network analysis is an extremely popular planning 

technique is therefore slightly misleading; 

TIMANA, the variable that measures the extent to which time 

analysis is used, is not present in any regression equation. 

Correlation coefficients (+0.32 for PEs, and +0.15 for SMs) tend to 

indicate however that success scores are likely to be higher if the 

percentage of projects that are time analysed is as large as possible • 
.. 

It seems therefore that SMs, and especially PEs, are in favour of 

time-analysis as a standard planning technique, to be used in as many 

projects as possible. 

TIMRES, the variable for time and resource analyses, appears in 

SMs'two regression equations for General Characteristics and for all 

" 

. 

" ~~ 
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the variables. ',In both equations, it occupies an important place 

, (2nd' and 3rdrespectively). The negative regression coefficients 

indicate that SMs'successscoresare likely to be higher if resource 

analysis, is,.'}2! carried out in ,conjunction with time analysis. The 

correlation coefficient (-0: 13) isweak but supports the above, 

, finding~ , -" . " 

Incases whe,re resource analysis is carried out in conjunction 

", ' . with networks, rather. than on bar-chart presentations , a computer' 

program has to, be used. 'Furthermore~ in such cases, it is customary 

to analyse the entire project rather than parts of it at a time. 
, "" " " 

The finding stated in the above paragraph ,is therefore consistent 

with those in Sect10ns 1.2 and ;;3'.8 of this Chapter, where the 

extensive use of'computers and reso~rce analysis'of the entire 

'project are shown to be likely to cause harm to SMs' success scores. 

According to the SMs interviewed in the feedvack survey, resource 

analysis is necessary but unrealistic if carried too far.,' This, 

variable (TIMRES) is very weakly correlated to PEs' success scores, 

(-0.07). 
, I 

Finally, cost analysis in conjunction with time and resource 

analysis'does not appear to be very widely used., The very few com-

'. ,panies who used cost analysis by networks and/or who envisaged using 

it in the future" have all, indicated that this was (or would be) 

strictly experimental. However, the PEs' regression equation for 

General Characteristics shov/s at 10% significance level that PEs' 

success scores are likely to be enhanced if cost analysis is not 

carried out by networks. PEs in one company (No. 8) who did use 

this technique~ indicated, for example, that senior management did 

not seem to be aware of the importance of the information supplied 

, :. 
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to them; Theyconsequently th~U9ht that cost' control by networks was 

not yet appreciated by those who should make full use of it. Further

more,the existing form of the Billsof>Qunatities does not seem to 

suit the requirements of costcontrol,bynetworks. Operational 

Bills of Quantities' have been developed, but are not in common, use. 

It is also bel ieved that systems like PERT/COST are most effective in 

, jobs where desi gn has beencarri ed 'out by, the contr:actor.' SMs' 

" success scores are very weakly, correlated (+0.03) ,tothis variable. 

PEs interviewed in 'the feedback survey agreed with the finding. . ','" 

They stated that cost control by networks was toocomplicated and 

, that it would involve a merger with the costing departmeritwhich 

would be frustrating for both departments. 

4.5. Kind of diagram used: ' 

Figure 70 shows that the majority of the companies in the' 

sample, used arrow diagrams rather than precedence diagrams. ' It 

can also be observed that there has been a shift towards using more' 

precedence diagrams in the last five years. 'PEs believed that this 

, trend would continue. 

The SMs' regression equation for General Characteristics contains 

this variable (ARROW) at 10% significance level. The positive reg

, ression coefficient supported bya positive correlation (+0.25)" 

indicates that SMs,' success scores are 1 i ke ly to be higher if arrow 

diagrams, ,rather than, precedence diagrams ,are used. 

PEs' success scores are however negatively' correlated (-0.12) 

to ARROW. Although this is not a strong correlatio'n, ,it suggests 

that PEs favour the shift to precedence diagrams. 

A literature survey of the advatages and disadvantage of 

precedence diagrams is given in Appendix B. PEs in companies using 

I 
, 

';-,; 

.1 
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Figure 70; Kind of diagrams used 

T': 

precedence diagrams indicated ,that they were doing so because of a 

combination of the items enumerated in the list of advantages (See 
, , 

Appendix B, Part 1 ). An advantage no PE, forgot to mention was that 

it is easier to represent overlapping activities on precedence 

, diagrams~ 

Two of the SMs with whom this subject was discussed in the feed-, 

back survey were not clear as to what their objections to precedence 

diagrams were. The other two believed that it was a question of 

training and of habit. 

A few years ago, precedence diagramming was not the popular way 

of drawi ng a network ,ma i nly because there were very fe~1 computer 

programs to process it. The large majority of organizatio'ns who use 
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precedence diagrams today, have, in fact, started with arrow di agrams. ,.' 

," "Itis thought th~t itis the shift from arrow diagrams to precedence 

diagrams that causes resistance onth~part of the SM, A SM who was 

faced with a newtechnique a few years ago is naturally not in 

favour of changing the procedure today after he just became used. to . 

. ar~ow diagrams. 

4;6. Extent of computerized applications: 

. COMPUT the variable which measures the extent of computerized 

applications, has been grouped with General Characteristics. But, 

. for reasons of convenience, the results and .their 'interpretations 

are presented in Section 1.2. of this Chapter, where other data 
,.. . 

related to computerized applications are also investigated. 

·4.7 •. Kind ot time estimate used: 

It is gen~ra lly observed that introductory 1 iterature to network 

analysis tends to give a considerable amount of information about 

probabilistic networks •. All textbooks on the subject contain at 

least one chapter explaining the three time estimates (pessimistic, 

most likely, and optimistic), the ~ distribution, and the calculation 

of the probability of completing a project on time by means of a 

normal distribution. It was thought at the start of this study that 

this sort of difference in procedure would be relevant to success, 

and that it should be included in the questionnaire; Figure 71 shows 

however, that' none of the companies in the sample used three time 

estimates. Only one of them experimented with it a few years ago, 

and is willing to try it again in the near future. 

It is believed, quite apart from.the results shown in Figure 71, 

that. there are very 'fe\~ companies in the entire construction industry 

who use probabil istic networks. As a matter of fact, according to 
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Figure 71. Kind of time estimates used 

. the majority of PEs. three time estimates are'useful only in research 

,and development projects which are characterized by a very high 

degree of uncertainty that is never reached in construction jobs • 
. . . 

4.8. Kind of resOurce analysis used: 

The majority of. the companies who resource analysed their· 

projects planned by neblOrk analysis. are shown in Figure 72, to use 

resource levelling rather than aggregation .. It is common practice 

to aggregate resources ~Ihen there are no practical resource 1 imita

tions. The purpose is to plan ahead so that each item is acquired 

at the right time. The contracting industry works however under 

. great time and resource limitations. Labour is scarce and machinery 

are expensive. The optimum use of resources.is essential to achieve 
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Fi gure 72. . Ki nd, of resource. ana lys is used 

"" . 

reasonable profit margins •. This is possibly why network analysis 

users opt generally for resource levelling 'rather than aggregation. 

RESAGG which indicates what sort of resource analysis is used, 

has very small correlation coefficients (+0.06'for b~th PEs and SMs), 

and therefore , has 1 ittl e effect on the PEs'. and the SMs' success 

scores. 

4.9. Size of organization: 

Three criteria have been used to determine the size of the' 

organizations who took part in the main survey. These are, the 

annual turnover of the company (TURNOV), the annual profit before 

,taxation (PROFIT), and the total number of ' employe ss (NOEMPL). 

It ~/as observed that a number of PEs contacted, did not provide 

information related to one or more of these variables. Some believed 

- __ ~"""""._~,_"."","""_ •• ,..._,, •• _ ., ' .. __ ''",'_. -. __ ._. e __ ••• 
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that theycould not divulge strictly confidential company secrets~ 

but some seemed to have no idea of the answers. For example,two 

, PEs did not answer how large 'their company was, in terms of annual 

turnover. The reason why these fi gures were not obtai ned from 

published statistics is explained in Cliaptel'IV. 

An three of these variables are negatively correlated to PEs' 
.' '. '. - . . 

andSMs' success scores (TURNOV:-0.27 for PES,and-0.46 for SMs;, ' 

, PROFIT: -0.32forPEs, and-0.23 forSMs;NOEMPL: ~0.62for PEs, and, " 

;'0.69 for SMs). It is interesting to note that all coefficients are 

negative, implying that succesS s~ores are likely to be higher if the 

si,ze of the company as described by any of the above mentioned 

variables, is smaller. 

NOEMPL seems to be the governing variable among the three, 

because it 'appears in th~ee different regression equations, and 

occupi es quite important positi onsi n each' of them. It is the. second 

important variable in the regression equation for PEs when' General 

Characteristics are considered. It also appears in first place in 

the SMs' regression equation when General Characteristics are taken 

into consideration, Finally: it can be see~ in the sr~s' ,regression 

equation when all the variables, are considered. In this case, it 

occupies again the most important place inthe equation. A common 

feature'in all these three cases is that regression coefficients are 

always negative, implying that the interpretation given in the 

preceding paragraph is supported and strengthened . 

. Contrary to this finding, in a survey of network,analysis use 

in the United States, Davis (29) found that a group of large companies 

contained a larger proportion of "successful"Cin net~lork analysis) 

companies than did a group of small companies. He attributes this to 
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the "1 arger fi rm' s gene~a 11ygreaterexpe~ience with.' use of CPM" •.•.. 

. ' ...• ". Thi~ point was discussed in the' feedback survey • Except f~rorie 
'si temanager (who incidentally, did not give any~~ason for his . '. '. . . 

answer) allPEs and SMs agreed that sniallercompanies had a better 

chance of succeeding innetwork analysis applications. Two main 

•. reasons were given' to support this argument: . Firstly, in. small. 

"companies everybody would 'be invo1 ve!!in anoveltYJ ike network 

'. ana1y~is, whereas in 1argercompimiesdifferencesof opinionwou1d 

cause the fromation of opposing and supporting. groups. Secondly, . ' - . 

'in smaller companies senior management wou1d'be much closer to the 

people who actually use netwo~k analysis, and their support would· '. . . 'i 

more easily be appreciated. 

4; 10 •. Number of projects currently undertaken: 

The number of. projects undertaken by each company at the time 

when the. main survey ~as carried out (NOPROJ) ranged from only 2 

projects to about 200 with an average of approximately. 84 projects •. 

This variable (NOPROJ) follows the three size criteria described in 
. " -

. the preceding section (4.9) because it can also be accepted as an 

indicator of size. 

The SMs' regression equation for General Characteristics shows 

at 10% significance level that NOPROJ is' present with a negative 
. ' . . 

regression coefficient which indicates that SMs' success scores are 

·like1y to be higher if a small number of projects is undertaken at . 

any time. The SMs'corre1ation coefficient (-0.4l),.and although 

quite lo~l, the PEs' correlation coefficient (-.0.10) support this 

finding which is consistent with the findings related to the previous 

'three size criteria. 

,.\ " 
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. 4~1l; . Kiridofjob undertaken: 
. '."'. '- ~" . 

Ten out of the H~ companies who tookpartinthe survey were 
. - - - . . 

Building and Civil Engineering contractors, and the rest were either· 

BUilging (3 of then;) or Civil Engineering (2 of them) contractors . 

.... KINDJO which indicates the. kind of Job the company specializes 

in,appears inthe SMs' r~g~ession equationwhenall the variables 

are consi dered. The pos iti ve si gnof the regress i 9n coeffi ci ent 

··indicates·that S~ls' success scores are likely to be higher if they 

are working on a civil engineering job rather than abuilding job. 

The PEs' correlation coefficient' (-0.12) does· not support this· 

finding but is relatively small. 

This finding \~asdiscussed with SMs in the feedback survey. 

AllSMs accepted the finding as being very realistic. They explained 

it by stating that civil engineering jobs ~Iere less complex than 
• 

building jobs, and that civil engineering programmes contained a 

smaller number of activities \~hich in turn were more. compact and 

better defined. 

4.12. Kind of contractual arrangement: 

. Figure 73 shows that all the companies who took part in the 

main s~rvey competed for open tenders (OPENT);. they a 1 s'o undertook 

other sorts of contractua 1 arrangement~. About 64% of them· 

negotiated contracts with their clients (NEGOT), while a smaller 

number of companies (36%) operated in the speculative building' 

construction market (SPECUL). 

OPENT (open tenders) appears to have no effect at all since all 

companies in the sample competed for open tenders. But SPECUL 

(speculative building) does have an effect on PEs' success scores, 

as it appears in the latter's regression equation when General 
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Figure 73. Kind of contractual arrangement 

.,",'.,,:'.','0 

Characteristics are considered. The negative regression coefficient 

indicates that PEs' success scores are 1 ikely to b,e higher if , 

'speculative building construction is not undertaken by their company. 

This finding is consistent with earlier findings that less repetitive 

jobs (Chapter V, Section 4.3) of civil engineering nature (Chapter 

V, Section 4.11) are better suited to network analysis. The 

correlation coefficient is negative (-0.05), but it is too small to 

support this finding. 

NEGOT (negotiated, contracts) does not appear in any regression 

equation but is positively correlated to both PEs' and SMs' success 

scores (+0.25 and + 0.37 respectively). 
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4:13 •. Geographical location of jobs: 

As seen in Figure 74; all the companies carried out jobs at· 

local and national levels but only a few (20% of them) carried out 

jobs abroad~· 

. JOBLOC whiCh shows the radius of operation for each company, . 

app~ars i~ ihe SMs' regression equation when General Characteristics 

are co~sidered.Theregression coefficient ispositive, which implies 
. . . 

that SMs' success scores are likely to be higher if the company's 

radius of ope~ation is~s' large as possible. The PEs' correlation .• 

coefficient with JOBLOC .i$ positive but very low (+0.05). 

" 
100 100 

20 

, 

1 2 3 

l. Local 

2. National 

3. International 

. . 

Figure 74. Geographical 'lo~ation of jobs 
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This finding appearsnot~o b~ consistent with~arlierfindingS .... . . . . 

that.success scores are enha~ced in smaller organizations (Chapter. 

· V,Section 4.9) •. Aninte~pretationwhichwa~reported by S!-lsin the 

feedback survey was that material d~livery schedules and resource 

programmes wereextrellielyimportantinoverseas jobs, because inost . 

'. of these were imported • 

4.14 •. Expansion policy: 

) .. '. . ,,-:, 
. '- ... ' 

.. .- ... ." '," 

'Except for one company (No. 6) who'considered this information 

to be strictly confidential; all companies in the sample answered 

· this question. Figure 75 shows that the majority of the companies' 

' .. intended to expand in the line of jobs they were undertaking at the 

time of the main survey. Some of these were also eager to expand 

· into new fields. 

"". " 

. 93 

64 

0 

1 2 3 

L Present field 
2 • New field 

. 3. No expansion 

Figure 75. Expansion policy 
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Before reporting the results of the statistica1'ana1yses. it 

wou1dbeu~eful to emphasize the factthat the~~ta collected for 

thi s vari ab 1 e are not related to the.'actua 1 expansi on of the' com~. 
. . . 

panies during the last few years. They are rather related to 

general company policy for the nearfuture. 

EXPANP'which quantifies expansion policy, appears in the PEs' 
. . 

regression equation when General Characteristics'a~e considered. 

· It is the third importa.ntvariab1e in the equation and has aposi- . 

. '. tive. regression coefficient, which indicates that an ambitious 

expansion poliCy is likely to increase PEs' success scores. The . 

. ' SMs'. correlation coefficient is too low (+0.03) to support this 

finding. However, this result can be tied in with the findings 

· described in Section 2.1 of this Chapter, that for a change to occur, 

there must first be a si.tuation of need for it; The results for 

. that particular section (2.1) indicated that success scores are 

likely to be higher if· the planning staff and site management have 

developed enough need for a more advanced technique than the one.they 

are using. It is believed that an ambitious expansion policy helps 

a great deal in the creation of this need. Three of the four. 

planning engineers interviewed in the feedback survey agreed.with 

this explanation .and indicated that an ,ambitious expansionpol icy 
..' . 

· is a prerequisite for the successful use of any advanced management 

technique., The fourth planning engineer could not see such a causal . . 

relationship and claimed that the relationship worked both ways; 

4.15. Low bids: 

, Whether companies accept low bids for prestige reasons (LOWBID) 

was observed to be of some importance in a few network analysis 

applications in the pre1i!l1inary survey. For example a major highway 

. '. 
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,'_ ' •. ,v contractor had at thattiine~on atender by biddi~g considerably .. 

., .. , .lower than the normal limit, in order to preserve his reputation of 
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"maJcirhighway contractor 11 and tous~hi~machines and equipment 

which wou1d.otherwise have remained idle • 

. .. , Underpriced jobs. are generally failures, because they often end' 

upwith considerable loss if the advantage of ~~ing idle st~ffand 
machi n~ryare not takeni llto account. . It was bel i eved that network 

analysis would be the perfect planning tool under. s~ch circumstances, 

i norder to mi nimi ze' the already hi gh probabi 1 ity of de lay and 
. . 

financial loss. LOWBID however is weakly but negatively correlated 

. to PEs' success scores (-0.29). and it is not correlated, at all to 

SMs' success.scores (+0.03). It seems that PEs do not 1ikelo be . 

. pressurized in this manner. The finding is consistent with an 

earlier finding (Chapter. V, Section 4.3) that PEs' success scores 

are likely to be lower if they are networking jobs which have tight 

cost limitations. PEs who cOlll11ented on this aspect, indicated that 

it was extremely difficult to plan a job which everybody knew would 

be a failure. 

The data collected indicate that only 20% of the companies in 

the sample practised this sort of prestige bidding. 

4.16. Foundation year of the company; 

The youngest company. in the sample was founded in 1968 while 

the ~ldest company had been in servicefor 150 years. 
. . 

FOUND whichindicateis the. age of the company, is negatively 

correlated to both PEs' and SMs' success scores (-0.25. and -0.24 

respectively), which implies that higher success rates are obtained 

in younger companies. It is difficult to interpret this finding 

'becauseof the multitude of possible intervening factors. However, 

., •... 
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a likely explanation is that old estab;ished organizations tend to be 

rather more conservative than younger or~aniz~tions who generally . . , . " .' . " 

absorb changes more~eadily. 
. .. 

. . . 
4. H. Range of contract va 1 ues: 

Figur~ 76 shows that the smallest job undertaken by the majority 

. of the companies {7l% of them) at the time of the main survey, was· ... 

below £10,060 .. The same figure also sh6wsth~t the largest Job 
. . . . . 

. undertaken by the majority, was over £1 million. Examination of. the 

datai~dicates that most of the companies undertook jobs covering a 

wide range of contract values~, 

" 
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29 

B 

Smallest jobs· 

A. <£10,000 
B.:£lO,OOO-lOO;OOO 
c. £100,000-1 million 
D. >£1 million. 

86 

14 

c o 
Largest jobs 

Figure 76. Smallest and largest jobs undertaken at the time of the 
survey 
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showsther~nge.of 

c~~tract vaiue~; are q~ite high(-O.60f~rPEs. significant at 2%; .. 

and -O.32fo~ SMs) .and their-sign indicat'~s thatsu~d~sSiS likely 

to be higher. i fthe company undertakes jobs that donot ~ar~ a great 

deal in value. It is possible toseein>tl1iSfi~~inga tendency on 

_ ...• the part of contractors .. tobe~~me· more 'special i ied 'by undertaking···· 

jobs oflimitedvallie and possibly of the same natljre. Network .. 

analysis is accepted to be the planning technique for complicated; . 

one-off jobs which bear' n~ resemblencet~ anY other job; however,> . 

there is no doubt that netwo;k analysis is ~ucti more easily applied 

. possibly in a nioresuccessful way, in simpler jobs where the staff 

'···is already familiar with the job. 

. '.',. 
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The following multiple regression equations show 'the relationshiP between 
, " success s'cores and General Characteri sti cs at 10% significance 1 evel. The" 
<"figure on the left is the regression coefficient; the figure in parantheses" 

following the variable name, is a measure of importance. (Regression coefficient 
',multiplied by the standard deviation), It'denotes the change undergone by the, 

dependent variable, for a standard change in that particular independent 

'. 

,variable. The, variables are given below in order of importance: ' 

'Plannin en ineers' success scores are likely to be hi her when:, 
IREC • 9 : resource an cost ana yses are not carried 'out in 

- 0.02 NOEMPL 
<+102.61 EXPANP 

+ 30.43,UNCERT 

(36.02): 
(30.22): 
(19.44): 

conjunction with, networks (*); 
the number of employees is relatively small (*); 
the company has anambitious'expansion policy; 
the jobs planned by network analysis are characterized 
by high uncertainty; , , '., ' 

- 25.56 SPECUL(12.25): the company does not operate in the speculative 
building construction market; , ".' , 

,- 34.80 VISDIS ( 9.71): cathode ray tube devices are not used; " 
'+ 20.88 RESLIM ( 9.43): the jobs planned by network analysis are characterized 

+ 6.33 FLEXI 

- 10.32 MULPRO 

( 4.40): 

( 2.66): 

by tight resource limitations; , " " 
the jobs planned by network analysis are characterized 
by high flexibility; , 
multi-project scheduling is not carried out. 

success scores are likel to be hi her when: 
3 . t e num er 0 emp oyees 1S re a 1vely small (*); 

(24.44): resource analysis is not carried out in conjunction 
with networks (*); 

0,36 NOPROJ (19.58): the number of projects undertaken by the company 
is relatively small (*); 

+ 26.32, JOBLOC (11.21): the company operates at national level, and possibly 
undertakes overseas jobs as well (*); 

+ 0.18 ARROW (8.78): arrow diagrams rather than precedence diagrams are 
,,:' '... '. us ed ; ,. , 

+ 9:30 UNCERT ( 6.15): the jobs planned by network analysis are characterized 
by high uncertainty (*). 

, 
:' ", Pl anni n9 engi neers' correlation coefficients at 1 0% significance level; 

',success is like1 to be reater when: 
OPERAN -0.60: t e company un erta es jobs which do not vary a great deal' 

, in contract values (*). 

'. ':,.; Site managers' correlation coefficients at 10% significance level; 
, . success is like1 to be reater when: 

• URNO -0. 6 : t e annua turnover of the company is re 1 a ti ve ly 5ma 11 . 

". (*) Significant at 5% • 

, ' 

. '--~~- ._.- ----------------------
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_The following multipl~ regression equations show the relat'ionship between 

success scores and all the variables considered together~ at 2% significance 
level., The figure on the left is the regression coefficient; the figure in 
parantheses, following the variable name, is'a measure of importance. (Regres~ 
sion coefficient multiplied by the standard deviation). It denotes the change, 
undergone by the dependent variable, for a standard change in that particular 

,independent variable. The variables are given below in order of importance: 

Planning engineers' success 'scores are likely to be higher when: 
-47.18 SRMTDI (40.05): there is contlnuous and increasingsenior management 

support for network analysis; 
-46.90 NOACT (24.22): the number of variables is not the criterion'used in 

, deciding whether or not'to use computers; " 
+42.18 TIMLIM (21.09): time analysis only is carried out by networks; 

'+ 3.25 CONAUT (13.13): most decisions are given at a level of authority within 
the organization; 

-26.99 PDFORl (11.07): the planning department is not established as a direct 
result of introducing network analysis; , 

+ 8.78 SSFAMI ( 3.60): site staff familiarity with computer outputs is 
considered before using computer programs; , 

,+ 1.08 SINCEW ( 2.74): the company has been using network analysis for a 
, long time; 

" 

Site managers' success 
• 3 L . : t e num er 0 emp oyees 1 s 

-56.42 LOCATN (24.11): the job is, not broken down physical 
~- , location of activities; 

- 0.74,TIMRES (22.32):' resource analysiS is-not carried out in conjunction 
': ' with networks; 

-29.20 HIERAR (14.24): hierarchical reporting is not carried out; 
+13.98 KINDJO ( 8.61): jobs of civil engineering nature are undertaken; 

, + 7.60 FLEXI (5.48): the jobs planned by' network analysis are characterized 
by high flexibility. 
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· CHAPTER VI . ,' . .'.' "., ' 

, . 
· CONCLUSIONS 

Five multiple. regression equations were calculated for PEs, 

.' one for each of the four groupsofvariabl~~ (Methods of Application, 

· Methods of" Introduction," ~rgaflizational Characteristics, and 

· General Characteristics), 'and (me containing: all the variables put 
" . ,. . . . . 

together .. Similarly. five equations were calculated for SMs: The 

findings based on these 'ten regression equations, and alsoincludiilg 

statistically significant correlations at 10%; are given below: 

PEs' success scores have beenfoimd, at 10% significaricelevel. 

to be likely to be enhanced if: 

· Methods of Application 

1.. The cost using network analysis is kept to aminimum; 
. . ' 

2. Sufficient information is available at the start of a project 

to construct a reliable network; 

. 3. The company's own computer (and: not a computer bureau) is 

. used -if computers are employed; 

4. Computer programs developed for the particular requirements of 

the company (and not standard packages) are used -if computers, . . 
are employed; . 

. ' 5. Site staff famil iarity with computer printouts (and not 

,contractua 1 ob 1 i gations, and/or, the number of activities in 

the network) is taken into consideration before deciding 

. whether or not to use a computer program; 

6. Both durations and the logical sequence of activities are 

reviewed at each update; 

.·h '.' 

. " . 

. , 



- . 

7 .. Float is distributed evenly among activities (and no~ 

. alloca~edto activiti esexpected ·tobe late); 

, . 8. - Clients' requirements are not the only way by which .the degree 

of detail is determined; 

9. Sub-networks are used as much'as possible; 

Methods of Introduction 

" ',-

10. Network analysis is not introduced as a direct response to .. ~, . 

. ·contractua 1 ob li gati ons; . ' .. 

'11. The very· first network analysis is carried out manually and ' . 

. not by. a computer program; . 

. 12. A planning department is.not established as a direct result of 

introducing network analysis; 

13. The status of the planning department is enhanced by'the use· 

of network analysis; 

14 •. Site. managers are not sent to courses' to initiate them to 

network analysis; 

15. Senior management is progressive enough to support changes in 

general; 

16. PEs, SMs, and senior management all support netl~ork analysis; 

17. PEs' and senior management's support is continuing and 

increasing since .the days-of introduction;' 

18.' SMs have considerable site experience and are not disillusioned 

by frequent updatings; 

Organizational Characteristics 

19. The technology used by the organization is characterized by a 

low degree of mechanization; 

20. The organization is relatively small and dependent on the parent 

organization, but sufficiently autonomous to give most internal 

decisions; 
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General Characteristics. 

21. The organization has used network analysis for a long time; 
. , ' 

22., The organization is relatively sman~unclertakes jobs vhose· 

contract values do not vary much, and has. an ambitious 

expansion policy; 

'23., . Multi-project schedul ingand visual display units such as 

cathode ray tubes are not used; 
. , 

24. The jobs planned by network analysis have high flexibility, 

and high uncertainty characteristics and are time and 

resource limited;' 

25 •. Cost control is not carried out in conjunction with network; 

26. The jobs undertaken are not in,the speculative housing 

category. 

SMs' success scores have been found, at 10% significance level, 

to be 1 i ke ly to be enhanced if: 

Methods of Application 

1. Onlydurations are reviewed at each update and the logical 

sequence of acti viti es is preserved; 

.2. Contractual obligations are not the main criterion in deciding 

whether to use a computer program; , 

3. The number of activities in computerized applications is kept. 

as small as possible; 

4. Float" is allocated evenly among activities and/or as dictated 

by the resource analysis; ., 

5. Projects are not broken down into activities on the basis of 

the physical location of each activity; 

" 
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6. ", The complexity of ihe job, clients' requirements, and the 

ability of site ma~agersto cope with complicated networks' 

,(and not the PEs' ability'to construct complicated networks) 

are considered when determining the degree of detail; 

7. Resource analysis is carried out for parts of projects at a 

, ;" time', and not for the entirejob at the beginning; 

'Methods of Intr~ciuction 

" ,8. Networkanalysis is introduced because the existing planning .' 
,,- . . , 

,techniques are considered to be inadequate; 

" 9.' The very fi rs t network ana lys is is carri ed out manua lly and 

". not by a computer; 

10. PEs concentrate more on human relations with SMs, rather than' 

emphasizing the technical aspects; , 

11. SMs always support the use of network analysis (Le., when it 

is in used and when it was introduced); 

12. Senior management supports the use of network analysis when it 

is intr:oduced; 

13. ' Internal courses are not run, and SMs are not sent to courses 

(internal or external) to initiate them in the technique; 

14. Network analysis does not increase the already considerable 

workload on'SMs; 

,IS. The planning department becomes more involved in the day to 

day running. of projects; 

Organizational Characteristics 

16. , The technology used by the organization is characterized by a 

low degree of mechanization; 

General Characteristics 

17. The jobs planned by network analysis have high flexibility and 

.. 
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. ',' 

,-high uncertainty characteristics; . 

18. Arrow diagrams rather. than precedence diagrams are used; 
" . ." 

19.- Resource analysis is riot carried out in conjunction with 

nefwo~ks; . 

. 20. The organization. is relatively small, undertakes a .small 

number. of civil engineering jobs at a national; and possibly . 

. ,., at. an international level. 
. . - - . 

.. ~ . 

• 
The immediate apparent feature of these findings is that there 

- . .," . . 

are areas of consensus and areas of complete disagreement between 

the fi ndi ngs for PEs and for SMs. For example there is agreement 

that the first network should be calculated manually; that St1sshould 

not be sent to courses as an initiationexercise; that the c~ntribu:" 

tion.to success of computer. programs used because of contractual 
. . . 

. obligations would be limited; and finally, that network analysis seems 

to be more suitable incases where jobs are characterized by high 

flexibility; high uncertainty and low mechanization. On the other 

hand, PEs and SMs disagree completely· as to what should be reviewed 
, 

at each update, and whether cl'ients' requirements should have any 

influence on the process of determining the degree of detail of a 

network. There are also a multitude.of.findings between agreement 

and disagreement. Sometimes these findings are complementary. 

For example, PEs' findings indicate that network analysis should not 

be introduced as a direct response to contractual obligations; and 

SMs' findings indicate that network analysis should be introduced as 

a result of a need felt for a more advanced technique. Excluding 

the fe~J areas of consensus, it seems .that the answer to the problem 

does not rest with any particular class of executive in the 

.: .. 
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Organizati~n. ' The findings are the~ef~reconsistentwith the. view 

that incumbents of di~ferent~ositions have different objectives. 

·'Cxpectations. values,aspiratiollsand oPi~ions which govern their 

..... attitude and behaviour towards network analysis. ' •. 

Keeping .this differentiation' inmind,it is worth exploring 

the fi ndi ngs in the. framework of the ana lyti ca 1 model set up in 

'ChapterIII, Section 1 , that success in network analysis applications ' . 

is related to the way it is applied, to the way it is. introduced,and 

. to the particular environment' (the project,. the organization, arid the 

surrounding conditions) in which it is used. 

When Methods of Application variables are considered, it is 

noted that the general literature's preoccupations with updating 

procedures, the use of computers, . the degree of detai 1. and. the 

allocation of float are reflected to a large extentinthe findings 

for both PEs and SMs. The remaining factors which this analysis. 

shows tobe of importance are the cost of usi~g the technique, and 

the availability of infor~ation for.buildingup a reliable network, 

in the case of PEs; and the nature of resource analysis (entire 

project or parts of it at a time) in the case of SMs. 

As far as updating. is concerned, it is interesting to note that 

the frequency ~f each review does npt seem to have any 'significant 

influence on success, whereas the modifications invol~ed at each 

review seem to ,be of importance. The construction process is fairly 

indetermi nate, and uncontroll abl e factors affect programmes to a 

great extent. The importance attached to the nature of updating can 

be interpreted. partly as a reflection of this intrinsic characteristic 

of the construction industry, and partly as the outcome of a clash . 

-t' ", 
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of interests between PEs and SMs.Indeed,whereas PEs try to 

.....•..... safeguard .their programme by modifying whatever they think necessary,· . 
, - . ; -, " '- '. .' 

,', ' . . <-- . 

SMs prefer to as~ess progress and discuss it wi th sub-contractors, 

clients, dir~ctors, archi tectsand/or consultants, on the b~s i 5 of a 

fixed programme •. ·The general· 1 iterature which is rather more. 

concerned about· the fr~quency withwhi~h programmei should be 

. updated,seems to have neglected to identify SMs' problems, by 

'taking for granted that modifications are carried out whenever PEs 

·think fit. A closer look. should therefore be'taken into SMs' prob-
. - '. . 

lems of spending considerable time and effort to absorb and digest· 
-

extensive alterations at each review; and of communicating with a 
, " '. "- ," " ' '.- -, ". 

large number of parties on the basis of an ever-changing programme. 

A possible solution which was observed in some of the companies, is 

the use of target dates. 

It was not possible to establish statistically whether 

computeri zed appl ications are desirable for greater success. However;' 

it was possible to determine that the use of standard packages run 
• in service bureaux tended to reduce PEs' success scores, and that 

computerized. networks containing a very large number of activities·· 

tended to reduce SMs' success scores. It is also noted that PEs 

are concerned as to the criteria by· which computerization is decided. 

Statistical analysis indicated that PEs' success scores are likely to 

be higher when site staff familiarity with computer printouts, rather' 

than'the well established criteria of contractual obligations, and of 

the number of activities in the network, are considered. It is 

possible to detect in these findings a concern on the part of PEs for 

the effects that computeri zed appl i cati ons may have on SMs. 

Yet another, difference of view between PEs and SMs, can be seen 

. -". ~, 
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when,the degree of detail of networks is considered.' The results 

are very much in line with what has been said before: . SMs are in 

a position to famil iarize themselves with a programme. and to .' 

negotiatewith other parties on .that basis. The. detail of the 

programme plays an important part in. both these activities. The 

results. for SMs indicate that the complexity of the job. clients' . ' . ' -. 

. " . ' 

requirements. and the ability of site staff to cop~ with complicated' 

,networks (and not PEs' ability to construct a complicated network) 

should be the criteria tiy which PEs decide how detailed the .. 

programme is going to be. The appearance of such a large number 

of the"se v~riables in the multiple regression equations show the 

preoccupation ofSMs with this particular aspect. As a direct 

contrast. however. PEs' regression equations contain only one ~f . 

these variables; furthermore. according to this finding. clients' 

requirements should not be considered by PEs when deciding the 

detail of a programme .. These results and the general attitude of 

mOst writers. indicate that PEs.are not aware of the problems. they 

are causing SMs by not using the specified detail in their 

programme. There seems to be a definite need for PEs to be more 

aware of the problems with which SMs are faced. An awareness of 
. .' 

- . . . .. 

this sort. coupled perhaps with some concessions on the part of PEs. 

seems to be conducive to greater success. 

When Methods of Introduction variables. are considered. it is 

noted that therei s a well-marked difference between PEs' andSf1s' 

results. Both of, them .seem to give particular ~/eight"to the reasons 

why network analysis was introduced in the first place. the way of 

calculating the first experimental network. and whether support is 

necessary by various participants in the process; but the essential 

• ",0 ,. 
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, , differencecan be, seeni~that SMs are much more aware oft.l1e 

, 'effects of interpersonal relationships on the success of applications 

, than, PEs, who are more worri ed aboutfhe effects that network 
, , - ' , 

, analysis would have on the status of their own department.' It is , 

"indeed interesting to observe how,l itt1e PEs area~/ar~ of theexis':' 

tence of a huma'n problem, whereas SMs'findingsindicate by two' 

, variables which cover a large portion of the varia~i1ity in the 

r~gresSiOn eq~atioll, that PEs should also concentrate on human' 

relations. Apart from thisaspect,itis 'possib1eto obs~rvea 
number of phenomena which are also closely related .to the problems 

at'psycho10gica1 level that one can face when ,introducing changes .. 
'. . . . '. - ' . . 

Whereas neither SMsnor the, PEs seek a way by which they can parti-

cipate in thedecision which introduces network analysis into their 

company, it is interesting to note that both of them are concerned 

asto how and why it is introduced. Indeed, PEs do not regard 

contractual obligations as sufficient for making, this. decision,' and 

SMs' view is that there must be a reaction in the organization to 

exi sting inadequate p1anni ng techniques, and a need for more 
. , .' '. ' 

'advanced ones; ,Furthermore, they both agree that support (and even 

enthusiasm) on the part of all members concerned, including PEs, , 
, ' , 

SMs, and senior management, is essential for successful applications.' . 
As to whether success is related to the effect that network 

analysis has on the basic securities of site staff members; the 

, amount of pay and/or prestige gained -or 10st- do not seem to be 

of primary importance. However, according to SMs', results, success,' 

is greater when network analysis reduces their workload; according 

to PEs', success is greater if ,SMs' status'is enhanced as a direct 

result of introducing network analysis. It is possible to observe, 

'';'',:. 

''''.':' . 
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~ere.an uneasi~ess on the partofPEsthat network analysis~/ould 
somehow restri ct, SMs ' ,freedom of, move~~ntand' co~seq1JentlY consti tue 

'a thr~at to thei~status; Although there is no concrete e~idence to 

"'~l.Ipport this view. the author believes that there is an element of 

truth in it. and that the PEs' 'awareness of thesituation results in 

-," the finding mentibned c above. , 

An unexpected result in this 

, ' 

. '. "".:' :,.",',; ".'. '. ,. 

group ~f vari abl ~~ is the fi ndi ng 

that,success (for hoth PEs and SMs) is higher ,when Sl4sare not sent 

"to courses as an initiation exercise.: If one accepts the assumption 

that individuals' reactions to change are related to the clarity of 

their i>~rception of ,the change, thenit seems that theonlY~/ay of 

, 'exPl ai ni ngthe change and its consequences is by means of on-the-j ob 

training, as recommended by Archibald & Villoria (39), Baboulene 

, (177)" and Buesnel (178). '; .. 

, It seems therefore that most of the problems that can occur 

when introducing changes, do exist when network analysis replaces 

'existingplann1ng techniques. Furthermore, statistical relationships 
, , 

indicate that the'human element in these problems is of major 

importance~ 

When Organizational Characteristics areconsidered. it is, 
, > • 

"observed that three of the four main variables 'are significantly, 

related to PEs' success scores, and one of them to SHs'success 

scores. It,is interesting that so many of these variables are 

related to'success; however, due to the very generalized information' 

these variables give, it is difficult to interpret the. results in a 

meaningful way. What these findings do indicate, is that 

organizational characteristics definitely influence success. as 

was hypothesized in Chapter III , Section 5. However, further' 
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research is necessary to follow this lead andto determine which . 

·'of the bureaucratic dimensions (i .e., specialization, fo~malization, 

central izati on, standardization,confi guration, and fl exibil i ty) 

play. the most important parts in this relationship.·.· It is.indeed . 

possible to conduct such an investigation by using the measurement 

methods developed by Pughet al . (181,187.188), and not those in. 

Inkson etal 's abbreviated version (193) whichresylted only in 

limited but basic i~formation that such a relationship exists. 

When General Characteristics are considered,thefindings seem 

to be mostly complementary, except for two areas of strong consensus. 

There is. agreement that success is likely to be greater in smaller 

compa~i es who undertake jobs whi ch have hi gh fl exi bil ity arid hi gh 

uncertainty characteristics •. The factthat so many variables in 

this group are found to be related to success, demonstrates the 

importance of the organizational context wlthin which network 
, ' . . -

analysis is used. This cannot be either ignored as. unimportant, 

or assumed to be benign to the introduction and implementation of 

the technique, as many of the wri ters imply. 

A variable which isnot present in any regression equation and 

whose correlation coefficients are extremely low is "economic 

justification". This implies that success as measured in this. study 

is not related to economic justification. However. this finding 

carries very little weight since all the respondents made it clear 

that their assessment was. based on intuition rather than on concrefe 

data. The measure of success used in this study can be accepted as 

a reasonable indicator of economic justification, as all the 34 

factors used in this measurement contribute to a greater or lesser 

degree to the. effici ency and profitabi 1 ity of companies. 
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'Fi~~llY; a few words about the methodology used in this S~~dY; 
. A good deal of criticism has beimdirected by social scientists 

. '. (Seee.g~;88)to the use of.statisticaltechniques in the explanation 

of phenomena, especially at exploratory leveL It is indeed possible 

',. to come outwith a finding th~t success in high school courses is 

significaritlyrelated tothe col.o~r of students· eyes. Such a 

relationship is difficult to interpret, (indeed, it might be 
. . . 

spurious) if it is not explored within a carefully worked out 

explanatoryframeworkfromwhichthe questions are derived: . The 

variables in this research study have been. observed in'a comprehen~ _ 
., . -~ 

sive lherature survey, a case study, and apreliminary field survey 

to be carefully related to success in network analysis applications. 

The statistical relationships presented in this piece of work are 
. -'. . 

not therefore fi gures wi thoutmeani ng. but figures whi ch exp 1 ai n 

hypotheses set down within a carefully prepared analytical framework 

developed at the end of considerable preliminarY investigation. As 

to the causality in these relationships; in theory, it is not possible 

to prove causal relationships within a statistical approach; but 

there seems to be no reason why survey data may not' be . used to provide 

evidence towards a causal explanation. A feedback survey was· 

organiied to test the validity of some of the causal explanations 

at~empted during the .interpretation of th~ findings, and to investi

gate whether causality existed in some of the less obvious relation

ships. The large majority of the respondents· in this survey, 

expressed their views in causal terms, and these have.been reported 

in their original context, throughout this thesis. 
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'The analytical model which waS proposed in Chapter Ill, 

i. Section 1 has thereforeproved'tobe of value when examining the 
~~ ...... 

problem:O'¥ success in network analysis applicaii6ns •. It can be seen· 

..•. that success does not depend only on how the technique is applied, 

but also on how itisintroduced and. in what sort of environment it 

is used •. Indeed, the results obtained point out that the 

. behavioural and contextual aspects mentioned in the preceding para

graphs, explain statistically alar~e portion of success (or failure) 

in the use of network 'arialysis, in the case of both the PE and the 

. SM, the two keypositionsinthe application process. 

An abbreviated version of the findings, including only the three 

, most important variables in regression equations significant at 5%, 

are given below. It is believed that such a presentation combining· 

the results of PEs and SMs; will enable the reader to form a clearer 

.. picture of the governing factors in network analysis applications. 

Greater success, is likely to be obtained when: 

1 •. Programs developed for the particular requirements of the 

company (and not standard packages) are used in·computerized 

applications; 

2.· T~e criteria by which computerization is decided, do not 

contain the size of the network, and contractual obligations; 

3 •. There is sufficient information at the start of a project to 

construct a reliable neblork; 

4. Float is not allocated to certain activities without a formal 

analysis; 

.5. SMs' ability to. cope with complicated networks is taken into· 

consideration when determining the detail of a network; 
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6. Resource analysis (if carried out) is carried OlJt for parts of 
. ' 

, the project at a time, rather than for the entire project at 

" , the start; ", ' .. :', -

,7. ,PEs concentrate more on, the human aspects of the relationship " 

with SMs; 

8. There is continuous andincreasing~enior management support 
" ,- , 

,for network ana lys is; 

9. The technology used by the organizati~n is charact~rized by a 10\~ 

degree 'of mechanization;' 

'10. Only time analysis (no resource analysis and/or cost analysis) 

is carried out; , 

11. The company, is relatively small. 

The 'conclusions of this study can be summarized as follows: 

1. Methods of Application are important in network analysis 

implementation. This group 'of variables provided the largest 

number of variables significantly related ,to success at 5%. . ' 

Some of the findings suggest that success should be obtained if 

the system is not very costly to run,is reliable (i .e., based 

on adequate information, and not necessitating many reviews), 

produces networks with a degree o'f detail consistent with site 
, , , 

management's requirements, uses computer programs specially 

, developed for the requirements of the company, etc., etc. 

2. It must be recognized th'at iillthe problems that occur when 

introducing a technological change into an organization, exist 

, when a company decides to replace its conventional planning 

techniques by network analysis. The human element is of 

paramount importance ,in this operation . 

. , 
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.... " 3~The structural characteristics . ofa~~rganizat~onare .linked 

",' .' . to success in networka~alYSiS applications. 'Itiordert~ assess 

'. . ., "'~ 

. the exact magnitude of this effect, further research covering 
. '. . . 

allbureaucratic.dimensions separately, isnecess~ry. 

4. The immediate environment in whi~hnetwork analY~isis used 

(Le., the projects undertaken, and the company1t:self) see~s . 

to be related to success •. For examp'le, it has _been found that 

" . '. greater success was achieved in smaller companies who had an 
, ..... . - .. 

ari1bitiousexpansion'policy and who undertook jobs of civil 
<' ", 

.'engineering nature characterizedbyhigh flexibility and high 

. uncerta i nty . 

5.' Success in network analysis applications and the factors which 
, , 

affect it, are differently perceived by the incumbents of the 

. two key positions in the implementation process. Further 

research covering senior management attitudes, and therefore 

giving more weight to profitability aspects would be of value' 

in obtaining a more complete picture of the situation. 
. . . 
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Part 1: 

General Information: 

1. Thi s proj ect has beencarri ed out as part of· a 1 arger research 

project .dea1ing with contractors' cost control and funded by 

the Constructi on Industry Research. and Informati on Associati on • 

.. . "As the design of· an effective cost control· system must depend on 

the extent to which design information is available; in advance 

of construction" it was decided to collect statistical data on 

this point. 

2. Letters asking for co-operation have been sent to 17. com-

panies. 6 of these were already contacted by Mr. P.F. Miller 

in the earlier stages of the project. The rest (11 companies) 

were chosen from the Stock Exchange Official Yearbook 1968, and 

standard circulars explaining the purpose of the project were 

sent by Professor E.G. Trimble. 

3. The result of. the correspondance is as follows: 

Wish to co-operate 11 

Do not wish to co-operate .. 5· 

Did not reply 1 

4. Visits have be.en done to 10 of the 11 companies who wished 

to co-operate. The remaining one did not suggest a definite 
, 

appointment date, but agreed to supply the basic information 

required. No information has been received from them up to this 

date •. Theresu1t of the visits is as follows: 

Agreed to supply· information. 7 

Gave no information 3 
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5. The degree of detail of the information obtained is given 

below: 

The full setof information obtained None 

Some basic information obtained .. 3 (No. 3,8,12) 

Very little information obtained 2 (No. 9,10) 

Waiting for information. .: 2 (No. 7,13) 

No information 3 (No. 4,6,16) 

·6. In each"company, a minimum of one and a maximum of four 

. projects have been examined, making a total of 13 projects 

for the 7 companies who agreed to supply information. Special 

care has been taken in choosing the projects, so that they were 

the most typical ones available at that time in the. companies • 
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. Part 2: 

Difficulties encountered during the investigation: 

.. ·1. Although all persons contacted seemed to be very willing 

. to co-operate for this project which would show at the end 

"a very .important defficiency in the construction industry", in 

fact, the general way of. thought (except in companies No: 3 and 

8) was that: "the drawings are always late, the architect and/or. 

the client are responsible.for it, and it is a better idea to 

try to eliminate this defficiency by working on. the forms of 

contract rather than. to prove it statistically" •. 

2. Although the fact that all information would be kept 

strictly.confidential was mentioned, the majority of the 

companies visited (4 out of the 7 companies who agreed to supply 

the necessary information, No. 7,8,9,13) were very reluctant to 

supply the names of the architects and/or the places of construction. 

3. Taking into consideration that contracting companies are 

extremely busy at this time of the year, help has been. offered 

for compiling the necessary information· from the existing records. 

Only 3 out of these 7 companies accepted this offer (No. 3,8,10). 

The rest of them were very keen to keep their records secret; 

4. Two of these 7 companies (No. 7,13) insisted on compiling the 

required information themselves and promised to send them as 

soon as they would be ready. In spite of several phone calls 

exchanged with both of the companies, no information has been 

received up to now. 

5. The records of the basic information required (ie, latest 

drawi ng requi rement dates, actua 1 dra~1i ng recei pt dates, and 

sta~t dates of activities) did exist in all the companies. The 

-_._._-----_ .. _-_ .... -.... --....... -... -.. -.. -....... _ .... _---------'------------------
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reasons why these recordsar~ kept have beEmexplai ned as follows: 

-,- They will be used, in case a claim is necessary. 

',-', They will be used for checking that the latest revisions are 

being used on site. 

,(There are 2 exceptions to this paragraph. These are 2 projects 

each carried out by a di fferent company, (No. 8 and 9 ) • All 

drawings were supplied before construction started and hence there 

was theoretically no necessity for determining a drawing require

ment schedule. In fact, "in both projects, there were so many 

revisions during the construction of the project that they were 

, both delayed). 

6". The main difficulty I experienced was in obtaining informa

tion about the reasons why the amendments were done and their 

cost implications. 

7. Revised drawings include mostly in their top right hand cor-

ners ; information about all the amendments made to the origi

nal drawings. The only way of determining the reasons for each 

amendment would require a considerable amount of time of a senior 

member of the company, who had been extremely familiar with the 

project. He, would look through all the drawings and try to 

remember the reasons for the revisions. 

8. On the other hand, the, contractor thinks that his job is to 

construct according to ,the drawings supplied by the architect. 

If there are alterations or amendments, he does not bother to keep 

the records of the reasons of these changes. Since all kinds of 

extra work are paid for by the client afterwards, he only bothers 

'whether the building can properly be constructed by means of the 

existing drawings. Therefore, there is no purpose in looking for 

,-. '. 
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, . 
. this information in the contractor's company. 

9. Generally cost records are kept on a time basis rather than 
. . . 

separately for each activity. This fact makes it impossible 

to determine the effects of alterations or late receipt of drawings 

. on the cost of a particular activity. 

10 •. The reason .for this has been explained in most of the visited 

companies'as follows:· 

- When work is stopped in an activi tydue to some reason, the same 

labour force is used in another part of the site, i.e., in 

another. activity. This fact makes the job very complicated in 

case records are kept on the activity basis. Besides, the dis

ruptive side effects cannot be measured. 

- Materials come to the site in bulk form. It is not practical 

(or at least it needs a considerable amount of additional labour) 

. to check what amount is used in a certain activity, whether there 

are any surplus, whether this surplus is transferred to another 

. activity, etc. 
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Part 3: 

Results and conclusions: 

1. 'Before starting to give the numerical results, it will t>e 

, advantageous to comment on the, general situation of the com

, panieswhich have been visited. It has been noticed that in each 

", of the compani es: 

-' a different planning technique, 

- a different method for determining and requiring information, 

, . - a different form of recording the receipt of drawings 

were used. While one company did 'not plan at all, some used 

bar-charts of different degrees of detail, and some others used 

, the most sophisticated network analysis techniques for jobs of almost 

the same importance. In some companies' it was not the usual pro": 

cedure to prepare an information requirement schedule while'in some 

others most detailed schedules were prepared. Coming to drawing 

receipt records, I had the chance of examining records which con

tained practically no information and records where every single 

detail was written down. 

2. This situation made the job of collecting standard data for 

the purpose of this project extremely difficult; in fact, in 

the evaluation of the results which will be given in ,the following 

paragraphs. only a maximum of 6 projects have been considered. 

3. This situation alsoshol1s the lack of an efficient standard 

system in the administration and management of projects in the 

construction industry and gives an indication of the chaos in 11hich 

the industry is. A standard system would not only make easier the 

task of the researcher in this field, but, it certainly would 

solve; to a certain extent, the problem of bad communications in the, 

! 

1 

, .1 
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construction industry . .... .. 

4. It has been determined that an average of 46% of the total 

number of drawings are received before activity start dates, 

while 54% are r.eceived after activity start dates. In this con

text, the total number ofdra\~ings, is meant to be the sum of all 

original drawings and ,all revisions; activities may be defined' 

·as parts of the job, used in bar-charts or networks, and whose 

size is determined by the contractor. 

5. Starting from the assumption that no activity can be started 

unless all information about the activity is available, this 

very high percentage of drawings received after activity start. 

dates may be explained by the following suggestions: 

--- The programmes are not updated as frequently as they should 

be; i.e., because of some delay in the preceding parts, the 

. real activity staft dates are actually later than those shown 

on the 'programme which has been used in the evaluation of these 

figures. 

--- There is a tremendous amount of revised drawings giving 

additional information while carrying out the job. 

6. The_examination of the contracts in question showed very 

cl~arly that the first suggestion given in the preceding 
.> 

paragraph holds in most of the cases. But, it has not been pos

sible to measure quantitatively to what extent this suggestion is 

true. However, it has been determined that 30% of the original 

drawings are received after activity start dates; which is an 

indication that programmes are not updated very frequently. 

7. On the other hand, the second suggestion made in paragraph 5 

is justified by the fact that an average of 45% of the 

, ','" 
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'" drawings are original drawings while 55% are revised drawings; 

8. ·Therefore, considering the results given in paragraphs 6 

and 7, the reason for this very high percentage of drawings' 

received after activity start dates can be explained by a combina

, tion of the two 'suggestions given in paragraph 5 . 

. 9. There are three major reasons for amending drawings: 

- The' change of mind of the cl i ent; 

. - The change of mind of the architect. 

- Suggestions from'the contractor. 

The first reason results in major or minor alterations depending 

on the nature of the project. The last two reasons are due to 

insufficient, incorrect or inadequate information in the drawings, 

as well as decision cha~ges among different alternatives in the 

case of the second item. As stated in paragraph 7 in the second 

part (Difficulties Encountered During the Investigation) it is 

very difficult to determine the relative weights of these reasons •. 

However, according to the approximative estimates made by persons 

contacted, it seems that the predominant factor is the first reason. 

This fact suggests that the quality of drawings in general is not 

as bad as some claim. 

10. It has been noticed that in all of the projects examined, 

there were delays of different magnitudes •. As an average, 

these delays amounted to 19% of the average programmed project 
. 

periods. In two of the projects where information was available, 

the percentage of delays has been plotted against the percentage 

of drawings received after activity start dates, for each activity, 

. expecting a curve with positive slopes. But, this trial was not 

successful because the points plotted were far from giving a 

definite trend. This fact proves that although the late receipt 

I 
I 
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of drawings is of some importance in'theoccurance of delays, 
. . . 

it has also some non-measurable side effects, which, whencom-

binedwith other important factors {such as bad planning or bad 
',' . 

management), are sufficient to change the expected curve. 

'11. When a contract is obtained, it has become for most contrac-

tors, a routine task to open a claim file. Although statis

ticaldata about claims has not been collected, according to the 

persons contacted, it seems that they can generally obtain only 

50 to 60% of the amount claimed, the main reason for their claim 

being the late receipt of drawings. One of the reasons for this 

situation is that ,in cases where contracting companies realise 

that they will, not be able to complete the job on schedule, they 

willingly do not chase drawings, so that at the end they have a 

reason for their claim. 

12. It has been found out that the drawing requirement dates are 

determi ned indifferent ways, indifferent compani es: 

- 1 company (No. 3) fixed a definite amount of time before the 

activity start dates. 

- 2 companies {No. 7 and 10) claimed that it was not possible to 

determine a schedule for drawings, because one did not know 

much at the beginning about what will be needed, So, drawings 

were required in periodical meetings as time went on. 

- 4 companies (No. 8, 9, 12 and 13) determined their drawing 

requirement schedules taking the market situation of materials 

into consideration and using their past experiences. 

13. Some of the projects which have been examined were based on 

the understanding that all drawings would be supplied at the 

start of the job, in which case no information requirement schedules 
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'. were prepared. In two of the projects where information was 

available it has been determined that only an average of 49% of 

the drawi ngs ~Iere received before requi rement dates. 

14. Finally, in order to show the situation of design information 

,at the stage when construction has not yet started, let us' 

,take'three,different examples: 

- In a project in company No. 9; 2000 drawings were, handed over 

in.thefinal pre-contract meeting. Although'the architect 

, claimed that every single information was contained in these 

'drawings, there were 1000 more drawings issued during construction. 

- In 'on~ of the projects (traditional contract) carried out by com

pany No. 8, only 421 drawings were issued before the starting 

date of ,the construction while there were 2822 more drawings 

issued afterwards. 

- In another project carried out by the same company and in which 

, the architects "stressed that the works were already fully 

designed, that working drawings were available and that no signi~ 

ficant variations were contemplated", the construction started 

with 1376 dra\~ings and 3157 additional drawings were issued 

later, during the constructi,on. 

15. Taking into consideration all the results given in the pre

ceding paragraphs, it is obvious that the premeasurement of 

quantities is bound to be a process of ,low accuracy. 

16. It is realised that the figures given in this report cannot 

be generalised for the entire construction industry of' 

Great Britain, but they certainly give an idea of the situation. 

, I 

I 
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"AdvantageS and disadvantages of using precedence diagrams: 

.. The advantages and disadvantages of using precedence diagrams 

(listed in the following two Parts of this Appendix) have been com

piled after a review of the following literature: Burgess et al (1),' 

Priluck (28), O'Brien (33), Antill & Woodhead (35) ,Battersby (38), 

. Archibald & Villoria (39), Moder & Phillips (51), Nuttall & Jeanes 

(53), Armstrong-Wright (94), Woodgate (96), Rist (100), Barnetson 

(107), Larkin (118), Fondahl (123), Carruthers (218), Jeanes & 

Britten (219), Reynaud (220), Anonymous article in Engineering News 

Record (221), Faherty (222), Holden & McIlroy (223), a "Learning 

Text" publiShed by the Construction Industry Training Board (224). 

The items are listed in order of frequency of appearance in 

the above-mentioned literature. 

.1 

I 

I 
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Part 1: 

Advantages of precedence diagrams: 

L No dummies are necessary •. (According to Burgess et al (1), 

about 40% of the activities in an arrow diagram are dummies). 

2. It is easier to draw for a newcomer. 

3. Itiseasier to represent overlapping activities •. It gives 

greater flexibility in adding new restrictions. It is possible 

to show lead or lag times, 'and thus, to eliminate the .needfor 

breaking up activitjes merely for network construction purposes. 

4. Alteration of project logic is simple; requiring only addition 

or sUbtraction of links in the diagram. 

5. It is easier to be understood. In an arrow diagram, people 

. think that the length of the arrow denotes time. There is no 

. confusion of this sort in precedence diagrams. 

. 6 •. An activity can be represented by only one reference number. 

This does not change when the logic is amended. 

7. Usually, the number of activities is smaller. 

8. It is better when communicating'the logic of a problem to 

others in outline (that is, not in great detail), and parti

cularly when explaining the problem to several people at a 

time. 

9 •. Activity times. are more easily calculated. 

10.- The number of dependency lines is often fewer. 

11. The time taken in initial analysis can be reduced by someone 

experienced in the technique. 

12. There are standard computer packages which accept data from 

arrow or precedence diagrams. 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
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Part 2: 

6. Computer programs take longer processing time. 

7. It eliminates events which, in fact, may be necessary in 

certai n cases. 

8. Path tracing is difficult since the linkage between event 

numbers is not present. 

9. It seems more logical to represent an activity which repre

sents the passage of time and progress from start ·to finish, 

by an arrow, than by a circle or box, which give a static 

impression. 

10. The numbering of activities, not being sequential, makes 

computer processing cumbersome. 

11. Large precedence diagrams are inclined to become cluttered in 

view of the size of the circles that have to be drawn to 

enclose the description. 

12 •. The reason why precedence diagrams are not used more frequently 

is because the Government agencies require arrow diagrams. 

·1 
1 
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Part 1: 

Cost of using network analysis:, 

In their annual report 1969-1970, the Division of Building 

", Research of CSIRO (37) reports finding that the time analysis of 

reasonably detai,led networks updated once per fortnight should not 

exceed 0.25% of the related construction cost. 

Mahony (125) indicates that according t~ statistics, in some 

manufacturing industries 10% of the basic, cost of each unit produced 

on a production line is spent on planning, whereas in construction 

itis less than 2%; -,~ . 

O'Brien (33) 'calculates that for projects in the general value 

range of, $2 to $10 million; tliecost of a complete CPM' application 

(including consultation, and computer costs for the preliminary plan, . ' 

the working plan and updating) is 0.5% of the project cost. He 

expects a slight reduction in projects over $10 million, and a 

sharp increase to 1.0% in projects of about $500,000. He estimates 

that resource and cost analyses would add approximately 0.45% to 

,·these figures. 

In a lecture entitled "The Economics of Using Network Analysis" 

delivered to the Project Network Analysis Study Group of the 

Operational Research Society 1970, Rogers (41) reported the results . 
of statistical ,analyses on data collected from a number of contracting 

organizations. He found that: y = 685+0.00059x where y is the total 

working cost of network analysis, and x is the capital cost of the job. 

Battersby (38) reports that one of the pioneering firms of 

consultants in the field has, estimated the cost of network analysis 

to be 0.5% of the total project cost for' a large research and deve

lopment application, and 1% for other types. He also quotes in an 
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earlier edition (38) a survey by Frambes (46).that covered 50 

American companies. Half of them gave estimates of the cost of ope

rating the system, ranging from 0.2 to 5.0%, with a mean of 1.8% 

and a modal value of 1.0%. 

According to Lock (34), as a.rough general guide, total 

expenditure on computer based netwo:-k scheduling need not add more 

-" .. than 0.50% to factory cost, and might typically add 0.25%. 

Wiest.& Levy (42) report that the Us Air Force have estimated 

that PERT costs have averaged 0.1 and 0.5% of total project costs, 

with the higher figure more typical of research and development 

programmes. 

In a French experiment of network analysis application to·a 

building construction, it has been reported by Pacaud (43) that the 

cost of using the tedhnique was about 2% of the total project cost. 

Antill & Woodhead (35) estimate in the latest edition of their 

book that the total cost of providing complete CPM coverage to 

major projects, including detailed pre-planning and resource levelling, 

with regular monthly updating for project control, should not exceed 

·0.50%, and with project cost control 0.75% of the contract price •.. 

According to Shaffer, Ritter & Meyer (36), the cost of using 

CPM varies among organizations, with a commonly quoted. figure of 

0.1% of the bid price. 

The DOE report on the use of network analysis in the Ministry 

(25) indicates that CPA probably costs more to implement than other 

planning techniques, and quotes figures from Walton (44) that in 

the British Oxygen Co; Ltd. the cost of CPM for . turnkey capital 

projects is about 0.25% of the total project cost; and that overhaul 

and other resource allocation projects seem to work out at about 
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1 .5 to 2.0% of the tota 1 cos t of· resources contro 11 ed. 

In an experimental use of network analysis in a .$1.1 mill ion 

'high school project in Australia, Kennedyet a1 (45) report a cost 

of 0.96% of the contract value. but later estimate that using 

faster computer programs and a ful.ly experienced analyst this 

figure could come down to 0.47%. 

Archiba1d & Villoria(32) quote a research study carried out 

by Booz A11en Applied Research Inc •• which states that: "The variety 

of conditions present in'companies makes it difficult to come to any 

precise conclusions on what it may cost to apply PERT ..•••••• Some 

47% (of the respondents) ,regarded the cost of applying PERT as mini

mal. some 45% as moderate, and 8% as high" •. The typical answers 

ranged from "too insignificant to measure" to "about 1.0% of the 

project cost"; and "the general consensus of companies using PERT is 

that cost is not a major deterrent to its use". 

Archiba1d & Vi110ria (32) further state that. in the construction 

industry, the cost of using PERT seems to be. between 0.1% and 0.5% of 

construction costs. They estimate it to be 0.25% for residential 

construction and report,that for a heavy civil engineering job it had 

cost 0.5% of engineering billings. The same authors quote also a 

statement by the US Navy that the origi~a1 PERT effort for the 

Polaris Fleet Ballistic Missile Program had cost approximately 0.1% 

of the total contract price. 

Miller (47) finds it appropriate to view the implementation of' 

PERT as costing initially something in the order of twice that of a 

conventional planning system. In his book published the next year (22). 

the same author i ndi cates that. accordi ng to "the results of several 

studies", the cost of implementing PERT/TIME ranged from 0.2 to 1.0% 

I 

. ! 
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. of total costs. 

The following chart. prepared by CEIR Inc., and published by 

Szuprowicz (40) shows network. analysis implementation costs plotted 

against project sizes in terms of $ million. 
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Figure 77. Network analysis implementation costs 

Martin (225) estimates that the cost of using network analysis 

in building jobs of £500,000 to £3 million should be around 0.20% 

of the estimated project cost; 0.06% of this is the cost of setting 

up the network and establishing the schedule, and the rest,O.14% 

, is monitoring and updating the network. The author believes that 

net~lOrk analysis would cost more for projects below the £500,000 

limit •. He also quotes US Government agencies that the cost of 

,', 
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. u~ing additional techniques to time analysis was estimated to be 

1 to 5% of the project cost, but adds that these figurescontain 

. the cost of learning to apply these methods satisfactorily. A more 

realistic figure is given as 0~5% • 

. Breakdown of network analysis implementation costs: 

According to Szuprowicz (40), about half of t~e cost of 

implementing network. analysis is generally represented by manage

ment planning, estimating and review time. The rest is equally 

divided between network engineering and data processing. 

0' Brien (33) es timates that for a typi ca 1 project of $2 to 

·$10 million, computer costs amount to 30% of the total ne~~ork ana-

. lysis implementation cost. He calls the rest (70%) consultation 

costs •. These become 47% and.53% respectively when extensions of the 

technique, such as resource planning and cost control, are used. 

The CSIRO annual report for 1969-1970 (37) indicates that, in 

their experience 1/3 of the total network analysis implementation 

cost is computer costs and the rest (2/3) is staff time. 

The DOE study (25) states that computer costs for neblork 

analysis planning amount to 0.25% of the contract cost. 

According to Archibald & Villoria (39) the ratio of labour 

to computer costs is at least 10 to 1 in a 1000 event· network;. 

whereas Martin (225) believes that this ratio is about 3 to 1 for 

projects between £500,000 and £3 million. 
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'. Part 2:' 

Cost savings obtained by using network analysis: 
.. .... . I 

0' Brien (33) calculates that by using the basic CPM,there 

should be a joint net saving of 2;95% for the contractor and the 

client. He further estimates that. by using resource planning and 

cost control by networks, this saving could be.increased to 5.55% 

of the total proj ect cos t. 

,Pocock (21) gives some examples of monetary savings obtained 

. through CPM p 1 anni ng: 

a) Du Pont,' shutdown maintenanCe of. Louisville. plant; gained more 

than 1 million pounds of production. 

b) International Minerals & Chemical, maintenance of mine hoist 

requiring shutdown of mine: $100;000 saved. 

c) Catalytic Construction Company, 47 contruction projects: expediting. 

costs reduced by an average of 15%. 

d) Sun Maid Raisin Growers, construction of plant properly timed to 

growing season: estimated savings of $1 million. 

Archibald & Villoria (39) indicate that construction companies 

;n the US have reported cost reductions of from 5 to 30% of the 

total project cost •. 

Sytnik and Rybalski (226) report that network analysis applications 
. . 

;n the USSR have resulted in considerable success by increasing the 

speed of contruction and. reducing its cost. 

A survey of large American contractors by Davis (29) showed that 

. only '13% of the companies stated that definite cost savings were made. 

A number of them said' that they did probably make cost savings but 

had no supportive data. The author has also found that success in 

neb/ork analysis as viewed by top management was strongly correlated 
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wi th cost savi ngs. ' 

Miller (22) agrees with Woodgate (96) that network analysis ,,' . ," . 

causes such improvements in management that profit returns of corn

,panies increase without any doubt. Gleason & Ranier; (20) go fur

ther and claim that the direct economic benefits of the correct 

application of CPM is a matter of sUbstantial record and that they 

are almost taken for granted. 
' .. , 

Reynaud (220). Hancock (l 02). Battersby (38). Lock (34). 

Brown (130). Martin (225). Nuttall &. Amos (133) • and McLaren & 
.' -' . 

, Buesnel (227) agree that it is extremely difficult to demonstrate 

exactly how much money can be saved by using network analysis. 

because the benefits are usually hidden in overhead figures. They 

also,agree that the rewards in money. prestige. good-will for time 

saved. reduction of overtime. savings in equipment rentals. delivery 

performance. smoother work sequence, confidence generated in both the 

customer and the contractor. etc •• etc •• etc •• can justify the money 

invested in, network analysis. ' According to these authors. and to 

very many others, network' ana lysi s means good pl anni ng, and good 

planning invariably reduces project costs: one must consider the 

potential cost of not using network analysis. 

Pacaud (43) reports that in an experimental application of 

network analysis in a building construction in France. it was 

impossible to determine any savings in the final cost. Pascoe (24) 

explains that whereas the cost of network analysis was easy to 

assess, the benefits were not so apparent in his company; the marked 

improvement in performance which he had anticipated did not in fact 

occur. 

In a survey carried out in USA in 1965 by the Bureau of 

i 

I , i 
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. Building Marketing R~search' (56) responden~swere asked what sort of. 

savingtheywbuldexpect from using network analysis.' The average 

. expected saving for tPM (as opposed to PERT) was 4.8% of the total 

. 'project cost. 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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Part 3: 

Time reductions obtained by using network analysis:' 

Bromilow (228) quotes a CSIRO annual, report that 24 contracts 

considered to be satisfactorily controlled by CPA had execution 

times averaging more than 30% bett,er than the industry average for 

contracts of the samevalues;theoverrun of time beyond that spe

cified in the contract for these 24 contracts was o~ly 1% compared' 

with the equivalent industry average of 47%. 

0' Brien (33) estimates that through planning of the precons- ' 

truction phase, the owner can usually cut 20% from a noncontrolled 

, preconstruction period; according to his experience, this value 

should actually be' closer to 50%. He refers again to his past expe

, rience with network analysis when he estimates that shorter contract 

durations of about 10% can be obtained. 

Pocock (21) quotes a few individual examples of time reduction: 

a) Deere & Company, product development in Ottumwa works: estimated 

time reduction 28%. 

b) Du Pont, shutdown maintenance of Louisville plant: reduced 

shutdown time by 37%.' 

c) International Minerals & Chemical, maintenance of mine hoist 

requiring shutdown of mine: 27% time reduction. 
, ' , 

d) Catalytic Construction Company, 47 construction projects: 

Average time reduction 22%. 

\ 

e) Sun Maid Raisin Growers, c~nstruction of plant properly timed to 

growing season: time reduction 25%. ' 

According to Antill & Woodhead (35) the use of network analysis 

in the US construction industry,has led to decreases of up to 20% 

in project times over similar projects not employing CPMas a 
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management tool. 

Berman (23) reports thatPerrini Pacific Ltd. succeeded to 

'cut 100working days of the Port Mann Bridge Project by using network 

analysis •. 

'Archibald&Villoria (39) quote asurvery of 44 PERT user 

companies, carried ,out by Booz Allen Applied Research Inc. The 

, following table sho~lsthe results: 
'\ 

. Percent of project time saved 

'1 % through 5% 

'. , , 6% through 10% 

11 % through 15% 

16% through 20% 

'21% through 25% 

26%, through 30% . 

, 31 % and over 

\ ' 

Numberof.companies 

7 

12 

9 

9 

,2 

3 

2 

Over two-thirds of the companies in the survey estimated therefore 

. time savings of 6% to 20%. 

A survey' in the UK, carried out by Wade (31) asked respondents 

whether they'had project time reductions as a direct result of using 

network analysis. Of the 20% ~Iho answered this particular question, 

66% felt that there had been a saving in time whilst 34% felt ,there 

had not. 

According to a survey by the Bureau of Building Marketing 

,Research (56) contractors reported time savings ranging from 

5 to 40% with an average of 30%. 

, I 
. I 

I 
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APPENDIX D 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF USING . 

NETWORK ANALYSIS, 

AS REPORTED BY VARIOUS AUTHORS 

, 

Part 1: Advantages of using network analysis 

Part 2: Disadvantages of using network analysis 

313 

315 
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Advantages and disadvantages of using network analysis: 

Network analysis has received considerable attention since the 

days of the Polaris project. A large number of books anda .. tic1es 

have been written about it. and the advantages and disadvantages of 

using .it have been reported by many writers •. A survey of this 

literature resulted in a compilation of these'characteristics as 

.reported by the following writers: G1eason & Ranieri (20). ~liller 

(22.47). a report for the DOE (25). O'Bri~n (33). Anti11 & Woodhead 

(35). Shaffer. Ritter & Meyer (36). Battersby (38). Archibald and 

'Villoria (39). Wiest & Levy (42). Moder & Phillips (51). Nuttall 

and Jeanes (53). Burgess (92). Oxley & Poskitt (95). Woodgate (96). 

Broome (101). Hale (102). Hancock (102). Lomax (117). Stires and 

Murphy(120).Fondahl (123). Mahoney (125). Bauer (126). Brown (130). 

Kabos (131). Nuttall & Amos (133). Baboulene (177). Horowitz (179). 

McLaren & Buesnel (227). Baker (229). Kaufman & Desbazeille (230). 

Schoderbek (231). Boverie (232). Simms & Britten (233). 
"-\.-, 
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Part-l: . 

Advantages of using network analysis: 

1. Project tim~is reduced. 

2. Project costs are reduced. 

3. Management by exception is applied by. concentrating on critical. 

activities • 

. 4. There is better communication.and co-ordination between the 

company and outside organizations. For example: 

a) The ability to give early information to sub-contractors as 

to when work would be available for them and the possible 

consequences if they are late. 

b) Precise knowledge of delivery requirements which simplifies 

ordering and avoids congestion on site. 

c) The·ability to show the effect of late-drawings and 

specifications on the completion time, which eases the 

relationship between the contractor and the architect 

and/or the consultant. 

,5. There is better communication and co-ordination between 

departments within the company. 

6. The.consequences of delays, changes, alterations, modifications 

are worked out in sufficient time to take corrective action. 

7 •. Senior·management supervises the projects less frequently since 

progress can be predicted with more confidence. 

8. Claims for delays are determined and verified more easily. 

9. It requires 1ess'intuitive skill and experience. 

10. It is easily explainable, and easily calculated. 

11. It is a disciplined, systematic and logical approach to projects. 

12. It gives a very detailed programme. 

. .-, 
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13. Staff members become more involved in the project and kriow 

everything that goes on. 

14. It .is easier to take a partially completed job and to become 

familiar with the project' and progress. 

15. It gives a better chance for the efficient use of resources. 

16.· It speeds the process of decislon-making at all levels. 

17. Cost optimization (time-'cost trade-off)· techniques can be used 

in association with it. 

18. Cost control can be carried out in association with it. 

19. It is used in all stages of project management: pre-tender 

planning. contract planning. progress control. 

20. It provides the ability to test alternative solutions. 

21. Planning the sequence of work and scheduling the times are 

separated. 

22. It shows inter-relationships among activities. 

23. It. is possible to use computers. 

24. It is fashionable. 

25. Criticalness and float are shown. 

26. It provides better overall project control. 

27. It can be applied to a wide variety of projects. 

28. It pinpoints· responsibilities. 

29 •. It enables the systematic review of the programme as situations 

arise. 
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Part 2: ' 

Disadvantages of using network analysis: 

1. It is not flexible enough. 

2. It is either too detailed or not detailed enough. 

3. It produces prbgramnes which are uneconomic and sometimes, 

unworkable; 

4; Float makes people relax, till, in the end, ev~ry activity 

be,comes criti cal. 

5. It requires high effort and cost for the presentation to be 

understood by staff involved. 

6. Being a relatively new development, it meets with inertia on 

the part of users. 

7., There is not enough literature to help network analysis users 

in real life: most of the literature in this field is elementary, 

repetiti ve and theoreti ca 1 • 

8. A tech~ical terminology of code-words frequently causes confusion.' 

9. Input requirements are very complex. 

10. It is used as a means of ascribing blame to individuals for 

failing to meet targets. ' 

11. The preparati on of the netl·/ork and the ana lys i s take too long. 

12. High effort is needed to update and absorb changes. ' 

13. There are serious problems in determining contingencies 'for 

activity durations and resource figures. 

14; Specialist support staff is needed. ,; 

15. There are serious diffi cul ti es i fI drawing compl i cated networks. 

16. It is impossible to say hO~1 much money can be saved by using 

, network analysis. 

17. The cost of using network analysis is higher than the cost of 
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using bar-charts • 

18; It may require information which sometimes is secret. 

19. Operati ng 1 eve 1 s do not. li ke the idea of gi vi ng top management 

a very detailed programme • 

. 20 •. It is not a particularly good, technique for uncertain situations, 
.. . . 

. such as research and development projects. 

. '. . '. 

23. Thedurations for each activity have to be calculated and not 

simply guessed. 

24. Site staff must be absolutely convinced that the technique will 

help them. 

25. It cannot be applied to all projects indiscriminately. 

26. It needs regular and if necessary, extensive reviews. 

:' . 
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Part 1: 

The check~list: 

1 • Ki nds of. netl~ork ana 1ys i s techni ques • 

. '2. Bar-charts. 

3 •. Resource Analysis. 

4. Cost control and optimization techniques. 

5. Extent up to which these techniques are used. 

6. Economic justification'.' 

...... 

7. Conditions under which these techniques were first introduced . 

. 8 ~ The use of computers. 

9. Changes in the administrative structure. 

10. Training schemes. 

11. Qualifications of the personnel. 

12.' Authority • 

. 13. Co-ordination between planning department and team on site • 

. 14. Integration with other management techniques. 

15. Controlling the job. 

16. Input requirements. 

17. Suitability of output. 

18. Logical sequence. 

19. Data for activities. 

20. Degree of detail. 

21. Complexity of the job. 

22. Updating. 

23. Use of float. 

24. Resistance to change. 
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Part 2: 
, "~ . 

The case study: 

A. General information: 

1. The company who accepted to co-operate in this research study 

was a public company with ail annual turnover of over £10 million, 

and subsidiaries in three large cities; 

" 2.' The i ni ti a 1 contact was made by Professor E.G; ,Trimb 1 e by 

, approaching the managing di rector of the company. Once the 

agreement was reached in 'principle, the managing director and the 

, director in charge of construction and planning were visited and 

the full extent and aim of the study were explained. 

,3.' A total of eight members, of staff took part in the study. 

These include: the managing director, the director in charge 

of construction and planning, the chief planning engineer, the 

trai ni ng offi cer, a contracts manager, a pl anni ng engi neer, and 

two site agents. 

4. Interviews were carried out by means of a check list given in' 

Appendix F"and a few very loosely defined questions related 

to each item in this check-list. The aim was to discuss aspects 

which were found to be of importance and relevance,by the 

, interviewee. 

5. Interviews ranged from a forty-five minute talk ~lith the 

managing director toa two and a half hour meeting with the 

.chief planning engineer. The average interview lasted one hour and. 

twenty minutes. 

L-________ ~~._"~" __ ~ __________________________________________________ __ 
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B. History of network analysis applications in the company: 

1.. Network analysis was first introduced in 1963 by thedirector 

in charge of construction and planning who was then the 

general manager. He had used the technique himself and had found 

it' useful. After,l963, it became official company policy to use 

network analysis. 

2. It was aboutthis time, 1963, that a major reorganization 

was taking place in the company.,' Because of higher annual 

, turnover, and greater expansi on there was a forced change in the 

organization of the company. 

·,3. Before 1963, the company was managed by a small builder. 

system; i.e., there was a director and a manager, and they 

would divide the jobs between them. ' They were their own contracts 

managers. After 1963 contracts managers were introduced, a plan

ning department was established, and one of the directors took 

charge of financial aspects while the other (the ex-manager) took 

charge of construction and planning. 

4. It is not clear whether it was the establishment of a planning 

department which showed the way to the introduction of network 

analysis, or whether it was the felt necessity for network analysis 

which led the way to the establishment of a.planning department. 

It seems likely that both arguments are valid and that.the true 

reason for. the introduction of network analysis and for the estab

lishment of the planning department is the reorganization of the 

company. 

, 5. The first planning department consisted of a chief planner, 

who was a technician with prior experience in planning, and 

of his assistant who had a B.Sc. degree in civil engineering. 

= 
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, . 
.. In 1966-67 the planning department gre\~ to a total of six members. 

When the survey took place, there were still six persons working in 

the planning department: one B.Sc., two H.N.C., two technical cer

tificates in building, and one graduate trainee. 
. . 

6 •. The first network analysis applications failed completely. 

The planning department prod~ced networks and sent them to 

sites. Site agents had no idea of what network analysis meant and . 

consequently took no notice of networks and continued to manage 

their job as always by h~stily drawn small bar-charts. This 

situation grew to a point where it became a violent clash between 

planning and site staffs. 

7. It is only after eighteen to twentymonths, late in 1964 that 

top management became aware of this clash. They decided that 

training courses on network analysis were necessary for site staff. 

They also sacked the chief planner. The older members who ~/ere 

interviewed claimed that these two measures end·ed the clash between 

planning and site staffs. 

8. The first training course for site staff took place late in 

·1964. It was arranged by the university and the Construction 

Industry Training Board (CITB). This was an introductory course to· 

give some idea of network analysis and was given for six weeks, five 

hours every saturday morning. There was agreement among interviewees 

that this scheme was successful in the sense that after the course 

people on site were able to read and understand networks. 

9. The second training course was run in September 1969. This was 

a one week condensed course for agents, general foremen, site 

supervisors and technicians. Again the CITB helped the programme 

to be designed and lectures were given by professional lecturers 
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from the City of Leicester Polytechnic. This course was designed 

to enabl e staff on site to read compl icated networks, do their 

own short-term planning, draw their ovm bar-charts from .the infor

mation on networks, and do their own resource scheduling on these 

bar-charts. 

10. Another training course was being planned to take place a short - . '., 

time after the completion of the interviews •. It was going to 

be' similar to the second course but a bit more advanced. 

11. According'to an old'member of the planning department, until 

three years ago 90% of the projects were planned by bar~charts. 

But, at the time of this study the policy of the company vias clear: 

to use network analysis in as many projects as possible. The 

reason for this change of policy was explained by three factors. 

a) The type of contract became more complex. 

b) They started to use a great vari ety of sub':'contractors, and 

c) .The time factor became more important~ 

C. The findings: 

The findings are presented in categories and in the order of 

. the items listed in the check-list given in Appendix F. 

1. Kinds' of network anal'ysis techniques: 

-- Networks were generally only time analysed. Resource ana

lysis was carried out very seldom, in about 10-15% of the 

projects planned by network analysis. Cost analysis was 

never used in conjunction with network analysis. 

--All programmes were resource levelled, but in 90% of the 

cases this \~as done by using the final bar-chart 

transformation. 
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-' Mainly arrow diagrams had been used up to the time of the, ' 

study. A few precedence diagrams had been drawn only for, 

internal use in the planning department~ These were not 

issued to avoid confusion in site staff who had attended' 

courses where onl'y arrow diagrams were covered. ' 

-' The' chief planning engineer stated that precedence di ag

rams used less space than arrow diagrams at drawing 

stage, and that sectionalization was better done; but he 

, also added that he would always prefer an arrow diagram. 

The planning engineer, however, was for precedence diag

rams on the ground that it was much more easier to trans

.late a precedence diagram into a bar-chart. 

2. , Bar-charts: 

- About 3-10% of the projects were pl anned by bar-charts. 

These were generally small alterations or very'sma11 jobs. 

- 50-60% of the projects planned by network ana1ysis,were 

'transformed into a bar-chart. About90%,of these were 

, some sort of time-scaled network and the rest, 10%, were 

,pure bar-charts. Normally, these bar-charts were issued 

every two months. 

-' The reason why networks were transformed into bar-charts 

was that site staff preferred it that way, becaus~ it was 

more difficult for them to understand a network., The 

director in charge of planning and the chief planning engi

neer believed that agents should be using networks and,no 

bar-charts, whereas the planning engineer, the co~tracts 

manager and the site agents thought that there would 

always be a need for bar-charts on, site, one reason for 
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this being that it was easier to mark progress on a bar

chart. A case also was mentioned by the training'officer 

where they had to transform the network into bar-chart 

f~rm for the sake of the architects who didnot'haVeany 

,idea of what network analysis was. 

- In the majority of cases, the network and the computer 

'printouts (if, any) were sent to site together with the bar

chart transformation; The idea Nas that if the agent is in 

, difficulty, he can always refer back to the network. 

, However, the two agents i ntervi ewed had never used thi s 

faci 1 i ty. ' They both agreed that networks were more 

, detailed than bar-charts and gave more information. But, 

one of them added that the technique was for inexperienced 

young agents and not for old, and experienced agents like 

him Nho knew their job like tha back of their hand. 

-' Everybody agreed that time-scaled networks were the best 

, solution as they had the advantages of both the net\~ork and 

the bar-chart. 

3. Resource analysis: 

'-Resource analysis in conjunction with the network was 

carried out very seldom, in about 10% of the projects 

planned by network analysis because computers were used 

very little. The rest were resource levelled manually 

using the final bar-chart presentations issued every hlo 

months. 

- Jobs were always time-limited and never resource-limited. 

So, according to the chief planning engineer there was 

really not much need for a formal resource analysis at the 

- ··-·-'~-=e "'0= = 
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startofa project •. He believed that drawing the logic of 

a network was a sort of resourc~ analysis and furthermore 

· indicated that he had never seen any formal resource 

-analysis to be successful. 

4. Cost control and optimization techniques: 

- Cost control was carried out by means of job cards, entire-

· lyseparately from network analysis. They did not intend 

to use cost control· by networks in the near future, the 

main reason being that computers were used very little. 

- Cost optimization (time':'cost trade-off) was never 

attempted in any project. 

-.PERT/COST was not used at all. It was once used, but with-

out success, and was abandoned. 

5. Extent up to which these techniques are used: 

- 90-98% of the jobs were time. analysed by networks. The 

· rest, 2-10%, were planned by bar-charts. 

- About 10% of projects pl anned by network analysis were _ 

resource analysed. The rest, 90%, were resource analysed 

manually using the final bar-chart presentation. 

- Cost analysis was not carried out by networks. 

6.· Economic justification: 

- The two site agents interviewed stated that network analysis 

increased profits and reduced costs because it introduced a 

struggle for time and gave better detail. The planning 

engineer stated that it was not a coincidence that the pro

fit margin increased after the introduction of network ana

lysis and that this was primarily due to network analysis. 

And finally, the chief planning engineer attributed their 
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high profit/turnover figures to the use of network analysis; 

he claimed that their subsidiaries were making less profit/ 

turnover because they were using only bar-charts. 

'-, The only person who did not see any economic justification 

for using network analysis was the contracts manager. He 

had never b'elieved that network analysis could reduce costs. 

-' According to the chief planning engineer network analysis 

cost about'l% of the total project cost; he also agreed 

, .. with his planning engineer that this can be fully recovered, 

and a profi t made on top of it. ..\ ' 

'- It was company policy to keep claims to a minimum. However, 

• everybody, except the contracts manager, agreed that neb/ork 

analysis formed a better basis for negotiating claims. 

7. Conditions under which these techniques were first introduced: 

- These conditions are described in paragraphs 3,4,5 and 6 

under "History of net~/ork analysis in the company". 

8. The use of computers: 

'-, The company did not own a co~puter' but was'going to acquire 

, one soon for accountancy purposes. 

-' It was company policy to use computer programs as little as 
, 

possible, only when they were bound by a contract, or when 

they wanted to use the resource analysis option. The main 

reasons for this were that there were not enough'competent 

planners to use computer programs (only two in the planning 

department) and that the majority of site personnel were, 

not familiar with computer printouts. Another reason was 

that the size of the jobs they got was not large enough to 

warrant the use of a computer. So, the very large majority 

... ~. ,.-~",~.,.-'-""'-~' --'-----'------------------
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of· networked programmes were computed manually, including 

those having more than 4000 activities. According to the 

planning engineer, one cannot use a computer if the number' 

of activities is too high because computer costs become 

too high •. 

- The first.computer application had been carried out in 1964 

. in a housing project because the cl ients ha~ required it. 

There was complete agreement among interviewees that this 

was a complete failure because, according to site manage

ment the planners did not have. enough site experience, and 

according to planning staff, the planners did not have 

enough computer experience. 

- Site m~nagers generally complained of receiving too many 

documents after each computer run and of being lost among 

them. They found that computer printouts were helpful only 

in determining material delivery dates .. 

9. Changes in the administrative structure: 

--- These changes are described in paragraphs 3,4,5 and 6 under 

.. "History of network analysis in the company" . 

. - The conflict between the planning department and contracts 

managers,whicn is mentioned in one of the paragraphs men

ti oned above deserves more exp 1 ana't ion: The contracts mana

ger interviewed was not satisfied ~Iith the place of the 

planning department reporting to the director responsible 

for cont'racts and woul d prefer it to report to the managing' 
, , 

director. The planning department's view was, however. that 

contracts managers know less on network analysis than planners, . 

, 
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and less on construction than agents; that. they are con-
. . 

·vinced that network analysis has no value; that they 

avoid attending training programmes, do not like making 

decisions at early stages, have a fear of ridicule in case 

they make a mistake and are.found to be wrong, and finally 

fear a reduction in their authority and power. As a con

sequence, they were not helpful at planning stage and the .. , 

. net\~orks produced were not very accurate for this reason. 

The planning department supported the view that the con~ 

tracts manager and the planning engineer should be merged 

in some way, implying· that contracts managers should alto

gether be taken off. as was done in blo other subsidiaries 

with successful results • 

. -- A copy of the organizational chart is attached. 

10. Training schemes: 

-- The evolution of training courses in the company is dis-

. cri bed in paragraphs 7,8,9 and 10 under "History. of network 

analysis in the company". 

-- As a total, 65 persons mainly from site management attended 

the courses mentioned in the above-mentioned paragraphs •. 

Of these thirty three were general foremen, five were 

undergraduate trainees, eight basic supervisors, ten gan

gers, and nine technicians. 

-- The courses were generally accepted as useful and successful, 

but there· were some reservations about them. The chief plan

ning engineer believed that similar courses should be run 

every six months to refresh the memories. One of the agents 

; interviewed indicated that the usefulness of these courses 
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'depended mainly on the individuals attending them. He, 

, stated that two out of the seven persons who attended wi th . 

, him one of these courses had not benefited at all and had 

" slipped back to bar-charts immediately. The other agent, 

complained that whereas all his staff should have' attended 

at'least one of these courses, in reality only one of his 

trades foremen had., 

- There was no 1 ibraryi n the company but they were, recei vi ng , ' , 

a number of periodicals. 

- Some agents and foremen were also sent to external, courses 

mainly run by the CITB. They generally found these courses 

. too theoriticaland not very beneficial. 

11. Qualifications of the personnel: 

-' At the time of thestudy, the planning department contained: 

One B.Sc. in civil engineering, experienced on site, chief 

planning engineer; one Higher National Certificate in Build

, ing, associate member of the Instttute of Builders; one' 

Higher National Certificate in building; tl10 Full Technical 

, Certificates in building, and one graduate trainee. 

- The criteria used ,in recruiting personnel for the planning 

department were as follows: 

a) Minimum two years on,site compulsory. 

b) A Higher National Certificate in building desirable. 

c) An Ordinary National Certificate in building, or a 

construction technical certificate acceptable. 

- Most of the si te agents 11ere ex-tradesmen. One of them who 

was interviewed had started in the company in 1949 as a 

joiner; then had become a trades foreman, then general 

" • , •• y-
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foreman and finally site agent. This was accepted by most 

people as a typical situation.' 

- There were only two planning engineers who could carry out 

computerized network analysis; and only a very limited num

. ber of site agents were familiar with computer printouts. 

However, no specialist, or expert, or consultant help had' 

ever been used. 

-. According to the contracts manager and to the planning 

engineers, much better results in network analysis appli

cations could be obtained if the site staff were better 

educated. At the same time, the two senior planners agreed 

with .site managers' view that the majority of planners 

lacked sufficient site experience. 

12. Authority: 

-Most decisions related to logical sequences and time esti

. mates were made by planning engineers within the limits 
., 

set by the contracts manager and the agent. The responsi-

bility to produce a workable network remained therefore 

, with the planning engineer. 

- Before being used on site, the final. approval for the net

work came from· the contracts manager. He had the authority 

to make changes. related to head office. business such as 

financial problems clashes with the architect, etc.; he 

delegated to the site manager the authority to make changes 

related to site business. But, he had the final responsi

bil ity to see to it .that the network was properly appl ied 

on site. 

- Planning engineers had the authority to make minor changes 

I 

I 
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, in the network, but these had always to be approved by the 

contracts manager. So, they reported to both their depart

ment head and to the contracts manager; The chief planning, 

engineer and the contracts manager were both at the same, 

hierarchical level and· reported to the director in charge 

of contracts. 

--.; The i ntroduct i on of network ana lys i s accomp,ani ed wi th the 

establishment of a planning department had changed the deci

sion-making process in the organization. Whereas, before 

the introduction of network analysis all decisions,were 

,given jointly by site managers and contracts managers, 

after network analysis there had been an addition to the 

group: the planning engineer. According to planners, cont

racts managers believed that this had reduced their autho-
, . 

ri ty and power by bri ngi ng in a thi rd party ~/ho was report

ing to the same director as them; they further saw the 

change as a move by the head office to tighten control· on 

sites and on the activities of contracts managers. 

'- The two site agents and the contracts manager interviewe.d 

did not agree with the planners' view expressed in the pre

ceding paragraph. They indicated. that they had still the 

same authority and that they were pleased to receive a ser

vice from the planning department. 

13. Co-ordination between the planning department and the team on 

site: 

- According to the usual procedure, the plan of action was 

discussed before the job starts by the contracts manager, 

the site agent and the planning engineer. The network was 
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drawn by the planning engineer in the. light of this 

.. discussion. 

-- There was generally no resident planning engineer on site. 

Updatings were done by frequent vi sits. . Everybody inter

'. viewed seemed to be pleas~d with this arrangement~ 

14. Integration with'other management techniques: 

. -- The introduction of network analysis did no~ interfere 

with any other management technique in use in the company •. 

The planning department had very little .to do with other 

departments; they would sometimes receive some feedback 

information from the buying and estimating departments. 

15. Controlling the job: 

-- The planning engineers' view was that network analysis is 

the best method to control the progress of a job, but that 

site managers and contracts managers never use it for that 

purpose. 

-- The contracts manager and the two site managers regarded 

network analysis as a good control device, in the sense 

, that they could see clearly who is doing what and when, and 

what is going on on' site. But, they did not,believe it is 

a good tool for controlling progress. 

,16., Input requirements: 

-- It was generally believed that there is not sufficient infor

mation before. starting a project, in order to plan correctly, 

unless itis a,repetitive housing construction. 

-- In the few computer·applications, the. situation where they 

fed the computer with wrong data and obtained stupid 

printouts frequently occured. 
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17. Sui tabili ty of output: 

- This aspect is described in sub-section 2, Bar-charts. and 

, in sub-section 8, the Use of Computers. ' 

, 18. The logical sequence: 

- I t was the general feel i ng that there were too many va ri ab 1 es 

in the construction process that ,could not be foreseen at 
. , , ~ . 

the planning stage, and that the constructi,on process itself 

was of a very f1 exib le nature offeri ng a 1 arge number of 

alternatives. ' 

'-', Consequently. the contracts manager believed that the logic 

of a network was not always impeccable. But, planning staff 

claimed 'that once the job was broken down into finer detail 

and once alternatives were discussed. ,there was no reason 

why ,the logic should not offer the best solution. 

- Before drawing the logicai sequence of activities, ,the plan

ning engineer got informed as to what sort and what amount 

of labour and/or machinery would be used in each activity. 

He regarded the drawing of a network as a sort of resource 

levelling, contrary to text-book recommendations that the 

logic of ~ network should be drawn independently of any 

resource limitation. 

- loops and the overlapping of activities were not major 

problems in dra\~ing networks. especially if the planning 

engineer was experienced enough. The major difficulty was 

indicated by planners to be the communication with parties 

involved in the job. 

19. ' Data for activities: 

- Most time estimates were given by the planning engineer 
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wi thin the broad limits set down by the contracts manager 

. and the site agent •. Once the network was completed, the. 

time estimates were approved (or nel'lones proposed) by the 

contracts manager or the sub-contractor responsible for a 

.particular activity • 

. - According to planners, people responsible for particular 

activities tended to give pessimistic time estimates •. This 

happened frequently with sub":contractors. Accordi ng to the 

contracts manager, time estimates· differed by 40-50% from 

actual durations. The prechion of time estimates was .. 

accepted by planners to be directly related to the size of 

activities, because the larger the activity,the larger the 

actual time, and the larger become the variations. 

20. Degree of detail: 

.- A technique called "sectionalization" was used. A summary 

network was prepared and then divided into sections for each 

of which a more detailed network was prepared. After the 

calculations were carried out separately for each sub-network, 

they were assembled. The number of sectionalization stages 

depended on the complexity of the job. With this system 

they were able to compute manually networks conta i ni ng as 

many as 4000 activities • 

. - Activities were split by trades. Site managers were parti- . 

cularly pleased with this set-up because they were able to 

control the performance of· each trade separately and they 

were able to give directives to each trade separately. 

- Networks were accepted by site managers to be more detailed 

than ordinary bar-charts. But, according to planning 
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engineers, the degree of detail of a network was a function· 

of the complexity of the job. 

21 •. Complexity of the job: 

- The genera lly accepted cri teri on was that small er jobs were 

. better planned by bar-charts, and that larger and hence more 

complex jobs were better suited to network analysis planning • 

. - The chief planner regarded the precedence diagramming system 
. . 

.. as particularly useful for extremely complex jobs. 

22. U pda t i ng : 

_. _. Networks were not updated regul ar1y. They were updated only 

when it was felt necessary. This happened when there were 

big alterations, or when they thought they were sufficiently 

away from the logic rather than being behind in time. The 

minimum time between two updates was one month. 

- Only the summary network which had been broken down into 

. "sections" was updated. The more detailed "section" was not 

updated at all, presumably because they consumed too much 

time and effort. 

- .. Feedback was obtained by frequent visits from the planning 

engineer to the site. They had a "reporting system"- accord

ing to which the planning engineer recorded progress against 
> 

planned values and reported it to the chief planning engineer, 

who in turn discussed it with the director in charge of 

contracts. 

23. The use of float: 

- There were two ways of allocating float in the final schedule. 

In some projects earliest start dates were used as scheduled 

dates. In'some projects, how much float will be allocated 

I 
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" . to what activity was decided as time goes on, according to 

the likelihood of being short of time in certain activities. 

-- Generally, everybody on site was aware of float values 

associated to each activity. Sometimes, this had a negative 

, effect on them because the knowledge that they could com

plete certain activities in a longer period of time, made 

them relax. However, according to the plan~ers, this. 

happened very seldom as most of the site agents refer only 

to the bar-chart' presentations and since most of them did 

not really know what, float means. 

24. Resistance to change: 

--' As described in "History of network analysis in the company", 

there had been resistance to the use o'f network analysis 

since its introduction, and there still was some. The 

views of different management levels are reported belol1: 

-- The top management thought that resistance to network ana

lysis on the, part of ,contracts managers was due to a fear 

of the new system and to a fear of the new generation. 
, , 

-- According to the training officer, the major reason for 

resistance was ignorance. He believed that after the few 

training courses resistance to network analysis had 

decreased. 

-- The contracts manager indicated that he never regarded 

network analysis as a panacea to all problems as so many 

of those introducing it did. He claimed that those who 

introduced network analysis agreed with him now that it 

solves only a limited number of questions. 

-- For site agents nothing much had changed with the advent of 
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network analysis, because. they had continued to recei ve 

'their bar-charts as always. They bel ieved that network ana

lysishad had no impact on site management. 

-According to planners. network analysis had not been improved 

", on site management. but had smoothly evolved. They admitted 

". however, that there was also some imposition, as otherwise 

nobody would have taken any notice of it. They believed 
, , 

that the, fiercest resistance was expressed by contracts mana-

gers because they did not like making decisions at early 
. " , . , 

, stages, had a fear of t1dicule in case they are found to be 

wrong, feared a reducti on in thei r authori ty and power" and 

finally they particularly disliked a younger planner to tell 

them, what to do.' 

~ Planners believed,that resistance to network analysis in an 

overt or covert form has always been expressed and would 

always exist unless drastic changes were made in the staff 

and in the organization (such as firing resisting members and 

hiring personnel with network analysis experience, and 

abolishing the office of contracts managers). They also 

believed that resistance had decreased over the years, but 

, ata very slow rate. 
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APPENDIX F 

THE PRELIMINARY, FIELD SURVEY, 

Questions related to each item in the check list, and findings 
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Questions related to each item in the check-list. and the findings 

. 1. Ki nds of network ana lys i s techni ques: 

1 •. Has any network analysis technique ever been used in your company? 

-,Ves: 10 companies. 

- No : None 

2.' Are you still using it? . 

.. - Yes: 8 companies 

- No : 2 companies 

The two companies who were. not using network analysis any mor.e 

had had a bad experience with it and saw no economic justification 

for using it. These were the 2 companies at,the bottom of the' 
, ' 

annual turnover list. They both specialized in repetitive housing 

construction a'nd one of them was the only private firm in the sample. 

3. What are network analysis techniques used for? 

- Time analysis only 

-. Time + resource analysis 

1 company 

6 companies 

- Time + resource + cost analysis: 1 company 

The general view was that at least half on the value of 

network analysis lies in time analysis and the other half in resource 

analysis. 

4. What sort of network diagram do you use? 

- Arrow di agrams 8 companies 

- Precedence diagrams: None 

5. Are network analysis techniques used for multi-project scheduling? 

-' - Yes: None 

- No : 8 companies 

One company used the multi-project scheduling option of a 

computer program to relate various parts of a single large project 
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to each other. 

II. Bar-charts: 

«1. In planning your project do you use only bar-charts? 

-:.Yes: None 

- No : '10 companies 

2. Do you use bar-charts <in some projects and network analysis in 

some others? 

- Yes: 8 companies' 

< -< No : 2 companies 

... " 

3. In your opinion, if a bar-chart is thoughtfully and carefully 

prepared by a competent planner, is it as good as a network < 

analysis technique? 

Only 3 of the companies answered < this question ( 2 "No", 1 "Yes") 

and the rest insisted that this question cannot be answered because 

~o much depends on the job, on the company. on the site manager, on 

the planner. etc. 

4. What do you think of a compromise between network analysis and 

bar-charts, in the sense that bar-charts used only for display 

purposes? 

- Positive: 8 companies 

- Negative: None 

All the user companies transl ated their networks into bar-charts' 

and believed that this is the only way of using network analysis 

successfully. 

5. What other planning techniques are used in your company? 

- Bar-charts only None 

- Bar-charts and network ana lys i s: 5 compani es 

I 

I 
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-... Bar-charts and Line of Balance . : 2 compani es 

. -... Bar-charts, network analysis and Line of Balance: 3 companies 

Line of balance users made clear that they were using this 

technique only in repetitive housing construction. 

Ill. Resource analysis: 

1. Is it the usual procedure to use a resource ana}ysis method? 

_. Yes: 7 companies 

- No : 1 company 

.... 2 •. Is it done in conjunction with a network or separately? 

.-·In. conjunction with network analysis: 2 companies 

- Separately, on ·the final bar-chart 

- Both ways 

4 companies .-

2 companies 

3. For how long a period is the analysis of resources done? 

- Entire period of project: 7 companies 

- Parts of project 1 company 

4. Do you think that, especially in long projects, the preparation 

of a resource analysis for the entire project period is not 

practical from the point of view of the accuracy of the estimates? 

. _. Yes: 2 compani es . 

- No : 6 companies· 

5. ~Ihich method do you use for the analysis of resource? . 

- Levelling 6 companies 

- Aggregation: None 

Two companies did not answer this question. One of them used 

resource analysis to a negligible extent. 

.1 
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IV; Cost control and optimization techniques: 

1. Is it the usual Procedure to use a cost control method in. 

conjunction 'with the network? 

-- Yes: 1 company 

-- No : 7 companies 

.2. Is the cost control made under a: 

-- Cost code : None 

-' - Responsibility. code: None 

--' Resource type , : 1 company 

3. Is it the usual procedure to use cost optimization techniques? 

--. Yes: None 

-- No : 8 companies 
" 

4. Are any cost optimization techniques used in special circumstances? 

-- Yes: None 

-- No : 8 companies 

5. Do you think that cost optimization should be a standard procedure 

at pre-tender stage?' 

-- Yes None 

--.No ': 2 companies 

-- Don't know: 6 companies 

6. Why. do you think cost optimization techniques are not used very 

extensively? 

Again 6 companies did not answer this question because they had 

never used cost optimization techniques and had no idea of their 

capabil i ti es and 1 imita1:i ons. Two compani es however. indicated that 

these techniques would be extremely difficult to apply in the 

construction industry. 

.. . .......... __ .......... __ .. _-..:_-----------------
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v. Extent up to which these techniques are used: 

1. What is. the percentage of the projects (in terms of turnover) in 

which network analysis. techniques are used? 

In the user companies, this figure ranged from 2% to 99% with 

an average of 47%. 

2, What is the percentage of the projects for which the following 

analyses are carried out? 

--Time analysis ranged from 2 to 99% with an average of 47%. 

-- Resource analysis': in the 7 companies where res.ource analysis 

was carri ed out, an average of 73% of pro-· . 

r 

. -- Cost analysis 

j ects planned by network ana lys is were 

resource analysed. 

in the only·companywho used cost analysis 

by· networks, all projects planned by 

network analysis were cost analysed. 

3. What is the trend in the use of network analysis techniques in 

your company? 

-- Increas i ng: None 

-- Decreasing: None 

-- Settled 8 companies 

4. Why do you think this is so? 

-- Satisfied with present level: 2 companies 

-- No justification to use more: 2 companies 

-- Don I t know 4 companies 

It was interesting to note that the two companieswho indicated 

satisfaction were using'network analysis in the very large majority 

of their jobs; and the two companies who saw no justification in 

increasing the use of network analysis were using it in a very little 

I 
, 
I 
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3 companies 

2 companies 

- Does not increase profits: 3 companies· 

:,.,,',,' 

Those companies who claimed.that profits are ·increased by 

network analysis but that this cannot be quantified, generally. put 

forward the argument that network analysis increases efficiency and 

control, and that profit is· a function of efficiency and control, 

and that therefore it is bound to·go up. 

3. Is this figure an approximate estimate or is it calculated 

from actual similar projects in which network analysis tech

niques and others have. been used? . 

Not applicable since no company could give a figure for 

. increased profits due to network analysis. 

4. What is the effect of the use of network analysis techniques 

on the total cost of aproject~ 

Five companies indicated that they do not have any idea of the 

" '.-' 
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. costofnetwti'rk analysis as a perc~ntage of total project costs. 

One co~pany' said it was 2.5%, another 0.25%,and ano.ther indicated 

that it was much more than the cost of using bar-charts. The 

interesting point was, however, that the company who said 2.5% was 

quite satisfied with it whereas the company who said 0.25% found 

that this was far too much. All the answers to .this question 

give. a gook .idea of the uncertainty and ignorance of users as to 

what network analysis costs and what it should cost. 

5. Does the use of network analysis techniques form a better 

basis when negotiating claims? 

- Yes 

- No 

6 companies 

.• None 

- Don't know: 2 companies 

Those companies who answered "Don't know" indicated that they 

submit claims very seldom and that therefore they would not know 

whether network analysis is better in those circumstances. 

6. What are the advantages of network analysis techniques from the 

economic point of view? 

- Increase in profit: 5 companies 

- Cannot say 

-'None 

- Don' t knO\~ 

1 company 

1 company 

1 company 

VII. Conditions under which these techniques ~Iere first introduced: 

1. When were network analysis techniques introduced into your com

pany for the first time? 

The earliest year was 1960 and the'latest 1966; the average 

year was 1963. There was no pattern showing that larger companies 
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...... used network analYSiSfirstand ~mallercompanies fOllOWed.' 

. 2; Duri ng the· i ntroducti on' of network ana lys is was there a be li ef 

that profits would inc'rease because of these techniques? 

-- Yes: 6 companies 

-- No : None 

One company indicated that it started·using.network analysis 

just as an experiment, and another company said it started using 

it to keep up with development. 

3. Was there a factor of contractual. compulsion in starting the 

Use of network analysis techniques in your company? (i.e., a 

clause in a contract specifically asking for the use of 

network analysis). 

-- Yes :2 companies 

--'. No : 6 compani es 

4. Who was the person who introduced network analysis to the 

company? 

The answers were: a director and two engineers; the chief, 

planning engineer; the top management; the deputy chairman; one 

" man in head'office; the regional manager; one director; in one 

company nobody knew who had introduced network analysis. 

5. Did the company own a computer when network analysis tech

niques were first introduced? 

.-- Yes: 1 company 

-- No : 7 companies 

6. Was the first network analysis operated manually or by means 

of a computer program? 

-- Manual 6 companies 

-- Computer program: 1 company 

-- Don't know 1 company 

I 
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VII L The use of computers: 

1. Does the. company own· a computer? 

. - Yes: 3 companies 

- No : 5 companies 

. 2. Does the company use a computer-bureau? 

. - Yes: 6 companies 

.- No : 2 companies 

. Of these. 6 compani es. 5· di d· not own a computer. but one had 

a newly installed computer which was not used for planning purposes, 

3. What are the jobs run in the computer? 

The two companies who answered this·question.indicated that 

.. thei r computers were used for payrolls. accountancy and staff 

records. 

4. What is the smallest number of activities in a network run in 

·a computer? 

This ·varied between 100 and 1000 activities. with an average 

of 320 activities. Only 6 companies ans~lered . 
. 

5. What is the maximu~ number of activities encountered· up to now? 

Only 5 companies answered. It ranged from 150 to 3000 

activities. with an average of 1030 activities. 

6. ~Jhat is the criterion used to distinguish between projects to 

be planned. manually; and those to be planned by a computer 

program? 

Of the 6 coinpani es who answered. one used no criteri a at all 

and used a computer program for all projects; one used as little 

computer as possible. The remaining 4 companies used either the 

si ze of the network. or cl i ents I requi rements. or a combi nation 

of these. 
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IX. Changes in the administrative structure: 

1. 'What is, the size of the planning department? 

Among the 7 companies who answered, there were planning depart

ments as small as two persons and as large as nine persons • The ' 

, average was, five to four perso~s in each planning department. 

2. What was the size of the planning department before the intro

duction'of network analysis? 

'---No planning department at all: 4 companies 

---' , Same as today :4 companies 

3. Have there been any changes in the administrative structure 

after network analysis was introduced? 

, --- No change 4 companies 

--- New planning departments: 4 companies 

4. What are your critical views about these changes? 

Only 2 companies answered this question. They had both a new 

planning department as a result of introducing network analysis. 

They both complained that the centralization of planning services 

was not desirable and caused complications. 

x. Training schemes: 

1. Have there been any internal courses on network analysis? 

--- Yes: 5 ,companies 

--- No : 3 companies 

2. To whom were they gi ven? 

--- Departm~nt heads, contracts managers, 

, senior site staff, and planning engineers: 3 companies . 
--- Senior site staff only 1 company 

--- Senior site staff and planning engineers 1 company 

, I 
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3 • Is this a: regular procedure? 

. .. -- Yes: 1 company· 

-- No : 4 compani es. 

4. What is the frequency of those courses? 

The only company who. indicated that regular internal courses 
.. 

were run said that they were five day courses run three .times a 

year; 

5.· . Has any member of the company been sent to an external network 

analysis course? 

-- Yes: 6 companies 

~ No : 2 companies 

6. Is this a typical situation or does it happen once in a while? 

-- Typical None 

-- Once in a while 5 companies 

-- Only when it was introduced: 1 company 

7. How many members have been sent to such courses in what length 

of time? 

--.. Not answered 

8. Is there an adequate library in your company? 

--. . Not answered 

'9. How many books are there in it and what is the percentage of 

construction management books? 

-- Not answered 

10. Are these books in the immediate access of any member of staff? 

-- Not answered 

11. When network. analysis techniques were first introduced, was the 

entire personnel trained to cope with it or was a recruitment 

of qualified expert personnel necessary? 
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- Training 4 companies 

- Training + recruitment: 2 companies 

- Don't remember ,2 companies, 

12. In your opinion, do you think that these courses (internal 

and/or external) are successful? 

-Yes • 3 companies 

-' Moderately: 4 companies 

~No 1 company 

'XI. Qualifications of the personnel: 

1. What are the qualifications of the staff in the planning 

department? 

,- This question was later dropped 

2. What is the present policy of the company regarding the 

recruitment of staff for the planning'department? 

Only 3 companies answered this qUestion, ,as the remaining 

5 had no definite policy. One of them stated that all planners 

were recruited from among the site staff; one of them looked for 

quickmindedness, intelligence and site experience; and the last 

one required extensive planning and site experience. 

3. Do you receive any expert help in the planning stilge? 

- Yes: None 

- No : 8 compani es 

4. What are the qualifications of the staff on site? 

- Mostly ex-tradesmen 

- t10stly engineers 

4 companies 

1 company 

-' Half tradesmen, half engineers: 1 company 

, - Don't know exactly 2 companies" 
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5. ,What is the present pol icy of the company regarding the 

,recruitment of staff for site jobs? 

- Don't know exactly: 8 companies 

6. Do you think that with a better qualified team in the planning 

department you would obtain better results? 

- Yes: 1 company 

-' No : 7 companies 

It must be noted that these, results were 'reported by planning 

engineers; and that site. managers , vie\~s differed slightly with two 

more answers in the "Yes" category. Site managers generally com~ , 

plained that planning engineers did not have sufficient site expe

rience to draw a realistic network. 

7. Do you think that ~lith a better qualified team on site you 

would obtain better results? 

- Yes: 7 companies 

- No : 1 company 

Most site managers agreed with this finding. 

XII. Authority:' 

1. What kind of authority does the planning department'have on 

final decisions? 

-, Direct None 

- Lateral, or conSUltative: 8 companies 

2. Hhat are exactly the responsibilities of the planning department? " 

The answer in all cases was to produce and update a reliable 

network. 

3. To whom is the planning departme~t responsible? 

- Site manager: 1 company 
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~Contracts manager " : 1 company 

--- Director or managing director: 6 companies 

4. 'Who is responsible for the implementation of the network? 

---' Si te mana,ger' 6 companies 

--- Contracts manager: 2 compa~ies 

5. Does the, planning department have any authority for making deci-' 

sions and changes in the network? 

All 8 companies indicated that planning engineers had enough 

authority to make minor alterations without seeking prior accep-

tanc'e from site managers. 

,6. In your opinion, does the introduction of network analysis 

techniques'reduce the authority of certain persons, such as 

the contracts managers? 

, '--- Yes: 4 compani es 

--- No : 4 companies 

Answers given by site managers showed a 5 to 3 situation in 

favour of "Yes", which shows that site managers are more worried 

than planning engineers when network analysis is introduced. 

XIII. Co-ordination between planning department and team on site: 

1. Is there any co-ordination between the planning department and 

'the team that has been appointed to site, at the start of the 

project (not atpre-tender stage, but after the award of the 

contract)? 

--- Yes: 8 companies 

--- No : None 

2; Is there any co-ordination between the planning department and 

the team on site, during the construction of the job? 

" . 
" 
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- Yes: 8 companles 

. - No : None 

. 3. Is there normally a member. of the planning. staff resident on 

site? 

-'- Yes: 1 company 

.- No :.7 companies 

Three companies indicated that. they have resid,ent planning 

engineers only in. larger jobs. 

XIV. Integration with other management techniques: 

1. Are network analysis techniques properly integrated with other' 

management techniques? 

This question was not applicable in companies not using cost 

analYsis in conjunction with networks, because time and resource 

analysis are .almost totally independent of any other. management 

technique. The only company who used cost analysis answered this 

question positively. 

2. Are the results obtained from network analysis used in any 

other management technique? 

- Yes: None 

- No : 8 companies 
• 

3 •. Do you think that network analysis should further be provided 

with characteristics to better fit in the present system? 

-.-Don't know: 8 companies 

4. Do you think that your present system should be modified for 

getting better results out of network analysis? 

-Don't know: 8 companies 
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xv. Controlling the job: 

1. Do you think that network analysis techniques are a useful tool·· 

for control purposes? 

-Yes: 7 companies 

.. _. No : 1 company 

. The company who answered "No" used only time analysis and 

... employed. it rather as forecasting technique rather than a control 

technique. 

2. Is feedback done as a routine job or is it done only from time 

to time? 

. -'Routine 5 companies 

-. From time to time: 3 companies 

. 3. Are network analysis techniques primarily used for controlling 

the progress of the job? 

-.Yes: 1 company 

--- No : 7 companies 

All the companies who answered "No" stressed that controlling 

the job was one. of the aspects of neblOrk analysis. 

XVI; Input reguirements: 

1. Are there sufficient selection possibilities as to the form of 

the input? 

- Yes: 4 companies· 

. - No : 2 compan i es . 

One of the remaining companies did not use computer programs 

at all; and the other indicated that the answer depends on the 

program they happen to be using, as they had used several up to now. 

2. Are the input requirements very complicated, in the sense that 
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mistakes cannot be avoided unless checked several times? 

- Yes: 8 companies 

- No,,: None , ' . ' 

·3. Do network. analysis techniques require more information as 

input, when compared with other methods? 

- Yes: 8 companies 

- No : None 

4. Are the input requirements difficult to obtain? 

- Yes: 8 companies' 

- No : . None 

5. When checked at the end of the project, does. the input data 

show to be correct? 

- Reasonably correct: 4 companies 

- Pess imi sti c 

- Optimistic 

- Don't know 

2 companies 

.: 1 company 

: 1 company 

6. How much labour is involved in providing the input requirements, 

given as a percentage of the labour force involved in the appli

cation of network analysis? 

- Don't know: 8 companies 

XVII. Suitability of output: 

1. What is the final kind of the information issued at the end of . 

the network planning period? 

All. compani~s indicated that they produce earliest and latest 

times and float values as basic information. 

2. Are there sufficient selection possibilities as to the forms of 

output which best suits your requirements? 
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The remai ni ng company did not use computer programs at all .. 

·3 •. 00youthink ·that the existing output form gives: 

--- A lot of unnecessary information: 2 companies 

--- The right information 

... _. - Insufficient information 

.. : 5· compani es 

. : 2 compani es 

One company did not answer this question because they did not 

" use computer programs at- all. Two companies stated that their 

answer is a combination of "unnecessary" and "insufficient" 

information. 

4.· Are the final results of the network analysis transformed into 

a bar-chart form? 

.--- Yes: 8 companies 

---. No: None 

5. Are time-scaled networks used ata 11? 

--- Yes: 1 company (sometimes) 

--- No : 7 companies 

6. Are bar-charts. showing the logical links, the critical path, 

f1 oa ts, etc., used at all (1 ogi c-1 inked bar-charts)? 

- Yes: 5 compani es 

--- No : 3 companies 

7. Do you think that the team on site is not sufficiently 

acknowledged to cope with a network presentation? 

--- Yes: 7 compani es 

--- No : 1 company 

The company who answered "No" had at least one engineer (as 

opposed to ex-tradesman) on each of their sites. It is also 

- I 
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interesting to note that site managers agreed with this finding 

generally. 

8. Do you think that in the future, the. time ~lill come when there 

will be no necessity to transform networks into bar-charts? 

- Yes 

- No 

3companies 

None 

- Don't know: 5 companies 

XVIII. logical sequence! 

1. Do you think that networks produced in the construction industry 

are indeterminate; i.e., where relationships among activities 

are very vari abl e, where sequences in whi ch the activi ti es are 

carried out are .very much a matter of choice? 

- Yes: 8 companies 

- No: None 

2. Do you think that to devise a network in a purely logical 

. sequence, without any regard to time limitations (which will be· 

sorted out later in the time analysis), and to resource limi

tations (\~hich will be sorted out later in the resource ana

lysis) .is possible? 

One of the 2 companies who answere~ this question stated that 

this was not difficult, whereas the other indicated that it was 

'practicallyi~possible. 

3. Are loops a major difficulty in drawing the logical sequence 

of a network? 

- Yes: None 

- No : 8 companies 

4. Is the overlapping of activities (i.e., one starts before the 

" 

"~' ' 
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other ends) a rriajor difficulty? 

-- Yes: 2 companies 

-- No : 6.companies 

.. -, . 

5. What other difficulties are encountered in devising the logical 

. sequence of a network? 

Apart from 2 companies who stated that it was difficult to 

deci de, the degree of detail, there was no comment o,n thi s ques ti on. 

XIX. Data for activities: 

1. By whom is the data for the network prepared? 

-- A single person: 4 companies 

-- A team : 4 companies 

The single person was in all cases identified as the 

planning engineer. 

2. Do you think that the time necessary fOr the collection of data 

is too long? 

-- Yes 

-- No 

7 companies 

None 

-- Don't know: 1 company., 

3. Do you think that the labour necessary for the collection of 

data is too much? 

-- Yes 

-- No 

7 companies 

None 

-- Don't know: 1 company 

4. Is 'it a serious handicap that some of the data (in some projects) 

depend on outside organizations, such as sub-contractors, mate

rial firms, etc.? 
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_. Yes . 3 companies .. 
. -No : 1 company 

- Not applicable: 4 companies 

The companies in the "Not applicable" group indicated that 

they were not able to answer this question as very little of their 

works were sUb-contracted •. 

5. If the data is. prepared bya team, how many persons are there 

. in the team, and what are their status? 

- Planning engineer" + site manager : 3 companies 

_. Planning engineer + site manager + 

contracts manager + estimator 1 company 

6.· Is there the general tendency to give pessimistic time estimates, 

thus ensuring that they will not be proved to be v/rong even if 

the worst happens? 

- Yes 

-No 

4 companies 

.3 companies 

- Don't know: 1 company 

7. Do the time estimates. given by the following prove to be right? 

a) Outside organization: 

- Yes 

-No 

2 companies 

4 companies 

- Don't know: 2. companies 

b) The team or the planning engineer: 

- Yes 

- No 

: 5 companies 

:" 2 companies 

- Don't know: 1 company 
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XX. Degree of detai 1: 

1. Is it the usual procedure to prepare more than one network each 

of a different degree of detail, for a single project? 

" - Yes: 6 companies. 

- No : 2 companies 

2. Is every activity so specified that only one person, or depart

ment, or unit,will be responsible for carrying it out? 
. . .. ~ 

- Yes 

'- No 

2 companies 

3 companies 

-. Varies: 3 companies 

The 2 companies who answered "Yes" broke down their jobs into 

,activities, each to be carried out by one trade. The 3 companies 

who answered "No" used time and/or piece of work, disregarding 

responsibilities. 

3. Are the activities on the critical path or near the critical 

path broken down into more detailed networks? 

-Yes 

- No 

3 companies 

: 4,companies 

- Sometimes: 1 company 

4. In breaking down a job into activities, what are the general 

criteria applied? 

- Trades 2 companies 

- Pieces of work: 1 company 

- Time 

- Don't know 

2 companies 

3 companies 
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. . XX I. Comp 1 exi ty of the job: 

.1 •. Do you think that network analysis techniques are better suited 

for complex jobs (complex job meaning complex in the relation

ship between activities. rather than the high number of· 

activities)? 

. - Yes 6 companies 

-No None 

-" Don't know: 2 companies 

2. Is it better to use precedence diagrams for complex jobs? 

-. Yes: None . , . 

- No : 8 compani es . 

It must be noted that none of· the 8 companies used precedence 

diagrams. 

3. In.complex jobs, are bar-charts always used for presenting the 

network more simply on site? 

-Yes: 8 companies 

- No :" None 

It. must be noted that all 8 companies showed the final results 

in bar-chart form. even in simple jobs. 

XXII. Updating: 

. 1. When are the networks updated usually? 

- ~y regular intervals: 4 companies 

- When felt necessary 3 companies 

- Not updated at all 1 company 

2. Do you think updating consumes too much time? 

- Yes 

- No 

7 companies 

None 

-" Don't know: 1 company 
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the' percentage, of 1 abour.' used 
" ' . 

3.,' What is for updating when com-

pared with the entire labour force used in the application 

,'of network analysis? 

'- Don't know: 8 companies 

, '4. What is updating primarily used for? 

,:-' Determining the present situation of progress: None 

',- Having an ideaof the future situations that 

may happen, 

,- Both 

XXIII. The use of float: 

'None 

'. 8 companies 

1. Is the use of , float completely dependent on the allocation of 

resources? 

,- Yes 

-No 

5 companies 

2 companies 

- Varies: 1 company 

2. In case it is not, how are the start dates decided? 

- Earliest starts 

,- Latest starts 

- Even distribution of float 

-" Float is allocated to activities'whose time' 

: 1 company 

None 

None 

estimates are not considered to be very accurate: 1 company 

-'- Float is allocated as time goes by, without 

any predetermined decision 

- Float is allocated according to the 

allocation of resources 

2 companies 

• 2 companies 

The 3 companies who answered that float is not completely 

dependent on resource allocation, indicated two procedures each: 

, ," .' 
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3. Are floats made knownto the team on site responsible for, 

. carrying out the construction? . 

, '. -.. Site manager only 

- All site management 

3 companies 

: . 2 compani es 

- Varies according to the sJte manager: 3 companies 

4 •. If yes, does this make any negative effect on the productivity? 

- Yes 2 companies. 
·01 •• 

- No • 2 compani es . 

-' Vari.es: 1 company' 

. XXIV. Resistance to change: 

1 •. To your knowledge, was'there any participation on the part of the 

site staff in the decision to replace bar-charts by network 

analysis? 

- Yes: 1 company 

- No : 7 companies 

2. Did the management take the views of the site staff as to how 

to implement network analysis? 

- Yes: None 

- No : 8 companies 

3. Did the management really used the' recommendations of the site 

staff or was this participation in the final decision a simple 

routine meeting? 

-'Not applicable since there is no participation 

4 •. Were the site staff's problems thoroughly considered before 

applying this change? 

- Yes 

- No 

6 companies 

None 

-' . Don't know: 2 companies 

, " .. 
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5. How long did it take for the settlement of this change? 

-. - Don't know: 8compani es 

6. Were the reasons of these changes completely explained to 

the site staff? 

- Yes: None 

- No: 8 compani es 

7. Were there any difficulties in explaining these reasons, i.e., 

. were special measures taken to explain ,these reasons by means 

ofa suitable language that can be understood by site staff 

rather than by means of complicated formulae and ambiguous 

analytical methods? 

- Not applicable· 

. 8. Did the management expect any resistance to this change? 
, 

- Yes: 8 companies 

- No : None' 

9. Have there .been any major. changes in other management tech

niques used in your company? 

-. Don't know: 8 companies 

10. Has there been any change in the social status (i.e., amount of 

pay, status in the company, job-content, anxiety about employ

ment, etc.) of any member in the company, because of the intro

duction of network analysis? 

- No 1 company 

- Don't know: 7 companies 
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APPENDIX G 

LETTERS AND CIRCULARS . 

. SENT FO COMPANIES 
.,- ..•. 
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. ·.Ul1iversityoJTechnoiogy ..... . 
. '. , ". ' LOUGHBOROUGH LEICESTERSHIRE LEII 3TU TeI: OjQ-93-63I7ITeleic: H319. Grams: Technology LOl,ghbo;ough 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

Dear Sir, . .' . ~ 

I am a graduate civil engineer visiting this country for the 
purpose of completing a university PhD. research study sponsored 

. by the British Council, of planning and control activities in a 
widely diversified group of British construction companies .. I am 
especially interested in, studying .the methods and philosophies of 
using Network Analysis techniques and alternative methods when 

network analysis is not used." . 

A successful research study depends upon my being able to 
interview an executive responsible for·the above-mentioned type 
of activities in each of a large number of companies. I am hoping 

. that it may be convenient to arrange such an interview with a mem
ber of your staff concerned with the activities under study. 

A series of interviews has already been completed in a local 
company as a case .study. This was arranged by the directors of the 
company and Professor E.G. Trimble, the project supervisor. His 
views on the project are expressed in the attached circular • 

. ' May I add that, although all information I receive during 
interviews will be treated as strictly confidential, I am, in fact, 
not seeking information concerning actual "figures", but methods 
and opinions. . 

If you 'feel able to grant me the favour of arranging an 
interview, then perhaps you would like to suggest an afternoon 
interview on ..•...•••• , or else on some subsequent date more to . 
your convenience. 

Yours faithfully, 

D • Arditi. 



............ -----.-----~~~~~ 
University of Technology 

, LOUGHBOROUGH LEICESTERSHIRE LEn 3TU Tel: 05<>-93-63171 Telex: 343I9Grams: TeclulologyLoughborough 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

JUST HOH EFFECTIVE ARE NETWORK ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES? 

When Critical Path Techniques Itere first introduced into the 
construction industry, many people thought they would have a dramatic 

'effect on productivity and efficiency in general.' However, their 
impact has been fairly limited in extent. 

, In principle Network Analysis is undoubtedly superior to 
programming achieved through the medium of bar charts alone., It 
has to be admitted that the recording of progress is less obvious 
with network and that fewer people understand the principles. 
HOItever, in my view, the solutions to these technical deficiencies 

'are so readily overcome that I remain surprised that the inroads 
achieved by Network Analysis have not been considerably greater. 

There appear to be several possible explanations as to why 
Network Analysis has not been more successful. For example:-

1. Certain technical features may be unsatisfactory. 
2~ The technique may have been mis-applied e.g., updating 

may not have been done, bar-chart schedules may not have 
been produced, the communication between planners and 
executives may have been inadequate. 

3. There may be some sociological reason" e.g., a new 
method might be seen by older executives as undermining 
the value of their hard won experience. 

4. It may be just inertia', or 
'5. It may be that the economics are wrong; the cost of proper 

application exceeds the value of improved efficiency. 

, All these aspects of the problem are being examined in detail 
by Mr. Arditi and the outcome of his investigation is, I believe, 
of considerable importance since the answers to this problem, 
could be of value to the industry as a ~/hole and could release 
some of the potential that was originally envisaged for these 
indisputably pov/erful techniques. I hope therefore that contrac
tors vlho are approached by Nr. Arditi will co-operate with him in 
his enquiries. ' 

It goes without saying that companies who provide information 
will.receive a summary of the general results of the enquiry. 

,E. Geoffrey,Trimble 
Professor of Construction Management 

== 
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A REVIEW OF SOME STUDIES 

.. USING WEBERIAN DIMENSIONS· 
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AreviewoT some studies using Weberian dimensions: 

"Bureaucracy" as defined by Max Weber (185,186) .is central to 

modern organizational theory. Indeed, a large number of research. 

studies and theoretical writings have been based on Weberian 

dimensions of bureaucracy. Some of these studies are given below: 

1. In his study of 43 industrial organizations, Harvey (234) used· 

six variables (size, history, ownership and con~rol,location; 

relationship with environment, and charter) to control his sample, 

and four others (specialization, levels of authority, supervisor/ 

total personnel ratio, and program specification) to test his 

hypotheses about the technology of organi zati ons, whi ch, as Hickson 

(235) shows has been a major field of research for almost all organi~ 

·zational theorists for the period, 1900 on~lards. He grouped his 

organizations along a continuum from "technical diffuseness" 

(a number of technical processes yield a wi"de range of products,which 

are likely to vary from year to year as a result of changes in 

technological production processes) to "technical diffuseness" :(less 

product variation and change). The result indicated that as techni

cal specificity increased: 

a) the number of specialized sub-units increased" 

b) the ratio of managers and supervisors to total personnel increased, 

c) the number of.levels of authority increased, 

d) the amount of program specification increased. 

2. Hall (236) analysed the variations in the internal segments of 

organizations by applying a model derived from Weber's organiza- . 

tional theory. The six bureaucratic attributes·used in this model 

were: a well defined hierarchy of authority, a division of labour 

based upon functional specialization, a system of rules covering the 
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rights and duties of positional incumbents, a system of. procedures 

for dealing with work situations, impersonality of inter-personal 

relationships, and selection for employment and promotion based upon· 

technical competence. 

Hall first tested the hypothesis that organizational divisions 

or departments (horizontal cross-section) whose tasks are less uniform· 

and routinizable are· significantly less bureaucrati~ in all dimensions 

than the departments in which tasks are uniform and easily routinized. 

The hypothesis held for only three of the dimensions: authority, 

division of labour, and presence of external procedural specifications. 

He then tested the same hypothesis for hierarchical levels 

• (vertical cross-section) by grouping the participants into two groups: 

executives and non-executives. The results showed that executive 

levels operated in a less bureaucratic fahion in terms of the emphasis 

on hierarchy, division of labour, procedures, and impersonality. 

3 •. Woodward (237) explored systematically the relationships between 

technology and variations in organizational structure. She 

grouped 100 manufacturing firms in South East Essex along a scale of 

"technical complexity" ranging from unit or small batch production 

.. (1 eas techni ca lly complex), through 1 arge batch or mass producti on, 

to continuous flow or process productio~ (most technically complex). 

She then examined the structural characteristics. Some of her 

findings that are of particular interest are: . 

a) There was no significant relationship between technological mode 

and organizational size . 

. b) The number of levels of authority in an organization increased 

with increasing technical complexity; 

c) The ratio of managers and supervisors to total personnel increased 
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with increasing technical complexity. 

d) Firms at both ends of the scale of technical complexity were more 

likely to be .characterized by "organismic systems" (*) than firms 

in the middle range of the scale. 
. . 

4. In a theoretical approach to organizational systems, Likert (239) 

concludes that an organization should be outstanding in its per-, 
formance if it has the "overlapping group" form of structure (loyal, 

effective groups with high performance goals, linked to each other 

by means of people who hpld overlapping membership), effective 

communication and influence," decentralized and co-ordinated decision

making, and high performance goals coupled with high motivation. 

Although the source of the information is not clear, Likert claims 

that data "which were already available" have been used to test this 

theory. Results indicated that organizations with characteristics 

cited above gave high performance. 

5. Carzo & Yanouzas (240) tested tall and flat organization 

structures for. their effects on group performance. Comparisons 

of performance on the time taken to complete decisions showed no 

significant difference between tall and flat organization structures. 

It took longer to process decisions through the several levels of a 

tall structure; but groups with flat organization.tookmore time to 

resolve conflicts and to co-ordinate efforts •. Tall organization 

structures were superior on two other measures of performance: profits 

and rate of return on revenues. Apparently the greater number of 

(*) Burns' & Stalker (238) define two ideal types of organization: The 
"organismic system" is characterized by such features as less I ' 

formal definition of jobs, greater emphasis on adaptability, and 
communications along the hierarchy tending more to take the form 
of consultations rather than.commands. The "mechanistic system" 
is the oppos ite. 
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levels in the tall structure provided for more frequent evaluation of 

decisions and better performance on these two variables. 

6. Eisenstadt (241) maintains that various internal structural aspects 

.. of organizations, as well as their deviations from the ideal type 

of bureaucracy are systematically related to their goal orientations •. 

He classifies organizations into three groups in relation to their 

goals: economic, socio~political, and cultural (*)', He follows by 

claiming that the extent of specialization and of division of labour 

are greatest in economically oriented organizations, less in the 

culturally, and least in the politically oriented organizations. He 

believes that the internal structure of economically oriented orga

zations has usually a relatively sharp demarcation between the 

policy-making, managerial-administrative, and technical roles, and 

that different types of specialization and skill are required. on each 

level, and overlapping is very little. 

7. Blaukenship & Miles (243) studied the relationship between three 

structural variables, namely, hierarchical position, organization 

size, and span of control, and five dimensions of managerial decision 

behaviour, namely, perceived influence on superiors, autonomy from 

superiors, reliance on subordinates, personal initiation, and final 

choice. They explored the subject for 190 managers in eight different 

companies engaged in light manufacturing. They found that the 

(*) Eisenstadt's classification of organizations in relation to their 
goal orientations is rather similar to the typology proposed by 
Etzioni (242). Etzioni admits that organizations sometimes serve 
more than one function, but agrees with Eisenstadt that one func
tion usually dominates, and that therefore it is possible to 
classify organizations according to their primary function. 
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hierarchical position of a manager was the most important deter

minant of his decision behaviour. Span of control was found to be 

related to decision.behaviour only to the extent to which a manager 
. 

relied on subordinates in his decision-making. Organizational size 

had a differential effect,depending mainly on the, manager's position 

i nthe hierarchy; 

8. Carzo (244) exami ned the effeCts of standardi za,~i on on groups 

required to make decisi;ns, onrelativley complex problems by 

comparing their performance. He carried out tests on ,laboratory 

group~ which he defined as tight, loose-written, and loose-oral. 

The evidence, at the end, indicated that the different structures had 

initially'different effects on groups exposed to ,the same problem. 

Eventually, however , all groups, regardl ess ofstruc'ture reached a 

level of performance that was approximately the same. 

9. Pondy (245) tested, his mathematical model which gives the 

relationship between "administrative intensity" (number of managers, 

professionals', and clerical workers divided by the number of craftsmen, 

operatives, and labourers) and a number of organizational characteris

tics (size, functional complexity, ownership and control) by analysing 

data collected from 45 manufacturing companies. He assumed that 

"administrative intensity" was set so as, to maximize' profits, or more 

generally, to maximize the ,dominant managers' utility function. He 

found that "administrative intensity" decreased as organization size 

increased; and that it increased with increasing functional complexity 

and separation of ownership and management. 

10. Bridges, Doyle & Mahan (246) hypothesized that. hierarchically 

differentiated groups would exhibit less risk taking behaviour, 

be less efficient, and be less productive than hierarchically less 
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differentiated groups. They tested these hypotheses on the staff of 

10 schools and found that resultsconfinned all three hypotheses. 

11. Chandler (247) makes a historical analysiS of basic management 

structures of large American corporations and concludes that 

there is a close connection between the nature of a company's busi

ness and its administrative structure. He showstnat those firms 

,whose activities cross established industry lines h~ve tended toward 

product decentralization; that companies produCing a relatively res- ' 

tricted line have decentralized on, a functional or geographic basis; 

and that market-ori entedfirms tended to decentra 1 i ze on a goegraphi c 

basi s. ' 

12. After a critical examination,of various aspects related ,to 

specialization Fisch (248) concludes that the line-staff set-up 

is obsolete and that the "functi ona 1 teamwork" concept woul d ,result 

in much better management. 

13. Stinchcombe (194) makes a comparative analysis of bureaucratic 

and craft administrations by considering various statistics. He 

concludes that bureaucracy is a sub-type of rational administration. 

This implies'that an organization involved in, say, mass production, 

may certainly be bureaucratic, but not all of its characteristics are 

distinctive of bureaucracy. 

'14. Pea,body (249) examines writings by Weber, Urwick, Siriton, Bennis, 

and Presthus who have contributed to the theory of organization 

, by writing about bases of authority. He finds that there is consi

derable consensus despite the different terminologies, used and then 

develops his own form analytical types of authority relations: 

a) authority of legitimacy, 

b) , authori ty of pos iti on, 

" 

, 
" 

I 

I 
, I 
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. ·c) authority of competence, and 

d) authority of. person • 

. Peabody tested this typology on 76 members of 3 public service 

agencies· and found it quite useful for ordering perceptions of 

authority. He also found thatint~ractionsbetween superiors and 

. subordinates contained elements of all four types of authority, 
, " . 

although the relative importance of each seemed to yary from person 

to person, as well as from organization to· organization. 

. --

15. Cowan (250) carried·out a survey of 28 public schools by means. 

of questionnaires and interviews to find out patterns of orga

nizational conflict. The findings indicated that size, specializa

tion, hierarchy, complexity, staff additions, and heterogeneity were 

. related to conflict, that partiCipation in the authority system and 

cohesiveness of peer group relations seemed to be conducive variables 

facilitating conflict; and that experience and close supervision 
o· 

seemed to be integrative variables. 

16. Hage (251) defines four "organizational means" (complexity or 

specialization, centralization or hierarchy of authority, 

formalization or standardization, and stratification or status system) 

and four "organizational ends" (adaptiveness or flexibility, production 

or effectiveness, efficiency or cost,·and job satisfaction or morale), 
> 

He then interrelates these variables in seven basic propositions as 

suggested by the theoretical writings of Weber (the first· three 

propositions), Barnard (the second. three), and Thompson (the. last one): 

a) The higher the centralization, the higher the production 

b) The higher the formalization, the higher the efficiency 

c) The higher the central i zati on, the hi gher the form·a 1 i zati on 

d) The higher the stratification, the higher the production 
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· e) The higher the, stratification, the lower the job satisfaction' 

f) The higher the stratification, the lower the adaptiveness 

g) The higher the complexity, the lower the centralization 

Hage used these seven propositions to derive 21 corollaries 

and to'define two ideal types of organizational systems. Hetested' 
. I . 

this axiomatic theory consisting of 29 hypotheses against a number of 

· research studies and found that it received considerable supporL 

17. In the investigation ofa single factory seen in the light of 

Max Weber's theory of bureaucracy, Gouldner (252) suggests a 

typology of bureaucratic patterns principally based on· the degree of 

tensi on and confl i ct associ ated with the different patterns. The 

· three types a~e: Punishment centered bureaucracy, representative 

bureaucracy, and mock bureaucracy. 
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APPENDIX I 

CLASSIFICATION OF 30 ORGANIZATIONAL STUDIES 

UNDER BUREAUCRATIC DIMENSIONS 

, 

Speci a li zati on . 

Standardization 

Formalization 

Centralization 

Configuration 

Flexibility or adaptiveness 

380 

382 

383 

385 

387 

389 
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Classification of 30 organizational studies under bureaucratic, 

dimensions: 

The organizational characteristics (See Chapter III, Section 5; 

Chapter V, Section 4; and Appendix K, Part 4) used in this study were 

adapted from a research study carried out by the Administrative 

Research Unit in the University of Aston in Birmingham. As reported 
, ' , 

in the series of articles by Pugh et al (181,187,188,189), Hickson 

et al (190), and Inkson et al (191,192,193), the. Administrative 

Research Unit used six bureaucratic dimensions to define their own 

variables: specialization, standardization, formalization" centra

lization, configuration, and adaptiveness. Thirty organizational 

,'studies have been classified according to the bureaucratic dimension(s) 

they have used in their analyses. This gives an indication of how 
, , 

these dimensions are related,to each'other and to various other 

characteristics. 
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.. Part 1: 

Specialization: 

'1. P.F. Drucker (253) 

, .. Two tank. manufacturing plants, USA. 

The plant with low specialization exceeded regularly its 

production quota, had a lower labour turnover,had lower 

absentecism, had lower accident rate, had more .satisfactory . 

labour rel ations., 

2. H. Buley (254) 

47 Schools, USA. 

Adaptiveness correlated positively with specialization, but 

negatively with efficiency. 

3. C.R. Walker (86) 

An IBM factory (shop-floor) , USA. 

Measures taken for keeping down specialization resulted in a 

better satisfied working force, lower costs of production, 

higher quality of products. 

4. M. Dalton (255) 

Theoretical. 

Specialization undermines hierarchical authority. 

5. J.D. Elliott (256) 

Detroit Edison Company (office), USA. 

Over-specialization was. associated with increased costs, created . 
duplication,caused monotony of jobs, did not utilize completely 

the intellectual abilities of each employee. 

6. P. Lazarsfeld & W. Thielens Jr. (257) 

70 colleges, USA. 

Low centralization was related to high specialization and low 

efficiency. 
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7. S. Udy Jr •. (258) 
" . 

Non-industrial organizations, USA. 

More centralized organizations were more likely to have low 

specialization and high stratification. 

8 •. M. JanO\~itz (259) 

. Military forces, USA. 

Increasing adoption of new programmes and techniques led to 
, . 

increased specialization "and resulted in a decentralization 

of decision making., . 

9. J. Hage (260) 

Community Hospitals, case study, USA •. 

Introducing changes was easiest in those departments that had· 

the highest degree of specialization and a history of 

adaptiveness. 

10. R.H. Hall (195) 

Literature survey, USA. 

Centralization had a high correlation with formalization and a 

lower correlation with specialization which in turn had almost 

no correlation with formalization. 

"11. L.R. Pondy (245) 

45 Manufacturing companies, USA. 

"Administrative. Intensity" (the number of managers, professionals 

and clerical workers divided by the number of. craftsmen, 

·operatives and labourers. It is set so as to maximize profits) 

decreases as organization size increases. It increases with 

increasing functional specialization and separation of ownership 

and· management. 
. . 

.. '" .. ' 
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Standardization: 

1. P. Harri son (261) 

Baptist Church, USA. 

, , , 
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Absence of standardization cau,sed low effectiveness. 

2. R. Carzo Jr. (244) 

Laboratory experiment on small groups. 

All groups, regardless the degree of standardization reached a 

level of performance: that was approximately the same. ' 

:.",_ .. 

\ 
i 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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Part 3: 

Formalization: 

1. S. Lipset (262) 

An agri cul tura 1 organi zati on, case study, USA. 

Adaptiveness was reduced in central i zed and formali zed 

" organization. 

'2. J. Tsouderos (263) 

Voluntary organizations, USA. 

Increases in formal fzati on resulted in rais ing 1 arger amounts of 

funds (high production) and lower costs, but membership dropped. 

3. P. Harri son (261) 

Baptist Church, USA. 

low centralization and 10~1 formalization were associated with low 

effectiveness. 

4. A. Bavelas (264) 

laboratory experiments on small groups, USA. 

Centra li zation ,i ncreased producti on, effici ency, and formal izati on, 

while lowering job satisfaction among the lower ranking members. 

5. P. 81au & W.R. Scott (70) 

literature survey, USA. 

High formalization was associated with high centralization, higher 

production, higher productivity, but lower job satisfaction and 

higher levels of turnover. 

6. M. Zald (265) 

Five correctional institutions, USA. 

The structure was more decentralized when formalization was high; 

and the more decentralized organizations had lower efficiency. 

,-.' .;! 
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7. R.Carzo Jr. (244) 

Small groups. 1 aboratory experiment. 

.~" . -', 
.'.- , 

All groups reached a level of performance which was the same. 

regardless the level of formalization~ 

- 8. R.B. Hall (195)-

-_ Literature survey. USA. 

-Centralization hada high correlation with formi3.1ization and a 

,lower correlation with specialization which in turn had almost 

no correlation with formalization • 

,"'.', 
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Part 4: . ":" 

Centralization: 

l.S. Lipset (262) 

An agricultural organization, cas~ study, USA •. 

Adaptiveness was reduced in centralized and formalized organizations. 

2. N. Morse & E. Reimer (266) 

Two departments in an organization. 

Centralization resulted in a higher rate of production·, but a lower 

rate of job satisfaction. 

3. S.Lipset, M. Trow & J. Coleman (267) 

International.typographical union, case study, USA • 

. ·Low stratification caused a low level of centralization. 

4. H. Leavitt (268) 

Small groups in, USA .. 

Same results as Bavelas, 

5. P. Lazarsfeld & W. Thielens (257) 

70 colleges, USA. 
. 

Low centralization was related to high specialization and low 

efficiency. 

6. P. Harrison (261) 

Baptist Church, USA. 

Low centralization and low formalization were associated with 

low effectiveness. 

7. M. Janowitz (259) 

Military Forces, USA. 

Increasing adaptiveness was leading to increasing specialization 

and resulting in a decentralization of decision making. 
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8. S. Udy Jr. (258) 

Non-industrial organizations, USA. 

·More centralized organizations were more likely to have low 

specialization and high stratification. 

. 9. A~ Bave1as (264) 

Laboratory experiments on small groups, USA .• 

Centralization increased production, efficiency, and formalization 

while lowering job satisfaction among the lower ranking members. 

10. A.M. Cohen (269) 

Small groups, laboratory experiments. 

Reinforces results by Bave1as and Leavitt. 

11. M. Za1d.(265) 

Five Correctional Institutions, USA. 

The structure was more decentralized when formalization was high; 

and the more decentralized organizations had lower efficiency. 

12. P. B1au & W.R. Scott (70) 

Literature 'survey, USA. 

High formalization was associated with high centralization, 

higher production, higher productivity, but lower job satisfaction 

and higher levels of turnover. 

13. J; Hage (260) 

Community Hospitals, case study, USA. 

Introduction of a new department led to the decentralization of 

decision making and increased costs. 

14. R.H. Hall (195) 

Literature survey, USA. 

Centralization had a high correlation with formalization and a 

lower correlation with specialization which in turn had almost 

no correlation with formalization. 

I 

I 

I 
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Part. 5: 

Configuration: 

1. H. Ronken & P. Lawrence (270) 

Case study; USA. 

Status differences severely restricted communications and 

·lowered job satisfaction . 

2. S. Lipset, M. Trow & J. Coleman (267) 

International typographical union, case study, USA. 

Low stratification caused a low level of centralization. 

3. S. Udy Jr. (258) 

Non-industrial organizations, USA. 

., 

More centralized organizations were more likely to have low 

special~zation and high stratification. 

4. ,P. Blau & W.R. Scott (70) 

Literature survey, USA. 

Status differences tended to reduce criticism of the ideas of 

those superior in power and prestige •. 

5 •. R. Likert (239) 

Data not cl ear. 

Companies which had "overlapping group" form of structure (linked 

. to each .other by people who have overlapping membership), effective 

communication, decentralized and co-ordinated decision making and 

high performance goals coupled with high motivation, were all 

above-average performance companies. 

6. LM. Bridges,·W.J.Doyle & D.J. Mahan (246) 

Ten schools, USA. 

Hierarchically differentiated groups exhibited less risk taking 

behaviour, were less efficient and less productive than 

hierarchically less differentiated groups. 
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7. L.V. Blaukenship & R.E. Miles (243) 

190 managers in 8 light manufacturing companies, USA. 

The hierarchical position of a manager was the most important 

determinant of his decision behaviour. Span of control was· 

found to be related to the extent towhich a manager relies on 

subordinates in his decision making. 

8. 'R. Carzo & J.N. Yanouzas (24·0) 

Sma 11 groups. 

Tall organization st'ructures had higher profits and return on 

revenues than flat. organizations. Companies of performance on , 
the time taken to complete·decisions showed no significant 

difference between tall and flat organization structures. 

( . 
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Part 6: 

Flexibil ity or adaptiveness:_-

1. H. Bul ey (254) 

47 schools, USA. 

. .;" .. 

Adaptiveness correlated positively with specialization, but 

negatively with efficiency. 

2. L. Coch & J. French Jr. (171) 

Pyjama factory, experimental case study, USA. 

Low job satisfaction' led to resistance to change, implying low' 

, adaptiveness. 

3. S. L i pset (262) 

An agricultural organization, case study, USA. 

Adaptiveness was reduced in centralized and formalized organizations. 

4. ,B. Georgopoulos & A. Tannenbaum (271) 

32 organizational units of a business organization, USA. 

Adaptiveness highly correlated with the lack of strain between 

supervisor and employees; but correlation with volume of . 

production was lower. 

5. M. JanO\1itz (259) 

Mil i tary Fo'rces, USA. 

Increasing adaptiveness was leading to increasing specialization,. 

and resulted in a decentralization of decision making. 

6. J. Hage (260) 

Conrnunity Hospitals, case study, USA. 

Introduction of new department led to the decentralization of 

decision making and increased costs: Introducing changes was _ 

easiest in those departments of the hospital that had the highest 

degree of specialization and a history of adaptiveness. 
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APPENDIX J 

THE MAIN FIELD SURVEY 

FINAL QUESTIONNAIRES AND 

CONTENT OF INTERVIEWS 

Part 1: Questionnaire for planning engineers 

Part 2: . Questionnaire for site managers 

Part 3: Subjects discussed in interviews 

.... 

391 

412 

420 
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RESEARCH PROJECT ON 

NETWORK APPLICATIONS 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

FOR -
PLANNING ENGINEERS 

D. Arditi 

) , 

University of Technology, 
Department of, Civil Engineering, 
Loughborough, . 
Leics. 

, January 1972. 

,I 

I 

I 

I 
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PART I 

1. . Is your company: 

a) A private company 

.. b) A pub 1 ic company 

'. ,-I 
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,i. What is the number of projects, undertaken at the moment? 

3. What is the kind·of job generally undertaken? C~ick both 

if appropriate) 

a) Building 

b) Civil Engineering 

4 •. What is the kind of contract generally undertaken? 

a) Open tenders 

b) Negotiated contracts 

c) Speculative building. 

d) Others 

5. What is the geographical location of the jobs carried out 

by your company? 

a) Local 

b) National 

c) ,International 

6. What is. the policy of the company in regards to expansion? 

a) To expand in the present field 

b) To expand in new fields 

c) Not to expand , 

7. Does the company offer low bids for prestige reasons? 

a) Yes 

b) No 

I 

i 
I 

I 
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8 •. ' When was the company founded? 

11 •. Please indicate the approximate contract values of the largest 

and smallest jobs being undertaken at present by your company. 

a) Less than £10,000 

b) £1 0 ,000 - £1 00,,000 

c) £100,000 - £1,000,000 

d) Larger than £1,000,000 

10. Equipment and machi~ery that can be. used on a construction' 

site are grouped below in five categories; Please indicate· 

the approximate percentage of each group which is ·in use in 

your company. ~ 

Percentage used 
. 

Hand tools 
Manual machines . (Jackhammers , vibrators, ' .. , .. 
tampers weldinq equipment, and the like) 
Light equipment (Hoists, small concrete 
mixers, small lorries, and the like) . 
Heavy equipment (Bulldozers, scrapers, 
cranes, 1 arge concrete plants,' and, the 1 i ke) 
Snecial (Non-standard' eauioment . 

. . Total = 100 

11. Please indicate what sort of quality evaluation is generally. 

carried out? 

a) Full quality control by a resident site engineer(s), over 

all aspects of the. construction, at regular intervals. 

,b) Partial quality control over certain aspects only, and/or 

from time to time. 

c) Quality evaluation at the end of the project. 

12. How was the company founded originally? 

a) By an existing organization 

b) Personally, not by an existing organization 
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13. What is the .. status of the company? 

a) Principal unit: Is, independent of any larger group, but, 

may itself have subsidiaries or branches 

b) Subsidiary unit: Is part of a larger group, but, has its 

own legal identity (e.g., own Board of Directors) 

c) Head Branch unit: Is the major operating component of the 

parent organization, but has no separate legal identity· 

d) Branch unit: Is an operating part of the parent organiza

tion which does riot satisfy the preceding criteria. 

14. What is.the number of employees in the company, expressed as 

a percentage proportion of the total number of employees in 

the owning group? 

a) Under 5% of owning group 

b) 5%- 29% of owning group 

c) 30% - 89% of owning group 

d) Over 91% of owning group 

15. A function is defined as "specialized" when at least one 

person performs that function and no other function. Please 

indicate, in the following list of activities, those which 

are "specialized" in your company. 

a) Develop, legitimize, and symbolize the organization's 

charter (Public relations, advertising, etc.) 

b) Dispose of, distribute and service the output (Sales, 

service, customer complaints, etc.) 

c) Carry output and resources from place-to place (Transport) 

d) Acquire and allocate human resources (Employment, etc.) 

e) Develop and transform human resources (Education and training) 

f) Maintain human resources and promote their identification 
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with the organization (Welfare, medical,' safety, magazine, 

sports, social, etc.) 

'g) Obtain and control materials and equipment (Buying, mate

rial control, stores, stock control, etc.) 

h) Maintain and erect (for own use) buildings and equipment 

(Ma i ntenance, etc. ) 

i) Control the workf10w (Planning, progressing .. etc.) 

j) Record and control financial resources (Accounts, wages, 

costs, etc.) 

k) Control the quality of materials, equipment and outputs 

'(Inspection, testing, quantity surveying, etc.) 

1) Asses.and devise ways of producing the output (Work study, 

operational research, rate-fixing, method study, etc.) 

m) Devise new outputs, equipment and processes (Research and 

Development) 

n) Develop and operate administrative procedures (Registry, 

filing, statistics,organization and methods, etc.) 

0) Deal with the legal and insurance requirements (Legal, 

registrar, insurance, licensing, etc.) 

p) Acquire information on the operational field (Market 

, research) 

16. How many role-defining documents, such as an organization 

chart, are printed for use within the company? 

a) None 

b) One 

c) Two 

d) Three 

e) Four or more 

I 

I 
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17; To whom are these documents distributed? ' 

a) None 

b) Few employees' 

c) r~anj' employees 

d) All employees 

18. ,Who are given a copy of the organization chart? 

, a) None 

" b) The Chief Executive only, 

c) The Chief Executive plus one other executive 

d) The Chief Executive plus all or most Department Heads 

19. Are any operating instructions such as task descriptions, 

labour, plant and material requirements, expected task dura

tions, given to stie staff? 

a) Yes 

b) No 

20. Are written terms of reference or job descriptions given to: 

a) Direct \~orkers 

b) Gangers 

c) Site Hanagers and/or office staff 

d) Chief Executive 

21. ,Is there any "Hanual of Procedures': in use within the company? 

a) Yes 

b) No 

22. Are the mai'il pol icies of the company written down and cir

culated? 

a) Yes 

b) No 

",:" .. 
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23, Are production schedules or: programmes used? 

a) Yes 

b) No 

24. Are any Research and Development programs and/or reports 

prepared and circulated within the company? 

a) Yes 

. b) No 

.25 •. Please indicate which of the following activities are 'decided 

at a level of authority within the organization's own'struc

ture, and not at a higher level of authority (such as a parent 

organization) • 

a) Qualifications and number of site personnel. 

b) Appointment of site staff from outside the company 

c) Promotion of site staff 

d) Salaries of site staff 

e) To spend unbudgetedor unallocated money on capital items 

f) To spend unbudgeted or una 11 ocated money on revenue items 

. g) What type or what brand of new equipment to be used 
. '. 
h) To undertake a new .type of job 

i) To determine marketing territories covered 

j) The extent and type of· the market to be aimed for 

k) The costing system 

1) What sort of control and inspection to be used 

m) ~fuether to use work study 

n) Dismiss a site staff me~ber 

0) Training methods to.be used 

p) Buying procedures 

q) ~ich suppliers or materials to be used 

l: 
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r) What and how many welfare facilities to be provided 

s) The pri ceof the output 

. t) To alter. responsibilities/areas of work of specialist 

department 

u) To alter responsibilities/areas of work of line depart

ments 

v) To create a new department 

w} To tender for a ·new job 

. 

. , 
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PART 11 

'1. 'Since when is NehlOrk Analysis bein9 used by your company? 

2 •. Please tick those of the following items that are in corranon 

use in network applications in your company. Please .indicate 

by a tick in the appropriate column if they were used five 

years ago, and, if you .think they will be used in five year's 

time. 

'" 1966 1971 1976 

Logical planning only 
Planning and control during construction \ 

. , 
Breakdown of activities by: 

- Trades 
-' Resource types 
- Location of work 

, . I 

Updating: 
- No updating 
- When felt necessary 
- Regularly: - Weekly . 

- Fortnightly 
- r10nthly I 
- Longer periods 

. 

- Only durations are updated 
- Durations and logiC are updated 

, 
.. 

Allocation of float: 
-. Earliest starts used . 

'- Latest starts used 
- Even distribution among activities 
- Choice of certain activities 
- Arbitrary distribution as time goes by 
- Dictated by Resource Analyses 

. . 

" ". , 
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1966 1971 1976 
,----------------~------~--~~r_~~ 

Presentation of results for site use: 
-- Only network . . 

.. -- Only bar~chart transformations· of networks .. 
. --. Networks and bar-chart transformations 
--. Time-scaled networks 
-- Logic-linked bar-charts 

Computerized applications: 
-- Use of own computer 
--. Use of computer bureaux 

'--... Program developed wi'thin company 
. -- Standard package: - IeL 1900 PERT 

Resource Analysis: 

- IBM 360 PMS 
- IBM 1130 PCS 
- IBM 1620 CPM 
...,. IBM 1620 PERT 
- Others 

-- Carried out for whole project 
--. Carried out for parts of project 

3 •. What is the cost of using Network Analysis. expressed 'as a 

percentage of the total project cost? 

a) 0.0 - 0.5% 

b) 0.6-2.0% 

c) 2.1 - 5.0% 

d) 5.1 + % 

4. Are there any concrete ,economic savings which justify the 

. use of Network Ana lys is? 

a) Always 

b) Often 

c) Seldom. 

d) Never 

. e) Don't know 
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5. What are the smallest and largest number of activities in 

manual and computerized applications? 
Manual Computerized 

Smaller than 75 activities 
75 -150 activities 

151 - 300 11 

301 . - 500 11 

501 - .1000 11 

1001 - 2000 . 11 

larger than 2001 activities 

6. What are the criteria for computerizing a network application? 

a) Specification in contract clauses 

b) Number of,activities involved (Please specify) 

c) Familiarity of site staff with computer printouts 

d) Familiarity of planning staff with computers .. ' 
e) Acceptability of anticipated computer costs 

f) Others (Please specify) 

7. Why was Network Analysis introduced in'the first place? 

Please tick as many as appropriate. 

a) Traditional planning techniques were inadequate 

b) Someone in senior management supported it and pushed it 

through 

c) There were compulsion clauses in contracts 

d) It was fashionable 

e) The computer of the company had some idle time 

f) .Others (Please specify) 

8. Was the first Network Analysis carried out: 

a) Manually 

b) By a computer program 
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9. When Network Analysis was first introduced:· . 

a) All staff concerned were trained 

b) New staff \~asrecruited 

c) The staff concerned knew already about Networks 

10; Are there any courses for the· staff concerned with 'planning, 

and, application on site? 

No courses 
·Some courses 
Regular courses 

Internal 
Courses 

External 
Courses' 

·11. What is the status of the Planning Department? 

a) Has direct authority 

b) Has lateral (consultative) authority 

12. Is a different report issued for different levels in the 

management? 

a) Yes 

. b) No 

13. Do you find the time estimated ~o be generally: 

a) Correct 

b) Pessimistic 

c) Optimistic 

14. Please tick those of the following ~ho are generally involved 

in the determination of time estimates. 

a) The Planning Engineer 

b) The Site Manager (Agent) 

c) The Contracts Manager 

d) Subcontractors 

e) Material firms 

f) Others (Please specify) 
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. 15. What are .the factors whi ch determi ne the degree of. detai 1 

of a network? 

a) .Client requirements 

b) Time limit for planning. 

c) Complexity of the project 

d) Ability of the Site Manager 

e) Ability of the Planning Engineer 

f) Others (Please specify) , 

16. Is the overall network broken dOl1n to smaller more detailed 

networks? 

a) Yes 

b) No , 

17. Can you give an average figure for the "cost per activity·', . 

i.e., the total project cost divided by the number of real. 

activities? 

a) Less than £1,000 

b) Between £1,000 and £5,000· 

c) More than £5,000 

18. Does the site staff know how much float is associated with 

each activity? 

Site Manager (Agent) 
Foremen 
Gangers 

Yes No 
. 

19. Is it your experience that the first network of a project 

is considered to be unreliable due to insufficient information 

from architects and/or consultants? 

a) Yes 

b) Sometimes 
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c} No' 

d) Don't know 

.. 20. Is anY multi~project scheduling used? 

a) Yes 

b)'No 

_ 21 ~ . Are any of the fo 11 owi ng used? 

. .,' 

Yes No 
Visual display units 
Graphical outputs 

.22.' How would you rate your project planned by Network Analysis 

in general, .in regards to the following job.characteristics? 

Complexity 
Extent of repetition 
Flexibility 
Uncertaint 

Time limitations 
Resource limitations 
Financial 1 imi tati ons 

Low 
/ 

Big Average Small 

I 

.1 
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PART III 

·1.·. Are regular meetings held between the Site Manager. and the 

Planning Engineer? 

Yes· No 

," " 

2. How would you rate· the relationship between the Site·Manager 

. and the Planning Engineer? 

a) Superior-subordinate formal relationship (the Planning 

Engineer being the superior) 

b) Superior-subordinate formal relationship (the Site Manager 

I}eing the superior) 

c) Non-formal friendly relationship 

3. What are the two most important preoccupations of the Plan- . 

ning Engineer during the planning and implementation phases 

of a project, when his relationship with. the Site Manager 

is considered? Please indicate first and second choices. 

a) Technical, professional 

b) Administrative 

c) Human relations 

4. How often does the Planning Engineer take acc·ount of the 

Site Manager's ideas (e.g., ideas on the logic, on the pre

sentation of ·the results, etc.)? 

a) Never 

b) Seldom 

c) Often 

d) Always 

.. 
'. J 

i 
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5. What is the Planning Engineer's attitude towards the time 
. '. 

taken by the Site Manager to digest every aspect of Network 

Analysis? 

. a) They never know everything about Network Analysis 

b) They are slow to. learn all, about it 

c) They are quick enough to implement it adequatly after 

a short time 

. '. . d) They learn'very quickly' , 

6. How would you rate the attitude of the Planning Engineer, 

the Site Manager, and the Senior Management in regards to 
. " ' 

.. "changes" in general (technical, administrative, etc.)? . 

, , 

Planning Eng. Site Manager I' Senior Mgt.· 
Enthusiastic 
Supporting 

'. 

Accepting 
. Tolerating . , 

Resisting 
Oooosing 

7. How would you rate the reaction of the Planning Engineer, 

the Site Manager, and the Senior. Management in regards to 

Network Analysis when it was. first introduced, and now? 

Planning Eng. Site Manager Seni or. Mgt ... 
Then Now Then Now . Then 

Enthusiastic 
Supporting > 

Accepting 
Tolerating 
Resi sti ng 
Opposing 

8. Hhen a Site Manager is assigned to his first job plarined 

. by Network Analysis: (Tick as many as appropriate) 

. a) He is chosen among those ~iho are famil iar with the. 

technique. 

Now 

. 

.. ...... --'-"-"-'''-- ... ,- .. --~-------'--------'--
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b) He is sent to a course. (Internal' or external), 

c) The technique is explained to him briefly before he starts 

work. 

d) He is sent for a while toa site where Network Analysis 

is being used. 

e) He participated in the decision to use (or not to use) 

, Network Analysis in that particular project: 

9. Are the basic securities (listed belo~) of the site, staff' 

threatened or enhanced in any \~ay by the use of Network, Ana

lysis instead of a conventional technique?, 

Threatened , . Enhanced Not Changed 

Amount of pay 
Intensity of work 
Promotional advantage 
Status of prestige 

10. How would the Planning Engineer judge the, Site Staff involved' 
, , 

in NebJOrk Analysis?, (Tick as many as appropriate) 

a) They have adequate knowledge of the technique. 

b) They come from trade rather than university. 

c) They exploit every aspect of Network Analysis. 

d) They have great practical site experience. 

e) They fee.l a need for Network Ana lysi s. 
> 

f) They cannot do without the help of the Planning Engineer. 

,g) 'They are inclined not to provide information for updating. 

h) They tend to use their intuition rather than what the 

network shows. 

i) They become quickly disillusioned when the network has 

to be updated frequently. 
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lL Have there been any changes in the institutionalized patterns 

, , of work, due to the introduction of Network Analysis?' 

a) The Planning Department: 

(i) was established 

(ii) was ,enlargened 

(iii) was not changed 

Ci) became more centralized 

Cii) became more decentralized 

Cii i) was not; changed 

Ci) gained prestige 

Ci i) lost, presti ge 

, (i i i) was not changed 

(i) acquired more authority 

(ii) lost some authority 

(iii) was not changed 

b) Th~ offi ce of Contracts Manager: 

Ci) was established 

(ii) was abolished 

(iii) was not changed 

,c) The site's autonomy: 

(i) was reduced 

(ii ) was i ncreas ed 

(iii) was not changed 

. , 
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- PART IV . 

Below are listed a number ofqualities attributed 'to Network, 

Aanlysis by the current literature on the subject. Please tick 

in the first column marked "Expectations", the items which you 

, would expect to happen in any application of Network Analysis. 

Also, please indicate by a tick in 'the appropriate column the· 

extent to whi ch they (whether expected to happen or not) apply , 

in the actual implementation of Network Analysis by your company, 

" . " " , , 

Extent in 

'" Application 
z 

,. 0 
~ VI 

"- I- Cl) 
ex: E . ' I- E .~ 

U s- o ..... <= 
UJ Cl) -0 Cl) Cl) 
c.. > ~ E ..... x Cl) Cl) 0 <I-
UJ Z '" '" 0 

, 

. 

, 

Project time is reduced. . 

Project.costs are reduced. , 

Project control is better. 
Itis too inflexible. 
It is either too detailed or not detailed , 

enough., 
Management by exception is applied by 
concentrating on critical activities. 
There is better communication and 
co-ordination between the company and 
outside organization. 
There is better communication and 
co-ordination between departments within I. 
the company. 
It produces programs which are uneconomic 
and sometimes unworkable .. 
Float makes people relax till, in the end, 
every activity becomes critical.· 
It requires high effort and cost for the 
presentation to be understood by staff 
involved. 
The consequences of delays,changes, -
alterations, modifications are worked I 
out in sufficient time to take corrective 
action. 

-====- '-, .. _. -

VI 

~ 
3: 
~ 

ex: 

. ' 
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• Bei ng a new development, it meets with . 
. inertia on the part of users. 

Seni or management supervi ses the proj ects 
less frequently since progress can be . . 
predicted with more confidence. . 
There is not enough .1iterature to help 
Network Ana 1ys i s users i ri real 1 i fe: . 
Most of the literature in this field is 
elementary, repetitive and theoretical. 
A technical terminology of code-words 
(e.g., total float, free float, etc.) 
frequently causes considerable confusion. 
Claims for delays are determined and 
verified .more easily. 
It requires less intuitive skill and, 
experi ence. . 
Input requirements are very complex. 
It is used as a means of ascribing 
blame to individuals for failing to 
meet targets. 
It is easily explainable and easily 
calculated. 
It is a disciplined, systematic and 

.10gica1 approach to projects. 
It gives a very detailed programme. 
Staff members become more involved 
in the project and know everything 
that goes on. 
The preparation of the network and 
the analysis take too long. 
High effort is needed to undate and 
absorb changes. 
It is easier to take a partially com
pleted job and to become familiar wlth 
the project and progress. 
It gives a better chance for the effi
cientuse of resources. 
There are serious problems in deter
mining contingencies for activity 
durations and resource figures. 
It speeds the process of decision 
making at all levels. 

." .. 

. Extent in 
Application 

E 
o 
-0 
~ 

(]) 
Vl 

VI 
ID 
E 
.~ 

~ 
ID 
E 

~ 

VI 
c >. 
QJ . to. 
~ 3: 

~ ~ 

. '. i 
, 
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Cost optimization techniques (time:":cost 
trade-off) may be used in association 
with it. 
Cost control may be carried out. in 
association with it. 
It is used ·in all stages .of.project 
management: pre-tender planning,con
tract planning, progress control. 
Specialist support staff is needed. 
There are serious difficulties in 
drawing complex networks. 

VI 
'-z 

0 ...... 
t-

~ 
&l s-

Q) 
0- > x Q) ..... z 

.. 
", ! 

Extent in 
'Ap'plication 

Cl) 
Q) 

I: 
I: 
.~ 

o ..... c 
"t:l Q) Q) 
~ I: ..... 
Q) 0 .... 
VI ·VI 0 

How. would you rate the overall use of Network Analysis by your 

company? 

a) Very successful 

b) Successful, 

c) Succes sful enough, 

d) Little successful 

e) Not successful 

f) Don't know 

.............. _. . ....... ----'--'----'---~ 

Cl) 

~ 

" ~ c.: 
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PART I 

1. How would you rate the relationship between the Site Manager 

and· the Planning Engineer? 

a) Superior~subordinate formal relationship (the Planning 

Engineer being the superior) 

b) Superior-subordinate formal relationship (the Site Manager 

being the superior) 

c) Non-formal friendly relationship 

2. What are the two most important preoccupations of the Plan

ning Engineer during the implementation and planning phases 

of a project, when his relationship with the Site Manager 

is considered? (Please indicate first and second choices) 

a) Technical, professional 

b) Administrative 

c) Human relations 

3. How often does the Planning Engineer take account of the 

Site Manager's ideas? (e.g., ideas on logic, on the presen-· 

tation of the results, etc.) 

ar Never 

b) Seldom 

c) Often 

d) Always 

4. What is the Site Manager's attitude towards the practical 

site experience of the Planning Engineer? 

a) Poor 

b) Just sufficient 

c) Adequate 

d) Very advanced 
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5. How would you rate the attitude of the Site Manager, the 

Planning Engineer, and the Senior Management in regards to 

"changes" in general? (techni ca 1 changes, admi nistrati '!e 

changes, etc.) 
Site Manager Planning Eng. Senior Mgt. ' 

Enthusiastic 
Supporting 
Accepting 
Tolerating· 
Resisting 
Opposing 

" 

6. How would you. rate the reaction of the Site Manager, the 

Planning Engineer, and the Senior Management in regards to 

Network Analysis when it was first introduced,' and nO\~? 
, 

Site Manaller Plannin Eno. Senior Mot 
Then Now Then Now Then Now 

Enthusiastic '.' 

Supporting 
Accepting 
Tolerating 
Resisting 
Oooosing 

7. Are the basic securities of the Site Staff threatened or 

enhanced in any way by the use of Network Analysis instead 

of a conventional technique? 

Threatened . Enhanced Not Changed 
Amount ,of pay 
Intensity of work 
Promotional advantage 
Status or prestige 

8. What is the Site Manager's attitude towards the Planning 

Engi neer? (Ti ck as many as appropri ate)· , 

a) He regards the Planning Engineer as someone belonging 

to the same group as his. 

b) He 'trusts the Planning Engineer. 

... , 

. 

_ .... - - - ... - . ........:-'------'--------------
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c) The Planning Engineer has high prestige in the eyes of 

the Site Manager. 

d) He feels that he needs the Planning Engineer; 

e) He tolerates the Planning Engineer • 

. f) He sees the Planning Engineer as an impingment on his 

authority • 

9. Have there been any changes in the institution~lized patterns 

of work. due. to the introduction of Network Analysis? 

a) The Planning Department: 

.(i) was established 

. (ii). was enlargened' 

(i i i ). was not changed 

(i)· became more centralized 

(ii) became more decentralized 

(iii) was not changed 

(i) gained prestige 

(ii) lost prestige 

(iii) was not changed 

(i) acquired more authority 

(ii) lost some authority 

(iii) was not changed 

b) The office of Contracts Manager: 

(i) was established 

(ii) was abolished 

(iii) was not changed 

c) The site's autonomy: 

(i) was reduced 

,'. 

• I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
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(i i) "was increased' 

(i i i) was not changed, 

. '.', :-
". " 

,,' 10. Please indicate bya tick in the appropriate column how you 

feel about your job,. 

Strongly , Agree Disagree 
Stronglyl' 

Aqree Disaqree 
The major satisfactions in , 

my life come from my job. , , . , 
" 

The most important things, -that happen ,to me involve , 

mv work. ' , ' 

I am really a perfectionist 
about mv work; " , 

I li ve, eat and breathe my 
job. , 

I am very much involved ' " 

personally in my work. 
Most things, in life are 
more important than work. , 

, 
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PART n 
Below are listed a number of qualities attributed to Network 

Aanlysis ,by 'the' current literature on the subject. Please tick 

in the first column marked "Expectations", the items which you 

would expect to happen in any application of Network Analysis. 

Also, please indicate'by a tick in the appropriate column the 

extent to which they, (whether. expected to happen or not) apply 

in the actual implementation of NetworkAnalysisby,your company. 

, 

Extent in 
Vl 

I· Application 
z 
0 , ...... Vl , .... Cl> 

i5 E 
, E .~ 

U s- o ..., s::: ...... Cl> '0 Cl> Cl> 
c... > ~ E ..., 
x Cl> Cl> 0 '<-...... z Vl Vl 0 

Project time is reduced. 
Project costs are reduced. 
Project control is better. 
It is too inflexible. 
It is either too detailed or not detailed 
enough. 
Management by exception is applied by 
concentrating on cr,itical activities. 
There is better communication and 
co-ordination between the company and 
outside organization. 
There is better communication and . 

co-ordination between departments within 
the company. 
It produces programs which are uneconomic' 
and sometimes unworkable. 
Float makes people relax till, in the end, " 

every activity becomes critical. 
It requires. high effort and cost for the 
presentation to be understood by staff 
involved. 
The consequences of delays,changes, 
alterations, modifications are worked 
out in sufficient time to take corrective 
action. , 

Vl 

~ 
:;: 

'~ 

ex: 

, 

, 

, I 

I 

I 

, I 
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. 

, 

Extent in .. 

, Application 
, ' V> 

:z: 
0 

~l .... 
. .1-

~ E .~ Cl) 
u s- o .... c: ~ .... (lJ "0 Q) (lJ 
0... > ~ E .... 3: 

. ~ Q) (lJ 0, ..... ..... 
:z: V> V> 0 ..: 

, 

Being a new development, it meets with 
inertia on the part of users~ . 

Senior management supervises the projects 
'less frequently since progress can be 
predicted with more confidence. . 

" 

There is not enough literature to help 
Network Ana 1ys is' users i ri real ,1 ife: ' 
Most of the literature in this field is 
elementary, repetitive and theoretical. 
A techn,i ca 1 termi no 1 ogy of code-words 

I (e.g., total float, free float, etc.) 
frequently causes considerable confusion. 
Claims for delays are determined and 
verified more easily. 
It requires less intuitive skill and 

" 

experience. 
Input requirements are very complex. 
It is used as a means of ascribing 
blame to individuals for failing to 
meet targets. 
It is easily explainable and easily 
calculated. 
It is a disciplined, systematic and 
logical approach to projects. 
It gives a very detailed programme. 
Staff members become more involved 

'in, the project and know everything 
that goes on. 
The preparation of the network and 
the analysis take too long. 
High effort is needed to undateand 
absorb changes. 
It is easier to ,take a partia11ycom-
p1eted job and to become famil iar with 
the project and progress. 
It gives a better chance for the effi-
cient use of resources. 
There are serious problems in deter-
mining contingencies for activity 
durati ons and resource fi gures. ' 

. 

It speeds the process of decision 
making at all levels. 
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I Extent in 

" .... . 

112 L 
Application 

0 ...... ell 
I- <IJ ;:: E 

E .~ 

U ... 0 .... <: ... <IJ "0 .<IJ '<IJ 
Q. > ~ E .... x <IJ <1J 0 .... ... z V) Vl 0 

.. 

-

Cost optimization techniques (time-cost 
trade-off) may be used in association 
with it. .' 

Cost control may be carried out in . 

association with it. 
It is used in all stages -of project 
management: pre-tender planning, con-
tract planning. progress control. 
Specialist support staff is needed. 
There are serious difficulties in 
drawing complex networks. 

How would you rate the overall use of Network Analysis by your 

company? 

a) Very successful. 

b) Successful 

c) Successful enough 

d) Little successful 

e) Not successful 

f) Don't know 

-, 

... ••• • ... ! 

ell .,., 
'" 3: 
~ 

..: 

I 
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Part 3: 

Subjects discussed in interviews: 

1. The aim of the project was brieflydescribed; the questionnaire . 

. was briefly explained and the following points were made: 

a) Many of the alternatives can be ticked if found appropriate 

b) Comments are welcome on the back of the pages 

.. c) The questionnaire can be completed in the pr~sence' of the 

.. i ntervi ewer 

2. The.following information for the com~any - and not for· the 

holding or the group of companies- were asked for 1971: 

a) 'Anua 1 turnover 

b) Net profits before taxation 

c) Average number of employees 

3. The extent of network analysis use was inquired with the 

following question: What is the approximate percentage of turnover 

, that is planned by the following network techniques? What was it 

five years ago, and what do you estimate it will be in five' 

years' time? 

1966 . 1971 1976 
. 

analysis . Time . 

Time analysis and resource analysis 
. ' . 

done in conjunction with the network 

Time analysis, resource analysis,~ 
cost analysis, all done conjunction 
with the network 

4. Various aspects of network analysis were investigated by the 

following question: What is the approximate percentage of network 

planned turnover (network planned = at least logic diagram drawn), 

in which the following are used? What was it five years ago, and 

what do you estimate it will. be in five years' time? 
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. . 
. 1966 ". . 1971 • 1976 

. 

Arrow diagrams 
Precedence diagrams -

Single time estimates • 

Three time estimates .. .' 

--Computerized' 
Manual 

••• 

Resource aggregation 
. ' ... ' . .. 

Resource levelling 

5. General questions were asked about how well the company had been 

doing in the last five years, and about the general attitude of 

company staff to network analysis. 

6. Responderits' professional backgrounds were investigated. 

7. General questions about the particular. site were asked when site' 

managers were inteviewed. 
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. Quantification of variables: .. 

. ·The variables which were considered in statistical analyses 

. and the procedure by which they were quantified are expl ainecl .in 

. detail in this Appendix. The six-letter names of variables used 

in the 'calculations with the XDS3 Statistical Package are also· 

given. 

. . 

, . 

I 
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Part 1: 

Success measurement in network ana1ysis·app1ications: 

Part IV of the questionnaire for planning engineers (Appendix J, 

Part 1); and PartII of the questionnaire for site managers (APpendix· 

J, Part 2) contain the. questions used in the evaluation of respective 

success scores. They ar.eidentica1 .in content and format. 

A total of 20 advantages and 14 disadvantages ?f using network 

. analysis were extracted from the.1 iterature (Appendix D). These 

.were.the most frequently·mentioned·characteristics in the literature 

and in the preliminary investigation. Then, a combination of 

Thurstone and Likert scaling techniques (*) were used for the final 

calculation of success scores. 

Respondents were asked two questions.. The first one aimed at 

determining the relative importance of each of these 34 items among 

themselves. A weighting system, rather similar to, but not exactly 

the same as the Thurstone.sca1ing technique was used for this purpose. 

Respondents were asked whether they expected these items.to happen 

when they first started using network analysis. They answered "Yes" 

or "No" for each of the 34 items. The percentage of "Yes" answers 

to an item constituted the weight for that item. For example, if 

10 of the 15 planning engineers expected, say the first item, 

Uproject time is reduced", to occur, then the weight for that item 

~Ias calculated as 66.6. 

(*) For a detailed description.of these thecniques, see 
Oppenheim (204) and a publications by the Market Research 

.. Soci ety (201). · 

I 

I 

I 
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The second part of success measurement in network analysis, 

consi stedof fi ndi ng out to what exten~ these items actually happened 
. . - .. . 

'in real practice. Respondents were asked to indicate on the given 

five position scale - never, seldom, sometimes, often,always-'- how, 

frequently these characteristics 'were happening in actual applications. , 

Two different scoring systems were defined for advantages and disad

vantages. Scori ng for advantages ranged from 0 for", "never" to 4 for 

"always"; and scoring for disadvantages ranged from 0 for "never" to 

-4 for "always". 

The score for each item 11as then multiplied by its weight. The 

resulting weighted scores for each, item were added to (~r in the case 

of disadvantages subtracted from) each other. The final figure 

obtained was divided by the number of items, which gave the "success 

score" . 

These steps are given below in a'brief form: 

1. Calculate weights (W): percentage expectation for each item. 

2. ,'Determi ne scores (S) : 

Never Seldom, Sometimes 

Advantages 0 1 2 

Disadvantages 0 -1 -2 

'3. Calculate weighted score (WS) 

4. Calculate final success scores: l:WS 
n 

Where n is the number, of' items. 

Often Always, 

3 4 

-3 -4 

Using this procedure 30 success scores were calculated-

2 for each company. Success scores for planning engineers (SCORPE) 

and site managers (SCORSM) differed from each other. 

I 

i 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
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Part 2: 

Methods of application variables: 

1. Updating: 

1.1. Updating frequency (UPDATl): 

- No updating. 

- Updating when felt necessary 

- Updating when felt necessary in some j?bs, 

: 0 

1 

and regu1 ar updati ng in others 2 . 

- Regular updating 3 

1.2. Frequency of regular updating (UPDAT2):' 

- No regular updating 0 

, - Longer than monthly : 1 

_ .. Monthly updating in some projects, 

longer periods in others 

- Monthly updating 

: 2. 

3 

- Fortnightly updating in some projects 

monthly in others 

. - Fortni ght1y updati ng 

- Weekly updating in some projects, 

fortnightly in others 

- Weekly updating 

1.3. Nature of updating (UPDAT3): 

- Only durations updated 

4 

5 

.: 6 

7 

- Only durations updated in some projects, 

1 

. and durations and logic updated in others: 2 

- Durations and logic updated : 3 
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2. The use'of computers: 

2.1. Ki nd of computer faci li ty (C~HPTl): 

--, Computer bureaux only 

-- Computer bureaux in some projects 

own computer in others 

-- Own computer only 

,2.2. Kind of computer program (COMPT2): 

1 

2 

3 

-- Only program developed within the company: 1 

-- Program developed ~dthin the company used 

in some projects, standard packages used 

in others 2 

3 -- Only standard packages', 
" , 

2.3. Size of network ,in manual and computerized applications: 

.-- Size of small es t manua 1 network 

(MANUSM) No. of activities 
• 

'-- Size of largest manual network 

(MANULG) No. of activities 

--" Size of smallest computerized network 

(COMPSM) No. of activities 

-- Size of largest computerized network 

No. of activities 

2.4. Criteria for computerization: 

Dichotomies; i.e., 0 for "No", and 1 for "Yes". 

-- Cl ause in contract' (SPEC IF) 

-- A large number of activities (NOACT) 

--, Familiarity of site staff ~lith computer printouts 

(SSFAMI) 

1 

I 

I 

I 
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-···Familiarity of planning staff with computer 

procedures (PDFAMI) . 

-.Acceptability of anticipated computer costs 

(COMPCO) 

:, ... ' 

3. Preparation of the network: . 

3.1. Allocation of float: '", . 

3.2. 

3.3. 

Dichotomies; 0 for "No", 1 for "Yes". 

-. Earliest starts (EARLYS) 

- Latest starts· (LATEST) 

. - Even distribution among activities (EVENDI) 

--Selection of certain activities likely to be late 

.(CHOICE) 

. - Arbitrary distribution (ARBITR)-

-_ Dictated by resource analyses (DICTAT) 

Presentation of results (PRERES): 

- Only bar-chart transformations 1 

- Logi c~ 1 inked bar-charts 2 

- Networks and bar-chart transformations: 3 

- Time-scaled networks 4 

- Only networks 5 

Breakdown of projects into activities: 

Dichotomies; 0 for "No", 1 for "Yes". 

- By location only ,(LOCATN) 

- - By trades only (TRADES) 

- By resource type only (RESTYP) 

- By one of the above dependin"g on job (COMBIN) 

. 3.4. Staff involved in the estimation of durations (INVPRE):. 

Dichotomies; 0 for "No", 1 for "Yes" for each item below. 
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Addition of all scores gives INVPRE. 

- The planning. engineer· 

- The site manager 

. - The contracts manager 

- Sub-contractors· 

.. - Material firms 

-.Others 

3.5. Degree of·detail: 

. 0 

Dichotomies; O·for "No", 1 for "Yes". 

- Client requirements (CLIENT) 

.- Time limit for planning (TH1ELI) 

- Complexity of the project (COMPlE) 

_. Ability of the site manager (S~1ABIl) 

"' ',"'<0 

- Ability of the planning engineer (PEABIl) 

3.6. The cost associated \~ith each activity (COSTAC): 

- Smaller than £1000 1 

- Between £1000 and £5000: 2.5 

- larger than £5000 5 

3.7. The use of sub-networks (SUBNWK): 

- Never 0 

- Sometimes: 1 

- Always 2 

3.8. Nature of resource analysis (RESANA): 

Carried out for parts of the project at a time 1 

Carried out for the entire project in some jobs, 

and for parts of the projects in some others 2 

Carried out for the entire project 3 

:' "' 
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4. Application of the technique: 

4. L logical planning and control (lOGPlA): 

- Only logical planning 1 

- Only logical planning in some projects, 

1 ogi ca 1 p 1 anni ng and t;:ontro 1 in others 2 

-Only logical planning and control; 3 ," 

4.2; . The status of the. planning department (ST~TPD): 

· - Direct authority : 0 

_ .. lateral authority: 1 

·4 .. 3.· Correctness of time estimates (ESTIMA): 

- Generally incorrect o 
· - Sometimes correct, sometimes incorrect: 1 

· - Generally correct .• 2 

.; 4.4. Site knowledge of float values associated with each 

activity (SITEFl): 

Dichotomies; 0 for "No", 1 for "Yes". Addition of all 

scores gives.SITEFl. 

- The. site manager 

- Foremen 

- Gang 1 eaders 

4.5. Reliability of the first network (lSTNWK): 

- Generally reliable 1 

- Sometimes reliable, sometimes not: 2 

- Generally unreliable 

4.6. Hierarchical reporting (HIERAR): 

- No : 0 

- Yes: 1 

3 
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, 5. ' Economic factors: 
.-." . '. 

5.10 CostoL using network analysis (COSTNA): 

-", Larger than 5% of the total project cost 1 

,,-' Between 2 and 5% of the total project cost, 2 

- Bet\~een 0.5 and 2% of the total project cost: 3 

-', 'Smaller than O.5%of the total'project cost: 4. 

5 .• 2. Economic justification for using net\~ork analysis (ECOJUS): 
. 
- Never : 1 

- Seldom: 2 

- Often : 3 

,- Always: 4 

" 

..... 
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. Part 3: 

Methods of introduction variables: 

1 •. Reasons for introduction: 

Dichotomies; 0 for "No", 1. for "Yes"; 

_. .Inadequate conventi ona 1 techniques· (INADEQ) 

.- Pushed by senior. management (SENMGT) 

-Clause in contract (CLAUSE) ... 

- Fashionable (FASHIO) 

.-Use of idle computer time (IDLETI) 

. . '. . ..... .., 

2 •. Calculation of the first netl10rk analysis application (MANUCO): 

- Manual O· 

. - By computer: 1 

3. Staff situation when network analysis was introduced (STAFF): 

-. Staff already knew about netl1orkanalysis: 1 

- Staff was trained 2 

- New staff was recruited 3 

. 4. Training courses: 

4.l. Internal courses (INTCOR): 

- No internal courses 0 

- Some internal courses 1 

- Regular internal courses: 2 

4.2. External courses (EXTCOR): 

- No external courses 0 

- Some external courses 1 
:' 

- Regular external courses: 2 

5. Regular meetin~s between the planning engineer and the site 

manager at different stages of the project (REGr1ETl: 

Dichotomies; 0 for "No", 1 for "Yes". Addition of all scores 

gives REGMET. 
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- At pre-contract 'stage 

- At planning stage" 
. , 

- At construction stage 

,Kind of interpersonal relationship between the planning engineer 

and the site'manager (RESMPE): 

-, Informal 0 

'-,Sometimes formal, sometimes informal: 1 

-' Formal 2 

' Preoccupati ons of the planning'engineer: 

Ranking scale: 1 if ,it is the first preoccupation, 2 if it is 

the second, and 3 if it is the third. 

- Technical aspects (TECHN) 

- Administrative aspects (ADMIN) 

-" Human aspects (HUr~AN) 

" 

8. Frequency of constructive consultation between the planning 

engineer and the site manager (SMIDEA): 

- Never: 1 

-, Seldom: 2 

- Often: 3 

'- Always: 4 

9a. The planning engineer's opinion of the 'site manager's knowledge 

, of network analysis (ATTIPE): 

-' Never learn 1 

- Slow to learn 2 

- Adequate 3 

- Quick to learn: 4 

9b. The site manager's opinion of the planning engineer's site 

experience (PESITE): , 

,-
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- Poor 1 

- Just sufficient: 2 

3. 

-, Advanced 4' 

10. Attitudes to change in general: 

The planning engineer's (PEREAC). the. site manager's (SMREAC). 

and senior management's (SRMTRE) reaction to changes in general 

were measured by the following six point scale: 

- Opposing 1 

- Resisting 2 

- Tolerating 3 

- Accepting :, 4 

- Supporting 5 

- Enthusiastic: 6 

.11. Attitudes to network ana lys i s when it was introduced and at 

the present time: 

The past and present reactions of planning engineers (PETHEN 

and PENOW). of site 'managers (SMTHEN and Sr~NOW). and of senior 

management (SRMTTH and SRMTNO) were measured by the following 

six point scale: 

- Opposing 1 

- Resisting 2 

- Tolerating 3 

. - Accepting 4 

- Supporting 5 

- Enthusiastic: 6 

The difference in attitude between then and now was computed 

by subtracting the "now" score from the "then" score .. 
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PEDIFF = PETHEN- PENOW 

SMDIFF = SMTHEN- SMNOW 

SRMTDI = SRMTTH - SRMTNO 

12. The site manager's first job planned by network analysis: 

Dichotomies; 0 for "No". 1 for "Yes". 

- He is already familiar with the technique (FAMlLI) 

- He is sent to a course (SENTCO) . 

. -.The technique is explained to him briefly (EXPLAI) 

- He is sent for training on asite using network analysis 

. (SENTSI) 

- He participates to the decision to use network analysis 

(PARTIC) 

13. Effects of network analysis on site staff's basic securities: 

Effects on the amount of pay (PAY). the intensity of work 

(INTWRK). promotional opportunities (PROMOT). and status 

(STATUS) were measured by the following three point scale: 

- Threatened : ~l 

- Not changed: 0 

- Enhanced 1 

14a. The planning engineer's opinion of the site manager: 

Dichotomies; 0 for "No" •. l for "Yes". 

- They have adequate knowledge of network analysis (ADEQUA) . . . 

- TheY come from trades rather than university (CONTRA) 

- They exploit every aspect of network analysis (EXPLOI) 

- They have 'great practical site· experience (SITEXP) 

- They feel a need for network analysis (NEEDNA) 

- They cannot do without a planning engineer (NEEDPE) 

- They are inclined to provide information for updating 

(NOUPDA) 

- . 
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",---They us~ their intuition rath~r than the network (INTUIT) 

,- They become ,disillusiorted when the network is updated 

" frequently (FREUPD) 

14b. The site manager's attitude towards the planning engineer: 

Di chotomi es; 0 for "No", 1 for "Yes" • 

- He considers the planning engineer as someone beloging to 

the same group as his (SAMEGR) 

- He trusts the planning engineer (TRUST), 
. ' 

'- The planning engineer. has high prestige in the eyes of the 

site manager (PEPRES) 

- He needs the planning engineer (NEEDPE)' 

~ He tolerates the planning engineer (TOLER) 

- He sees the planning engineer as an impingment on his 

authority (INPAUT) 

15. Changes in the planning department due to the introduction 

of network analysis: 

15.1. Establishment of the planning department (PDFOR1): 

-Has'established: 1 

- Already existed: 0 

15.2. Centralization of the planning department (PDCENT): 

- Became decentralized -1 

- Di d not change 0, 

- Became more centralized: 1 

15.3. Prestige of the planning department (PDPRES): 

- Lost some prestige -1 

- Did not change 0 

- Acquired more prestige: 1 
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15.4. Authority of the planning department (PDAUTH): 

- Los t some authori ty :-1 

- Did not change o ." . 

-Acquired more authority: 1 

. 15.5 •. The office of contract.s managers (CMFORM): 

- Was abolished : -1 . 

- Did not change ·0 

- Was established: . 1 }, . 

15.6. The site's autonomy (SITAUT) : 

_. Was redu'ced -1 , . 
- Did not change: 0 

-. Was increased : 1 

16. The site manager's involvement in his job (JOBINV): 

The following scale was developed by Lodah1.& Kejner 

Strongly Agree Disagree . Aaree . 
, " 

.. /f he major satisfactions . in my 
life come from mY work. . 1 2 3 

The most important things that . 
happen to me involve mY work. 1 2 3 

I am really a perfectionist 
about mY work. 1 2 3 

I live. eat and breathe my job. 1 2 3 

I am very much involved . 
persona lly in mY' work. 1 2 3 

Most things in life are more 
important than work. 4 3· 2 

Strongly 
Disaaree 

4 

4 

4 
, 

4 
. 

4 

1 
. 
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. Part 4:,' 

Organizational characteristics:· 
.," 

1. WorkflO\~ integration (WRKINT): 

This variable is calculated by adding the.following three 
, ,. 
sub-variables. 

1.1. Mechanization mode (AUTMOD): 

.This sub-variable is determined. by assessing the bulk of 
. . 

the· equipment used by the company. 

Mode Range 
-. Hand tool s : 0 0 

- Manual machines (Jackhammers, vibrators, 

tampers, welding eqUipment, and the like): 1 1 

- Light equipment (Hoists, small concrete 

mixers, small lorries, and the. like) 

-. Heavy eqUipment (Bulldozers, scrapers, 
-

cranes, large concrete plants, and the 

like) 

- Special (non-standard) equipment 

1.2. Mechanization range (AUTRAN): 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

This ·sub-variable is defined by the highest scoring piece of 

equipment in the above list, the company is known to·use • . 
1.3. Specificity of quality evalution (QUAEVA): 

- Quality· evaluation at the. end of the project: 0 

- Partial quality control over certain aspects. 

only,. and/or from time to time 

- Full quality control by a resident site 

engineer, over all aspects of the construc

tion"at regular intervals 

: 1 

2 
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'2. Depe~dence (DEPEND): 

This variable is calculated by adding the following four sub-

, variables. 

2.1. linpersonal ity of origin (IMPORI): 

-- The company was founded personally 0 

'--, The company was founded by an existing 

, organization 

2.2. ,Status of organization unit (STATUN) 

, --' Branch uni t' 0 

, -- Head branch unit: 1 

-- Subsidiary unit 2 

-- Principal unit 3 

: 1 

, , Definitions of these different unit types are given in 

,the questionnaire for planning engineers (Appendix J, Part 1). 

2.3. Public accountability of organization (PUBACC): 

-- Private company: 0 

-- Public company: 1 

2.4; Size relative to owning group (SIZERE): 

, The' company I s score is its number of' emp 1 oyees, expressed 

as a percentage proportion of the total number of employees 

in its ultimate owning group. 

'--' Over 90% of owning gro~p : 0 

-- 30% to 89% of owning group: 1 

-- 5% to 29% of owning group 2 

'--, Under 5% of owning group 3 

3. ' Structuring of activities (STRUCT):', 

This variable is calculated by adding the following two sub

variables. 

I 
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3.1. Functional specialization (FUNSPE): 

A function is special i zed when atl east one person performs 

. that function and no other function. For each of the 

following· activities for which there is a specialist, the 

organization scores 1. :rhe total gives FUNSPE. 

a) Develop, legitimize, and· symbolize the organization's 

.. charter (Public relations, advertising! etc.) 

b) Di spose of, di stri bute and servi ce the output (Sales, 

service, customer complaints, etc.) 

c) Carry output and resources from place to place (Trans

port) 

d) ~cquire and allocate human resources (Employment, etc.) 

e) Develop and transform human resources (Education and 

training) 

f) Maintain human resources and promote their identifica

tion with the organization (Welfare, medical, safety, 

magazine, sports, social, etc.) 

g) Obtain and control materials and equipment (Buying, 

material control,.stores, stock control, etc.) 

h) Maintain and erect (for own use) buildings and equip

ment (Maintenance, etc.) 

i) Control the workflow (Planning, progressing, etc.) 

j) Record and control financial resources (Accounts, 

wages, costs, etc.) 

k) Control the quality of materials, equipment and outputs 

(Inspection, testing, quantity surveying, etc.) 

1) Asses and devise 11ays of producing the output (Work 

study, operational research, rate-fixing, method study 

etc.) 
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m) Devise new outputs,equi pment and processes (Research 

and Development) 

n) Develop and operate admi ni strati ve procedures (Regi stry, 

filing, statistics, organization and methods" etc.) 

0) Dea 1 with the 1 ega.l and insurance requi rements , (Lega 1, 

, , regi strar, insurance, 1 i censi ng, etc.) 

" p) Acquire information on the operational. field (Ilarket 

, research) 

3.2. Formalization of role definition (FORMAL): 

This sub-variable consists of the following: 

3.2.l. Number of role defining documents (NOINF): 

, -' None : 0 

.- One 1 

-Two 2 

- Three , 3 

- Four or more: 4 

3.2.2. People to whom these documents are distributed 

(INFORS) : 

-' None 0 

- Few employees 1 

- Many employees: 2 

- All employees: 3 

3.2.3. People who are given a copy of the organization 

chart (ORCHAR): 

- None 

- Chief executive only 

o 
1 

- Chief executive plus one other executive: 2 
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-- Chief executive plus.all or most, 

... Department Heads 3 

.3.2.4. Whether any operating instructions. such as task. 

descriptions. labour plant and material require~ 

ments. expected task durations. etc •• are given 

to site staff· (WROPIN): . 

. --. No : 0 

·.--Yes:l 

, 

3.2.5. Whether written terms or reference of job descri p-

, 

tions are given to: 

-- Direct workers 

. --.. Gangers 

-- Site managers and/or office staff· 

-- Chief executive 

Dichotomies; 0 for "No". 1 for "Yes".·The addition 

gives JOBDES. 

3.2.6. Whether there is any manual of procedures (HANPRO): 

-- No : 0 

-- Yes: 1 

3.2.7. Hhether main policies are written down and circu-

lated (WRIPOL): 

-- No 0 

-- Yes: 1 

3.2.8. Whether production schedules or programmes are 

us ed (WFLPRO): 

-- No : 0 

-- Yes: 1 
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3.2.9 •. Whether any .research and development programs 

and/or reports are prepared and .circulatedl1ithin 

the company (RESPRO): 

- No : 0 

- Yes: 1 

4. Concentration of authority. (CONAUT): 

Twenty three types of decisions are given below. The company 

<' scores 1 for each decision given within the company. The addition 

of all scores gives CONAUT. 

a) Qualifications and number of site personnel 

b) Appointment of site staff from outside the company 

c) Promotion of site staff 

d). Salaries of site staff 

e) To spend unbudgeted or unallocated money on capital items 

f) To spend unbudgeted or unallocated money on revenue items 

g) What. type or what brand of new equipment to be used 

h) To undertake a new type of job 

'i) To determine marketing territories covered 

j) The extent and type of the market to be aimed for 

k) The costing system 

1) What sort of control and inspection to be used· 

m) Whether to use work study 

n) Dismiss·a:site staff member 

0) Training methods to be used 

p) Buying procedures 

. . 

q) Which suppliers or materials to be used 

r) What and how many welfare facilities to be provided 

s) The price of the output 
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. t) To alter responsibilities/areas of work of specialist 

departments· 

u) To alter responsibilities/areas of work of line departments 

v) ~o operate a new department. 

w) To tender for a new job 

" " 

.... 

. . 
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, Part 5: 

General variables: 

.. - Multi';.project scheduling (NULPRO) 

,- Vusual display units (VISDIS) 

-' , Graphical putput (GRAPH) 

- ~ -- ----~~--cc_----

" '-. 

3. Characteristics of projects planned, by net\~ork IInalysis: 

Complexity (CONPLEX). degree of repetition (REPET). flexibility 

(FLEXI).uncertainty (UNCERT). time-limitations (TIMLIM). 

resource-limitations (RESLIM). and financial limitations (FINLIM) 

were marked on the following three point scale: 

-, Low (or relaxed in the case of the last three variables): 1 

'- Average 2 

- High (or tight in the case of the last three variables) 3 

4. Extent of network analysis use: 

- Percentage of projects (value-wise) for which time analysis 

is carried out (TIMANA) . 

, _. Percentage of projects (value-wise) for which time and 

, resource analyses are carried out (TIMRES) " 

- Percentage of projects (value-wise) for which time. resource 

and cost analyses are carried out (TIRECO), ' 

5. Kind of diagram used (ARROW): 

- Arrow diagrams 1 

- Precedence diagrams: 0 
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6. Extent of computerized applications (CONPUT): 

'- Computerized: 1 

-' Manual 0 

7. Kind of time estimate used (SINGLE) : 

- Single time estimates: 1 

- Three time estimates : 0 

8. Kindof resource analysis used (RESAGG) : 

- Percentage of projects where resources are aggregated: 1 

- Percentage of projects where resources' are levelled' : 0 

9. Size of organization: 

,-' Annua 1 turnover (TURNOV) 

'- Annual profits before taxation (PROFIT) 

- Number of employees (NOEMPL) 

10. Number of projects currently undertaken (NOPROJ). 

11. ' Kind of job undertaken (KINDJO): 

- Building jobs 1 

- Building and civil engineering jObs: 2 

- Civil engineering jobs 

12. Ki nd of contract undertaken: 

Dichotomies; 0 for "No", 1 for "Yes". 

, - Open competitive tenders (OPENT) 

- Negotiated contracts (NEGOT) 

- Speculative building (SPECUL) 

13. Geographical location of jobs (JOBLOC): 

-, Local projects 1 

- National projects 2 

- International projects: 3 

3 

, , 
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14. Expansion policy (EXPANP): 

- No expansion : 0 

.- Expansion in present field: 1 

. - Expansion in new fields 2 

.. 

. . 

15. Whether the company accept low bids for prestige reasons (LO~IBID): 

- No : 0 

·-Yes:l· 

16. Age of company. in years (FOUND). 

17. Range of operation (OPERAN): 

This variable is determined by subtracting the contract value 

of the smallest job undertaken by the company from the value 

of the largest job. 

. ···1 

I 
, 
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. APPENDIX L .. 

THE FEEDBACK SURVEY 

Part 1: Document attacned to letters 450 

Part 2: Questions discussed with planning engineers 454 

Part 3: Questions discussed with site managers 459 
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The feedback survey: 

On completing the analyses of the data a summary of the. 
, ' . . . .' 

findings (Part 1 of this Appendix) was sent to all respondents •. 

Interviews were then conducted wirh four planning engineers a~d 

• four site managers on the basis of the questions itemized in Part 2. 

Asynposis of the replies follol'/seach question in Part 2. 
~. . 

• 
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FACTORS WHICH AFFECT SUCCESS IN NETHORK ANALYSIS 

APPLICATIONS· 

by D. Arditi, research student, Department of 
Civil Engineering, University of Technology,· 
Loughborough. 

The degree to which NA is successful had been quantified in this 

study by assessing the extent to which it has come up to the expecta

.,tions of key individuals' occupying positions in the organisation 

which require direct· invo1v'ement in its app1 ication. Employee. satis

faction and welfare, apart from b~ing an organisational aim in itself 

. in many cases, is also assumed to .. be related to short term or long 

term company objectives. 

It has been hypothesised that "success" as defined above is 

dependent on. the way it is applied, on the 'way it is introduce, and 

on the environment in which it is used •. These have been quantified 

and categorised into four main groups of variables: Methods of 

Application which deal with the procedural aspects of.NA such as 

updating procedures and frequency, determination of the .degree of 

detail, the use of computer programs, etc~; Methods of Introduction 

which contain attitudina1 and behavioural variables such as per

ceived changes in status, authority, basic securities etc. due to 

the introduction of NA, extent of support for ·NA given by different 

echelons of management, attitudes to training courses, etc.; 

General Company Characteristics which deal with the context (size of 

company, types of jobs undertaken, expansion policy, etc.) in ~Ihich 

NA is used; and finally, Organisational Characteristics which provide 

information about the organisation structure. 
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Evidence was assembled from interviews with a Planning Erigineer, 

and a Site r·lanager in each of 15, companies that formed the sample. 

The reason why two persons were contacted in each company was the 

belief that incumbents of different'positions in an organisation have 

different opinions, expectations and,views (and sometimes they even 
~. ,. ' 

perceive the same situation in rather different ways),depending on. 

their,interests, aspirations. status, background etc. 

The data were analysed using multiple regression and correlation 

techniques.' The principal findings of the research are:-

1. Success as'viewed by Planning Engineers is likely to 'be higher if:-

(a) There is continuous and increasing senior management support. 

(b) They are working with SM's who have advanced site experience. . ' ' 

(c) NA has not been introduced in the first place because of 

contractual obligations.' 

(d) The cost of using NA is as small as possible. 

(e) They have sufficient information at the start of a project 

to construct a reliable network. 

(f) Computer programs (if used) are specially designed {preferably 

by company staff) to fit their particular requirements. 

(g) Sub-networks are used as much as possible. 

,(h) The company they are worki ng for is re 1 ati ve ly small but has 

an ambitious expansion policy. 

(i) Cost analysis is not carried out in corijunction with networks. 

(j) The projects they undertake have high uncertainty, high 

flexibility characteristics, and they are time and resource 

,limited. 

(k) The company they are working for is as independent as possible, 

i.e., most decisions are given independently of parent 

organi sations. 
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2: .SuC:cess as viewed by. Site Managers is likely to beh1gherif:

(a) PE's stop emphasising the technical aspects of NA· in their 

relationship with SWs and rather concentrate on human· 

relations to make it work. 

(b) There is sufficient support from senior management and the 

majori t:yof SM' s when NA is fi rsti ntroduced •. 

(c) SM's ability to cope with complicated networks~ the complexity 

. of the job and cl i ents' requi rements are used as cri teri a by 
. ,', . 

PE's when dete~m; ni ng the degree of detail of a network • 

. (d) Networks are updated as. little as pos~ible and when they are 

updated only the durations are reviewed and the logical 

sequence is kept fixed . 

.. (e) The comllany they are working for is relatively small but gets 

overseas contracts also. 

(f) The company they are vlorking for undertakes mainly civil 

engineering jobs which have high uncertainty and high 

flexibility characteristics; 

. (g) Resource analysis is carried out separately and not in con

junction with· the network; but, in case it is carried out in· 

conjunction with the network, is carried out for parts of the 

project at a time rather than for the entire project at the 

start. 

(h) Arrow diagrams rather than precedence diagrams are used. 

(i) Contractual obligations are not the reason for .introducing 
-

and.using computer. programs rather than manual.methods. 

3. Finally correlation coefficients indicate that success scores are ' 

likely to be ~igherif:-

(a) There is a felt need (especially on the site manager's part) 
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for a new more advanced te~hnique .when NA is being introduced. 

(b) The first application is carried out by manual meth'ods rather· ' 

. than a computer program.· 

(c) Planriingengineers·and site managers are not sent to manage

ment courses ,to learn about NA. 
,,,,, -, . 

(d) Computer programs 'are lIsed as little as possible • 

(e) Float values associated with each activity are not known to 
. , 

most people on site. 

" 
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, Part 2: 

, Questions discussed in the feedback survey with planning engineers: 

1., Network analysis seems to be more successfully applied in smaller 

companies. Do you agree with this? Why? 

-' 'Agree 4 

'-' Disagree: None, . 
,110st planning engineers indicated that in "smaller companies, 

everybody, including senior management, was more involved in the 

technique; one of them said that training was easier, and another . 

'indicated that the issue tended to become a common objective in 

'smaller companies, whereas in larger firms two distinct groups 

were formed (one who ,likes network analysis and uses it, and one 

~Iho dislikes it and avoids using it) producing a "lack of union". 

2.' Network analysis seems to be more successfully applied in jobs 

which have high uncertainty, high flexibility, low degree of 

repetition, and low complexity characteristics. Would you agree 

that less complex jobs are better suited to network analysis? 

Why? 

- Agree 4 

- Disagree: None 

All respondents agreed that it was easier to plan a job by 

network analysis if the job was not complex. They made it clear 

however that being more successful in less complex jobs did not 

mean that highly complex jobs were not suited to network analysis, 

but only more difficult to plan. 

3. Network analysis is likely to be more successful in companies who 

have an ambitious expansion policy. Do you think there is any 

causal relationship between success and expansion policy? 
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Two of the repondentsindicated that an ambitious expansion 

policy was prerequisite for higher success in network analysis 

applications •. One of them thought that it was the introduction 

of network analysis that helped formulating ambitious expansion 

policies. The fourth respondent's view was that this relation-

.ship worked both ways. 
. . . 

4. Planning engineers' success scores are likelyt!' be higher if. 

cost control is not carried out in conjunction with the network. 

Would you agree with-this? Why? 

_. Agree 3 

- Disagree None. 

- Don't know: 1 

The reason given by those who agreed was that cost control 

by networks was too complicated. 

5. Continuous and increasing senior management support is likely to 

enhance success as expected by planning engineers. Do you think 

there is any causal relationship behleen these? Hhy? 
. 

. One of the respondents thought that success in network ana

lysis applications was dependent on senior management support: 

The remaining three indicated that they had not observed a cause 

and effect relationship. 

6 •. Planning engineers' expectations of success are likely to be 

higher Ha planning department is not established as a direct 

result of introducing netvlOrk analysis. Do you agree with this? 

Why? 

- Agree 4 

- Disagree: None 

All respondents indicated that a planning department .1 
- I 
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established for the purpose of using one singleplarining tech

nique was bound to faiL A planning department should use the 

appropriate technique for the appropriate job. 

7. The majority of planning engineers regard their relationship 

with site managers as informal, whereas the majority, of site' 

managers regard their relationship with planning engineers as 

forma 1. Why do you think thi s is so? 
" ' 

. There were four different answers to this question. One 

of the repondents said that he did not know. The second one 

indicated that normally, the relationship was a formal one, but 

that the site manager being a diplomat let the planning engineer 

generally believe that it was an informal relationship. 

According to the third repondent, site managers regarded this 

relationship as formal because they regarded planning engineers 

as "spies". Finally, the fourth respondent agrees with the 

third respondent and added ,that personality played also an 

important part. 

8. ,Planning engineers' success scores are likely to be higher if 

their relationship with site managers is as, informal as possible, 

, whereas it is compl ete ly the opposite for site managers. Do you 

agree with this finding? Could you explain why? , 

All respondents agreed that an informal relationship was 

the best kind of relationship'for,higher success. 

9. The majority of planning engineers feel that site managers do 

not need the assistance of a planning engineer, whereas the 

majority of site managers think that,they need' a planning engi

neer to help them plan their job. Why do you think there is 

such a difference of reponse? 
i , 
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All respondents agreed that site managers needed the 

assistance ofa planner •. As tothe.reasons for planning engi-

. neers' response: one respondent explained.it by saying that the 

planning engineers in the sample worked probably with above 

average, very. competent site managers; two respondents indicated 

that certain site managers did nottake their planners' ideas 

into consideration very often, which perh~ps l~adplanning engi~ 

n!!ers to think that they were not needed. Finally, the last. 

respondent said that if the planning engineer did not help the 

site manager with the programming of the job, a·member of "site 

management probably would. 

10. Success in general is likely to be higher if site managers are 

not sent to courses. Do you agree with this? Why? 

- Agree • 1· 

- Disagree: 3 

The respondent who agreed with this finding said that 

courses were too theoretical and that the best way of training 

people was to have them in the planning department for a while. 

The remaining three respondents agreed that courses were nece

ssary and general1y.successful. They.suggested however that a 

vital week at the start of a job spent in a course, and over-

. enthusiasm after attending the course could possibly explain 

the finding. 

11. Success as expected by planning engineers is likely to be 

higher if both durations and logical sequence are reviewed at 

each update, whereas success as expected by site managers is· 

likely to be higher if only durations are reviewed at each 

update and the logical sequence is preserved. Why do you think 
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there is such a·difference? 

Two respondents agreed with site managers that the logical 

.. sequence should be kept fi~ed, because a change in logic would 

necessitate a change in site managers' I~ay ~f thinking, causing 

consi derab 1 ei nconvenience. The remai ning two respondents i ndi

cated that a review of the logicat each update was essential 

for higher success .. They .also indicated howevj!r that they coul~ 

understand site managers' views that considerable time and effort 

. were needed to absorb and digest extensive modifications at each 

update. 

12. Planning engineers' success scores are 1 ikely to be higher if 

float is distributed evenly among activities. Do you agree with 

this? Hhy? 

- Agree None· 

- Disagree: 4 

None of the respondents were able to interpret this finding. 

. 
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Part 3: 

Questions discussed in the feedback survey with site managers: 

1. ,Network, analysis is likely to be more successful, in smaller 

companies. Do you agree with this? Why? 

- Agree 2 

'-' 'Disagree: 2 

The two respondents who agreed with the fi~ding offered the 

following explanations: network analysis is introduced and 

absorbed quicker in Smaller companies; the individual who intro

duces network analysis knows everybody involved better than had 
. , 

he been in a larger company, and has the opportunity of selling 

it to each of them separately; the positive results of network, 

analysis ,can be seen better, quicker, and by everybody in smaller 

, companies; smaller companies undertake smaller jobs, and it is 

easier to plan smaller jobs; and finally, in smaller jobs there 

is more architect/consultant involvement which is necessary for 

better planning. The two respondents who disagreed with the 

finding did not see any reason why smaller companies should be 

more successful in network analysis applications. Both,of them 

indicated that they would have expected larger companies to be 

more successful.' 

2. Network analysis is likely to be more successful if applied to 

jobs whi ch have hi gh uncertainty, hi gh fl exi bil i ty, low degree 

of repetition, and low complexity characteristics. Hould you 

agree that less complex jobs are better suited, to netl~ork ana

lysis? Why? 

- Agree 4 

, - Disagree: None 
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The explanations provided were: less complex jobs need less 

'detailed planning and therefore are likely tobe more ,successful; 

and, highly complex progranmes have tobe updated frequently. 

3. Network analysis is likely to be more successful in companies who 

'. undertake overseas jobs. ,Do you agree with thi s? Hhy? 

,-' Agree 3 

- Disagree" None' 

-' Don't know: 1 

Those respondents who agreed indicated that material deli~. 

veries were very important,in overseas jobs and that one had to 

, 'rely on the programme. One of them added that it was easier to ' 

, plan in cases where labour is not scarce. 

4. Site managers' expectations of success are dependent on the kind 

of diagram planning engineers use. Higher success is likely to 

occur ~Ihen~ arrow diagrams rather, than precedence diagrams are 

used. Do you agree with this? Hhy do yoli think this is so? 

-, Agree 2 

- Disagree None 

-' Don't know: 2 

Those who agreed indicated that this finding could possibly 

be the result of habit and initial training in arrow diagrams. 

Those who answered "Don't kno~I" made clear that the only thing 

they were interested in was the final bar-chart transformation. 

5. Network analysis is likely tO,be more successful in companies 

who undertake mainly jobs of civil engineering nature. Do you 

agree with this finding? Could,you explain why? 

- Agree 4 

- Disagree: None 
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All respondents agreed that jobs of civil engineer.ing nature 

had a smaller number of less complex, better defined activities 

which were easier to programme. One of them added that there 

were not so inany different materials and sub-contractors as in 

, building jobs. 

, 6. " Success as expected by site managers is dependent on the extent 

to which site 'managers and senior management support network 

, analysis when it is introduced. How important do you think this 

support is? 

All respondents agreed that senior management support was 

very important when network analysis was being introduced. One 

of them said it was "fundamental". Another respondent indicated 

that it was senior management support that caused site managers, 

to support netl10rk analysis as well. 

7. Site managers' expectations of success are likely to be enhanced 

,. if planning engineers stop concentrating on technical aspects, 

and rather emphasize human relations to make the technique work. 

What do you think of this finding? Do you agree with it? ~~y? 

- Agree 4 

- Disagree: None 

Two of the respondents held the viewthat.a good'relationship 

between a planning engineer and a site manager should be one of 

the major objectives. According to one of the,se two respondents, 

.this' finding was the most important result of this research 

study, 

8. The majority'of planning engineers regard their relationship with 

site managers as informal, whereas the majority of site managers 

regard their relationship with planning engineers as formal. 

'.I 

I 

I 
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. Why do you thi nk· thi s is so? 

Two of therspondents said they. did not know.,' One res- . 
, '. '. ". . . 

pondent indicated that site ma.nagers resented being told what 

, to do by a planning engineer with little site experience, and 

consequently, kept the relationship as a formal superior-: 
, . 

, '....' " '-. 

subordinate relationship. According to the fourth respondent,' 

'planning engineers were kept at a 'distance by ?ite managers 

" because they were regarded as "spies". . . i - . . 

9. Planning engineers' '.success scores are likely to be enhanced 

if their relationship with site managers is as informal as' 

'possible, whereas it is completely the opposite for site mana

gers •. Do you agree with thi s fi ndi ng? ~1hy? 

Three respondents agreed that the best relationship \~as' 

informal because it created a better working atmosphere. One 

respondent said he did not kno~l. 

10. The majority of planning engineers feel that site. managers do 

'not need the assistance of a planning engineer, .whereas the 

majority of site managers think that they need a plan~ing engi

neer to help them plan their job. Why do you think there is 

such a difference of response? 

All respondents agreed that s)te managers needed the help 

.', ' 

of planning engineers. According to one of the respondents, 

planning engineers were not aware of the fact that they were an· ' 

integral part of the site management team.' Two respondents 

. indicated that planning engineers did not feel needed because 

site managers did not always use their suggestions. According 

to the last respondent, planning engineers expected site mana

gers to stick to the programme; when site managers regarded the 

....., .' 
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. programme only as a guide and made improvisations, they felt 

that. their services were not really used. 

11. Success as expected by planning engineers is likely to be higher 

if both durations and the logical sequence of activities are 

reviewed at each update, whereas success as expected by site 

managers is likely to be higher if onlydurations are reviewed 

and the logical sequence is preserved. Do you,agree with this? 

Why do you think there is such a difference? 

According to three of the respondents the. logic of a net

work should never be modified. The major reason for this was 

stated as follows: after every major modification to the pro

grarrnne, site managers ~/Ould have to spend considerable time 

and effort to study and understand the new programme, and to 

modify material schedules and sub-contracting arrangements 

accordingly. They could however understand why there \~as a 

different finding for planning engineers. They indicated that 

planning engineers were not generally practical minded and that 
. . 

they would modify the logic frequently for the simple purpose 

of safeguarding themselves and their programme. 

12 •. Site managers' success scores are likely to be higher if resource 

analysis is not carried out in conjynction ~/ith the network. Do 

you agree with this? Could you explain why such a result has 

been obtained? 

According to blo of the respondents resource analysis ~/as 

an unrealistic method. The other t\~O indicated that resource 

analysis was essential, but not in conjunction with a network. 

13. In cases where resource analysis is carried out, site managers' 

expectations of success have been found to be higher when only 
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. parts of projects are resource analysed at a time; rather than 

the entire project at the start. Do you agree with this? Hhy 

. do you. think this is so? . 

-' 

All respondents agreed that resource analysis of entire 

projects was bound to be unreal istic because there was not suf

ficient information at the start of a job; 

14. Although resource analysis is not favoured by most site managers, 

results indicate that success as expected by site managers is 

likely to be higherOif float is distributed evenly among acti

vities; or according to the results of a resource analysis. 

Do you agree with thi s? Hhy? 

-. Agree 2 

- Disagree None 

-. Don't know: 2 

The two respondents who agreed indicated that it was 

easier.to distribute float evenly and that is saved the trouble 

of resource analysing the project. 

15. Success in general is .likely.to be higher if site managers are 

not sent to courses. Do you agree with this? Hhy? 

- Agree 4 

-0 Disagree: None 

All respondents agreed that courses were too theoretical 

and concentrated. Two of them said that site managers became 

over-enthusiastic after attending courses and that they tried 

to be "too clever". 

16. Site managers' expectations of success are likely to be enhanced 

if the direct authority of the planning department increases as 

a direct result of introducing network analysis. Doyoyagree 
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with this finding? Why? 

'- Agree : 3 

- Disagree: 1 

" -465-, 
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The three respondents who agreed indicated that when a 

network was prepared, responsibility for it was shared between 

the planning engineer and the site manager" hence transferring 

'some of the site manager's workload to the pla!1ning engineer. 

", 
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CONSTRUCTION STATISTICS 
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Part 1: Number of firms and value of work done analysed 

, by trade of fi rm 

Part 2: Number of fi rms and value of ~/ork done ana lysed 

'by size of firm 

Part 3: Number of ,firms and value of work done analysed. 

by region of registration 
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Table 1 

.... 
, .' . , 

'''. /: ": . 
'"r ," 

'," 

~ . '. 
: :' 

NUMBER OF FIRMS AND VALUE OF WORK DONE ANALYSED BY TRADE OF FIRM 

", 

Trade of Firm Number of Firms (%) Value of Work'Done ,(%) 

Genera 1 Builders 

Building and Civil Engineering 

Contractors 

Civil Engineers 

Plumbers 

Joiners' and Carpenters 

Painters 

Roofers 

Plasterers 

Glaziers 

Demolition Contractors 

Scaffolding Specialists 

Reinforced Concrete Specialists 

Heating and Ventillating Engineers 

Electrical Contractors 

Asphalt and Tar Sprayers 

Plant Hirers 

Flooring Contractors 

Constructional Engineers 

Total 

• C 42.8 

3.8 

1.9 

10.4 

6.9 

16.9 

1.9 

3.9 

0.4 

0.4 

0.1 

0.3 

1.7 

5.4 

0.3 

1.5 , 

0.9 

0.5 

100.0 

24.6 

34.7 

, 9.4 

3.3 

2.0 

3.0 

1.8 

1.4 

0.4 

0.2 

0.6 

1.3 

4.7 

4.7 

1.9 

2.5 

0.8 

2.7 

100.0 

Sou.rae: These peraentages were aaZauZated by using the figures given in 

the AnnuaZ BuUetinof Construation Statistias 1968. MPBW. ' 

Construation Eaonomias Division. No. 10. Z969. 

, , , 
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Table 2 

NUMBER OF FIRMS AND VALUE OF· WORK DONE ANALYSED BY SIZE OF FIRMS 

Size of Firm . Number of Firms (%) Value of Work Done (%) 

NIL/l 25.2 1.0 

2-7 45.6 7.8 -
8-13 11.3 5.5 

14-24 8.1 7.4 

·25-34 3.0 4.9 

35-59 3.0 7.6 

·60-79 1.1 4.4 

80-114 0.9 5.4 

115-299 1.2 13.4 

300-599 0.3 9.8 

. 600-1199 0.2 9.5 

1200+ 0.1 23.2 

Total 100.0 .100.0 

. Source: These percentages were calculated by using the figures 

given in the Annual Bulletin of Construction Statistics 

1968; MPBfI, Construction Economics Division, No. 10, 

1969. 
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T.able 3 

• NUMBER OF FIRMS AND VALUE OF WORK DONE ANALYSED . 

BY REGION OF. REGISTRATION' . 

. Region of Registration Number of Firms (%) V.alue of~lork Done (%) 

Northern 4 .• 4 4 .• 2 

Yorkshire and Humberside 9.0 . ·6.8 

East Midlands 6.0 5.4 

South West 9.1. 5.3 

Wales 5.1 3.2 

West t4idlands 9.4 10.0 

North West 1104 9.0 

Scotland 7.3 8.4 

East Anglia 3.2 2.9 . 

South East London 13.8 28.0 

Southern Counties 7.1 5.9 

So'uth Eastern Counties 8.3 6.1 

Eastern Counties' 5.3 4.8 

Total 100.0 100.0 . 

Source: These percentages were calculated by using the figures 

given in the Annual Bulletin of Construction Statistics 

1968. MPBW. Construction Economics Division. No. 10. 
1969 •. 
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.) ADEQUA(2.14a), (3.14a) INTWRK(2.13) ,(3:13)· RESpiW(3.3) ~(4j~'~.9) ...., 
ADMIN (2.7), (3.7) 
ARBITR (l.3.1 );(2.3.1) 
ARROW. (4.5),(5.5) 
ATTIPE(2.9a),(3.9a) .. 
AUTMOD (3.1),(4.1.1) . 

', .. , AUTRAN (3.1),(4.1.2)· LATEST l.3.1),(2.3.1) SINCEW(4.1),(5.1) .. · 
1,,',),), CHOICE (l.3.1),(2.3.1) lOCATN 1.3;3),(2;3.3) SINGlE:.(4.7),(5.7) .. :' 
':!:'.;) CLAUSE (2.1),(3.1), lOGPlA (1.4.J),(2A.1) SITAUT.(2.16),(3.15~6) 
,.:F".'.'.r;i. 'CLIENT (l.3.5),(2.3.5) lOWBID,(4.15),(5.15) SITEFl (1.4.4),(2.4.4) 
.i,.,CMFORM(2.16),(3.15.5) MANPRO (3.3),(4.3.2;6) .. SITEXP (2.14a),(3:14a) 
.,i,T COMBIN (l.3.3),(2.3.3) MANUCO (2.2),(3.2) , . SIZERE (3.2),(4.2.4) 
:,\i~:iCOMPCO (l.2.4);(2.2.4) MANUlG (l.2.3),(2.2;3) SMABIl(l.3.5),(2.3.5) 
X:.::1 COMPlE (l.3.5),(2.3.5) MANUSM. (l.2.3),(2.2 •. 3) SMDIFF (2.11b),(3;11b) 
("')') COMPlG (l.2.3),(2.2.3) MUlPRO (4.2),(5.2),SMIDEA (2.8), (3.8) . 
/'l' COMPlX(4.3),(5.3).· . NEEDNA (2.14a),(3.14a). SMNOW. (2.11b),(3.11b) 
;'] COMPSM(l.2;3),(2.2.3) NEEDPE (2.14a),(3.14a) SMREAC(2.10),(3.10) 
";""~ COMPTl (l. 2.1) , (2.2.1 ) NEGOT (4.12), (5.12) .... SMTHEN (2.11 b), (3.11 b) 
'(\; COMPT2 (l. 2.2), (2.2.2) NOACT (l. 2.4). (2.2.4) . SPECIF (1.2.4), (2.2.4) 
" .. ':j' COMPUT (4.6),(5.6) .' NOEMPL (4.9),(5.9) . SPECUL (4.12),(5.12.) ' .. 

'. Cl COMTRA (2. 14a) , (3. 14a) NO I NFB (3.3), (4.3.2.1 ) SRMTD I (2.11 c ) , (3; 11 c) 
-"1 CONAUT (3.4),(4.4) NOPROJ (4:10),(5.10) . SRMTNO (2.llc),(3.11c)· 

'l COSTA2 (l.3.6),(2.3.6) NOUPDA (2.14a),(3.14a) SRMTRE (2.10),(3.10) . 
'i COSTNA (l.5.1),(2.5.1) OPENT (4.12),(5.12) SRMTTH (2.llc),(3.l1c) 

DEPEND (3.2).(4.2) OPERAN (4.17),(5.17) SSFAMI (1.2.4),(2.2.4) 
DICTAT (1;3.1),(2.3.1) ORCHAR (3.3),(4.3.2.3) STAFF (2.3),(3.3)· 
EARlYS (1.3.1),(2.3.1) PARTIC (2.12),(3.12) STATPD (1.4.2),(2.4.2) 
ECOJUS (l.5.2),(2.5.2)' PAY . (2.13),(3.13) STATUN (3,2),(4.2.2).' 
ESTIMA (l.4.3),(2.4.3) PDAUTH (2.15),(3.15.4) STATUS (2.13),(3.13) 

, EVENDI (1.3.1),(2.3.1) PDCENT (2.15),(3.15.2) STRACT (3.3),(4.3) 
EXPANP (4.14),(5.14) PDFAMI (l.2.4),(2.2.4) SUBNWK (l.3.7).(2.3.7) 
EXPlAI ,( 2.12),(3.12) PDFORl (2.15),(3.15.1) TECHN (2.7),(3.7) . 
EXPlOl (2.14a),(3.14a) - PDPRES (2.15),(3.15.3) TIMANA (4.4),(5.4) . 

. EXTCO~ (2.4),(3.4)PEABIl (l.3.5).(2.3.5) TIMELI (1.3.5),(2.3.5) 
FAMILI (2.12),(3.12) PEDIFF (2.11a),(3.11) TIMLIM (4.3),(5.3)· 
FASHIO (2.1),(3.1) PENOW (2.11a),(3.11) TIMRES(4.4),(5A) 
FINlIM (4.3),(5.3) PEPRES (2.14b),(3.14b) TIRECO (4.4),(5.4) , . 
FlEXI (4.3),(5.3) PEREAC (2.10),(3.10) TOlER (2.14b),(3.14b) 
FORMAL (3.3),(4.3.2) . PESITE (2.9b),(3.9b) TRADES (1.3.3),(2.3.3) 
FOUND (4.16),(5.16) PETHEN (2.11a).(3.11) TRUST, (2.14b),(3.14b) 

·FREUPD (2.14a),(3.14a) PRERES (l.3.2),(2.3.2), TURNOV (4.9),(5.9) 
FUNSPE (3.3),(4.3.1) PROFIT (4.9).(5.9) UNCERT (4.3),(5.3) , .. 
GRAPH (4.2),(5.2) PROMOT (2.13),(3.13) UPDAT1 (1.1.1),(2.1.1) 
HIERAR (1.4.6),(2.4.6) PUBACC (3.2),(4.2.3) UPDAT2 (1.1.2),(2.1.2), 
HUMAN (2.7),(3.7) QUAEVA (3.1),(4.l.3) UPDATJ (l.l.3),(2.l.3) 
IDlETI (2.1),(3.1) REGMET(2.5),(3.5) VISDIS (4.2),(5.2)' 
IMPAUT (2.14b),(3.14b) REPET (4.3),(5.3) WFLPRO (3.3),(4.3.2.8) 
I~lPORI (3.2),(4.2.1) RESANA (l.3.8),(2.3.8) MUPOl (3.3),(4.3.2.7) 
INADEQ(2.1),(3.1) RESAGG (4.8),(5.8) WRKINT (3.1),(4.1) 
INFORS (3.3),(4.3.2.2) RESLIM (4.3),(5.3) WROPIN (3.3),(4.3.2.4) 

INTCOR (2.4),(3.4), " RESMPE (2.6),(3.6) lSTNWK (l.4.5), (2.4.5) 
INTUIT (2.14a),(3.14a) .... ,., 

, . :.' , '~, . 
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